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1499
Jeff Radke
02-25-2017
08:31 PM ET (US)

I didn't have this problem last night in new snow with the roller. Maybe something to
consider for a future machine. Ginzu must be quite a bit heavier. 
Wider belts?

1498
Jeff Radke
02-25-2017
08:25 PM ET (US)

A note on grooming QH today, I did not groom the steep hill at Parkwood. I lost grip
multiple times on lesser pitches due to the deep soft snow. I decided to avoid having
anymore issues. 
The ATV seemed challenged with this snowfall. It was easy to spin the tracks with too
much throttle going up some hills and too little would bog it down. Am I needing a
tip?

1497
Jeff Radke
02-25-2017
07:25 PM ET (US)

Went over Quarry Hill with the Ginzu and it seemed to improve the skate deck. I did
not go to the west ball field, too many walkers. I did recommend to a family of five
snowshoers that they not walk on the ski trails! They weren't evil they just did not
know. I think the signage may need a new strategy! There were a lot of walking tracks
on the trail last night too. 
The trails could use more grooming to get it packed. 
Also most of the gas is gone, but the ATV is full.

1496
Jeff Radke
02-25-2017
03:15 PM ET (US)

I skied QH myself this afternoon. I agree it was way soft. 
I'm going to Ginzu it this afternoon after some lunch. 
I'll post to Facebook. 

Sent from my iPhone

1495
Michael O'Connor
02-25-2017
02:25 PM ET (US)

I skied both Essex and QH this morning. Poles were almost useless as they sank down
through the snow to the ground. particularly at QH. QH also had a number of walkers
- most had snowshoes. On those trails my skis sunk down several inches with each
push off. Essex does not seem to have any walkers yet and is definitely firmer. I don't
remember the last time we got 12-15" of snow and I think it's going to take another
day before both trails set up. So a little too much of a good thing right now, but I'll
take that any day over what they are staring at right now up on the Birkie trail.

1494
Paul
02-25-2017
01:56 PM ET (US)

Essex is cleaned up and track set this morning. The base is soft. Equipment all
worked well. Get out and ski on the snow we have!

1493
Jeff Radke
02-25-2017
12:02 AM ET (US)

Used the roller with the track setter at Quarry Hill this evening. Could use a good
going over with the Ginzu to make it even better, but it should ski alright. The
driveway was not groomed so I had to park at the gate and walk. It would be nice if
they would consider us on this. Also there was no electric in the shed. No lights and
the flashlight was dead! Trail wise there are alot of overhanging branches. Some may
spring back but I think there are some that may have to be dealt with. Good snowfall,
when I'd jump off the ATV it was up to my knees! Can't complain!

1492
Joe
02-24-2017
07:23 PM ET (US)

Essex has been rolled twice today. Mike rolled earlier today and I just finished. The
trails firmed up well. There were two classic skiers out and they barely left a track in
the snow.

The equipment worked great. Thank you, Mike.

Mike has the gas containers and is filling them for tomorrow. As such, I was unable to
fill the ATV. It's sitting with a half to quarter of a tank.
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Paul is planning to groom and set track at Essex Saturday morning. Thank you, Paul!

The prairies were drifted, but not too bad. I believe the wet snow was a positive
factor.

Enjoy!

Joe
1491
Dave
02-24-2017
12:54 PM ET (US)

Good luck!

Sent by Dave G.

1490
Jeff Radke
02-24-2017
12:30 PM ET (US)

I'll try that first. 
I'm working today so I should out around 6:30/7:00. 

Sent from my iPhone

1489
Dave
02-24-2017
11:51 AM ET (US)

I just spoke with Jeff Robertson and he took the snowmobile and a Otter sled to
Gamehaven for their fat tire event on Saturday. He didn't take a roller. I wonder if it
would be best for the first packing to leave the comb up so that the roller doesn't float
on the surface and does a better job of packing the snow. 

Sent by Dave G.
1488
mtrantow
02-24-2017
11:27 AM ET (US)

Essex Plans: Mike Trantow to roll this afternoon... Joe G to ginzu after 4pm. Paul
Ehling do another round Saturday morning. We should have great skiing locally
Saturday (sorry about Birkie though).

1487 Deleted by author 02-24-2017 12:04 AM

1486
Dave Greymont
02-16-2017
06:13 PM ET (US)

At David Herbert's request, I groomed some/most of the QH trails prior to ski team
practice today. Before grooming they were hard packed and grooved from skiers.
After grooming with the Ginzu's knives the surface started to soften and actually
turned into a very nice skiing surface in many areas. Obviously there were other areas
of either melt or ice but there's lots of good skiing to be had if you get out REAL
soon. The forecast for tomorrow is for 57 degrees so this was likely the last grooming
of the year unless we get snow in March.

1485
Barry
02-15-2017
11:48 AM ET (US)

Fellow Groomers, Here is a note about the e-o-season coaches happy hour. All
groomers definitely invited. Please mark your calendars.

Dear Fellow RNST Coaches,
Well, at long last I perused the availability dates for our well deserved, end-o-season
coaches' happy hour. The best date is Thursday, March 2, so please mark your
calendars.

I talked with a few of you and we decided to try Whistle Binkies North this time
(instead of the Wicked Moose). The Moose will be closing soon, and perhaps some of
the best staff will have jumped ship already. Anyway, let's plan on W. Binkies; we can
(and will) reserve a room there also. It is in the SE section of the big intersection of
37st N (E Circle Drive) and Broadway N (south of Shopko and really close to Andy's
Liquor - not that I ever go to Andys Liquor or anything).

It has been a great season, although a little shorter than we had hoped for, culminated
with a fine Heart Throb Valentines inter-team race. Everyone had a smile. Check out
the attached pics of the inter-squad race. My favorite is captain Jon hiding a Valentine
Heart w/candy.

Remember that spouses are certainly welcome. I will also send this note to all our
groomer friends as well.



One more time, here are the specifics:
Thursday, March 2
~5:40pm 
Whistle Binkies North

See you then.
Regards,
Barry

1484
Barry
02-08-2017
11:31 AM ET (US)

Fellow Groomers, Here is a very important note I sent out to the RNST coaches
regarding our e-o-s happy hour. Groomers...this includes you as well. Please read it
and go to the Doodle signup. Thanks! Barry
Here is the original note:

Dear Fellow RNST Coaches,
Our successful rnst season is coming to a close soon, and that fact reminds me that it
is time to schedule our well deserved coaches' happy hour. I am going hi-tech this
year (with Kristin's help) and am using Doodle to find the best night for the majority
of us for our big event.

Please click on the link here (hint, you may have to copy/paste it into a web page):

http://doodle.com/poll/g4mepgc7q8adkxan
and it will take you to the doodle web page where you can specify all the nights that
you could make the happy hour. I will then find the best date for us and send out
another announcement.

It is usually right after practice, and we can do that this time as well. I have included a
couple of Wednesdays, so if that is the winner, we can still commence at ~5:40pm as
well.

One final note is that the first date I have listed is Valentines day (right after our final
meet). That might not work out because your sweeties may have a romantic evening
planned (or something). One other date that I have listed but might not work is Wed,
March 1, that is Ash Wednesday, but I will leave those two dates in anyway, but
maybe focus on the other four dates. I have omitted the week of the Birkie from our
choices thinking that a good number of us will be gone.

I will also send this note to our grooming team. We welcome them as well (or rather,
we could not do our program without our groomers!).

Oh, almost forgot. Spouses are welcomed as well (so, Lisa, Bring Patrick).

Thanks! You are all a great group.
Barry

1483
Henry Walker
02-07-2017
10:29 PM ET (US)

Groomed QH tonight with Bjorn. We worked the main trails a bit more to renovate
hard packed snow and avoided the west ball field and small side loops that were thin
or had too much ice. While the deck is hard, it actually skis quite well indicated by
the die hards who followed the groomer passes. Hard pack snow was not amenable to
classic setting so we left it as is, not great conditions but not much we could do about
it. The ginzu needed weight, otherwise the front knives did not make good contact.
For next year we will change out the hitch to the same system Maplelag uses on their
Ginzu units. Very easy to see the hitch when backing to hook up, easier to attach
using a ball like hitch (no jacks or lifting) and leveling the unit is easy. The ATV and
groomer worked well. Grooming past the chainsaw incident made me laugh. If you
hear of anyone telling a tale about some crazed woodsman with a chainsaw at night
let me know who it was, I'm dying to find out. 

While we have plenty of snow to work with we are often hampered by ice due to thaw
freeze events. I tried to ski before grooming tonight but it was futile. Three efforts

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fdoodle.com%2Fpoll%2Fg4mepgc7q8adkxan&x=327525934.2


may improve QH's future. First is to widen and level where needed so the classic
skiers have more track space to work with. It must be frustrating to battle the brush or
fall off the trail due to being on the edge. Second is to build up week snow areas
before we have a melt. This includes the area near the pines and a few others that melt
faster. Moving snow to these areas when we have plenty of snow wouldn't be hard
with the right equipment. Third, improve the way we deal with the ice. We are writing
another grant to replace the QH ATV this year. If we receive the grant it will be for a
UTV (John Deer utility Gator with tracks) as recommended by ABR. A good
implement lift is available for these units which can support an ice management
system. It is amazing what the ginzu can do with the trail during most conditions, but
it struggles with hard ice.

1482
Barry
02-04-2017
01:27 PM ET (US)

I did Essex this morning. I kept the knives down whenever I was not on the bikepaths.
The trails were pretty hard packed, but the knives did some good. Several icy spots (2
on the island loop in the S prairie, one at the bottom of the big hill on the N prairie,
and a couple more elsewhere). The knife switch (up and down) worked fine, however,
the track setter switch did not seem to work (not a problem this time because it was
too hard packed to set tracks anyway); maybe I did not have the plug in tight enough?
The 3 smaller gas containers are empty, and the other (the big 6 gal container) is
getting low. I will say it again... whoever had the brilliant idea to get the battery
powered gas pump deserves a beverage of his/her choice from me. What a mess
preventer that pump is! Thanks.

1481
John Resman
02-04-2017
12:51 AM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill Friday late Friday evening. All of the skating lanes, including
the trail to the west ballfield, were refreshed. I tried to reset some classic track, but the
snow was too hard, so the classic track was left alone. Pretty quiet out there - all of
the candlelight skiers were done by 9 PM.

1480
bsknapper@juno.com
02-01-2017
01:12 PM ET (US)

Groomers,OK, I am up next. Pls give he a hey when someone thinks Essex needs a
refresh.Thanks,Barry

1479
Joe
02-01-2017
11:27 AM ET (US)

Brennan, thank you for grooming Essex yesterday!! 

Barry and Lisa are up next to groom Essex. I'm out of the rotation for a bit longer -
ugh.

Thanks

Joe

1478
Eric Reeve
01-31-2017
10:24 PM ET (US)

I just finished up at Quarry Hill. The whole system has been refreshed. I left the
classic track where it looked good and tried to refresh the classic track where it
needed it. There were a few wet/slushy spots but overall things look good. No
chainsaw wielding skiers tonight, but I did run across a nice big buck. All equipment
worked well. There were two partially filled gas cans left.

1477
Andy Wood
01-29-2017
09:42 PM ET (US)

Skating lanes at Essex were groomed this evening. The classic tracks are nice and
solid so I left them as is. Trails should be in good shape for Nordic Ski team
tomorrow. All of the equipment worked great! Brennan and Barry are on deck for
grooming.

1476
bsknapper@juno.com
01-28-2017
12:42 PM ET (US)

Henry, you are my hero. Running out of gas is something I can see myself doing. I am
still chuckling about the skier who happened upon you. Good job on the
tree!Thanks,Barry

1475
Jeff Radke
01-27-2017
11:07 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill has been groomed this evening. Included the west ball field and the
Parkwood hills. Also refreshed track here and there. Everything worked great. Except
for the part of my brain that anticipates the transitions! Did not lift the track setter
when I should have in a couple of places. I'll improve with time. Conditions are
excellent.

1474
Laura Z

Essex groomed for skate and classic.



01-27-2017
04:01 PM ET (US)

1473
Jeff Radke
01-27-2017
11:35 AM ET (US)

Ha Ha, how else can you have a story like that!
Glad the cops were not involved! 
I can visualize the helicopter spot light following you home!
 

Sent from my iPhone

1472
Henry Walker
01-27-2017
09:57 AM ET (US)

A night of firsts, removing the 14" QH Cherry Tree. The day started pretty normal,
home at 6pm after work with a quick bite to eat and then off to remove the Cherry
Tree Dave mentioned with a great picture for location reference. I knew exactly where
the tree was down, I just had to get the Husky 555 chainsaw out there somehow and
cut it up in the dark. My boys' managed to break their good plastic sleds that would
have allowed me to ski and pull the saw behind me. Plan "B" was to bind the
chainsaw onto one of their snowboards via the boot straps and pull that along, it more
or less worked but it was a haul out to the tree without use of poles. I never ski with a
headlamp because it helps me develop my balance so I never thought to bring one this
time. I started the saw in the dark and began cutting this tree up while in my ski boots
and skiing clothes - both dragging a chainsaw and cutting a tree in the dark of night
with ski clothes on was certainly a first for me. Because the tree was big I cut
firewood size chunks to avoid stressing my lower back when it came time to throw
the chunks off. Four cuts in, the saw ran out of gas. Brilliant. I load up and haul it all
back, fill up with gas and oil and repeat the entire affair. Second round I managed to
cut up half the tree to the middle of the trail before noticing snow being swirled and
stuck to the air intake. That's a first I thought. To clear it I just lifted the saw in the air
and opened her up so I could see the snow blow out in the good moonlight. That's
when a skier who must of been coming down the hill popped around the corner not
far from me to see a largish person holding a chainsaw up in the air toward him with
the engine wide open. By the way he or she spun around and went the other direction
I'm guessing that was his or her first time as well. The tree is removed, but I'm still
laughing. I would like to find that person and apologize but they may be in the next
state by now.

1471
Dave Greymont
01-26-2017
02:30 PM ET (US)

The Ginzu worked great this morning and I set a beautiful skating deck and classic
track. I wish I could say the same thing about the operator. I did a couple of bonehead
things and had to go back over the trail to repair my damage. I removed 3 trees with
the Silk saw. That saw is the GREATEST! But, there's a cherry tree down on the
woods trail that about 14 inches in diameter that Henry will remove tonight with the
chainsaw. I groomed the steep loop adjacent to the Payne sheds. Let's just say I gave
the ATV lots of "gusto" when going up the hill so I wouldn't stall out. I also groomed
an extra wide loop around the Park Wood Hills ball field for the coach-the-coaches
this weekend. I did not groom the hills.
I put up new ski trail signs on our 3 kiosks. Also as a safety precaution, I put up signs
to mark the north-east trail extension as one-way going up hill and to the south so
skiers avoid going down the hill and the tight left hand turn. There is a warning sign
about the steep hill and turn for the skiers that decide to go the opposite (wrong)
direction. I was out there for a long time this morning but it was a gorgeous day in the
woods.

1470
mtrantow
01-25-2017
09:43 PM ET (US)

Paul Ehling and I groomed Essex with the snowmobile roller followed by ATV and
Ginzu. We also had problems with slippage of the top layer of snow on top of glare
ice. We did manage to complete all the course *except* we did not try the hill from
the 55h St playground south down the steep hill. There were a few large branches
down (removed) and one medium tree bent over on the curvy trail from 55th Street
through the woods (steered around it) - - we'll need to remove that eventually.

1469
Dave Greymont
01-25-2017
06:13 PM ET (US)

The snow wasn't ready for the Ginzu. It piled up in front of the Ginzu and also peeled
loose from the ice base. Then Jeff tried the roller but the snow is sticking to it,
forming large clumps and leaving behind a rough surface. We agreed to wait and I'll
try grooming in the morning. The over-night temperatures will be in the upper 20's
and hopefully the snow will have transformed and I'll be able to groom. Jeff also



experienced some slippage so it's too risky to groom the steep hills.
AARGH!

1468
Jeff Radke
01-25-2017
04:37 PM ET (US)

I like the plowed access!
Heading out from here at 4:00. 
I'll take a look at those limbs too. 

Sent from my iPhone

1467
Dave
01-25-2017
04:35 PM ET (US)

Jeff, when you groom, see if it's possible to shake the bent-over trees to knock some
of the snow off and maybe they'll straighten up.
The road in to the Payne sheds has been plowed.

Sent by Dave G.

1466
Peter Wollan
01-25-2017
02:23 PM ET (US)

QH was rolled/packed today. There are two trees bent over the trail just east of the
bridge. They don't seem to be broken, just bent, so I don't know if they need to be
chopped down or not. I cleared enough space to go under them, but they do block at
least half of the trail.

There are some sticks down, too. I cleared the big ones, but didn't get everything.
There are a couple of wet/thin spots on the orchard trail, but mostly the snow looks
beautiful, and will make a great base after a bit of cold.

I followed Dave's suggestion to cut across the bottom of the Parkwood Hills baseball
field loop, but the snow looked good (not swampy) so I did one loop all the way out
to the stakes.

    Peter

1465
mtrantow
01-23-2017
11:13 PM ET (US)

Skied/walked Essex tonight, removing the Caution tape. Most base is crusty ice 1-2
inches thick... hopefully the new snow will bond with that at first and make a nice
new base. Groomers should be very careful and slow on any hills, esp. with curves, as
the ice underneath may not hold tracks. Ponding and running water were near the
south prairie inner loop and between the woods and archery range. The only place
where the base is completely gone is by the west wooden bridge (itself) and the
pavement on either side.

1464
mtrantow
01-18-2017
02:35 PM ET (US)

Essex was a mixed bag today *before# the air temps got above 40. I waxless classic
skied most of it, picking branches and blocking off acccesses with Caution tape. Some
stretches were fine, parts were soft, parts were icy... some parts were "oh my God, I
can't slow down", even full snowplow. The south prairie middle circle has some ice
ponds.

1463
Henry W
01-18-2017
11:14 AM ET (US)

QH was ice laden this morning with a fairly smooth surface. I spent the morning
removing sticks and debris from the ice storm, some areas were thick with small
branches. Most of the larger branches are now off but I couldn't remove the smaller
piles without a rake because they are frozen in. If anyone has time the trail would
benefit from a walk through with a soft tined rake before it gets soft by the end of the
day. The dark branches help melt the snow under them.

The trail is in generally good shape other than the low areas have flooding making the
base susceptible to destruction. I need to mark the low areas on a map and add filler
next year to reduce sections with water saturation. Speaking of saturation, Parkwood
Hills ball field is sporting a small lake on either end and the low section in front of the
bridge is filled with water/slush/ice depending on temp. Lets think about re-routing
those areas next year, maybe use the berm instead.

1462
Dave Greymont
01-18-2017
08:31 AM ET (US)

Last night Henry strung "Caution - Do Not Enter" barrier tape to close off the
entrances to the Quarry Hill ski trails.

1461
Dave

This is a note from Henry this morning.
Trail is soft this morning from the rain. The team would do some damage today



01-17-2017
08:15 PM ET (US)

anyway. Great day for pictures with ice on the trees.

Henry

Sent by Dave G.
1460
John Resman
01-17-2017
08:07 PM ET (US)

Has anyone been out to see how the trails are doing? Have they become soft yet?

1459
JOEY KEILLOR
01-14-2017
06:13 PM ET (US)

Another thing...I believe that the "don't walk on trails" sign is missing from the trail
head by the Nature Center. I saw a green post there without a sign. I'm pretty sure
there was one there. Not that that is the sole reason for continued walking in trails, but
could be a partial factor.

1458
JOEY KEILLOR
01-14-2017
03:24 PM ET (US)

Quarry hill groomed as of 2:00pm. Only freshened up the skate deck as the tracks still
looked great. Didn't go out to west ball field, as it is basically a walking zone out
there. However, I did cut down and remove the overhanging deadfall on the steep hill
north of Parkwood. Sliing is great!

1457
Peter Wollan
01-12-2017
02:26 PM ET (US)

QH groomed today (Thurs). I mostly avoided messing up Dave's classic track, but I
did set some track to and around the Parkwood baseball field. The setter raised and
lowered just as it was supposed to.

I also went out to the west ball fields, only once around because I wasn't sure I was
supposed to be out there. Deep fresh snow there, with some drifts, and also up top of
Parkwood. I had visions of getting stuck, but didn't.

There were lots of skiers out, and walkers, some with dogs. It might be good to talk to
QH management again about where dogs are welcome and where they aren't.

1456
mtrantow
01-12-2017
12:18 AM ET (US)

Excellent job at Essex ladies. I was the first one to ski the classic tracks and they are
firm and fast!
Skate deck looks great for tomorrow's RNST practice.
All gas cans refilled tonight.

1455
Laura Z
01-11-2017
02:58 PM ET (US)

Dragged as Lisa suggested then ginzu and set track. All worked fine. Probably
enough gas for one more fill.

1454
Dave Greymont
01-11-2017
02:33 PM ET (US)

Don needed a classic track set for his Community Ed. class and QH asked if we were
going to groom trail today. Peter is going to groom tomorrow but I went over and
groomed and set track on everything except the trail to the west ball field and the trail
to Park Wood Hills. The skate lane will be very soft and need to be refreshed
tomorrow. Hopefully the classic track won't need to be redone. The track setter was a
little finicky. I had to wiggle the plug in the socket until I had a good connection and
then it worked perfectly. I purchased some nuts to reattach the hand warmer module.
Dropped and lost both of them. I guess cold fingers and tiny nuts don't go well
together (No giggling Lisa or Lora). I also popped the circuit breaker when using the
leaf blower. Wonder if we need a heavier gauge extension cord???? Will inform P&R

1453
Laura Z
01-11-2017
10:52 AM ET (US)

Thanks, Lisa. Just read this and will do as you suggested today.

1452
Lisa Luetmer
01-10-2017
05:25 PM ET (US)

Essex was groomed today. It blew into drifts on the 55 th street field and erased those
efforts but maybe I packed a little. The woods look nice. I don't think grooming
tonight would be worth it if the wind keeps up but perhaps using the drag tomorrow in
all the open fields would be an idea. Everything ran well. About five gallons of gas
left. 

Sent from my iPhone
1451 No RNST practice tonight.. Trying to line up Essex groomers. Laura Z can do



mtrantow
01-10-2017
12:59 PM ET (US)

Wednesday (maybe post blow drift busting). If Matt, Paul or someone else can start
today/or/tonight, I can finish or get another round later (after 6pm) .. will post on our
REMIND group as well.

1450
birked@charter.net
01-09-2017
04:50 PM ET (US)

No classic track.Â  There's a bolt extending from the bottom of the module that's
sticking through the hole in the bracket.Â  It's loose but didn't come out of the bracket
while I was grooming.Â  With care it can wait until the weekend. 
Dave

Get Outlook for Android
1449
Jeff Radke
01-09-2017
04:40 PM ET (US)

I just got some classic skis. 
Were you able to set track?ðŸ™ ðŸ »

Sent from my iPhone

1448
Jeff Radke
01-09-2017
04:38 PM ET (US)

Is the module falling off?
Can it wait for the weekend?
Jeff

Sent from my iPhone

1447
Dave Greymont
01-09-2017
03:53 PM ET (US)

All the trails at QH were groomed with the Ginzu using the knives. I found that I was
constantly adjusting the knives up or down. Going up a hill I needed to raise the
knives a little, and going down a hill I needed to lower them. Everything worked fine
except the small nut for the bolt on the hand warmer module bracket vibrated loose
and is gone. There is a tree hanging over the steep Park Wood Hill trail that is next to
East Circle Dr. It was still high enough to get the ATV under it. It's small enough that
the hand saw would take care of it. I parked the equipment further away from the shed
on a slight hill. Then if we get another thaw-freeze cycle they shouldn't get frozen in.
If this doesn't work we can always park them back in their original spots.

1446
Mark Foley
01-07-2017
08:35 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed around noon today. I used the Ginzu extensively to break
up the crust. One of the skiers on the trails said it was awesome, which was
encouraging to hear. Groomed everything including making a couple runs to the west
ball fields to try to get it skiable on the bike path. I was able to get about an inch of
snow/chopped material loose enough to leave a pretty good looking combed surface
over most of the trail. There is the typical bare spot on the steep hill by the Payne
Shed and in the trees NW of the shed. I didn't try to set classic tracks. No problems
with the equipment.

1445
John Resman
01-03-2017
01:38 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed this morning. I was going to delay the groom until after ski
practice, but with the freezing rain that came late last night, I wasn't sure if the trail
would remain in good condition from Monday's nice conditions. A quick check this
morning showed the trail to be glazed and kind of hard to get an edge (wouldn't be
fun for beginners), so the ginzu knives were put to work. Grooming was pretty
successful with the trail now having enough loose snow/ice to make for a fun ski. I
did not groom to the west ballfield or Henry's Hill. A classic track was not set since
the base is too icy/hardpack. A lot of the icy areas are a lot better, but as skiers try to
skate instead of double pole, what little loose snow that's on the ice will be pushed
away.

1444
Henry Walker
12-31-2016
08:07 PM ET (US)

QH was groomed today with help from the Walker boys who were a huge help for
their decrepit dad. They lifted equipment and threw sticks off the trail as well as
provided much needed ballast on the ATV. We found a successful formula by adding
weight to the ginzu in addition to the boys on the back of the ATV. This allowed a
heavy set on the knives to penetrate the crusty snow and break up the hard pack
without pulling up base. The trail contains small debris from the wind in some
sections, thanks to Joey for throwing sticks and branches off the trail. The trail north
of the Nature Center was nearly impossible to ski due to deep, frozen boot prints
created when the weather was warm. We worked that section of trail back and forth
many times to eradicate the prints as much as possible. They are still there but skiable
unlike previous. We didn't groom to the West ball fields as the bike trial section isn't
repairable without more snow. The main ski trial isn't perfect but it is very skiable, I



would call it good "B" ski conditions. Some sections are excellent and others contain
ice or small branches and Buckthorn seeds. We did not set classic track because the
base is thin and the snow didn't pack well.

We were unable to remove the ice section before the bridge or the one in Parkwood
Hills, they can't be avoided while skiing but cautious double poling does the trick.
Wish we had a machine to deal with ice.

1443
mtrantow
12-31-2016
01:36 PM ET (US)

Essex: only 55th Street field lightly renovated. Definitely better. Fair to good skate
skiing. Probably won't post to Facebook though.

1442
Lisa Luetmer
12-29-2016
09:29 PM ET (US)

Joan. You are awesome.
Lisa

Sent from my iPhone
1441
Joan Rabe
12-29-2016
04:54 PM ET (US)

I snowshoe'd 95% of the woods trails at Essex and picked up sticks. Also moved
headless rabbit carcass off the trail. Gack.

1440
Eric Reeve
12-29-2016
01:26 PM ET (US)

I groomed quarry hill this morning followed up with a ski to test it out. Ginzu with
light knives was the ticket. There were a few other skiers out and it seems like the
trail is holding up pretty well. A few icy spots per previous reports and minimal bare
spots. Here is to hoping for a new dumping of snow!!

1439
Joey Keillor
12-27-2016
11:01 PM ET (US)

I groomed quarry hill with the St. Mary's Drag. The results seemed quite good on
most of the trail, with the usual thin/bare/icy spots here and there. Although I
groomed out to the west ball field, it is mostly an ice rink over the blacktop. At least
it'll now be less dangerous for the walkers. Other than that, 97% of the trail seemed
real skiable.

I think that many parts of the trail could be groomed with the ginzu next...maybe
tomorrow? It would take a light touch or no-touch in some areas, though, such as the
steep uphills and assorted thin areas.

1438
Andy Wood
12-27-2016
05:54 PM ET (US)

I double concur with Mike and Joe. I skied the north prairie along 55th in a loop for
about 45 minutes. It is ball bearing fast and not for the faint of heart. Rock skis only.
It is skiable but marginal as Joe says. We could touch up the 55th loop. Other than
that it's not worth doing anything until the next snow.

1437
mtrantow
12-27-2016
03:35 PM ET (US)

I concur with Joe. I tried skiing most of Essex and this was the first time I was afraid
to go up and down some hills. Only NORTH Prairie / 55th street is fair.

1436
Joe Gyura
12-27-2016
02:41 PM ET (US)

Lisa and I worked Essex today. We tried both the yellow and red drags with limited
success. We then switched to the ginzu with the knifes scraping the surface. It worked
better than the drags, but there simply is not enough snow. The north prairie (55th st)
is marginal. The woods from the pavilion to the top of the hill of the north prairie is
thin and heavily covered with tree branches. Would not recommend skiing. 

We then headed to the South prairie. The paved path along side the house is a sheet of
ice. The ginzu almost jackknifed going down. We took the paved trail and woods on
the return trip as I'm sure we would not have been able to make it back up the path.
The trail heading up the hill is very thin as well as many spots on top of the south
prairie. We decided that it was not worth grooming do the the thin base and called it
quit. 

Net: the only area skiable is the north prairie. And it's marginal. i would say Essex is
closed.

No mechanical problems. Thank you, Mike!!



There is one large and one small can of gas. The ATV was filled.

Thanks!

Joe
1435
Laura Zumbrunnen
12-26-2016
08:15 PM ET (US)

I can do Essex jobs starting Wednesday...let me know what is needed 
Sent from my iPhone

1434
mtrantow
12-26-2016
03:21 PM ET (US)

Essex: Andy Wood is proposing some work teams this week to clean up & renovate.

I took out the Christmas present snowshoes with my wife (more for the ice crampons,
than snow). We picked sticks in the Essex woods areas...this wind is dropping lots.
Afterwards we took the ATV on a short run to sweep, rack, toss a large set of
branches at the bottom of the hill from 55th St Playground and go along the creek
bike trail. The push broom in the shed worked really well for loose branches.
There is one larger branch down on the big 55th Street fields hill - - we didn't see it
until we were driving away.

1433
Jeff Radke
12-24-2016
09:22 PM ET (US)

Reattached the snow flap on the QH Ginzu with a new nut. Then when skiing,
Christmas miracle, I found the original levered one. So now we are all factory.

1432
Jeff Radke
12-23-2016
08:51 PM ET (US)

No use going out of the way. 
For $.75 I'll just pick one up on my way out to ski tomorrow. 
That way I can privately check for scratches. 
Thanks,
Cheers!

Sent from my iPhone

1431
mtrantow
12-23-2016
08:35 PM ET (US)

Jeff, I have some nuts that fit the snowflaps bolt on the Essex Ginzu (without nice
black handle of course)... but they're weatherproof (it hasn't rusted since nid winter
last year!).

I can give it to you or drop by the QH shed and put it on.
Edited 12-23-2016 08:36 PM

1430
Jeff Radke
12-23-2016
07:19 PM ET (US)

Met Dave this afternoon to install the reconditioned actuator on the Quarry Hill Ginzu
which raises and lowers the track setter. Pretty strait forward and it is working
normally. 
I went out and groomed Quarry Hill with comb only and set track everywhere. It's not
perfect, I'm somewhere along the beginning of the track setting learning curve! 
Did have one issue,I pulled up on a skier who proceeded to pull one of the snow flaps
out his jacket with the bolt. No I didn't knock it off on a tree! The nut is missing so I
will replace it shortly. 
Hope the trails hold up for awhile. 
Happy Holidays!

1429
Laura Zumbrunnen
12-23-2016
12:27 PM ET (US)

Really sorry about being a slacker but I am not available to groom until Wednesday!
Laura

Sent from my iPhone
1428
Joe Gyura
12-23-2016
10:26 AM ET (US)

Barry and Brennan, thank you for grooming Essex!!

Laura is up next followed by Matt and Paul. If we do get the forecasted 3" today, may
be good to groom Essex after the race and before the rains?

Merry Christmas everyone!!!



Joe

1427
birked@charter.net
12-21-2016
11:46 AM ET (US)

Skied QH yesterday and it was still good at 4PM but the forecast doesn't look good
for maintaining the trails.Â  I cut a lot of brambles that we're hanging over the classic
track.Â  I'll try to cut more today. 
Dave

Get Outlook for Android

1426
mtrantow
12-21-2016
11:14 AM ET (US)

Essex has a new lift on the Ginzu (thanks to Joe Gyura for going out and purchasing)
Conditions at Essex deteriorated through Tuesday's practice especially on the hill
from the concrete bridge to pavilion -- scraped down to asphalt.
I will go out and try to throw more snow on that and some other areas this afternoon
or tonight.
Brennan is slated to groom Thursday, so we'll need to get some snow moved before
then to prep for Friday's ski invite with Winona.
Sent a volunteer msg via Remind.

1425
Dave Greymont
12-19-2016
12:13 PM ET (US)

With the exception of Park Wood Hills, Quarry Hill was rolled, combed, and a classic
track was set. Should be good to go for ski practice tonight. The surface is starting to
get hard but I don't believe there's enough base to use the knives on the Ginzu. Joey is
up next for grooming.

1424
Joe Gyura
12-19-2016
08:33 AM ET (US)

Brennan and Barry are up next to groom Essex. RNST practice is scheduled for Essex
on Tuesday and ski meet Friday.

Thanks!

Joe
1423
mtrantow
12-17-2016
01:52 PM ET (US)

Essex Groomers: until we get the Ginzu lift replaced, use the knives to raise the hitch
(currently Knives are all the way DOWN). 
Remember to raise Knives UP before starting grooming.

1422
birked@charter.net
12-17-2016
01:21 PM ET (US)

Thanks Henry 

I'm kinda planning on setting a classic track Monday morning.

Dave

Get Outlook for Android

1421
Henry Walker
12-17-2016
01:02 PM ET (US)

QH was packed this morning. Good ski conditions but it needs another round with
ginzu after the wind blows snow in. Tons of skiers including team members. 

All went well except Ari's feet got cold so my groomer in training left early. The leaf
blower worked well, no electrical issues.

1420
Andy Wood
12-17-2016
12:34 PM ET (US)

Essex was groomed and track set this morning. Our grooming plan did not work but it
got done. I bent the lift hitch on the Ginzu. Mike and Joe are replacing it. Also make
sure the actuator plug is well seated so the knives and track setter work. The battery in
the ATV seemed low. We may need to put a trickle charger on it.

Trails should be in good shape. Ski it now before everything gets wind blown.
1419
Joe Gyura
12-16-2016
11:22 PM ET (US)

Groomed all Essex with two passes. Equipment, including hand warmers on ATV,
worked well. Thank you, Mike!

Only issue is my mistake. I did not raise and rotate the Ginzu attachment lift. I
realized quickly after moving forward, but not soon enough to avoid damage. The lift
is operational, but has slack from being bent... So sorry - arg.. it was hard to see being
dark and covered in snow -- still should have known better. Mike, I suspect the lift



should be replaced. I'd be more than happy to do and or help if needed. Just let me
know. So sorry..

Joe
1418
mtrantow
12-16-2016
03:47 PM ET (US)

Essex Snowmobile is working well (including handwarmers). I dragged some drifts
by 55th street and the prairies. I'm not as sure about the ATV hand-warmers (I did not
wait long enough or drive it), but the throttle thumbwarmer did seem to be heating.
Good Luck to the Teams tonight/tomorrow.

1417
Joe Gyura
12-12-2016
02:45 PM ET (US)

Lisa, thank you for grooming Essex! So sorry to hear the hand warmer appeared not
to be working - especially on a day like today! Interesting that QH is reporting the
same....

I am up next to groom Essex. Then Laura. Will look for the plug cap and try to
remember to bring a pencil...

Thanks!

Joe

1416
Lisa Luetmer
12-12-2016
02:40 PM ET (US)

Essex is groomed. So I apologize to the next groomer (Joe?) because I could not find
a pencil to fill out the groomer check list. Please fill out for me. And my stupid
fingers got so cold that I blew off running to my car to find one. Also, I'm
embarrassed to tell you all that I lost the cap to the electrical plug. It was too cold for
it to stay plugged in so I "tied" it to the atv using the cap. I didn't need it hooked up
because I wasn't using the knives. The little orange rope broke. I'll try to find a new
cap. I think the cap is on the new, widened trail so if you find it please text me 319-
6227. Get out and ski. It's so pretty out. Thank you Mike for filling gas cans. 
And God Bless that little electric gas pump. 
Just maybe user error but I had the thumb warmer on and powered up but it didn't
seem to be working...... So hoping it was user error.
L

Sent from my iPhone

1415
mtrantow
12-12-2016
11:50 AM ET (US)

Essex info: Lisa Luetmer grooming today (Mon 12/12).. Joe Gyura planning to groom
Friday.
One large gas can empty. One large can full + little portable one mostly full
I plan on filling the empty gas can soon, after skiing tonight, since gas prices are
fairly low again.

1414
Dave Greymont
12-11-2016
10:35 PM ET (US)

I'll notify Park&Rec about the wire tomorrow.

1413
Mark Foley
12-11-2016
09:24 PM ET (US)

It was a beautiful night to be out grooming - fairly warm, no noticeable wind, light
snowfall...Quarry Hill was groomed tonight using the Ginzu - it looks very nice but it
is still very soft in areas. There were a few skate skiers out and in some areas when
they went over the fresh groomed trail, they dug in a lot and in other places you could
hardly tell they have been on it. 
Set track on about half the trail and then I couldn't get the track setter to go down. 
I was using the blower to clean off the tracks - it works great with dry snow like we
have today - but it blew the breaker on the Payne shed and took out all the lights. I
couldn't find a breaker box but traced a wire that heads underground need the new
passage door so suspect the breaker is in another building. The wire needs a bit of
protection near ground level - either something has chewed part of the casing off or
some equipment scraped it - no obvious bare wire but needs attention 
Mark Foley

1412
Dave Greymont
12-11-2016
01:06 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was rolled and combed this morning. The snow is very dry and doesn't
pack so the base is soft. There were classic skiers out this morning and they left semi-
deep tracks even after I had packed. I think skate skiers will quickly trash the trail.
Mark Foley will pull the Ginzu over the trail later this afternoon. There's no point in



trying to set a track with the soft snow. The hand warmers are not working on the
ATV. Jim Craighead will work on them after the Viking's game today. There were
walkers and fat tire cyclists on the trail out to the west ball field. We may have to
think about whether or not we'll continue to groom that trail. Finally, when grooming
Parkwood hills, only come down the steep trail adjacent to East Circle Drive. Finally,
finally, get out and enjoy the snow!

1411
Joe
11-23-2016
08:57 AM ET (US)

I updated the grooming rotation table for Essex groomers. Did not clear QH grooming
entries for last season as not sure if someone saves that information. Would be happy
to update just let me know.

I have Andy up first to groom Essex, followed by me then Laura. As always, the
rotation is flexible.

Let me know if there are any changes.

Thanks!

Joe
1410
Jeff Radke
11-06-2016
06:16 PM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill ATV and mower are ready for winter. 
ATV tracks are on, oil, filter, and spark plug have been changed. 
After Dave did some some final mowing, the mower was winterize. 
Hope we have a good season!

1409
birked@charter.net
10-28-2016
05:23 PM ET (US)

PHAgZGlyPSJsdHIiPkknbGwgYmUgcmVhZHkgdG8gZ28gYXQgOSBBTS48L3A+
Cg==

1408
Jeff Radke
10-28-2016
04:18 PM ET (US)

Dave
9:00am tomorrow right?

Sent from my iPhone

1407
Dave Greymont
10-28-2016
04:09 PM ET (US)

I picked up the QH ATV and tracks today and brought them home to my house. Mike
Trantow and Andy Wood will bring the Essex ATV and tracks over tomorrow
morning and with Jeff Radke's help we'll install the tracks on both machines. They
should be back at their respective parks tomorrow afternoon.

I also mowed the loop by the Payne shed and marked the edges with lath. I know it's
early for the lath, but the ground is nice and soft and if they get broken off before
winter, I'll replace them.

1406
Peter Wollan
10-21-2016
07:31 PM ET (US)

QH mowed today -- not much grass, but lots of leaves. I filled the ATV, but not the
mower, in hopes that we'll get snow next week.

    Peter

1405
mtrantow
10-21-2016
06:26 AM ET (US)

I'll check the rest of the electrical connections when I get back (on a train with son
Mitch between Paris and Berlin right now).
After the ATVs are switched over to tracks, I'll take the mower home and give it a
good cleaning and going over.... unless we get early snow ;-) ... thinking
optimistically

1404
Joe
10-20-2016
09:12 PM ET (US)

Essex mowed and leafs blown. Ready for Saturday run.

ATV worked great. Filled with gas, and plenty left. Thank you Mike!! Did not fill the
mower, as today may be the last of the season

Had trouble starting the mower. Would try to turn, then stop. After several try's, it
started and had no problems.

Reminder: entering Essex from the east is closed. Can only access from the west, 18th
or CR 133. The bathrooms are closed and one porta station is available.



Thanks!

Joe

1403
John Resman
10-17-2016
12:48 AM ET (US)

The Tour de Essex 7K (actually it will be closer to 8K) is being held at Essex Park
this Saturday, October 22nd. It's a low key race with all entry fees going towards
RASC trail maintenance costs. If you're not planning to run the race and would like to
help out (from about 8 AM - 10 AM) contact John Resman - jresman@gmail.com.
For race info, see the rasc web site.

1402
Lisa Luetmer
10-15-2016
08:31 PM ET (US)

I am available to mow next thurs if Henry H can not. Joe can you tell me the mowers
problems? L

Sent from my iPhone
1401
Joe Gyura
10-15-2016
02:28 PM ET (US)

Thanks, Mike. I'll mow Essex this Thu or Fri after work.

Joe

1400
Mike Trantow
10-15-2016
09:47 AM ET (US)

Everything was working earlier in the week.
I left the battery charger by the light switch, just in case.

1399
Joe
10-14-2016
09:55 PM ET (US)

Subject: Essex trail run preparation 

Henry H., are you available to mow / clear leaves this week for the Essex trail run? If
not, I can mow/clear. Please advise.

Mike, just to confirm, are the mower and ATV ready and available? 

Thanks!

Joe

1398
Dave Greymont
10-11-2016
07:08 AM ET (US)

All,
I have invited Joan Rabe to join the quick topic bulletin board. Joan is a new RNST
coach but also lives close to Essex Park. She mentioned that she has cleaned up debris
on the trail that she could handle with her electric chainsaw. Anyway, I've given her
the login information because she's often on the trail and can give us an early heads-
up about problems on the trail.

1397
Lisa Luetmer
10-10-2016
01:59 PM ET (US)

I finally got to the downed tree at Essex. Paul the trails look beautiful. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone

1396
Henry W
10-10-2016
12:57 PM ET (US)

I mowed the QH trail system Saturday PM including a loop in the Payne Shed field
where the grass was starting to grow fairly high after the Fall Festival mowing. Best
to keep it under control from here on out until snow arrives. Everything went well
with ATV and mower. A number of trees have fallen across the trail this year and
have been removed although one more just fell that I pushed/rolled off the trail near
the bridge. I'll get to it as time allows, it isn't blocking the trail.

The new lights and freshly cleaned and organized shed and surrounding area a very
nice upgrade. A plug goes out to P & R for doing a great job of it.

1395
Joe
10-10-2016
12:43 PM ET (US)

Paul, thank you for mowing Essex on Saturday. Sorry to hear you had problems with
the mower.

Henry H., and Rob are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!



Joe

1394
Joe
10-04-2016
01:48 PM ET (US)

Rode Essex trails yesterday, Monday. Lisa and Pat, you two did an amazing job of
clearing the overgrowth on the prairie trails. Thank you!!

Paul and Henry H., both prairies are ready for mowing. The woods are okay, but
could be mowed if time permitted. 

There is a rather large, and very dead, tree down on wood trail directly west of the
pavilion. Just past the large tree at the bend. It's covering about 3/4 of the trail. I don't
believe there is sufficient room for the ATV and mower to pass. The path does not
need to be mowed, so at the moment, it's not a problem. If the trail run is using that
path, there is room for a runner to pass, but may be optimal to have it removed. It's
definitely a chainsaw job.

Note: There is a sign just east of the park entrance stating the 55th street road will be
closed starting Oct 10. Not sure where it will be closed and whether it will inhibit
driving into the park.

Thanks!

Joe
Edited 10-04-2016 01:51 PM

1393
Dave Greymont
10-02-2016
04:49 PM ET (US)

The trailer and ATV are back at QH.

1392
jeffrob
09-27-2016
06:47 PM ET (US)

Forgot to mention - It is the Quarry Hill ATV.
Jeff

1391
jeffrob
09-27-2016
06:16 PM ET (US)

I plan to use the ATV at Gamehaven this weekend to support the HS Race. It will be
gone from Friday through Sunday.
Jeff

1390
Joe
09-27-2016
02:42 PM ET (US)

Laura, thank you for mowing and the update!! 

Paul and Henry H,are up next to mow Essex. 

Would be ideal if we can hold off mowing until the Tour de Essex - 7K Trail Run on
Saturday, October 22, 2016. A long shot but good to keep in mind.

Thanks!

Joe

1389
Laura
09-27-2016
11:48 AM ET (US)

Oops...forgot to post that I mowed Essex a week ago on Monday 9/19. The debri that
Pat and Lisa took down was flat and dry so mower went right over it; no grinding
There is one full gas tank. Mower started a little hard despite new battery. Blades
stopped once but Lisa talked me through it...sounds like a bump may have
automatically shut it off. I was turning around to go back up into the prairie...probably
should have shut the blades off during my turn around.

1388
jeffrob
09-18-2016
03:14 PM ET (US)

I was at Essex this morning taking a look at the trails - focusing on the hill erosion
nearest the creek and the overgrown prarie where Pat and Lisa mowed. We have a
meeting with P&R on Friday. 
After looking at the hill where the trail erosion is, I suggest that we do not take any
equipment along this section of the trail. It is now definity a safety issue. Where it
appears that there is room for to drive up or down it - it has eroded further under the
grass surface and will not support the weight. We will let you know what the P&R



plans are for this section. I tried to attach a picture but QT doesm't accept it. I will put
some caution tape up tomorrow.
Jeff

1387
Jeff Radke
09-17-2016
10:47 PM ET (US)

Note: Didn't mow Henry's Hill at Parkwood Hills. 
Too wet, hopefully next up will have dryer conditions.

1386
Jeff Radke
09-17-2016
10:44 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was mowed today. Everything went well with the exception that the grass
was still pretty wet,even at 1:00. Gas tanks are topped off on the ATV and mower
with only a gallon or so left in the cans. Cans need refilling.

1385
Joe
09-14-2016
12:02 PM ET (US)

Lisa and Pat thank for all that you have done to help clear Essex!!

Laura and Paul are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!

Joe

1384
Jeff Radke
09-13-2016
01:02 PM ET (US)

Tried to mow at Quarry Hill this weekend but was thwarted by Festival activities. 
Will probably have to wait for this coming weekend. Looked like maybe half the
trails really needed mowing. Mostly the newer trail sections. If anybody thinks it
should be mowed sooner let me know and I'll try to get to it during the week. 
Jeff Radke

1383
Laura Zumbrunnen
09-13-2016
11:57 AM ET (US)

Lisa, once again, you've gone above and beyond! Thanks to you and Pat. My turn
now and I can mow middle of next week. Thanks, Laura

1382
Lisa Luetmer
09-13-2016
11:49 AM ET (US)

Patrick and I used our side mower on Essex yesterday. He cut back the prairies about
2 or three feet on each side and mowed down the monster tall stuff around the grove.
The stuff was so tall that it tipped over and it's strewn all over with some on the
mowed path. It weighs a ton and it's 8 feet tall and right now hard to rake. I hope as it
dries out it will be easier to deal with. It looks pretty messy out there.....hope we did
more good than harm. Someone took it upon themselves to hand cut a lot of the worst
parts with a hand looper. They cut it waist high and understandably let the stuff lay on
the path. It's so heavy. They must have spent a couple hours at it and they made the
trail passable to hikers. I mow next and I plan on mowing the middle of next week.
Lisa
Sent from my iPhone

1381
Joe Gyura
09-03-2016
08:18 PM ET (US)

Mowed Essex this afternoon. Equipment worked well -- thank you, Mike!!! I did have
a problem starting the mower, but it eventually "kicked in"...

I mowed both prairies. The south was a bear with all the overgrowth. I rode the ATV
in "side saddle" mode most of the way keeping my body between the ATV and
overgrowth. I was able to mow around the woods circle. Hope this will be the last as
the growth subsides with the cooler temps.

I trimmed the low hanging tree limbs in the north east prairie. Dave, that saw is
amazing! Thank you!

I did not mow the woods as it was not needed.

I filled both the ATV and mower. There is plenty of gas remaining.

Lisa and Laura are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!

Joe



1380
Dave Greymont
09-01-2016
04:49 PM ET (US)

I did a super-duper job of mowing QH today in preparation for their Saturday trail
run. Almost all the trails required 3 passes and I practiced my backing skills cleaning
up the intersections. I used the pruning saw to remove a tree hanging over the trail.
That saw cuts like crazy! No equipment problems and there's 5 gallons of gas
remaining. Park and Rec has cleaned up the whole area around the storage sheds. All
the weeds are gone, the area by the old windmill is graded and leveled, stacks of
paving stones are gone, all the junk between the Payne shed and the fertilizer shed is
gone, and the area behind the Payne shed is also cleaned up and the pile of debris is
gone. I was able to skinny the ATV and mowed between the groomer and the parked
P&R equipment so I avoided backing into the shed. I just needed to lift the tongue of
the groomer once to get past it.

1379
HenryH
08-31-2016
09:36 AM ET (US)

Above mentioned tree at Essex removed this morning.

1378
Joe Gyura
08-30-2016
09:58 PM ET (US)

Mike and Lisa, thank you for replacing the battery. I rode the Essex trails this
afternoon, and the prairies are in need of mowing. The woods could wait a while. As
Robb mentioned in his post last week, the south prairies wood loop is totally
overgrown. I'm up next to mow Essex, and will focus on trying to cut back the
extensive overgrowth. It would be ideal if the mower was on the front of the ATV --
maybe I'll practice my backup skills and mow in reverse.. I'll try to mow in the next
day or so. 

The downed tree Mike mentioned is at the very bottom of the hill, and will need a
chainsaw to clear. 

Joe

1377
mtrantow
08-30-2016
08:47 PM ET (US)

Essex lawn mower has battery replaced.(thanks for buying and drop off Lisa) .
MOWER just clicked with old one and
started right up with the NEW battery.
 New registered over 13 volts, whereas the old one only registered 11 volts. I'll put
"store mower battery inside at home" on the end of summer list.
There is a medium sized tree down across the west downhill from 55th st fields. It
was getting dark and buggy so I didn't remove it. If someone else can, please post.
Edited 08-30-2016 08:53 PM

1376
Joe Gyura
08-28-2016
06:40 PM ET (US)

Robb, thank you for mowing Essex and verifying, on a second trip, that the mower
battery needs to be replaced.

Joe and Lisa are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!

Joe
1375
John Resman
08-24-2016
04:48 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was mowed on Tuesday - main mowing was done on Parkwood Hills
trails, new NE loop, and the meadow trail. Minimal mowing was done on the other
trails. No issues with the equipment. Park and Rec was moving around dirt behind the
shed, but no impact on our use of the area.

1374
Robb Welch
08-22-2016
11:00 PM ET (US)

Mowed Essex this afternoon / evening. Equipment ran well and there is plenty of gas
in the cans after I refilled the tanks. I did not mow the old sledding hill but was able to
do the hill next to it by crossing the washout on the old paved service road very
slowly and at an angle. Made 3 passes on most of the trails. The loop around the
island of trees at the bottom of the prairie has many many overhanging plants - weeds
making for challenging conditions. A big thank you to the equipment maintenance
volunteers for keeping the ATV and mowing working so well.

1373
Mark Foley
08-16-2016

Mowed Quarry Hill tonight before dark and rain. I got all the edges just didn't get to a
few of the middle sections in the prairie and trails near it but is not that long in the
middle so shou.ld be fine until next mowing. A lot of wild parsnip has gone to seed



10:41 PM ET (US) and still some blooming. One spot of thick thistle as well as a lot of buckthorn
encroaching the trail. I took out a couple of the worst offenders as I wanted to test the
new saw (mine is a slightly different model and 6 years old but still nearly as sharp).
Everything worked fine but it was a bit tricky trying to do the pull through as the Park
Department equipment left about 1" clearance to get through.

1372
Lisa Luetmer
08-12-2016
02:48 PM ET (US)

Laura and I hiked all of Essex this morning. The gate is closed and there is caution
tape on it. There is a huge pile of debris on the upstream side of the bridge including
big logs. There is caution tape across both the sledding hill and the next hill up. That
funky old paved service road has washed badly and I'm not sure if the mower can
cross it. Jeff is going to call mike Nigbur on Monday. Hopefully with the recent
washing they will need to deal with the problems at the sledding hill and gully.
Probably won't need to mow for another week but we may have to skip those two hills
and head to the prairies by the water treatment site near the west bridge. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone

1371
mtrantow
08-11-2016
09:53 PM ET (US)

New Essex roads / interchange
https://www.co.olmsted.mn.us/pw/roadtransp...150130_8046_loa.pdf

looks like the gardens are replaced by a longer serpentine entry into the park... we
lose more than I thought

1370
Robb Welch
08-11-2016
03:57 PM ET (US)

I'm ready to go. I will check the trails early next week and mow when needed. 
Robb Welch
Sent from my iPhone

1369
mtrantow
08-10-2016
02:19 PM ET (US)

I'll fill the gas cans at Essex tonight

1368
Joe
08-10-2016
09:31 AM ET (US)

Thank you, Henry H.!!!

Robb and Joe are up next to mow Essex.

Dave G., thank you for ordering and placing the hand saws in the ATVs!

Thanks!

Joe
1367
HenryH
08-09-2016
04:47 PM ET (US)

Essex mowed today. No mechanical issues. Was able to fill ATV & mower, but gas
cans are now empty.

1366
Dave Greymont
08-09-2016
07:36 AM ET (US)

All,
There's a Silky pruning saw in the ATV's front tool box at Essex and Quarry Hill.

1365
Peter Wollan
08-05-2016
05:42 PM ET (US)

QH mowed today.

I mowed Quarry Hill, pretty thoroughly for the Parkwood Hills area but more
scattered for the lower park. I tried to get everywhere that the mower had an effect,
but there are long shady stretches where the grass just doesn't grow now. I may have
missed some isolated sunny spots.

All the machinery worked well. There's a park vehicle/trailer in the shed, blocking
south access; I tried to back the mower in, but after several tries gave up and drove in
headfirst.

    Peter

https://www.co.olmsted.mn.us/pw/roadtransportation/roadconstruction/SiteAssets/Pages/default/150130_8046_loa.pdf


1364
John Resman
08-02-2016
10:30 AM ET (US)

A chain saw training and safety class is a great idea! Thanks for looking into this.

1363
M Bruzek
08-02-2016
08:49 AM ET (US)

Michael,

I found the information that the Russ Jensen gave me. He has had official training on
chainsaw safety and would be willing to train a group from RASC on basic chainsaw
safety.

I was hoping to get a group together of not only the skiers but also the volunteers who
build/maintain the mountain bike trails so we can all get trained at the same time.

Russ didn't mention how much he would charge for training. I will call and talk with
him today and see what he was thinking and what dates he would be available.

Thanks for the reminder email, I only found his phone number yesterday. Let me give
him a call to get the information and I will email you back soon. 

*Matt*

On Mon, Jul 25, 2016 at 1:35 PM, O'Connor, Michael K., Ph.D. <
mkoconnor@mayo.edu> wrote:

> The idea of having a chain saw is good. On that note, Matt Bruzek
> mentioned getting one of the Chester Wood park employees to give a basic
> class on chainsaw competency to the RASC volunteers. The club would cover
> the cost of the training for anyone interested. Matt has been out of town
> for a while on family issues, but hopes to set up something when he gets
> back. Let him know if you would be interested.
>
> _________________________
> Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
> Professor of Radiologic Physics
> Mayo Clinic
> Section of Nuclear Medicine
> Charlton 1-225,
> Rochester, MN 55905
> E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
> Phone : (507) 284-7083
> Fax : (507) 266-4461
>

1362
Joe Gyura
07-28-2016
01:03 PM ET (US)

Works for me.

Thanks!!

Joe
1361
Dave Greymont
07-28-2016
12:48 PM ET (US)

If everyone agrees, I'll take Mark's recommendation and order a "silky" saw for Essex
and Q.H.

1360
Dave Greymont
07-28-2016
12:39 PM ET (US)

I filled the Q.H. gas cans this morning. Someone was "good enough" to leave about 5
old bike frames, rims and tires in the weeds next to the gate. Don't know if they're just
junk or what. Anyone got an idea? I'm afraid that once a junk pile is started other
people will add to it.

1359
Dave Greymont
07-25-2016

Firkars Pruning Saw. Sorry, the previous post had a bad link. Try this.

https://www.amazon.com/Fiskars-393440-1001...fiskars+pruning+saw

https://www.amazon.com/Fiskars-393440-1001-Pruning-Handle-15-Inch/dp/B005X5WRC6/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1469480273&sr=8-1&keywords=fiskars+pruning+saw


05:04 PM ET (US)

1358
Dave
07-25-2016
04:53 PM ET (US)

I agree, a hand saw in the tool box could come in handy. I personally don't care for a
Sven saw. I have a Fiskars Pruning saw that works great. Cut's through smaller limbs
like crazy. A 4 to 5 inch thick limb takes some effort but I've done it. The other thing
about Fiskars is that they have a lifetime guarantee on their tools.
https://www.amazon.com/Fiskars-393440-1001...-15-Inch/dp/B005X5W
RC6/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1469479730&sr=8-2&keywords=fiskars+saw 
Sent by Dave G.

1357
Joe
07-25-2016
02:56 PM ET (US)

Lisa, Laura and Jeff, thank you!!! Nice day to be in the woods...

Mark, thanks for the update. This looks like the one I've used. One advantage is you
can get two hands on the saw.

https://www.amazon.com/SVEN-SAW-Sven-Saw-2...ywords=camping+saws

Joe

1356
Mark Foley
07-25-2016
02:38 PM ET (US)

I agree with having a saw in the toolbox. I usually carry my Silky
(https://www.amazon.com/Zubat-Professional-...words=silky+saw+240) with me
when I am mowing - I was able to cut through a 6-7 inch oak across the trail at QH
with it in a few minutes. This is what many of the professional arborists carry to cut
branches when they don't want to lug a chain saw up in a tree or just need to do a few
cuts and they don't want to put on all the chainsaw safety gear. 
Mark

1355
Lisa Luetmer
07-25-2016
02:29 PM ET (US)

Jeff Robertson, Laura and I cut up the downed trees this morning. Glad you are okay
Paul. Sorry about that incident on the 55th street hill. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone

1354
Joe
07-25-2016
02:01 PM ET (US)

Paul mowed Essex yesterday. Thank you Paul!!

Henry H. and Robb W. are up next to mow Essex.

Paul ran into a serious issue yesterday heading up the steep hill entering the north
west prairie (by playground). About 2/3 up the hill is a downed tree. He needed to
back the mower to the bottom -- which is impossible. Paul needed to disconnect,
move the ATV around, reconnect and head back down the hill. I had a similar
situation last season on the steep hill going to the gardens. That mower is incredibly
heavy and disconnecting from the ATV on a hill is dangerous. Fortunately Paul is
okay - other than a bit shaken. 

Essex currently has two downed trees. The one Laura mentioned in her July 19 post
(by cut-across trail in the woods between the two longer gentle hills), and now the one
mentioned above which is around 6" in diameter.

I have several after work meetings this week, so may not be able to remove the trees
until the weekend. There's not much grass - if any - on the NW hill, so no urgency
there. The one Laura mentioned is larger, has a lot of brush as well to clear. If anyone
is in the mood to create sawdust, there's plenty of opportunity.

A suggestion / question: If we had a decent saw in the ATV, Paul cold have cut the
tree - a bit of work - but much safer than disconnecting the mower. I've used camping
saws that can be dissembled and parts stored in the handle. They cut wood very well
and would easily fit in the ATV. Could also be used to clear small down trees and
thicker over hanging limbs, etc. I can think of several situations this season where it
would have come in handy.

Thanks!

Joe

https://www.amazon.com/Fiskars-393440-1001-Pruning-Handle-15-Inch/dp/B005X5W
https://www.amazon.com/SVEN-SAW-Sven-Saw-21/dp/B002J900EQ/ref=sr_1_2?s=outdoor-recreation&ie=UTF8&qid=1469472776&sr=1-2&keywords=camping+saws
https://www.amazon.com/Zubat-Professional-270-24-Thickness-Version/dp/B0014C4QKS/ref=sr_1_14?ie=UTF8&qid=1469471417&sr=8-14&keywords=silky+saw+240


1353
Henry W
07-24-2016
06:41 PM ET (US)

QH was mowed today. Wild Parsnip is encroaching as is a stand of burdocks in one
area. I'll take my grass cutter/brush mower and take out the burdocks before they go
to seed. No issues with either mower or ATV. Flood waters hit the bottom of the
bridge we built, but it stayed fast. The slope leading to the bridge from the paved trail
has a deep rut that needs repair, about one truck load of soil. Parents with strollers
were walking on the trail, nice to see. 

QH is planning a running race on the trails in a couple weeks including the steep hills
North of Parkwood.

1352
Laura Z
07-19-2016
02:08 PM ET (US)

So I ended up doing the woods today, and it still didn't really need it. However, there
is a downed tree about 10-12 inches in diameter on the little cut-across trail in the
woods between the two longer gentle hills...maybe Lisa and I can do it when we hike
tomorrow am if she is willing to bring her chain saw.

1351
Joe
07-19-2016
09:37 AM ET (US)

Thank you, Laura!!

Paul E. and Henry H. up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!

Joe
1350
Laura Z
07-15-2016
08:56 AM ET (US)

Essex mowed yesterday evening except the big woods which I will do Sunday All
worked great. Nothing down.

1349
Peter Wollan
07-13-2016
09:57 AM ET (US)

How about mowing the hill with a grass whip? Or if we really want to use some gas, a
weedeater? If it's dangerous, let's avoid it.

    Peter

1348
Dave Greymont
07-13-2016
09:41 AM ET (US)

I had borrowed Andy's Stihl expandable pole saw and thought it might be just the
right tool to trim the overhanging branches that shade the steep hill at Q.H keeping it
wet and slippery. The saw can reach about 12 to maybe 14 feet and is a great tool. I
stopped at Q.H. this morning to see if the pole saw would work only to discover that
the trees are really tall and the tree the canopy is 30 to 40 feet off the ground. Need to
come up with a plan "B".

1347
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-10-2016
09:59 PM ET (US)

Good to know. Lisa and I will hike later in week and check it out. Thanks! 
Sent from my iPhone

1346
Joe Gyura
07-10-2016
12:55 PM ET (US)

Thank you, Laura!! I totally agree... Lisa you've done enough.

Laura and Paul are up next to mow Essex. 

Laura, Monday / Tuesday may be a bit early. Especially for the woods. I moved last
Monday and it was 10 days since last mowed. May want to check.

Thanks!

Joe
1345
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-10-2016
11:19 AM ET (US)

I will mow Essex Monday or Tuesday. Lisa, you've spent more than your turn with
the brush hog! Laura 
Sent from my iPhone

1344
Jeff Radke
07-09-2016
05:15 PM ET (US)

Good idea if possible. 

Sent from my iPhone

1343 Hi mowers. I spent some time yesterday trying to beat back the parsnip at Essex with



Lisa Luetmer
07-09-2016
05:07 PM ET (US)

the brush hog. After 2 and a half hours I was whipped. It's like spitting into a
hurricane. So I take responsibility for not getting to it earlier but I would like the
prairie folks who oversee the prairie to do their part as well. It's a noxious weed
deemed by the state and they have to take the initiative. They have also lost an area to
Canadian thistle. Also a noxious weed. They need to mow, pull or spray it. I use a
product called Milestone when I have to manage those weeds in my 35 acre prairie. I
hate chemicals but I have to use them. And I use them very sparingly. Henry, Jeff
thought you had writen to Mike Nigbur about some mowing assistance from the
parks? We should also engage the folks that manage the prairie at Essex. Most of if is
absolutely gorgeous. But they need to step up too. Meanwhile, I have a 7 foot side
sickle mower on my tractor that will definitely be the ticket. Next week my husband
Pat and I can haul it over and cut everything back. I will wait for Henry to give me the
go ahead. Just in case the city can help us first;) The brush hog ran well and I filled
the gas can. It's back at Game Haven. Thank you Jeff for helping me get it and return
it. I'm up next to mow. I can mow while Patrick sickle mows:)
L
Sent from my iPhone

1342
Dave
07-09-2016
03:22 PM ET (US)

Part of the problem with that hill is that it never fully dries out and the ground
remains "greasy".Â  If possible, we should try to trim the trees so more sunlight hits
the trail.Â  

Sent by Dave G.

From: QT topic 46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw

Sent: Saturday, July 9, 1:40 PM

Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

To: QT topic subscribers

QT| QH trails where mowed this am. I had a situation on the steep hill behind the
Parkwood ball field. I mowed down the hill, then decided to give it a try back up to
save me some time ( it looked dryer and maybe the 4 wheel drive was fixed?) but
traction quit right in the middle. I tried a few things to get the mower turned around
but lost control of it and it went into the bushes. The ATV alone, with a sturdy rope,
could not get it back on the trail. I called Dave and he showed up with Henry and we
got it on the proper path! Thank you! There were no other issues. There is one large
can of gas that is full. The others are empty. Mower and ATV are full of gas and ready
to go. I saw some youngsters joy riding in one of the parks vehicles around the
Parkwood trails and didn't think it would be a problem until I started noticing all the
ruts in trail that were in places probably not caused by our vehicle. I know for myself
this is not going to make enjoyable skiing. Maybe we should say something to
somebody? Any ideas how to get the trail back to level?
______________________________________ Reply by email or visit
http://www.quicktopic.com/46/H/E2UeuayQ7Fyw/m1341 To unsubscribe:
http://www.quicktopic.com/46/X/E2UeuayQ7Fyw Start your own topic in 20
seconds: http://www.quicktopic.com |QT

1341
Jeff Radke
07-09-2016
02:40 PM ET (US)

QH trails where mowed this am. 
I had a situation on the steep hill behind the Parkwood ball field. I mowed down the
hill, then decided to give it a try back up to save me some time ( it looked dryer and
maybe the 4 wheel drive was fixed?) but traction quit right in the middle. I tried a few
things to get the mower turned around but lost control of it and it went into the
bushes. The ATV alone, with a sturdy rope, could not get it back on the trail. 
I called Dave and he showed up with Henry and we got it on the proper path! Thank

http://www.quicktopic.com/46/H/E2UeuayQ7Fyw/m1341
http://www.quicktopic.com/46/X/E2UeuayQ7Fyw
http://www.quicktopic.com/


you!
There were no other issues. 
There is one large can of gas that is full. The others are empty. 
Mower and ATV are full of gas and ready to go.
I saw some youngsters joy riding in one of the parks vehicles around the Parkwood
trails and didn't think it would be a problem until I started noticing all the ruts in trail
that were in places probably not caused by our vehicle. I know for myself this is not
going to make enjoyable skiing. Maybe we should say something to somebody? 
Any ideas how to get the trail back to level?

1340
mtrantow
07-09-2016
01:41 PM ET (US)

Gas cans filled up at Essex.

1339
HenryH
07-06-2016
02:00 PM ET (US)

Cleared the rest of the tree mentioned by Joe G on 7/4 and a few other small branches
that came down in last night's storm.

1338
Joe Gyura
07-04-2016
07:28 PM ET (US)

Mowed Essex this afternoon. All the equipment worked well thank you Mike! Filled
the ATV and mower there is about one third of a large gas can remaining Should be
plenty of fuel for another mowing. 

 There is a small tree down on the south loop of the wood trails I was able to move
most off of the trail A good hand saw should work although a chainsaw is always
much nicer 

Lisa and Laura are up next to mow Essex. Mentioned earlier much trimming is
needed in the woods as well as a tree in the north east prairie

1337
Dave Greymont
06-28-2016
03:18 PM ET (US)

The ATV is back from the shop and seems to be working fine except for a squeak in
the steering. (Jeff Radke, when you mow, maybe you can figure out what's
squeaking.) Since I was already at QH and the dew was off the grass I decided to
mow. I wanted to test drive the ATV to make sure everything was working. There was
no slippage either going up or down hills so I believe the 4-wheel drive is working
properly now. Just as a suggestion, I'd recommend going up the outer edge of the
hills, and down the inner edge. Less worry about going off the edge. It's still difficult
at times to switch gears out of "L" to "R". Other then that, no equipment issues. 

The grass was really long so I had to drive slower and make three passes on all trails
taking a longer time to mow the trail. In the middle of mowing I returned to the shed
and refilled the gas in the ATV and mower so I wouldn't risk running out. I also took
some extra time to clean-up the wide intersections. 

Now for the best news: In the sched I moved the roller to where Jeff had the Ditch
Witch stored last year so we're not taking up any new room. Currently there's no Park
and Rec equipment in the shed. The result is ( for you backing-up challenged
mowers) is that you can drive in the front door and out the back door. Works pretty
slick unless Park and Rec complains.

The Parkwood hills trails are covered in daisies. I'll try to post a picture on the RASC
homepage. 
Jeff, you're still up next in the rotation for mowing. I'll let you know when the trail
needs mowing.

1336
Joe
06-24-2016
02:24 PM ET (US)

Robb, thank you for mowing! I did get out last night and cleared the downed trees.
Yes we will need to clear many of the overgrown branches. Not sure what would be
the best approach.

Joe and Lisa are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!



Joe

1335
Robb Welch
06-24-2016
01:18 PM ET (US)

I mowed Essex this morning. All went well and the equipment worked great. No trees
blocking trail (just a few broken branches to stop for and remove). There were some
small low hanging branches that were in the way but I was still able to pass under
with the exception of one large branch on the east end of the 55th street fields that
was too low to go under on one side of the trail. Gopher mounds are still small
enough to mow over slowly. Wild parsnip is getting to be 5'+ tall along trail in some
places (recommend long sleeves and gloves). Refilled ATV and mower with gas.
There are three gallons of gas remaining in gas cans.
Robb

1334
mtrantow
06-23-2016
09:55 PM ET (US)

They have been doing the pavilion main field, the sides of paved paths and the
archery fields, as far as I can tell.

1333
jgyura@gmail.com
06-23-2016
09:47 PM ET (US)

Mike, I was not aware of a change with the city mowing north prairie. Will they still
mow the sides of the paved paths and archery field? 
Thanks!

Joe

Sent from my iPad
1332
Mike Trantow
06-22-2016
12:29 AM ET (US)

Thanks Robb. 
Sadly the Park resident change means we need to mow 55th St Field trails too.
I plan to refill the gas cans before Friday, but regardless, there's enough to finish one
more round.

1331
Robb Welch
06-21-2016
11:05 PM ET (US)

Joe. I will be able to mow Essex on Friday or Saturday. I will bring my hand saw in
case it's needed. Are the park personnel mowing the 55th st field this summer of do
we do it? 
Robb Welch
Sent from my iPhone

1330
Dave
06-21-2016
08:45 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I are looking into purchasing a gas hedge trimmer for cleaning up the edges
of the trail.Â  I cut Eastwood today and there's lots of brush encroaching on the trail. 
Dave

Sent by Dave G.

1329
Joe Gyura
06-21-2016
08:37 PM ET (US)

I was out to Essex this afternoon I believe it will be ready for mowing by this
weekend. Robb, let me know if this weekend does not work for you, and I'll mow.

There are four small down (2" - 3")trees on the east woods - what I call the top loop. I
was able to move one off the trail, one about half and one could not budge. The fourth
I could ride my bike under, but not sure the ATV would make it. A good hand saw
could do the job, but a chain saw would obviously be quicker and able to cut smaller
pieces to move off the trail. I'll try to get out before the weekend to clear. If anyone
beats me to clearing the trail, please post here and thank you!

There are several areas where small branches are growing over the trail area. How do
we "trim" those back?

Thanks!

Joe
1328
Dave Greymont
06-20-2016
12:16 PM ET (US)

The QH ATV is in the shop (again). The noise that Joey and Jeff Radke heard is the
electric motor that shifts the ATV between 2-wheel drive and 4-wheel drive. The
mechanic will take the motor out and see if he can repair it, or if not, order a new
motor. Although the dash showed the ATV in 4-wheel drive it's possible that it was



actually only in 2-wheel drive which might account for the slipping on the hills that
Joey experienced. Will let you know when the ATV is back at QH

1327
Joe
06-14-2016
04:16 PM ET (US)

Thanks, Henry H. for grooming and clearing the down trees at Essex!!

Robb and Joe are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!

1326
HenryH
06-14-2016
02:36 PM ET (US)

Essex mowed this morning before the rain. Follow-on to earlier discussion about
smoking. I found the tensioning idler to be quite loose resulting occasional burning
belt smell. Tightened the tensioner some and seemed to resolve. After filling mower
& ATV, 1 6-gal can empty. The other probably 3/4 full. Small can 1/2 full. Should be
enough to fill after next mowing.

1325
Joey Keillor
06-14-2016
02:19 PM ET (US)

The noise was present from the time I started it until I shut it off. The cooling fan was
on, too, but that wasn't the noise. 

Nothing seemed to affect the noise. I probed around in the front area looking for the
source, but I'm not a machinery pro like Jeff or Henry.

1324
Dave
06-14-2016
11:17 AM ET (US)

Wonder if the engine was getting hot and the blower/fan came on. Might that be what
you heard?

Sent by Dave G.
1323
Jeff Radke
06-13-2016
10:07 PM ET (US)

I'll check-out the sound you described this weekend. Any other description? Like did
any particular action cause it, or make it louder? I'm up next to mow. 

Sent from my iPhone

1322
Joey Keillor
06-13-2016
09:59 PM ET (US)

Q-Hill mowed. Strange, loud high pitched buzzing coming from the front axle/engine
area. 

One safety issue to be aware of is that wetter soil (the grass wasn't really wet, more
the soil below) makes the steeper hills fairly dangerous because the wheels start to
slide out, even at very low speed. I had a near serious accident on the largest hill in
Parkwood area, just off the ballfield. Despite going very slow, the machine started
sliding about 2/3rds of the way down, with no means to stop, leading to a jack-knife
and near flip. I was ready to jump, but held on and rode it out. There was no way to
get up that hill, and it was difficult to get up others, as well. Those tires just don't have
the tread to grip slippery stuff. Bottom line, if things are moist, skip the big hill at a
minimum, and maybe test things out on others before committing to a spot where you
don't have a spot to stop if sliding.

1321
HenryH
06-11-2016
04:50 PM ET (US)

Checked Essex this morning to see if mowing was needed and found 2 trees down
across the trail. Got them both removed. I'll plan to mow mid-week.

1320
Mike Trantow
06-07-2016
06:52 PM ET (US)

Gas cans filled up at Essex. I checked the oil, but have not dug into what Paul saw - "
mower smoking" when it was working hard in wet grass. Probably just evaporation
off hot parts, but *Note* to next mower at Essex... keep an eye on this.

1319
Joe Gyura
06-07-2016
12:15 PM ET (US)

Great, Rob! The reason I post the two up next is flexibility. The schedule is flexible, if
a time earlier works better for your schedule, simply work it out with Henry.

Hope all is well. I saw Kristin the other day in Hy-Vee. We had a very pleasant chat
on your busy life's to sporting events.

Take care and thanks for all that you do, Rob!

Joe
1318
Robb Welch

Joe,
     Thanks for the heads up. I will be ready after Henry H.



06-07-2016
11:20 AM ET (US) Robb

1317
Joe
06-07-2016
09:28 AM ET (US)

Paul, thank you for mowing Essex!

Henry H. and Rob are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks!

Joe
1316
Dave Greymont
06-05-2016
02:05 PM ET (US)

I filled the QH gas cans this morning when I was out running errands.

1315
Peter Wollan
06-03-2016
01:43 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was mowed today -- my first mowing, and nothing exciting happened.
Parkwood Hills needed it, but the rest could have gone for several more days. I didn't
try backing in to the shed -- maybe I'll try next time, but I figured why push my luck.

Gas is needed: three of the four containers are empty, and the fourth only has about a
gallon.

1314
John Resman
05-29-2016
01:01 AM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill trails were mowed in between the rain - it was even sunny some of
the time during mowing. Did two passes on all of the trails. Three passes if the center
was overgrown. I didn't have the time or competence to follow Laura's example of
backing in the mower - maybe I'll make an effort next time. I just drove the ATV
straight in. I may soon be the last person that is unable to back the mower (especially
within a reasonable amount of time). 

I did have a minor mechanical issue. I somehow managed to hit a stump and bend the
protective metal cover around the blades just enough to cause the blades to hit the
metal surround. A ticking noise alerted me to this situation. I stopped the mower,
discovered root cause, and also found the stump that was the likely culprit. It was
pretty low to the ground. I was actually surprised that it hit the metal surround. Maybe
the mower was a bit low, or one side was lower. Anyways, I came back with a heavy
hammer and was able to bend the metal back so the blades no longer hit the metal
enclosure. The shed is not a bad workshop - especially when the temp is above
freezing! The mower is back in operation.

1313
Joe
05-27-2016
09:35 AM ET (US)

Thanks, Laura.. and congratulations on back up achievement!!!!

Paul and Henry are up next to mow Essex.

Thanks all!

1312
Laura Z
05-27-2016
09:15 AM ET (US)

Essex was mowed yesterday. HUGE thanks to Bruce W who came and sawed/cleared
a couple of trees that were blocking mowing paths!! No equipment problems; a large
container of gas is full. I commited myself last year to trying once/time to back in the
mower...it never happened. FOR THE FIRST TIME, I backed in the mower!!! I did a
little celebration dance. Next up may want to note the 4-wheeler is kinda in your face
when you open the door (perfection is the worst enemy of good enough).

1311
Mark Foley
05-19-2016
07:20 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was mowed today. No problems.

Mark Foley

1310
Lisa Luetmer
05-16-2016
12:53 PM ET (US)

Jeff Robertson and I pulled the snow fences off of the east bridge at Essex this
morning. We surveyed the gopher infestation and more importantly we pondered the
severe erosion that is eating away the sliding hill. For our Essex mowers Jeff suggests
we just mow one width there. The snow fence has fallen in with two t posts hanging
in the air. The bank is undercut quite a bit so the "edge" is unreliable. We pretty much
need a dozer to save that hill and Jeff will visit with Mike Nigbur about it. May need
the dozer for the gopher mounds as well...... Also, the resident caretaker, John



Munson, no longer lives at the White House at Essex and I'm not sure who is mowing
the lawn there. So the Essex mowers should plan on mowing the 55th street field in
the future. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone

1309
Lisa Luetmer
05-16-2016
08:50 AM ET (US)

Essex is all mowed up. Thank you Mike; you did most of it! Everything ran well. I
did lower the mower a tad but as I mowed I shut the mower off as I went over the
gopher mounds. We really have a serious infestation. If anyone would like to be part
of the Essex mowing crew just let me know. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone
1308
Jeff Radke
05-15-2016
11:00 AM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill mower and ATV are ready for summer mowing. Finished the oil and
filter change on the mower, and I installed sharpened blades. Should be ready to go!
Let me know of any problems. 
Jeff Radke

1307
mtrantow
05-14-2016
07:42 PM ET (US)

I did a first pass mowing (one side) and all of 55th street fields (caretaker didn't cover
those trails this time). I think the deck should be lowered as lots of dandelions
laughed at me after I passed over them. BUT we'd need to knock down some gopher
mounds in some areas first. Everything worked well. I did not pull the DO NOT
signs... need to come back with some black bags to just cover them

1306
mtrantow
05-14-2016
12:43 AM ET (US)

The Essex ATV is back to "summer mode" wheels ... although it feels more like
winter is coming back. (thanks to Andy Woods' help with the tracks and trailering).
Fluids were changed and topped off. Gas cans are full, and the ATV and mower are
ready to go. THE mower battery required a recharge, but then started right up. I left it
connected by the control wires to ATV by mistake, so whoever mows first, please
note that. We need a duty rotation and may need a mowing education/ refresher.

1305
Dave Greymont
05-05-2016
06:14 PM ET (US)

I mowed QH this afternoon. For the most part I just cut each edge of the trail and not
the middle except for Park Wood Hills and the new east trail. There, I took a pass
down each edge and another pass down the middle. Total time mowing was 2 hours
and the distance was 10.2 miles. Going down one of the hills with the engine braking,
I heard a very brief noise like something metal clinking inside the clutch area. It only
happened once and the clutch seemed fine. I just mention it so other QH volunteers
are aware. I also refilled the gas cans.

1304
Dave Greymont
04-23-2016
12:31 PM ET (US)

Jeff Radke changed the oil and spark plug in the QH ATV this morning. Then I helped
him switch-out the tracks for the summer tires. We also pumped up the tires to the
~proper pressure. Jeff will also change the oil in the mower and sharpen the blades
but he's going to be away so it may not be done for a couple of weeks. I don't think
there's a problem using it in the mean time. We also discovered on dead snake and one
snake skin where Speedy Gonzales (our woodchuck) lives in the shed. Is it possible
that he killed them and dragged them in?

1303
Jeff Radke
04-10-2016
06:58 PM ET (US)

I can check, but I'm pretty sure there is a least one of those bags left. Jeff

Sent from my iPhone

> On Apr 10, 2016, at 12:35 PM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1302
Walker, Henry J.
04-10-2016
01:35 PM ET (US)

Do we have grass seed available to seed the slopes we back cut last fall? 
Sent from my iPhone

1301
Dave Greymont
04-10-2016
12:23 PM ET (US)

This morning Jeff and I picked up the remaining lath on the Parkwood Hills trails and
we also picked up the "No Walking on Groomed Ski Trail" signs and put them in the
Payne shed. The good news is that P&R has installed lighting in the Payne shed.
There's a light switch inside the West door and inside the East door. That'll make it
much better this next winter.

1300 I took down the Eastwood lights on the trails through the woods this morning. When I



Dave Greymont
04-03-2016
12:57 PM ET (US)

was putting them away at QH I tried to start the mower. It spun over but no sign of
trying to start. I don't think there's enough juice in the battery to get it running. I'll put
my battery charger on it in the next week or so. I think the same thing happened last
year.

1299
Dave Greymont
03-24-2016
09:57 AM ET (US)

It's been a rough morning. First I groomed QH, then I groomed Essex, then I groomed
Chester Woods, then I put the lights back up at Eastwood, then I woke up from that
nightmare. Now I have to shovel my driveway. Sure wish that was a bad dream too.
Happy spring!

1298
Dave Greymont
03-17-2016
06:44 PM ET (US)

The QH ATV is repaired (I hope) and is back in the Payne shed at QH.

1297
Henry Walker
03-13-2016
07:43 AM ET (US)

The QH grooming equipment has been stored away and the mower is positioned for
summer duty.

1296
mtrantow
03-04-2016
06:34 PM ET (US)

I took advantage of the light snow to pull all the Essex grooming equipment back into
the big Quonset. That should ensure we have another couple big snowfalls, despite
the forecast ;-)

1295
Lisa Luetmer
03-02-2016
11:55 AM ET (US)

Thank you Joe. 
We can hope for one big storm....I love March skiing.

Sent from my iPhone
1294
mtrantow
03-01-2016
10:59 PM ET (US)

OK, I didn't get to Essex tonight, but I'll stop over tomorrow to return the grooming
equipment back to the big barn before we lose the latest snow and re-frozen ground.
Thanks for all the grooming this year!

1293
jgyura@gmail.com
03-01-2016
10:43 PM ET (US)

Lisa, I rode out to Essex Sunday. The trails were well traveled with foot traffic. I don't
believe the the two inches of snow are worth the effort to groom with the temp
forecast to be in the 40s this weekend. 
For now, I believe we are are done..

Joe

Sent from my iPad
1292
Lisa Luetmer
03-01-2016
04:39 PM ET (US)

Sorry team I'm out of town. But looking at the forecast it may not be worth the gas to
roll. Isn't it going to warm up this week? Lisa

Sent from my iPhone
1291
Andy
03-01-2016
03:33 PM ET (US)

I'm out of town until Thursday. If anyone wants to take the roller to Essex, that would
be great.

1290
mtrantow
03-01-2016
08:54 AM ET (US)

Will anyone be able to groom Essex? Is it worth it to maybe just to take the ATV and
roller out and pick up the trail closed signs (which may be under snow now). If no one
does, I will pull the roller and ginzu over by the big barn tonight. Mike

1289
Jeff Robertson
02-18-2016
04:26 PM ET (US)

I will be in town, but in looking at the temps, I'm inclined to keep the signs up
through Sunday and then determine if the trails are salvageable. 
The Skandic is repaired and back at Essex. The upper handlebar assembly was bent.
The mechanic pointed out that the right grip was torn which indicated to him that it
might have either hit something or more likely rolled on its side. I never related the
two. This may have been an old wound and we didn't focus on out-of-alignment until
Brennan identified it.
He also said the the exhaust pipe runs close to the right foot well and that it could get



that hot. Maybe we could wrap insulation in that area or just recruit left legged
groomers for the Skandic.

1288
mtrantow
02-18-2016
10:20 AM ET (US)

Trail Closures?
I think lots of us are heading up to Hayward area shortly, and the weather precludes
grooming,
so I was planning on putting up the trail closed signs at Essex later today before I
leave.

I could be back Sunday to take them down, though we may be "done" with trails due
to days above freezing and nights just below ( icy hard pan - danger,danger,danger).
Any groomers staying in town could remove the signs as well.

Who's up for Post Birkie golf course crust skiing? ;-)
1287
Dave Greymont
02-17-2016
04:09 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I are taking the QH ATV back to Cycle City tomorrow morning.

1286
Peter Wollan
02-17-2016
02:18 PM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill this morning -- my first solo attempt. I thought I was doing
pretty well, till the end: with just a couple of passes left to go, on the hill up the 1-way
loop, the clutch started smoking. I let it cool off a few minutes, raised the knives on
the Ginzu, and it was willing to drive home. So it's put away in the shed as if it's
normal, but it's not happy. 

Thinking back, there were a few warning signs. I was adjusting the knife depth a lot --
there are troughs and hills in the trails now -- and every once in a while the ATV
seemed to have very little power. At the time I thought I was just going up hill with
the knives too deep, but now I think the clutch was probably slipping at low speed
most of the time. It was definitely perkier at higher speed. 

The track setter worked for a few minutes, so there's track set around the shed loop
and a bit farther, but it quit working before I got over to the valley. There's something
heat-sensitive in the wiring that lowers the setter. I tried again up at the baseball field,
and it started to lower, but then started tripping the fuse again.

    Peter
1285
Jeff Robertson
02-17-2016
01:26 PM ET (US)

I took the Skandic in to have the steering repaired. I asked him to take a look at the
toe heating situation.

1284
Matt Hawkins
02-17-2016
10:05 AM ET (US)

FYI Essex groomers, the foot well temperature (right side) on the Skandic became hot
enough to melt completely through the toe of my boot. The resulting hole has
rendered the boots' waterproof claim invalid. On the bright side, the nicely insulated
boots kept my toes from noticing they were in an oven. Its unlikely the Skandic will
see much action now but be careful if you do drive it.
-Matt

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *
1283
Dave Greymont
02-16-2016
01:37 PM ET (US)

The Essex ATV was returned this morning. Jeff, thanks for your help.
The QH repair at Cycle City was $1,734.00. That was just about spot on to their
estimate.
There's good news, and bad news. First the bad news. We agreed to put in beefier
clutch components. The result was a slightly lower gear ratio. So the "bad news" is
that the top end is about 60 MPH now instead of 70 MPH. :) The good news is that
with the lower gear ratio it will tow better with less stress on the clutch. 
Other good news. The electric power steering unit is fine. Oil was coming from a
leaking seal on the shift motor. I'm not entirely sure what this motor does but I think it
has something to do with shifting between 2 wheel drive and 4 wheel drive. The



mechanic took the motor apart and he said the seal wasn't damaged and he put it back
together. No guarantee that it won't leak again. Apparently, the oil that was being
blown around and the clutch failing caused the EPS light to come on. (It's now off).
The mechanic also found that the shifting linkage needed adjusting. It was kind of
half way between gear settings. It should shift better now. The mechanic said its
always kind of hard to get into low gear because the way the engine and transmission
have to be in sync.

While I was there they were putting the tracks on the ATV the city has just purchased
for Eastwood. A different mechanic but he said he had 2-1/2 hours into the project
and he wasn't done yet. That made me feel pretty good about the time it takes us
amateur mechanics to do it.

Finally, Mike, you might check the amount of play on the tracks of the Essex ATV.
When you push on them there's move flex than the QH's tracks. I think there's a spec
on the amount they should deflect when pushed on but I don't know what it is.

1282
mtrantow
02-16-2016
12:48 AM ET (US)

Essex was fantastic tonight for classic skiing. Thanks Matt!

1281
Lisa Luetmer
02-15-2016
07:09 PM ET (US)

Eric so glad to hear from you:)
Essex will be thrilled to have you groom whenever! Even just groom half as your
time allows. Dave may need you more at QH. They are grooming a lot over there..... 

Sent from my iPhone

1280
Joe
02-15-2016
01:20 PM ET (US)

Matt, thank you for grooming!!

Eric, great to have you back! For Essex, Barry, Paul and Andy are up next. I'm certain
all are out sometime this weekend(Barry is already gone)with the Birkie. Actually not
sure if any of the Essex groomers will be around.

Also not sure what to expect for grooming with the day time temps Thursday through
Sunday being above freezing. Andy is currently the Essex lead.

1279
Eric Counselman
02-15-2016
01:01 PM ET (US)

Hey Gang,
I've been on reserves for awhile now, with little kids, they are getting to the point
where I can be of help again to RASC. I have begun helping at Chester Woods, but
am also able to help out at Essex or QH. Let me know if anything is needed. Would
be around this weekend to help as well. Thanks for all your efforts.
Cheers,
Eric

1278
Matt Hawkins
02-15-2016
12:29 PM ET (US)

Essex was groomed and tracks set this morning.
-Matt

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *
1277
mtrantow
02-14-2016
11:48 PM ET (US)

Essex grooming sheets refreshed and I dug up a washer and 1/2" nut from my garage
that fit the ginzu bolt on the orange paddle. I tightened it down well, but please keep
an eye on it as there are about 3-4 full threads visible (front, right paddle). one large
gas can full, one empty.

1276
Dave Greymont
02-14-2016
08:04 PM ET (US)

Per Jeff Radke:
 02\14 Quarry Hill was groomed this Sunday morning and classic track was set.
Conditions are very good. Filled the large gas cans. The two small gas cans are empty.

1275
Matt Hawkins
02-14-2016

I am not available to groom Essex until later this evening. I will plan on grooming
tonight unless someone steps in sooner.
-Matt



01:23 PM ET (US)

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *
1274
Barry
02-14-2016
11:14 AM ET (US)

Fellow Groomers: I will be leaving for Cable by noon today (Sunday), after the snow
moves out, and regrettably won't be around this week to groom. Please shift me out in
the queue, and I will gladly groom any time starting the week after the Birkie.
Thanks, and may all you Birkie skiers have a good race.

1273
Joe
02-14-2016
09:45 AM ET (US)

Mike, thank you for grooming! I skied late yesterday and enjoyed the fruits of you
labor.

Barry is up next, then Matt, Paul or Andy. Would follow.

Joe

1272
mtrantow
02-13-2016
05:28 PM ET (US)

The Frost Giants (and walkers) had done a number on the Essex trails since Brennan
groomed... hard pan in some areas, drifting in others, so I took advantage of no skiers
out in the below 0 temps to refresh some areas and lay track. Everything worked well,
despite the off-kilter Skandic steering (I will get to that when it warms up) -- I also
have a bunch of minor maintenance to perform now: The front right outrigger orange
paddle of the ginzu lost it's top nut with the black toggle handle somewhere along the
way, so that is in the snowmobile's back box for now. I'll get a replacement before we
get too much new snow.
( I classic skied after and the tracks were fair-good in most places).

Joe, I ran into Paul Ehling who wondered if he was in the grooming rotation. We'll
need someone to roll and comb Sunday afternoon.

1271
Lisa Luetmer
02-12-2016
11:48 PM ET (US)

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Lisa Luetmer <zumbrohoney@icloud.com>
> Date: February 12, 2016 at 10:42:01 PM CST
> To: qtopic-subs@quicktopic.com
> Subject: Fallen St. Louis Park skier gets help from rival coach, whose team misses
state | Star Tribune
> 
> 
> http://m.startribune.com/in-a-tight-race-a...ta-skier/368512031/
> 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone

1270
Lisa Luetmer
02-12-2016
11:04 PM ET (US)

Excuse me for changing the subject from our Norse heroes over at QH but would you
all take a moment to google an article in today's star tribune. Mary Lynn Smith wrote
an article about an assistant coach from Robbinsdale/Armstrong high school who
handed a ski pole to a kid from rival school-St Louis Park(his had broken after a spill
on ice) in the middle of a qualifying race for state. "Skier Falls, Rival Coach Provides
Lift"
Please read. So glad I am part of this family of skiers and groomers and cow bell
ringers. L
Sent from my iPhone

1269
Dave
02-12-2016
12:58 PM ET (US)

Jeff, 
Don't ever apologize and don't take on any blame. I am just so grateful that I have the
crew of great volunteers that I have to maintain the QH trails. 

Sent by Dave G.
1268
Jeff Radke
02-12-2016
12:52 PM ET (US)

Thanks Thor,
Awesome note! My chin is now lifted from chest!

Sent from my iPhone

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fm.startribune.com%2Fin-a-tight-race-a-competitor-reaches-out-to-help-a-fallen-minnesota-skier%2F368512031%2F&x=327525934.2


> On Feb 12, 2016, at 11:42 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1267
Walker, Henry J.
02-12-2016
12:42 PM ET (US)

Jeff Radke - you maintain QH equipment religiously, put hundreds of hours into
building trail, mow all summer, groom all winter and you're the acting chair for "turn
your life around to good health using Nordic" poster child for the community of
Rochester. The Norwegians had the likes of Thor, Frigg, Oden and Baldor to look up
to when they needed courage to carry on in days of old. These days - we have the
likes of Jeff Radke. No apologies needed from volunteer super heroes. You make the
Nordic world turn. Anyone who complains about our grooming is now hereby
condemned to pull a 84" Ginzu groomer with teeth down by hand in their undershorts
for eternity. 
Henry

1266
Lisa Luetmer
02-12-2016
11:46 AM ET (US)

No Jeff the trail conditions were not your fault. The conditions are tough! You guys
do an amazing job over there. 

Sent from my iPhone
1265
Jeff Radke
02-12-2016
11:41 AM ET (US)

The poor trail conditions this week were my fault. I am the next up for grooming. I
felt that there wouldn't be much traffic with the cold temps and that it could wait for
later in the week or the weekend. Lesson learned. 
Sent from my iPhone

1264
Dave Greymont
02-12-2016
10:55 AM ET (US)

Jim Craighead volunteered to groom QH Thursday because of the icy trail conditions.
Here's his report: I had trouble trying to get a decent classic track set so I gave up on
setting tracks. It was just too icy. The ginzu left behind little chunks instead of nice
corduroy. It skied nice, but it looked funny. I groomed the north trails also. My thumb
got pretty tired!

Many thanks Jim.

1263
Joe
02-11-2016
01:52 PM ET (US)

Thanks for grooming, Brennan!! Hope you are okay, as it was pretty brisk this
morning.

Looks like Barry is up next followed by Matt at Essex.

Thanks!

Joe
1262
Brennan Kelly
02-11-2016
01:09 PM ET (US)

I finished grooming Essex this AM. The track looks pretty good. I didn't set track due
to the hard conditions. The Skandic steering is out of alignment but it doesn't hamper
the operation, just something to be aware of.

1261
Joey Keillor
02-08-2016
11:15 PM ET (US)

Q-Hill groomed and track set. Probably will get drifted over in places, though. The
track I set was pretty sketchy a lot of the time. I attribute this to icy, hard pack snow
that the setter had trouble laying a nice groove into. 

  For the uninitiated on the Essex grizzly, the toggle for the rear light is buried in the
nest of wires under the switch box.

1260
Jeff Robertson
02-08-2016
05:07 PM ET (US)

Lisa and I groomed Essex this afternoon. We checked drifting on the 55th street trails
- surprisingly not to bad -so we used the Ginzu with knives down a bit to scratch up
the icy base. We checked with one lone skier who confirmed that the trails were
skiing good. We made two passes on the planned TT course. Most of the Classic trails
were eliminated and will need to be reset after the race. We will flag the TT route
tomorrow and make another pass with the groomer. Lisa has not lost her front track
hiking skills on the tight turns!

1259
Barry
02-08-2016
12:59 PM ET (US)

Dear Fellow RNST Coaches and Groomers,
This is just a reminder and confirmation that the annual Coaches and Groomers (well
deserved) Happy Hour is this Thursday (2/11/2016) at the Moose Bar and Grill (the
one kitty corner from Cub Foods). We will gather right after practice on Thursday



(practice that night is at Chester Woods, so we will be arriving ~5:40pm).

Also, spouses are cordially invited as well as those inactive coaches who would like
to help out, but are having a busy winter due to med school, having babies, raising
toddlers, etc. 

Thanks. Hope we have a good turnout.
Barry

1258
Henry
02-06-2016
11:00 AM ET (US)

QH was groomed this morning with new classic track set in most areas. The dumb
track setter doesn't create as nice of a track as the down pressure from the Ginzu.
Everything went well, no issues except blow-in snow on the north 40 required an
extra drift busting pass or two. Grooming would have been best PM Friday rather
than Saturday AM but the Nature Center was holding their candle light ski from 6 -
9pm. The base doesn't have time to set up for the weekend but warm temps will keep
the base soft anyhow. Trail is great skiing outside of being soft.

1257
Andy
02-05-2016
10:28 PM ET (US)

I groomed the skate lane this evening at Essex. Left the tracks alone since they were
nice and solid. Unfortunately I did run over a couple of tracks in the curves due to the
turning radius of the snowmobile. (sorry Mike) Trails should be in excellent shape for
tomorrow. The hitch jack on the Ginzu needs to be tightened down. I can be fixed
with a crecent wrench. Get out there and enjoy!!

1256
Jeff Robertson
02-04-2016
02:03 PM ET (US)

John asked me and the other old coot - Dave to groom Essex for the TT on next
Tuesday. My plan is to groom it on Monday and Dave and I will mark it early
Tuesday afternoon. I am not sure how many groomings it will need between now and
Monday but If Brennan can do it Saturday it probably should work. Brennan, will this
work for you?
Jeff

1255
Joe
02-04-2016
12:23 PM ET (US)

For Essex grooming, looks like Lisa/Jeff and Brennan are up next. Not Laura (sorry).
Brennan, I believe Lisa is out of town.

Thanks!

Joe

1254
mtrantow
02-03-2016
10:36 PM ET (US)

I groomed the Essex 55th Street fields with the snowmobile. Dragged it, rolled and
combed, final 2 passes ginzu with track set. I refreshed some other trails. The ginzu
switches worked fine once the socket seated.
Whoever is up next at Essex, let me know if you need training in, because it's a little
trickier,(controls, switches, and steering on corners).
Cheers, Mike

1253
Dave Greymont
02-03-2016
05:41 PM ET (US)

I just got a call from Cycle City. The problem was that a bearing went out in the
clutch. So far parts and labor are $1,172.72. They rough estimate to finish the job is
about $1,500.00. I reminded them to check the EPS light so that may be an additional
expense. They're going to call me back tomorrow with more detail about the repair.

1252
Dave Greymont
02-03-2016
05:19 PM ET (US)

I picked up the Essex ATV and took it to QH. Drove out to the west ball field and
retrieved the roller and dumb track setter. RPU has plowed the bike trail so we should
consider the west ball field closed to skiing until they're done and the trail is repaired.

Since I was all dressed for grooming I groomed the rest of QH (except for the hills at
Park Wood) and set track over the whole trail. It should be good for Quarry Hill's
Friday candle light ski. I used the Ginzu and track setter and it worked fine and didn't
blow any fuses. To me that's a pretty good sign the problem isn't the actuator but
instead it's a problem with the wiring on the QH ATV.

The skate trail is soft and skiers are already trashing it. Someone will need to decide if
it needs to be groomed again before tomorrow's team practice.

Henry, I didn't see the new gas pumps in shed. Do you still have them?

No news about the QH ATV from Cycle City yet.



Time for a "toddy" and a nap.
1251
mtrantow
02-03-2016
02:56 PM ET (US)

Dave G and Jeff R picked up the Essex ATV to groom QH. 
I filled up the gas cans and will take the Skidoo out tonight at Essex.

1250
Joe
02-03-2016
02:41 PM ET (US)

Essex is all packed, combed, and a track set in the woods and south prairie. Bruce
also dragged the 55th st field but it was drifting in so fast we didn't bother to roll it. It
will probably have to be dragged again when the wind stops. Once Bruce dragged,
Joe was able to complete two passes in the woods and all but the north route in the
south prairie. 

The equipment worked well. Thank you Mike! There is one gallon of gas remaining.

Looks like Laura is up next to groom Essex

Joe
1249
mtrantow
02-03-2016
01:23 PM ET (US)

I'm going out to Essex now to fill gas. Bruce and Joe did first passes at Essec this
morning. We still need to drag the 55th street fields, but I've done that with the
snowmobile multiple times before. My thoughts were to have QH borrow the ATV,
since it would require the least learning. Any thoughts, Andy?

1248
Walker, Henry J.
02-03-2016
01:03 PM ET (US)

Check with Mike and Andy on the Essex ATV availability. If the QH ATV is out of
service for some time you may want to use the snowmobile, this is exactly the
purpose we kept it for. Otherwise you will end up running equipment back and forth
frequently. We will appreciate the use of an ATV after returning from the
snowmobile. 
If the trail is currently packed down without a track we are fine for Thursday's
practice, but QH really wants a track set for Friday. Let's do what we can with the
snowmobile today or Thursday. 
People stopped me and told me how much they appreciate the groomers and their
work last night. Considering the breakdown hassle, that is a nice comment to pass on
today. 
Henry

1247
Dave Greymont
02-03-2016
12:37 PM ET (US)

The ATV is at Cycle City and I have the trailer at home. When we first tried to drive it
this morning it wouldn't move. We tried R, H, L, 2 wheel drive, and 4 wheel drive
without success. Then I locked the differential and we were able to drive it up on the
trailer. When moving, it sounds like a bucket of bolts rattling around down by the
clutch. I'm betting it's going to be out of commission for a while.

I think we need to borrow either the Essex ATV or snowmobile so we can groom QH.
I can pick one of them up today if one of the QH groomers can groom later today.
Which one can we borrow? The roller is still out by the west ball field. I'm guessing
the track setter is there too..

We have practice scheduled at QH Thursday night. Do you think we need to moved it
to a different location?
Starting at 5 PM Friday, QH has a moon light ski scheduled in association with
Rochester Winter Fest. If there's any way we can do it, we should groom a classic
track for their event.

1246
Jeff Radke
02-03-2016
12:27 PM ET (US)

Dave, Peter, and myself got the QH ATV started and got it on a trailer. Dave is driving
it over to Cycle City where they are going to take a look at it and let us know what's
going on. It ran, but with a lot of racket and smoke! I think the engine is okay. It may
be the clutch or the transmission, we will see. The mechanic thought he would know
something today.

1245
Jeff Radke
02-03-2016
09:16 AM ET (US)

If I can get running before I'll email you. 

Sent from my iPhone



> On Feb 3, 2016, at 8:14 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1244
Dave
02-03-2016
09:14 AM ET (US)

The last time we had trouble with shifting we never were able to identify anything
mechanical that was broken. There is a shifting lockout if the engine RPM's are too
high. It was "fixed" last time by reducing the engine idle speed. Chris, it sound like
maybe we've got even more trouble than the EPS. 
Sent by Dave G.

1243
Craighead, James R.
02-03-2016
09:14 AM ET (US)

Jeff, I can meet you about 11:00.

Jim

1242
Jeff Radke
02-03-2016
09:13 AM ET (US)

I can take a look at the ATV this morning. I'll head over there around 9:30am. In the
mean time keep sending me your ideas. 

Sent from my iPhone

> On Feb 3, 2016, at 8:10 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1241
Craighead, James R.
02-03-2016
09:13 AM ET (US)

Is it close enough to the road that we could get it on the trailer? Or pull it to the road
with a length of cable?

1240
Craighead, James R.
02-03-2016
09:10 AM ET (US)

If the ATV thinks it's in gear it won't turn over.

1239
Christopher Flood
02-03-2016
09:01 AM ET (US)

I donâ€™t want to start a wild goose chase, but I had some issues with shifting at the
end of my grooming session now that I think of it. It was the same issue weâ€™ve
had in the past, but it seemed minor so I didnâ€™t remember it until now. I was
having a tough time getting the ATV out of gear to shift into reverse to put it away. I
found that if I really hit the foot break hard or pulled the left hand brake hard a few
times that I could get the ATV to let go of the shifter. It was like the brake was stuck a
bit. Like in the past, this only happened at the end of grooming. No problems at the
beginning. 
I wonder if we (or really I) have maybe cooked another brake part somehow? Would
that not allow the transmission to see the rear brake engaged and therefore not let the
shifter move? That may not account for the ATV not starting though. 
Chris

> On Feb 3, 2016, at 7:53 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1238
Dave
02-03-2016
08:58 AM ET (US)

I just looked it up and the EPS is the Electric Power Steering "EPS" warning light. I
too have noticed that light has come on but thought it was a normal dash light. 

According to the manual, " If the warning light remains on or comes on after the
engine is started, the EPS system may be defective. When this occurs, have a Yamaha
dealer check the EPS system."

So, any suggestions of what we do now???? Is it possible to tow the QH ATV back to
the shed with the Essex ATV?

Sent by Dave G.
1237
Craighead, James R.
02-03-2016

Mark,

 Does it turn over but not start, or does it not turn over?



08:53 AM ET (US) The EPS light is for the power steering. There is a fuse under the hood cover. 
Jim

1236
Mark Foley
02-03-2016
08:31 AM ET (US)

Groomed part of QH this morning with roller and manual track setter. The ATV was
not sounding right and I was a trying to figure out where the noise was coming from -
sounded like from right front track. On the way to the west ball fields, I checked the
track but didn't see anything rubbing and kept going. By the time I got to west ball
fields, the noise stopped but I was smelling something hot. After doing the loop, I
stopped on the south end of the ball fields where the trail comes out to drop the track
setter and take a look then the ATV would not go forward. I was able to shift into
reverse (with some struggle and it moved a bit but I had roller with comb down
behind it) but going back into L it wouldn't go and I couldn't get out of L. I shut it off,
dropped the roller thinking maybe I could back it up to a more accessible place but it
would not start - there is an EPS light on and the engine light comes on when pushing
the starter. I saw some smoke or steam coming off the engine compartment as well. I
left the ATV sit for 15 minutes (I walked home and got my skis and skied back to
ATV) and then tried to start again - still smelled hot and it would not start. So ATV
and roller are sitting on south end of west ball fields. I skied back to shed and put the
ATV key back in the cabinet and locked up everything.

1235
Chris Flood
02-02-2016
10:37 PM ET (US)

I rolled Quarry Hill this afternoon. It was still snowing and windy, so I left the comb
up--just trying to start the packing. The snow was pretty warm and wet. It should set
up really well in a couple of days. No problems with the equipment.

1234
Barry
02-01-2016
02:43 PM ET (US)

All Groomers, Here is an info note about our (coaches and groomers) annual happy
hour. All groomers (whether you coach or not are urged/encouraged to attend). Here
is the note:
Dear Fellow RNST Coaches,

Another great ski season is happening and it is time for our annual, well deserved,
coaches happy hour.

How about Thursday, Feb 11 right after practice at the Moose Bar and Grill, located
kitty corner from Cub Foods (there is also a Napa store nearby). I do not recall the
official name, but it has Moose as part of it (Smiling Moose or Wicked Moose or
Happy Moose or something like that). It is the place we have gone for several years
now. 

Cathy, if we could hold practice that afternoon either at QH or Eastwood to make the
drive time minimal that would be good.

I will be Up North as they say on the week just prior to the Birkie, so that is why I
chose Feb 11. Now, if I hear that Feb 11 is not a good date for lots of you, we can
consider rescheduling it for after the Birkie, but until then, please mark your calendars
and plan on attending. It is always a good time.

I will also post this note on the groomer email as they are also encouraged to attend
(deservedly so!).

Thanks,
Barry

1233
Walker, Henry J.
02-01-2016
08:57 AM ET (US)

QH remained relatively undamaged other than limited hikers on Saturday and Sunday.
The trail remained fairly solid Saturday but when temperatures stayed warm
overnight the base became very soft on Sunday. The Nature Center made a big effort
to detour skiers onto the new bike trail where Dave and Peter Groomed to the Fire
station and West ball fields for alternate use. We would have been in trouble if it
weren't for that effort because QH was packed all weekend. Thanks guys! The deck is
pretty smooth today and ready for new snow.

1232
Andy

I groomed Essex early this morning. There was SIGNIFICANT foot traffic damage
and sliding damage on the hills. Even some to the tracks were walked on and crusted



02-01-2016
08:44 AM ET (US)

over. So the knives when down and things smoothed out as best as possible. Where
the tracks were still good I left them. There were areas I no choice but to groom over
them due to the damage. If it stays below freezing, Essex should be in great shape for
the ski team this afternoon. Have fun!

1231
Jeff Radke
01-31-2016
02:57 PM ET (US)

I put together a new system to elevate the flap ends on the QH Ginzu. The cables can
be easily unhooked and adjusted by twisting the adjuster bolts. It will need to be
adjusted the first time out, hopefully with some new snow on Tuesday.
Try to get it adjusted pretty close, I noticed if it is adjusted too high it will narrow
your grooming swipe significantly. 
Let me know how it works, or if it breaks!

1230
Walker, Henry J.
01-30-2016
03:52 PM ET (US)

QH trails doing well today without direct sun. While the surface is soft, the Base is
holding up better than expected for a 40 degree day. Posted trail closed signs at 2pm
and talked with nature center staff. After Sunday we will be fine. 
Sent from my iPhone

1229
Andy
01-30-2016
01:46 PM ET (US)

I skied 3 loops at Essex this morning between 8 and 10:30. Trail held up well over
night and there other skiers out this morning At noon I posted the trails closed signs.
Trail continues to look good and intact. It should be refreshed as soon as we get a
freeeze. Possibly tomorrow evening.

1228
Andy
01-29-2016
08:51 PM ET (US)

I skiied Essex this afternoon and it was fast and firm. Since it was in good shape I did
not have the heart to put up the signs so others could ski. Currently it is still below
freezing so the trail should hold with no ruts. I did put the signs in my car so I could
head out at a moments notice as soon as temps are above 32. My plan is to go out
early in the morning, maybe ski one more loop, before the warm up and then put up
the signes

1227
Dave Greymont
01-29-2016
08:43 PM ET (US)

Peter and I set track and groomed trail up to the new fire station and back, and then
out to the west ball field and back. Either a city truck or a utility truck left deep tire
ruts on the portion of the trail from the pump station by the ball field down to where
the trail curves east back towards the Nature Center. The Ginzu did a fair job of
leveling the trail but it is still pretty rough. Unfortunately the track setter stopped
working when we were close to finishing grooming tonight.

1226
Laura Z
01-29-2016
02:01 PM ET (US)

I can put the signs up for Essex. Will do this evening.

1225
Walker, Henry J.
01-29-2016
01:33 PM ET (US)

To accommodate the Nature Center and Winterfest, QH ski trails will stay open until
noon on Saturday and then close for the weekend. We will set extra classic tracks on
the bike trails tonight both North and West to help the Nature Center's ski class -
Coached by our own Peter Wollan. This will provide weekend skiing for most in
place of the closed trails. Grooming will resume Monday night when it cools
sufficiently. Tuesday's snow could be anything but we aren't betting on a lot. 
If you ski QH this weekend please try to do so early Saturday morning. Notes will be
sent out on the usual e-owl routes. 
Henry

1224
mtrantow
01-29-2016
01:18 PM ET (US)

I put the "Trails Closed" signs on top of the ATV in the Essex Shed. 
If someone watches the weather, it'll be above freezing later today. (Rain
tonight/tomorrow?) 
There are 8 on wooden stakes and a larger one with ropes that could be hung (ex:
across the 55th street fields entrance from pavilion).
There's an extra battery-pump in the shed too now (thanks Dave G), but the current
one still works. Still one full large gas can.
Fingers crossed we don't see too much base degradation this weekend.
Cheers,
Mike

1223
Dave Greymont
01-29-2016
11:20 AM ET (US)

QH Ginzu Track setter Fixed: Jim Craighead is our hero! He replaced the fuses with
circuit breakers and tested the track setter and it worked fine. He pressed the track
setter down quite hard into the snow without a problem. He said if a circuit breaker
trips, you just need to press the button to reset it. Also, if the circuit breaker got hot,



you might need to wait a minute or so for it to cool before it will reset. The circuit
breakers are located in the same area where the fuses previously were.

1222
Laura Z
01-28-2016
01:07 PM ET (US)

Essex groomed for skate and classic. It's OK tho some debri. I kinda got stuck going
up the old sledding hill on 55th when I looked behind to assess my track handiwork
and let off the throttle and sunk in and then really sunk in when I tried to drive
out....which didn't work. Anyway, thanks for whoever strung up the shovel on back. It
happened early and all worked fine after so hopefully nothing bad happened to
equipment. Oh, and no rabid raccoon attacks...they morph into branches, bushes and
stumps during the day:)

1221
Brennan Kelly
01-28-2016
11:17 AM ET (US)

My turn at Essex must be up soon. I am available Sun, Tue, Thurs-Mon. I just need
some prompting as to when would work out best. I see we are expecting snow Friday
soWhenever after that works. Thanks, BK

1220
Dave Greymont
01-27-2016
05:18 PM ET (US)

Peter Wollan passed with flying colors the "GGSG" (the Greymont Graduate School
of Grooming). He is now a certified rookie groomer. He'll still need some coaching
once the track setter is repaired. The complete QH trail was groomed this afternoon. It
was 35 degrees when we left and I sensed the trail surface might be starting to soften.

1219
Laura Z
01-27-2016
11:49 AM ET (US)

I can groom tomorrow AM!

1218
Joe
01-27-2016
08:54 AM ET (US)

Thanks for the update, Mike! I'll be in Door County. Looks like we have better ski
conditions here -- ugh. Good luck at the WolfTrack!!

I've updated the Essex rotation board. Looks like I'm up next then Laura. 

I'll be out of town Thursday until Sunday evening. With work and packing, it's highly
unlikely I'll have time to groom today.

Laura, if you are unable to groom, looks like Barry and Lisa are up next.

Thanks!

Joe

1217
mtrantow
01-27-2016
12:45 AM ET (US)

Classic skiied all of Essex tonight after the practice. The 55th street loops had some
drifting/soft spots, but I think the Ginzu could handle it: need light knives and track
reset there. Other areas of the park may only need a single pass except a few spots
where the classic track is obliterated.
I think there's still gas, but I'm leaving Friday for Minocqua, Wi for WolfTracks 24K
.. anyone want to escape the warm up and spend 2 nights in God's Country?

1216
Andy
01-26-2016
11:40 AM ET (US)

I ordered the same pump from Amazon. I think that's where Greg got them a few
years ago.

1215
Jeff Radke
01-25-2016
05:02 PM ET (US)

Filled all gas cans at QH and left a new roll of towels. 
I took the gas pump home at looked at it and pronounced it dead! Impeller spins but
doesn't pump. Maybe someone knows of a more reliable model. 
I adjusted the ATV headlights down a little. They are really easy to adjust up and
down so let me know if it seems better. 
Soon to come, custom flap elevators! (No,they are not electric!)

1214
Jeff Radke
01-25-2016
02:56 PM ET (US)

I'm heading over to the QH shed to tinker with the ATV. I'll get some gas and paper
towels. 
Sent from my iPhone

1213
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.

For the sanity of all concerned, I would err on the side of getting the best pumps you
can and not worry about the cost! 
_________________________



01-25-2016
12:33 PM ET (US)

Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
Professor of Radiologic Physics
Mayo Clinic
Section of Nuclear Medicine
Charlton 1-225, 
Rochester, MN 55905
E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
Phone : (507) 284-7083
Fax : (507) 266-4461

1212
Lisa Luetmer
01-25-2016
12:27 PM ET (US)

Jeff took a look at essex's former gas pump and pronounced it officially dead.
Couldn't even get the on/off switch to toggle. Time for Dave to order a new one. I'm
heading to fleet farm today to look at a manual pump they have for around 11 bucks.
Maybe a good back up when our battery operated ones fail us? Lisa

Sent from my iPhone

1211
John Resman
01-25-2016
12:37 AM ET (US)

Quarry Hill skate trails were refreshed Sunday evening. Classic tracks left alone
(track setter not operational). Most of the trails in the woods were pretty good before
grooming. Open areas had snow drifted onto the trails. I'm considering going on strike
until the electric gas pump is back in action. Gas cans are pretty much empty. The
ATV is full. When someone goes shopping for gas, it would be good to buy several
rolls of paper towels. No more paper towels left.

1210
Joe Gyura
01-24-2016
09:03 AM ET (US)

Looks like Paul or Matt are up next at Essex.

Let me know if incorrect so that I can update the rotation page.

Thanks!

Joe
1209
Andy
01-24-2016
12:07 AM ET (US)

I believe Laura is up next in the rotation for Essex. Correct me if I'm wrong.

1208
Andy
01-24-2016
12:05 AM ET (US)

Essex has been groomed and tracks set. Should be outstanding in the morning! Paul
was taught the ins and outs of grooming so he is offically in the rotation!

1207
mtrantow
01-23-2016
04:50 PM ET (US)

I just skiied all of Essex and the classic track is in surprisingly good shape. THat
should not need to be Reset except on the bike path along the creek.
you might be able to get by with a single pass on a lot of it

1206
Andy
01-23-2016
03:49 PM ET (US)

I will groom Essex tonight.

Andy

1205
Joe
01-23-2016
09:56 AM ET (US)

If anyone is available, Essex could use a grooming. Looks like Matt and Paul are up
next. I can't today, but may be able to groom Sunday if no one is available.

Thanks!

Joe
1204
Jeff Radke
01-23-2016
09:17 AM ET (US)

Thanks Chris. 
Intersections, next piece of the puzzle. 

Sent from my iPhone
1203
Chris Flood
01-23-2016

Jeff, I've never put more gas in during a full groom. Sometimes the gas gets pretty
low by the end (depending mostly on how OCD I'm feeling about getting perfectly



08:01 AM ET (US) groomed intersections that day), but it has always been enough. 
Chris Flood

1202
Jeff Radke
01-22-2016
10:28 PM ET (US)

QH 100% groomed, everything went fine, it was a nice night. 
One thought, I went back to the shed to top off the gas in the ATV before heading
over to Parkwood. Just to be safe. I think it would make it. What has anybody else
found? My idea is a gallon size gas can that could be strapped on to the ATV.
Possible? Needed?
I have the gas pump at home and will look it over. I'm also going to try to get the
headlights actually pointing at the trail instead of a tree a quarter mile away! It should
be easy.

1201
Craighead, James R.
01-21-2016
07:50 AM ET (US)

Yep, good call. We've done what we can.

jim

1200
Dave
01-21-2016
06:21 AM ET (US)

Jim, 
Is it time to order a new actuator?
Dave

1199
Joey Keillor
01-20-2016
11:41 PM ET (US)

Q-hill 100% groomed. Focused on skate deck. The tracksetter was leaving a really
sketchy track to start, so I stopped setting track for a while until I came to a spot that
needed it...then the fuse blew and I gave up. I think the poor tracksetting was due to
not digging the knives in deep enough, since i was trying for a lighter touch with the
ginzu. The tracksetter was just hitting really hard snow and not laying good track.
Also, the usual (west) door opened just fine. Nice work on the flap contraption,
Radke!

1198
Jeff Radke
01-19-2016
01:22 PM ET (US)

I had a good result with your idea of wires holding the flaps up too. What you see is
just a trial. I have a better system ready to go when it warms up a little. Speaking of
warming up, I would suspect that the gas pump is probably failing due the cold! 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Jan 19, 2016, at 10:51 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1197
Dave Greymont
01-19-2016
11:59 AM ET (US)

Unfortunately new batteries didn't fix the gas pump. There must be an internal seal or
something that's gone bad. We'll get the one Lisa has. Henry, did you turn up the
thumb heater on the ATV? Once when I used it and the thumb heater was turn up to
max I could have roasted a hot dog on it. :)

Just so everyone is aware, I'm planning on taking the ATV, roller, and otter sled
sometime on Thursday to use at Eastwood and I'll return everything Friday night after
the Rochester Invite.

1196
Walker, Henry J.
01-19-2016
11:51 AM ET (US)

Two notes for QH group. Discussions with Pam at the Nature Center over sand in the
trails after night skiing went well. She will make sure the jugs are placed well off the
trail and then pick them up the same night. This should prevent the sand ballast from
invade the skiing surfaces. I cleaned off as much sand as possible from the recent
episode, some people knock the lights over and spill the sand on the trail. I suggested
ice as ballast instead of sand. Let me know if you see further issues. 
Second, the wings of the QH ginzu used to dig into the trail making a mess of our
work but Jeff Radke has rigged a cable system to lift the wings up with just the
correct force to prevent digging yet pack nicely. The track was hard packed last night
but I didn't see a single issue with either side digging in after going over one section
four times. We may need to re-adjust the wires now and again but this looks to be a
very viable solution. A more permanent system with nice cable adjusters will be
installed this summer. Thanks Jeff! Big problem solved. 
Henry

1195
Craighead, James R.
01-19-2016

Thumbs are overrated:)



10:06 AM ET (US)

1194
Henry Walker
01-18-2016
11:09 PM ET (US)

QH is groomed including the west ball field. Everything worked well except my
accelerator thumb which may not thaw out until spring. I did lose my good Rudy
Project safety glasses on the trail but it didn't turn out to be a problem because the
ATV found them for me. 

The trail was hard packed and the ginzu didn't lay out a perfectly combed trail but it is
level again and easy to track your ski. I purposely left the light on in the shed so I
could egress without breaking something either Park and Rec or my body. Looking
forward to skiing some kilometers in warmer conditions.

1193
Lisa Luetmer
01-18-2016
05:00 PM ET (US)

Hi Dave. I have an old gas pump from Essex I thought my darling husband tossed a
while back. I forgot to tell you and Mike. I took it home to check why it wouldn't
work thinking it was the contacts? It seems fine. I'll get it to you ASAP. L

Sent from my iPhone

1192
Dave Greymont
01-18-2016
04:53 PM ET (US)

I filled the QH gas cans today. The east door padlock is still kind of funky. I had to
jiggle the key back and forth in the lock before it was fully seated and would turn to
open the lock. I tried the gas pump and the impeller would turn but it wouldn't pump
gas. I have it at my house now and I'll get some new batteries and try it again. If it still
doesn't work I'll order a new pump from Amazon.

1191
mtrantow
01-16-2016
11:51 PM ET (US)

I took the Essex Skidoo and rolled the trail down to the "gardens" (which no longer
exist) and along the near side trail to return on the bike path. Much of it isn't bad (but
probably soft), but I wouldn't take the ginzu down there unless it sets up and we get
more snow. I "found" a few sticks, stumps and roots sticking out. Repeat of the
Skidoo and Roller should suffice next grooming.

1190
Matt
01-16-2016
04:05 PM ET (US)

Conditions were pretty firm/flat at Essex this morning so I refreshed the skate lane
and left the tracks mostly intact. Knocked down some drifts and set new track along
55th but the wind will make short work of my work. Mike is rolling the garden/bike
trail.

1189
mtrantow
01-16-2016
02:07 PM ET (US)

Not a bad idea Barry. I am willing to bundle up and take the Skidoo out with the roller
there as a first pass. I hate being cooped up.
Do you think it would work to do the following counter-clockwise add?
Take a right off at the steep hill off the current trail on the bike path, took a left out of
the "woods" along the pines (old West garden straight road) go to the North end and
left back up the bike path to rejoin the trail.

1188
Barry
01-16-2016
01:56 PM ET (US)

For Essex groomers... We have not been grooming some of the bike path trail that
runs just south of the old gardens due to the tree removal and chaos in the garden
area. That was a prudent plan, but yesterday, I skied Essex and bushwacked on the
ungroomed part of the bike trail and then when I got to the low land (same elevation
as the old gardens), I headed into the extreme south portion of the garden area and
skied back east to where the trail goes up the steepish stretch and reconnects with the
grooomed bike trail again. I did it just to see if there is an "unclogged" stretch in the
garden area to groom, and I feel there is (it is a shame to not be able to use that steep
uphill/downhill part). How does this sound that if I get out to Essex sometime next
week after it warms up a bit, I carefully roll the part that I just described above? If the
rolling goes well, it can then be groomed with the ginzu. Thanks

1187
Craighead, James R.
01-15-2016
07:04 PM ET (US)

The actuator on the QH track setter is operable again. There are several problems that
still need to be fixed. The actuator will still lock up and blow fuses when driven to the
ends, and the connector needs to be replaced. It needs to be seated really hard for the
track setter to operate. I'll buy a new one and replace it when the temps come back up
a little. I also pried the west door loose from the frozen gravel and worked it open. I
chopped the high spots down hoping that we could use the door, but the frozen
ground has pushed the lower guide up causing too much friction. I had to use a ratchet
strap to get the door closed again. The bolts the door hangs from are already as tight
as they can be, so we can't use them to lift the door. 
Jim
________________________________________



From: QT - Dave [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 8:11 AM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

1186
Dave
01-15-2016
09:11 AM ET (US)

Those pumps aren't real durable. We can try new batteries but maybe we'll need to
replace the pump. They cost about $15.00 from Amazon.
Dave

1185
Mark Foley
01-15-2016
07:33 AM ET (US)

I tried the Duracell pair and had the same result - I could hear the pump running (not
as loud as normal) and got a little gas out of the pump (may a cup) but couldn't get
more so I thought those might all be old batteries that just had not been thrown away.
There is a third set that I didn't try so whoever is next could try them. 
Mark Foley

1184
Dave
01-15-2016
06:52 AM ET (US)

I believe there are a couple of new batteries on top of the cabinet in the shed.
Dave

1183
Mark Foley
01-15-2016
01:22 AM ET (US)

Groomed Quarry Hill tonight. Didn't even try to set classic track as actuator hasn't
been fixed yet. Looks pretty good, I didn't see any bare spots but a few spots where
deeper foot prints still show. 
Gas pump batteries seem weak and couldn't pump much gas. About 1/2 of one of the
bigger gas can left so we will need more soon. 
Mark Foley

1182
Joe
01-14-2016
01:59 PM ET (US)

Thanks, Barry!!

Looks like Matt or Paul are up next for Essex.

Thanks!

Joe

1181
Barry
01-14-2016
01:39 PM ET (US)

I just finished grooming Essex. I took Andy's advice and only set classic tracks in the
NW prairie; otherwise the classic tracks looked good. The track setter was a little
fickle; at first it would not work, then, later when I needed it in the NW prairie, it
started working intermittently. So then, I unplugged the electrical cable and carefully
plugged it in again and it worked reliable from then on (in conclusion, it was a novice
user error). I still owe a beer to whoever had the brilliant idea to put that little battery
powered gas pump in the shed. That dropped the hassle/spillage factor from a 10 to a
1 for me. Thanks.

1180
John
01-14-2016
01:57 AM ET (US)

Quarry Hill skate lane was refreshed Wednesday night. Classic track was left alone.
One full gas can plus some in a 2nd can left. Used east door to get in. Was worried
lock was frozen, but was able to open it. No issues during grooming. Nice night to be
out.

1179
Barry
01-13-2016
08:19 PM ET (US)

I will do Essex tomorrow (Thursday)am.

1178
Andy
01-12-2016
09:43 PM ET (US)

I classic skiied Essex today. Tracks are holding up well. Some drifting in the open
areas. Skate lane looks good so let's leave it for a day or so. Barry is up next for
grooming.

1177
Craighead, James R.
01-12-2016
07:53 AM ET (US)

Thanks, Dave. I'll try my key again and rescue the set you left.

1176
Dave Greymont

On my way in to the gym for my "ski" on the treadmill I stopped at QH and lubricated
the east door lock and the gate lock. 



01-10-2016
05:20 PM ET (US)

Jim, I left a spare set of keys in the hollow front end of the rail of the green drag
leaning up against the back of the sheds. The "red" key will open the east door. Okay
to take the keys and keep them. I don't want to leave keys laying around for very long.
You might try your key again now that the lock is lubricated.

1175
Craighead, James R.
01-10-2016
11:53 AM ET (US)

The spare was put on last year. I have the actuator that came off the Ginzu. Because it
"works", I assumed it was OK, but after speaking with YTS, I believe it has the same
problems our current one has. The fuses we have are probably fast-acting. I think
slow-blow might work for us, so I'll get some to try. I couldn't get that key to work,
either. It may be just a little bit off. 
Jim

1174
Dave
01-10-2016
09:40 AM ET (US)

Jim,
Do you have the spare actuator?
FYI, The gate key fits the east door.
Dave

1173
Dave
01-10-2016
09:39 AM ET (US)

There's a can of spray lubricant (TriFlo???) in the shed. Whoever goes to QH next
should spray the lock to prevent it from freezing. It might be good to also spray the
gate lock.
Dave

1172
Craighead, James R.
01-10-2016
09:33 AM ET (US)

Chris, thanks for storing the fuses for me. I couldnt open the west door and my key
wouldnt work on the east door. Because it blows fuses even though its not locked, we
need to replace the actuator. It might be repairable by replacing the clutch, but YTS
said it could also be a worn lead screw and nut. Rather than taking a chance, we
should just replace it. 
Jim
_______________________________________
From: QT - Chris Flood [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:08 AM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

1171
Chris Flood
01-10-2016
09:08 AM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill last night. I used moderate knives to try to break up and
incorporate the icy layer under the new snow. Things went as usual with the following
exceptions:
- The west shed door is still frozen shut. The east door lock was a bit stubborn but
opened eventually.
- I put the fuses that were left on the shed door in the round topped compartment on
the ATV by your right knee.
- I put in a new fuse and tried to move the actuator, but it blew the fuse after I moved
the tracksetter DOWN an inch or two. I put in a second fuse to try again but it blew
instantly. At that point I gave up to save fuses. I tried to leave the classic track alone
when grooming.
- I attached the grain scoop to the rack on the ATV. I'm a little concerned about how
close it is to some of the wiring back there, but I couldn't come up with a better
solution for strapping it down.
- I put up one "do not enter" sign on the newer loop to the northeast near the creek. I
was too cold to spend time putting up any others.
There's still one big can and about a quarter of gas left.

1170
mtrantow
01-09-2016
03:56 PM ET (US)

I skied all of Essex classic and that was still pretty good so then on a touched up the
skate deck with one pass grooming except for 55th street that needed two passes for
the drifting

 Messages 1169-1168 deleted by author between 01-09-2016 03:18 PM and 01-09-
2016 11:38 AM

1167
Jeff Robertson
01-09-2016
11:22 AM ET (US)

Hi Groomers
In a discussion with Tom Ryan, Director of Olmsted County Parks, Tom requested
assistance by our grooming staff for Chester Woods Park if possible – especially
when they are in a crunch and they can’t groom their trails at critical times. I told him
I would reach out to you to see if anyone was willing to give them a hand from time



to time.
We could set it up where we (those of us who are willing) could serve as “emergency
backups" when needed and then only if you were available.
We have a great relationship with Tom and the folks at Chester Woods. They wave the
Park fees for our team practices held there.
Please email me if you feel you could help – jrob5630@gmail.com
Any other thoughts would be welcome.
Thanks
Jeff

1166
Mike Trantow
01-09-2016
02:11 AM ET (US)

Essex - I did a one pass classic track set near midnight (28degF). Everything worked
well, but there was a bit of drifting on 55th street loops. That will need a touch up
Saturday. Thanks for packing it down Jeff.

1165
Jeff Robertson
01-08-2016
08:57 PM ET (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon. Thought the Ginzu would work after a short test run
got too much snow build up on 55th street. After getting unstuck, I rolled the trails
with two passes. Should set up good and give us a nice base.

1164
Dave Greymont
01-08-2016
08:48 PM ET (US)

It was a beautiful night for a ride on the ATV. The Ginzu track setter was still not
working. As wet and sticky as the snow was I'm not sure I could have used the Ginzu
anyway. I think snow would have just packed up inside of it. I rolled and combed the
entire trail and set a classic track with the dumb track setter. It's still 34 degrees but as
it gets colder the ski trail should set up nicely. Chris, if tomorrow the trail isn't trashed
when you get there I'd just leave it alone.

1163
Jeff Radke
01-07-2016
07:35 PM ET (US)

This afternoon I repaired the section of breather hose that mice had damaged on th
QH ATV. 
I sectioned in a piece of tubing with the same ID dimension as the originals OD. It
seemed like satisfactory repair.

1162
Dave
01-06-2016
09:26 PM ET (US)

I think that's our plan for QH too. I'll groom Friday evening, and then Chris may
groom Saturday before it turns cold. According to Weather Underground there will be
snow showers Saturday morning with the temperature steadily dropping all day. (If
the trail still is in good shape Saturday it may not be necessary to groom.)
Dave

1161
Andy
01-06-2016
09:11 PM ET (US)

I skiied Essex this afternoon and the trail is getting quite thin in spots with dirt
coming up. The track is gone in areas. I think we should hold off on any more
grooming until we get more snow. Predictions are for 1 to 3 inches on Friday. If we
groom Friday evening it should set up nicely with the cold coming this weekend.

1160
Eric
01-05-2016
11:45 PM ET (US)

It was a perfect night to be out grooming. QH trails are refreshed and ready for a few
days of skiing. All equipment worked well. The classic track was in tact so I just let it
be. I brought a scoop shovel from home and filled in as many bare spots as I
recognized. Happy skiing!

1159
Jeff Robertson
01-05-2016
02:28 PM ET (US)

I groomed Essex this morning. Did not set tracks. It's was not in to bad of shape. It is
ready for the HS team. Brennan is planning on grooming on Wednesday.

1158
mtrantow
01-04-2016
08:08 PM ET (US)

Would Brennan or someone else be able to do a "refresh" one pass groom of the skate
lanes at Essex? Lisa's job today was great, but having 100+ kids out there had its toll.
We have another practice there Tuesday at 4pm... so preferably done before 3pm so it
can set.
Edited 01-04-2016 08:09 PM

1157
Lisa Luetmer
01-04-2016
03:24 PM ET (US)

Essex is all freshened up. I took the little yellow shovel from the snowmobile and
used it to shovel snow on bare spots. One large black gopher mound was heating up in
the sun so I tried to groom in those soft shoveled spots. Everything ran well and there
is plenty of gas. 
Sent from my iPhone

1156
Lisa Luetmer

I am available to groom tomorrow.
Lisa



01-03-2016
05:52 PM ET (US) Sent from my iPhone

1155
mtrantow
01-03-2016
05:46 PM ET (US)

I did skate ski at Essex today with my boys and another RNST member. The Classic
track is still holding up well ( a little dirt and leaves/sticks, but acceptable). The skate
deck needs a knife/Ginzu refresh, esp. for team practice Monday. If Brennan isn't
available, I may do it tonight after the game.

If someone else can do it Monday afternoon, I will defer to them.

* Just another thought* .. when we know where practice should be, should we update
the FaceBook page for Rochester Nordic Ski Trails?
Not trying to discourage the public, but to let folks know there will be 150+ skiers at
one location.

P.S. I did notice the Essex ATV Ginzu connection is occasionally showing the *issue*
of needing to be carefully seated to ensure the knives and track-setter work. If you are
careful and use the cover strap to hold it up, check it before you go, it generally
works. Worst case: stop .. and try a re-seat of the plug, or just reach back and pull it in
while setting the knives or track (while stopped ;-).
Edited 01-03-2016 05:57 PM

1154
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
01-03-2016
04:23 PM ET (US)

Joe,
Thanks for helping keep the site update. I'm working to see if we can expand the
number of administrator we are allowed, and hopefully we'll have this issue resolved
soon. Michael

1153
Jeff Radke
01-03-2016
12:53 PM ET (US)

All of QH has been groomed this morning. Both the ball fields and the Parkwood
steeps. Only issue was that the inner loop of the Parkwood hills is wearing a little thin
due to wind.
Everything worked well. I did a trial of Henry's idea of wiring the ends of the Ginzu
comb up to reduce snow from creating a mound in the center of the trail. I think this
worked quite well. I'll work out a more permanent solution that is adjustable too. 
Also at some time soon. I'll address some of the mouse damage used the cowling. I
picked up some hose that should fit over the section of breather hose that was
damaged and also some wire nuts for the electrical. I still think a big wad of wire in
this area would help as a sacrificial meal!

1152
Barry
01-03-2016
11:49 AM ET (US)

Harrison Ford, you have an equal. Nice job, Dave. Ch 6 did a good job of giving you
90 sec or so rather than 10 seconds.

1151
Craighead, James R.
01-02-2016
11:08 PM ET (US)

Hey Dave, can I have your autograph!?!
________________________________________
From: QT - Dave Greymont [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 02, 2016 1:29 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

1150
mtrantow
01-02-2016
11:07 PM ET (US)

Nice Job Dave G!
http://www.kaaltv.com/article/stories/S4006118.shtml?cat=10226
this didn't have the video (yet?) so maybe they'll have it online at some point.
Otherwise, I have it on my DVR which I can upload.
Edited 01-02-2016 11:11 PM

1149
Jeff Radke
01-02-2016
10:21 PM ET (US)

That sounds good and I appreciate your flexibility. If I have the time I'll try to get
most of it groomed. I may have to work tomorrow, (inventory) still on hold. I'll post. 
Thanks,
Jeff

Sent from my iPhone
1148 Jeff. I should be available to do some grooming tomorrow night. If you want to spilt I

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kaaltv.com%2Farticle%2Fstories%2FS4006118.shtml%3Fcat%3D10226&x=327525934.2


Eric
01-02-2016
09:02 PM ET (US)

think that would work out just fine. Why don't you let me know what you get done in
the afternoon and I will do the rest. Eric

1147
mtrantow
01-02-2016
05:12 PM ET (US)

Essex Signs are up. As Joe G mentioned, i did a one pass with light knives on the
Ginzu. The classic tracks are holding up very well, so I left them alone. Good to see a
lot of skiers out today, incluing some old-timers, newbies, folks renting *AND*
RNST members.

Looking forward to seeing our *news star* on Channel 6 at 10pm
Edited 01-02-2016 10:58 PM

1146
Dave Greymont
01-02-2016
04:17 PM ET (US)

For anyone who is curious or interested my T.V. interview with KAAL ABC 6
Newson about ski trail grooming will be broadcast at 10 PM tonight.

1145
Joe Gyura
01-02-2016
03:41 PM ET (US)

Brennen I just heard from Mike he is at S-6 posting the new signs and decided to do a
quick pass with the Ginsu while he was there so Essex is covered for today

1144
Dave Greymont
01-02-2016
02:29 PM ET (US)

I think my interview with ABC 6 News went okay this morning. I told the young lady
that interviewed me to do a good job of editing to make me look good. There were
things I wanted to say but forgot about during the interview. It'll be broadcast at either
5:30 or 10 PM tonight on KAAL. After the interview I groomed the south end of QH
trails. Out to the west ball fields an back, then up the meadow trail to where it joins
the wood trail, back down to the Nature Center. I also groom the shed loop and the
steep loop just west of the sheds. The ATV gas tank is full but there isn't enough gas
remaining for another fill. Jeff, when you're done grooming use the gas that's left and
I'll buy gas in the next couple of days and go back and top off the ATV's tank. The
comb on the ginzu was digging furrows into the trail. After it's parked place the
blocks of wood under the outer corners of the comb. That seems to have fixed the
problem.

1143
Dave
01-02-2016
02:14 PM ET (US)

Thanks Jim,
I figured you had looked at it and needed more time to repair it. The ginzu is back at
QH now.
Dave

1142
Craighead, James R.
01-02-2016
10:17 AM ET (US)

Dave,
The actuator on the track setter locks up and blows the fuse when it is driven to its
end. I disconnected the pin and unlocked it by turning it back out. It worked fine until
I drove it to the end and it blew the fuse again. There's only 1fuse left, so I'm going to
leave it until after your interview with Ch 6. Jim
________________________________________
From: QT - Dave Greymont [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2015 7:17 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

1141
Jeff Radke
01-01-2016
09:01 PM ET (US)

I see I'm up next for grooming QH. 
Have we decided to split the grooming or doing it all in one go? I think I favor
splitting myself. It's quite an effort to do the whole thing at once. 
I was planning on doing some grooming Sunday afternoon. I see that Eric is up next
so how does he feel about this? 
If it is better that I do both sections that's fine too. 
I'm glad we're having this conversation!

1140
Joe Gyura
01-01-2016
07:21 PM ET (US)

I will be updating the RASC groomer site for Essex until we resolve the issue issue
with limited admin access.

Up next is Brennan. I have moved the carrots. Brennan, let us know if the timing is
not good. Up after you is Lisa and Jeff.



Thanks!

Joe

1139
Jeff Radke
12-31-2015
06:38 PM ET (US)

I was going to go for a ski after looking into the track setter problem at QH. Maybe
I'll touch up some of the trail too after I see it skiing. 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Dec 31, 2015, at 5:27 PM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1138
Walker, Henry J.
12-31-2015
06:27 PM ET (US)

The gator broke through the surface leaving ruts of soft snow underneath the wheels.
It also got stuck once. This is one of those times we wish the Nature Center would
pull a sled and not get sand all over the trail with the candles but it does make some
money for them. It may need a groom before Monday but by then the whole trail
could use a fresh-up. ________________________________________
From: QT - Mark Foley [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2015 5:21 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

1137
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
12-31-2015
06:23 PM ET (US)

Jeff,
I only got a few of the new signs. The idea was to put those at the main entry points
and leave the other signs for further into the trail.

1136
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
12-31-2015
06:22 PM ET (US)

Here is the most recent list of people with administrative access to the web site. We
had more (than we were allowed), but got cut back to 10 as that is the maximum
allowed under our current plan with Wild Apricot. We are also almost at our
maximum membership under this plan (we currently have 470 members and
maximum allowed is 500). We had talked about jumping up to the next level that
Wild Apricot offers. That allows for 2000 members and 25 administrators. There is an
additional cost of about $700/year, but maybe the time has come to change up to the
next level. Michael 

Greymont, David
Gyura, Joe
Keillor, Joey
O'Connor, Michael
Radke, Jeff
Resman, John
Robertson, Jeff
Sorenson, Eric and Kristin
Trantow, Michael
Walker, Henry

1135
Mark Foley
12-31-2015
06:21 PM ET (US)

Just got back from skiing Quarry Hill and it looks like whoever put the candles out for
the night time ski tonight drive a four wheeler or Gator over the trail and left a set of
ugly tire tracks around a big loop out from nature center. Trail will probably need to
be cleaned up after they pick up the candles.

1134
Walker, Henry J.
12-31-2015
06:17 PM ET (US)

We don't have enough new signs to replace the old. QH has a mix, people still hike on
the trail but fewer. I think the initial shock of NO has worn off anyhow. Some hike to
the side, no issues there. Some have gone to snow shoes and I let them know that
works well on the trails as long as they stay off the classic track. We really need to get
our RASC cards made up so we can show people who we are. If they are going to
walk on the trail in winter at least they could donate to the club. 
Henry 
________________________________________
From: QT - mtrantow [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2015 3:03 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming



1133
Lisa Luetmer
12-31-2015
05:37 PM ET (US)

I'm home now! I can groom whenever. And I think I'm the lame administrator that has
gummed up your access to the website. Pull my name off as you all know I am
terrified of computers but will definitely tackle all rabid raccoons instead. L

Sent from my iPhone
1132
Jeff Robertson
12-31-2015
04:13 PM ET (US)

Mike
After the number of negative comments from park users regarding the old signs
received at Essex, we would suggest changing them to the new ones. Jeff

1131
mtrantow
12-31-2015
04:03 PM ET (US)

I caught up the Essex grooming page - Brennan is up next (let me know if you're out) 
Essex had light usage with the cold today, so it may be OK til the 2nd. 

I will put up the new BIG RASC grooming sign on the wood kiosk that faces the
parking lot. I was going to leave the existing "NO walking" signs from last year and
put the newer, friendlier "Please" signs at the entrances from the pavilion area.
Does that sound OK? (Andy, Michael, Henry?)

1130
Laura Z
12-31-2015
02:05 PM ET (US)

Essex groomed. Needed light knives to get erasing action. No issues. 

I sent a note to Wild Apricot and they said I had my administrative permission
removed. They said only 10 administrators are allowed so maybe I became #11 and
fell off the list? Anyway, whoever is in charge, either someone w/ administrative
actions has to update Essex volunteer rotation or I need to be reinstated. 

Jeff/Lisa are next but Lisa is out so carrots would be on Brennan (if I could move
'em:).

1129
Laura Z
12-31-2015
09:42 AM ET (US)

Thanks...since it's a holiday weekend I'm going out to ginzu w/ no knives shortly. I'm
not keen on grooming in the dark; all the rabid raccoons lying in wait to attack me are
just too distracting.

1128
Joey Keillor
12-30-2015
11:09 PM ET (US)

Q-hill tracked with the Yellowstone south of Parkwood hills. Not a real good track,
but better than nothing. I'm not totally up to date on the actuator problem, but the
ginzu actuator worked great. The tracksetter didn't work at all. Tried two new fuses
and both blew immediately. Tried the thicker fuse...it didn't blow, but the actuator
didn't budge, either. Feeling guilty for setting marginal track, I went back an
renovated everything but the west ballfield and the north hills. Before I'd wrapped up,
some MF runner had already run ON THE TRACK! Thankfully, it was a limited
section. Still.

1127
Andy
12-30-2015
10:52 PM ET (US)

For those grooming Essex. We have desided not to groom the old trails in and around
the garden due to construction of the 55th Street bridge. We just don't know what is
under the snow and it's not worth damaging equipment or hurting a skiier.

Laura, you can groom anytime. Essex trails looked good at noon today. They will
need refreshing for sure after tomorrow.

1126
Walker, Henry J.
12-30-2015
05:37 PM ET (US)

Just drop them off anytime you plan to ski at QH and I'll install. You can Leave them
on my porch. 
Henry

Sent from my iPhone

> On Dec 30, 2015, at 1:41 PM, "QT@qs3582.pair.com" <QT@qs3582.pair.com>
wrote:
>

1125
mtrantow
12-30-2015
03:22 PM ET (US)

I can pick up and install the Essex ones. 
call or txt 5079903551 when it's convenient.

Any reports on grooming from Eastwood, Chesterwoods?
1124 The new trail signs just arrived. These include 3 large ones (2 for QH and 1 for



O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
12-30-2015
02:41 PM ET (US)

Essex), as well as 5 smaller signs for use at the beginning of the trail (these are a little
kinder in their language than the current ones). I can drop them off to whomever plans
to put them up. Michael

Sent from my iPad
1123
Dave
12-30-2015
12:06 PM ET (US)

Laura, I've not had a problem editing the page.
Dave

1122
Laura Z
12-30-2015
09:40 AM ET (US)

For some reason, I can't edit the volunteer grooming page. Dave, are you having any
issues or did something change? 
Mike T: 1/28 & 1/29, Joe G: 1/29, Andy W: 1/29. THANK YOU!! It was heavenly
yesterday.

I'm up next. Andy, let me know when and what. I can't groom tonight but can any
other time.
Laura

1121
Mark Foley
12-30-2015
12:59 AM ET (US)

Quarry Hill groomed tonight. Track setter worked for a while - up and down about 3-
4 times then stopped working. Wiggled plug a bunch, replugged a couple of times
with no luck. Ginzu still worked so not sure what is up. 
Trail looks good but had two or three people skiing on it while I was grooming. 
Mark Foley

1120
Andy
12-29-2015
11:50 PM ET (US)

Essex trails have been refreshed and tracks set. It should be terrific skiing in the
morning!!! Equipment worked faltlessly. I did manage to get the ATV stuck on the
steep grade on 55th but was able to manage getting it out. (good strength workout!)
Tank is topped off and ready to go. If I have time tomorrow, I'll roll the area along the
garden.

1119
mtrantow
12-29-2015
07:47 PM ET (US)

All gas cans filled at Essex.. note the small one has a crack/leak (in the top of the
handle, I think). I have a replacement. The battery pump has been working well.

1118
Joe Gyura
12-29-2015
02:05 PM ET (US)

Essex has been groomed twice with a roller / gizu combo. First last night by Mike and
his stepson, and again this morning by Mike and Joe. Mike has set several classic
trails. All equipment worked well. The trails are soft - evidence by the deep footprints
down the middle of the trail I just groomed --arg...

Essex is ready to be skied both skate and classic. Enjoy!

Joe

1117
Jeff Radke
12-29-2015
12:31 PM ET (US)

I'll take a look at the flaps. I know they look a little ruff but I thought they would go
another season. Jeff

Sent from my iPhone

> On Dec 29, 2015, at 11:28 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
>

1116
Walker, Henry J.
12-29-2015
12:28 PM ET (US)

QH was Ginzu groomed this morning to level the base out and help pack the base.
Very soft conditions, repeat grooming is helpful and the ginzu could not do it without
rolling first. I followed Chris Flood's lead and groomed the West Ball Fields. I did not
groom the new bike trail to the Forestation - still debating on that. Track was not set, I
think the base may need to firm up a bit to prevent the setter from hitting dirt. After
the track sets up over night the trail could use a final groom and track set but it will be
fine without it. 

The only issue came from the ends of the Ginzu comb plowing into the base even
though blocks were set to prop them up. This has been a continuous issue that needs a
solution. One large can of gas remains plus a bit more in the other large can. 



Henry 
________________________________________
From: QT - Chris Flood [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 2:14 AM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

1115
Chris Flood
12-29-2015
03:14 AM ET (US)

Rolled QH for a second time (and rolled the trail to the west ball fields). It's still
pretty soft. Everything went well.

1114
Dave Greymont
12-28-2015
08:17 PM ET (US)

I just finished the first packing of QH. Everything went fine. There was maybe 4
inches of snow by the sheds but less on the trail. Since I was just packing and not
trying to put down a perfect corduroy trail I was driving a "wee bit" faster than usual.
I finished 2 passes of the entire trail in just a little over an hour and a half. Some of
the intersections are just a single pass. I didn't roll the west trail. (Might be record
time) The only issue I had was that the roller was frozen in place. It wasn't too
difficult to break free but I think the ginzu will be more difficult. I've found if you use
the jack to lower the tongue it puts upward pressure on the comb and helps to break it
free. As an experiment I took my leaf blower along to blow the snow out of the
tracks. It produces wind in excess of 200 mph. My personal opinion was that it
worked great. Much better than the old broom we have. I left the leaf blower by the
gas cabinet for others to try. After using, please give me your feedback/opinion. If we
think it works well we should buy one for each site.

1113
mtrantow
12-26-2015
05:28 PM ET (US)

Essex ATV Switches all work *reliably* with Ginzu knives/tracksetter! (after blowing
4 fuses and rewiring it again). The GinZu and roller are out and ready . I rolled the
55th street loops just to check, but there's not really enough snow yet.
Golf courses are still the best skiing for now

1112
Chris Flood
12-24-2015
11:19 PM ET (US)

FYI, Eastwood has a surprising amount of snow (a lot more than my yard anyway)
and is skate-able if you're desperate to get on skis. Someone else (maybe Dave?) and I
skied in a "trail" you can follow to get a bit of packed snow. 
Chris Flood

1111
mtrantow
12-24-2015
07:37 PM ET (US)

I skate skied at Northern Hills today, and it was pretty good, crust-snow skiing wise.
However, I don't think there's enough to groom Essex right now, esp. around any trees
or low lying areas. Hopefully by Saturday we'll have more/enough for your turn
Laura.

1110
Laura Z
12-24-2015
12:01 PM ET (US)

I know I'm up at Essex but just wanted to post that I won't be able to groom 'til
Saturday AM. Hope that is OK. I assume roll only if still enough snow.

1109
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
12-15-2015
11:54 PM ET (US)

I think you would be better off heading to Maplelag or somewhere near there. ABR or
Ironwood will get nothing out of the next storm.

1108
mtrantow
12-15-2015
09:42 PM ET (US)

Snow missing us again!? I'm seriously considering the 5 hr drive to Western U.P. this
weekend - Ironwood, MI, ABR ski area for Saturday/Sunday skiing

1107
Mike Trantow
12-07-2015
11:29 PM ET (US)

Good News: the Essex ATV has tracks on and ready to go with new switch plate. It is
back in the barn, the mower and grooming equipment is swapped and ready to go.
Bad News: some of the knives/setter wiring was about 1" too short, such that when
the handlebars are turned all the way, the contacts are pulled out
Consolation? we don't have snow anyways, so I have some time to fix this.

1106
Dave Greymont
12-07-2015
06:56 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill asked if we could groom a trail down to the east corner of the Nature
Center for their adaptive ski program. Yesterday Henry and I cut the long grass and
created a turn-around loop. The trail comes down from the kiosk at the trail head to
the corner of the building and then loops around back up again. We'll need to be



careful not to hit the air conditioner units by the Nature Center.

Also, Fiskars has a very nice website for their lifetime warranty on their products. I
just received a replacement lopper for the one that broke at Quarry Hill.

1105
John Resman
11-16-2015
02:52 PM ET (US)

Spent some time on Sunday cutting off overhanging branches on the Parkwood Hills
loop. None were at head height, but wanted to remove branches that could hang lower
with snow or ice accumulation. Trails are looking good for snow. The RNST crew
will really spruce up the trails this afternoon.

1104
Dave Greymont
11-14-2015
07:38 AM ET (US)

Yeah, Jeff and I finished installing the Eastwood Golf Course trail lights yesterday.
BTW, Dave Brudwick (Eastwood grounds keeper/groomer) said he'd be grooming
both at Eastwood and at Soldiers Field this year. They hope to get some new
grooming equipment depending on if there's money in their budget.
THINK SNOW!

1103
John Resman
11-10-2015
12:37 AM ET (US)

Here's a recap of the Quarry Hill trail work that was done on Saturday, October 31st.
The morning rain stopped just in time for the noon trail session (though the soil/mud
did not dry fast enough to prevent 2" of mud to be attached to the bottom of the shoes
while working!). About 8 adults (this included 2 parents of RNST team members) and
8 RNST team members worked to reduce the slope of the trail edges in two trail
sections. The trail edges were essentially vertical which is not conducive to erosion
control. Great work was done to change these edges to a slope which should help
prevent erosion on the trail edges. Also, many rocks were removed from the
immediate edge of the trail along with some larger exposed rocks in the middle of the
trail. One of the upcoming captains practices for the Rochester Nordic Ski Team will
be a Quarry Hill work session to cut back overhanging brush on the trail. The Quarry
Hill trails will be ready for the first snow! 

Last year, we had our first inch of snowfall on November 10th and by November 16th
had a 5" snow depth with our first grooming at Quarry Hill on November 16th. Not
sure how many skiers tried out the 1st groom last year. I remember skiing at
Thanksgiving last year at Quarry Hill - which I think was a first since RASC started
grooming at Quarry Hill. Will we be skiing by Thanksgiving again this year? Our first
groom probably won't beat last year's date of November 16th :-(

1102
Dave Greymont
11-09-2015
03:29 PM ET (US)

The club's elder statesman and I marked the ski trail in the field by 55th. street with
lath this afternoon. 
THINK SNOW!
Edited 11-09-2015 03:29 PM

1101
Jeff Radke
11-08-2015
11:45 AM ET (US)

Stopped by the QH shed and dropped some things off. While there I checked that
everything was tight on the ATV and topped off the oil.
I also filled all gas cans.

1100
Dave Greymont
11-07-2015
04:52 PM ET (US)

Trail odd and ends: Where needed, I marked the QH trail edges with lath, lubricated
the padlocks with Tri-Flow, and put up the lights on the trails through the woods at
Eastwood. Waiting for Park and Rec to mark the light canisters in the turf before we
can put up the remainder of the lights. There's only 2 gallons of gas left so if one of
the QH volunteers would refill the gas cans that would be lovely. No rush, we're
probably done with the ATV until the snow flies.

1099
Dave Greymont
11-04-2015
04:24 PM ET (US)

The ATV and trailer have been returned to Q.H. It took Jeff and I about 2 hours to put
on the tracks and another 1/2 hour to change the oil and spark plug. When I was at
Q.H. I also put down grass seed on the hillsides that we worked on last weekend. It
may or may not take. We'll just have to see next spring.

1098
Jeff Radke
11-03-2015
03:55 PM ET (US)

Dave and I will change tires to tracks tommorrow, Wednesday, on the Quarry Hill
ATV. This will be done in a garage so the ATV will be gone from the shed at least
most of the day tommorrow. I'll post when the work is complete. 
Jeff Radke

1097
Dave Greymont
11-02-2015

Quiz: (You might need to be a geezer, but maybe not) Who remembers Jim Nabors in
Gomer Pyle USMC and his saying: "Surprise, Surprise, Surprise"? Anyway I had a
major surprise when I went to Quarry Hill to widen the access ski trail from the grass



04:12 PM ET (US) by the Nature Center to the kiosk at the trail head. They are getting ready to build the
emergency storm shelter on the NW corner of the Nature Center and the whole west
side between the Nature Center and the paved trail next to the pond is fenced-off as a
staging area. If they don't plow the paved trail we may be able to get on the trail from
the paved path. If they do plow, then we may need to enter from the East side of the
Nature Center to get to the trail. There might be other options if we look it over some
more. This construction project wasn't good timing with the ski season right around
the corner. 

I decided to widen the ski trail (on the outside chance that it might be usable) and I
did a final mowing of the QH trails. I also noted areas where there are brambles
hanging over into the trail so we might schedule a Captains Practice"Lopper/Loppet"
to cut back the brambles.

1096
mtrantow
11-01-2015
09:12 PM ET (US)

I have the Essex ATV in my garage for end of summer maintenance and switching to
tracks. I planned to drop off a load of leaves at the composting center at dusk and
leave the trailer at QH, but everyone else with yard work had the same idea. The line-
up was the whole access road! Given that amount of traffic, I didn't want to drive
inside the fence with that trailer. So the trailer is at the QH sheds for now with a tarp
full of leaves , I will try at sunrise Monday.

1095
John Resman
10-28-2015
01:28 AM ET (US)

We are planning a Quarry Hill Trail work day for this Saturday, October 31 at noon.
We will meet at the Parkwood Hills parking lot. We are hoping to have about 10 - 15
ski team members help remove rocks and do some grading on the north Parkwood
trails. Depending on how many ski team members show up, we may do some work on
other parts of the trail. Groomers - feel free to show up if you're interested in helping.
We are asking helpers to bring shovels and hard-tine rakes. Henry Walker, Dave
Greymont, and John Resman will be coordinating the work.

1094
Dave Greymont
10-26-2015
11:16 AM ET (US)

I cleaned up all the new growth around the light canisters on the Eastwood trail this
morning. The trail is really in pretty good shape. But, I think it would be a good idea
to have a few ski team members walk the trail and throw off any sticks and debris. It
would probably only take about an hour to get it cleaned up before the snow flies. No
rush to get this done. Better to wait than to do it too early.

1093
John Resman
10-25-2015
06:44 PM ET (US)

Thanks to the Essex trail crew for knocking down the gopher mounds and mowing the
trails. The trail was in great condition for the race on Saturday. Now we're ready for
snow!

1092
Dave Greymont
10-25-2015
06:36 AM ET (US)

Many thanks to John Resman for organizing the Tour de Essex. The trail run raised
$120.00 which is designated for trail maintenance.

1091
Laura Zumbrunnen
10-22-2015
02:23 PM ET (US)

THANKS, ESSEX MOWERS!!! Due to the new recruits, we each only mowed
TWICE!!!! Assuming Joe did the last mowing, the mower rotation has been displaced
with 2015/16 groomer rotation. Here is the Essex list from last year with the addition
of Paul E (hope the rumor he's willing to mow and groom is accurate). The list is in
reverse alphabetical order since my turn is next. Laura Zumbrunnen, Andy Wood, Jeff
Robertson, Lisa Luetmer, Brennan K, Matt Hawkins, Barry Knapp, Joe Gyura, Paul
Ehling. Mike Trantow maintains equipment (huge job). Lisa will do a groomer
orientation/refresher session...stay tuned for when.

If burnout feels close or grooming no longer fits your schedule or any other reason,
PLEASE give yourself a well deserved break; you've done lots!!! Please let Lisa
know if you want to be dropped or added (we love to share:).

1090
Dave Greymont
10-22-2015
12:11 PM ET (US)

Dave's Molly Maid service swept out the Essex red barn today and it's ready to use
for the Tour de Essex, and the ski season.

1089
Joe Gyura

I mowed Essex and it should be ready for Saturday's race. As Lisa pointed out, it did
not need much grooming as the grasses were low. 



10-20-2015
10:15 PM ET (US) Lisa, Jeff, Mike and volunteeres did an awesome job on flattening gopher mounds and

an amazing job by Lisa and Jeff on widening many of the over grown trails in the
south prairie. Thank you!!!

The equipment worked great -- thank you Mike!! There is plenty of gas. I did not top
off the mower, thinking this may be the last for the season. 

Waiting for snow....

Joe

1088
Lisa Luetmer
10-20-2015
05:47 PM ET (US)

For the record Joe it was mostly Jeff who widened the prairie loops. And I don't think
you have to time your mow for Saturday's race. It's too dry for the grass to grow much
and some of the loops look dormant and dusty. Other parts of the trail are nice and
green and this last mow will have things looking great. We may need a crew to lopper
branches in the woods before the weather turns too cold. And there is one tree that is
over the trail that probably should be pulled down. Let me know what you think. 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 19, 2015, at 8:55 PM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1087
Joe Gyura
10-19-2015
09:55 PM ET (US)

Jeff and Lisa, thank you for all your hard work and efforts to "smooth" out and widen
the Essex trails!! Lisa, your work to widen the south prairie loop was awesome! I ran
Essex on Sunday and was able to enjoy your labor, as will the runners on Saturday!

John, or anyone, can someone point me to a link of the running course on Saturday, so
I can ensure its mowed.

Thanks!

Joe
1086
Jeff Robertson
10-19-2015
09:18 PM ET (US)

Lisa and I leveled gopher mounds on the prairie at Essex today with the 8N. It is
ready for the final mowing. Probably all that is necessary is to just mow the grass Joe
so that you don't have to make so many passes. The blade seemed to flatten the
stubble on the edges.

1085
Lisa Luetmer
10-15-2015
06:02 PM ET (US)

I finished widening the last two prairie runs with the club brush hog. I widened the
trail entrances and used the weed wacker in places where it would have been too hard
to wrestle the hog into. I have to say that as a club we have some really nice
equipment and I am grateful to all of you who care for these things. Jeff had new
wheels and a new spark plug on the hog and he had the wacker so tuned and clean. It's
so easy to go out and put in some trail time when everything runs so nice. There is a
lot of wacked trash on the trail now but it will mow up and blow off the trail and look
awesome for the race next weekend. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 15, 2015, at 2:24 PM, QT - mtrantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1084
mtrantow
10-15-2015
03:24 PM ET (US)

Tour de Essex is Saturday 10/24, right? (per the RASC home page)
John Resman, are you going to solicit RNST helpers (for volunteer hours)?
Cathy Nagler or Don sync up with Captains / web site?

1083
Joe

I am up next to mow Essex. I've been keeping an "eyes" on the trails hoping a
mowing could wait until closer to Saturday's run. I'll do my best to mow when Jeff is



10-14-2015
04:09 PM ET (US)

done. Keep me informed on plans and hopefully work will cooperate. 

Joe

1082
Lisa Luetmer
10-14-2015
03:24 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I brought out the club brush cutter and Jeff widened most of the trails in the
prairie. I tried weed wacking but got a lot more satisfaction cutting down small trees
and branches around that grove at the base of the prairie trails. Jeff would like to bring
out his 8N next week and blade flat the gopher Mountains in and along the edges of
the trails. I may be mistaken but I think Joe is up to mow and we were wondering if
you could hold off until Jeff blades hopefully early next week. Lisa
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 28, 2015, at 2:55 PM, QT - Jeff Robertson <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1081
Jeff Robertson
10-06-2015
01:22 PM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill ATV is back in it's stall. I also refilled the gas can. We had a great
High School race - my guess over 700 riders on our Gamehaven trails. Fun to watch
them.
Jeff

1080
John Resman
10-01-2015
05:34 AM ET (US)

Quarry Hill red trails (Parkwood Hills) were mowed on Wednesday. No issues with
equipment or trail conditions. Henry/Dave located the Parkwood Kiosk in the perfect
location. Another five feet and it would have been in the middle of the new bike trail.
A lot of fill has been added for the bike trail on a portion of our old ski trail. Looks
like it will be a nice roller ski section - especially with all of the new pavement.
There's one full gas can left.

1079
Jeff Robertson
09-28-2015
03:55 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill ATV - I am planning on using the Q H ATV to support the HS Mountain
Bike race at Gamehaven this weekend. The race is on Sunday. It looks to be a large on
with 600+ riders. I plan to pick up the ATV Thursday afternoon and return it Monday
Morning.
It appears that most of the mowing has been completed.

1078
mtrantow
09-27-2015
11:30 PM ET (US)

We got some Essex gopher mounds flattened and some overhangs cleared thanks to
RNST captains and skiers and coach Dave Greymont. There were already new
mounds out there since Saturday, so this will be an ongoing battle until a hard frost.
Volunteer Hours
2 hrs: Lizzy Bauer, Christian Gostout, Spencer Moore, Alex McPhail
1 hr: Ben Trantow, Mitch Trantow
. .
Gas tanks are full, and I filled in some drainage erosion on the prairie loops entrance.

1077
Jeff Robertson
09-27-2015
02:13 PM ET (US)

The brush hog is at Gamehaven preparing trails for the HS race. Lisa and I talked
earlier about mowing the edges for skiing. We decided to wait until after we get a
frost and the tall weeds have had a chance to drop.

1076
Dave
09-27-2015
12:56 PM ET (US)

I'll bring the brush hog from Q.H.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

1075
mtrantow
09-27-2015
11:59 AM ET (US)

I assume Essex trail work is still on.
We walked the south prairie Saturday and noted gopher mounds and overhangs
I will be at Essex at 3pm by the little red barn. I have rakes from RASC , some
loppers, and shears.
if someone could bring
A heavy duty weed whacker or brush hog would be nice for some overhang areas.

1074
Bruce
09-26-2015
06:25 PM ET (US)

Matt, one thing to be aware of is that the area you're discussing is very rocky with
debris that came up while excavating the sewer line and pump station. They basically
spread the excavation material all over the hillside. They leveled it out to some degree
but there were still a fair amount of rocks sticking through when they seeded it with
prairie grass. Any grading/excavation to get a properly graded hill will have to deal



with a lot of broken rock. The same goes for rough mowing. I definitely would not try
to do any work with the club mowing equipment - this would be a job for rented
commercial grade machines. Good luck.

1073
Matt Hawkins
09-26-2015
04:13 PM ET (US)

The north end of the proposed WEST side trail (sorry for the direction confusion) in
the prairie could use some refinement. The bend from the existing trail should curve
around up the hill better than I marked it. I can adjust that section to better follow the
terrain and make grooming easier. I tried to avoid the densest growth areas when
marking to minimize the workload so there aren't too many tough spots. Its a bit
difficult to gauge how uneven the ground is through this area but I expect it will take
a fair bit of work to level. If we get city approval and some consensus on the route, I
will mark the corridor for proper width prior to clearing. Please let me know if you
see any issues with the proposal.

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Sat, Sep 26, 2015 at 1:27 PM, QT - Henry Walker <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1072
Henry Walker
09-26-2015
02:27 PM ET (US)

Essex prairie bike-trail alternative. I reviewed the path Matt marked out on the West
side of Essex to avoid the hiking trail. The curve itself looks good and without trees to
deal with, the project will be fairly easy with the right piece of equipment. The city
may even mow it for you or renting a skid with the brush mower on the front will be
needed for the heavy growth. Maybe a ski team effort may do the trick? Club funds
are dedicated to several projects including Gamehaven at this time so cost effective
alternatives would be good. The base is a a little rough but it could be drug with the
ATV and weighted screen or hand worked to level it. You could make some variations
in route for interest sake but the distance is a bit short to be creative. Avoiding the
bike trail at QH has been a big plus and this alternative should reap similar benefits. 

Matt, if you create a PDF of the proposed route change we can send it to Mike Nigbur
for approval.

1071
Matt Hawkins
09-24-2015
05:25 PM ET (US)

I marked a route for a bypass trail on the east side of the prairie at Essex today. The
marking is just a suggestion for a possible trail to eliminate the paved section at the
east end of the loop. The walker/runner abuse the trail gets on the pavement along
with accelerated melting are a couple things a bypass could address. There are
possibly more interesting routes to connect across the hillside but I put this one up as
a simple version. I don't know if there is sufficient interest to tackle the process so I
thought the groomers could survey the route and offer feedback. I have not asked for
permission to create the trail but I would like to know if anyone thinks it is a
worthwhile project. I will say on a scale of 1 to 10 with Henry's new QH trails being
an 11, this trail creation would be like a 2. The tentative route is marked with orange
ribbon and I suggest long pants if you walk it. The proposed trail would add a nice
climb on the prairie and I think make it a more interesting ski. Check it out if you
have time.
-Matt

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Thu, Sep 24, 2015 at 9:50 AM, QT - Robb Welch <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1070
Joe Gyura

Mike, thank you for coordinating! One area that is fairly overgrown is the circle
around the woods in the south prairie. 



09-24-2015
05:09 PM ET (US) I have been running the Essex trails on Saturday mornings and try to "pick up stick"

along the way. As Rob said, it's in fairly good shape - stick-wise....

Thanks!

Joe

1069
Robb Welch
09-24-2015
05:08 PM ET (US)

Mike,
     Good point about the overhanging branches. There are definitely some of those
along the flat loop at the bottom of the prairie and If I remember correctly probably
some up in the higher wooded trails (eastern part of the park) above the community
gardens/bike path. You may even need a small hand saw for a few of them. I would
suggest shovels and dirt rakes for the mounds. I'm working on Sunday otherwise I
would come help. Hopefully you will get a good turn out.
Robb

On Thu, Sep 24, 2015 at 3:38 PM, QT - Mike Trantow <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>

-- 
Robb Welch - Owner
Tyrol Ski & Sports
1923 2nd St SW
Rochester, MN 55902
507-288-1683
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1068
Mike Trantow
09-24-2015
04:38 PM ET (US)

Essex Trail work - Sunday 2-4pm ... maybe start after 3pm to watch Vikings-
Chargers?

Thanks for update Robb! Depending on who shows up, we'll first focus on the gopher
mounds. 
Next I'll take a look at the drainage ditch line at the South prairie entry point (I filled
in with landscaping rocks last fall).
Finally, if we have more turn out and time, I'll see if any want to jog the trails looking
for sticks, limbs, etc.

Were there any other problem areas? ex: trail areas with obvious overhang that should
be cut back with loppers / hand shears?

1067
Robb Welch
09-24-2015
10:50 AM ET (US)

Mike, The Essex trails are pretty good for sticks (as I just picked most up during last
Monday's mowing) until the next big windy day. If you are going to do anything this
weekend I would suggest working on the gopher mounds in the prairie. I know that
Century, Mayo and JM are at a Cross Country meet in Winona on Saturday so some
of the possible recruits will be busy that day.

1066
Mike Trantow
09-23-2015
09:40 PM ET (US)

Essex forewarning - 1.5 gal left is probably only enough for one more ATV fill
probably OK with the rain we're getting

I plan to refill the gas by Friday night, and check if we want to have the RNST team
members come out for some volunteer work on the trails, picking limbs, sticks, and
levelling some gopher-mounds (mountains?)

If it's this weekend, are there some coaches and/or groomers who can come out?

On Wed, Sep 23, 2015 at 7:58 AM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:



>

-- 
Cheers!
Mike Trantow
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1065
Dave Greymont
09-23-2015
09:40 AM ET (US)

John Resman is up next to mow the "red" trails at QH, and Eric Reeve is next to mow
the "blue" trails. I'll let them know when it's time to mow.

1064
Laura Zumbrunnen
09-23-2015
08:58 AM ET (US)

Essex mowing carrots moved to Joe.

1063
Robb Welch
09-21-2015
10:10 PM ET (US)

Essex Park mowed today. All went well with the equipment. Stopped numerous times
to pick up sticks and tree branches that were on the trail. Also the prairie trails are
getting fairly bumpy due to the large number of gopher mounds. After filling the ATV
and mower post mowing there is now only around around 1.5 gallons of gas
remaining in the cans. I did see a mouse run out from under the ATV after I initially
started it up. Not sure if it was in the ATV or just near it.

1062
Jeff Radke
09-20-2015
02:37 PM ET (US)

 I mowed the Blue loop at Quarry Hill this morning. Everything went smooth. No
equipment issues. Filled everything back up with gas. 
Now we wait...

1061
Henry Walker
09-19-2015
11:59 AM ET (US)

Ari and I cut the downed trees across the trail at QH close to the Nature Center. The
new club saw is excellent, reminds me of the old Jonsrud 90 but much lighter and
more power. Very well balanced saw for a 20" bar, low fuel use as well. We took
down the half fallen boxelder near the Kiosk, it was split and almost touching the
ground. The 20" bar came in handy, we noted several monster sized trees that were
dead and waiting to tip over.

The new bike trail from the Viola fire station is in progress of being built. They
completely cut out the side hill where we had formerly built ski trail on the West side
of the pond. A lot of our work disappeared in a few minutes with a big cat and
excavator.... I spent hours up there with a skid steer and days with a chainsaw. Looks
like a three lane highway right now. The point is we can likely expect the bike trail to
be plowed starting this winter unless the City changed their mind, Federal dollars do
require commuting access. The bridge alternate route works, at least thats something.

1060
Mark Foley
09-10-2015
06:16 AM ET (US)

Mowed the QH Parkwood Hills (red) trails Wed night. No issues with equipment.. I
assume the big pile of dirt by the tracks and roller is from a large wood chuck as I saw
it running to that area as I came back to the shed.

1059
Laura Zumbrunnen
09-09-2015
03:52 PM ET (US)

You get a bye next round for clearing a tree on top of mowing!! Essex mowing carrots
moved to Robb.

1058
HenryH
09-09-2015
02:38 PM ET (US)

Essex was mowed today. One tree down near intersection of trail & paved bike path
above the gardens area. Tree removed. Couldn't find the fuel pump? About 5 gallon of
gas left.

1057
Dave Greymont
09-03-2015
05:30 PM ET (US)

The QH East trails (i.e. map blue trails) were mowed today. No equipment issues. I
was even able to back the mower in on the first try. Yee-Ha! The field has been
mowed by the sheds so I took a couple of laps around with the mower to start
prepping for the shed ski loop. You can now exit the shed and head up through the
pines to access the tail instead of going down to the gate.



Mark, you're in the queue next for mowing. Please catch the West trails (i.e. map red
trails) including Henry's Horrible Hills. I don't think it needs to be mowed until the
weekend of the 12th.

1056
Laura Zumbrunnen
08-26-2015
08:04 AM ET (US)

Essex mowing carrots moved to Henry.

1055
Walker, Henry J.
08-24-2015
07:48 AM ET (US)

QH was mowed on Saturday, north loops. No issues. 

Henry

Sent from my iPhone

> On Aug 23, 2015, at 9:39 PM, QT - Jeff Radke <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1054
Jeff Radke
08-23-2015
10:38 PM ET (US)

Got some cement on the handlebar grip of the Quarry Hill ATV. Hopefully it will
hold. It's important to fix this as it lead to the failure of the left grip heater last winter.
Just post if it comes loose.

1053
Paul Ehling
08-23-2015
09:38 PM ET (US)

Essex Park was mowed this afternoon. All went well. I did empty the smallest gas
can, but there still is one gas can completely filled and one that is 3/4's filled.

1052
Dave Greymont
08-20-2015
04:43 PM ET (US)

Eastwood was mowed today and the gas cans at Q.H. were refilled. I found a spout in
the shed that I put on the can with the split spout. I'm not sure that it will not leak
when pouring. If it does, either swap out another spout, or use the battery operated
transfer pump. The field around the shed has been mowed for the Nature Center's Fall
Festival.

1051
Jeff Radke
08-20-2015
09:18 AM ET (US)

I'll fix the handle bar grip this weekend. 

Sent from my iPhone

> On Aug 19, 2015, at 8:05 PM, QT - Chris Flood <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1050
Dave Greymont
08-20-2015
09:00 AM ET (US)

I'll be out and about today and can get gas for Q.H.

1049
Chris Flood
08-19-2015
09:05 PM ET (US)

I'm late in posting my mow report: I mowed the "old" trails at Quarry Hill on Sunday
afternoon. I think I only broke a few things: The right grip is coming loose. I broke
the plastic jaw side (plastic?!?!) of the little loppers that were in the front box by
doing some lopping, so those are dead. And I may have broken the spout on the last
big gas can. It's now spraying gas all over out of the broken nozzle. Be careful to
check the base of the spout if you are pouring a big can. Otherwise, things were good.
Oh, and as usual I also used up the last of the gas. The ATV and mower are full, but
the cans are empty. I can swing by and refill at some point if no one else gets to them
first.

1048
Laura Zumbrunnen
08-15-2015
03:34 PM ET (US)

Essex was mowed last Wed. Everything was great. Mowing carrots moved to Paul.
SORRY, Paul, you always get stuck with having to manually push out the mower
because I can neither back it in w/ ATV nor manually push it up the little hill. I have
to go all in forward...then disconnect mower...then push it in a little bit manually
which works 'cuz it's over the hill by then.



1047
mtrantow
08-08-2015
04:24 PM ET (US)

Essex gas cans were filled up. New checklist sheets for mowing placed in clipboard. I
picked up the plate for attaching the switches and fuses ... thanks Jim.

1046
Dave Greymont
08-02-2015
06:17 AM ET (US)

Eric Reeve mowed the "blue" trails at QH yesterday. No problems reported. He
experienced the thrill, joy, and challenge of trying to back the mower into the shed.
He ended up unhitching it from the ATV and pushing it in which is probably a good
idea.

1045
John Resman
07-31-2015
09:44 PM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill north (red) trails were mowed today. The "no walking on groomed
ski trails" sign at the entrance to Henry's Hills by the Parkwood Hills backstop was
pushed over and the metal sign was bent. Not sure how long it's been like that and
whether it was done by vandalism or an accidental brush with maintenance
equipment. Jim Craighead had placed the metal bracket for the Essex ATV on the
Quarry Hill ATV seat. I moved the bracket to the top of the shelves and forgot to put
it back on the seat. So if the Essex groomers are looking for the bracket, it's on the top
shelf at Quarry Hill.

1044
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-28-2015
09:05 AM ET (US)

Essex carrots moved to me for next mowing.

1043
Dave Greymont
07-28-2015
07:27 AM ET (US)

The Eastwood ski trails were mowed yesterday. Thanks to whoever removed the trees
that were down over trail.

1042
Lisa Luetmer
07-27-2015
10:29 PM ET (US)

Mike pulled the switch box off of the atv and tightened the handle bars. We found a
small mouse house but in early stages so no chewing(found after we pulled off the big
front tool box). I then mowed Essex and the prairie is gorgeous. Get out there and run
or pole hike! Everything ran well. Joe did a great job knocking back the parsnip
pillars and I edged in even more so it helped but we may need some intervention by
way of the club brush mower. Whoever is next up don't feel obliged to mow as wide
as it is now. I just needed to open the trail by quite a bit. Two passes will be fine with
the exceptional three passes on the prairie trail that has the sitting bench. I'm really
grateful for everyone's efforts.....the grass is just not slowing down out there. Looks
like every ten days we are mowing. Our check in/out sheets are for the groomer.
Between Mike and I we will Xerox off more mowing sheet. After filling atv and
mower there is about two gallons left in one of the five gal can. And Henry H I saw
the tree you cleaned up! You had a job didn't you;) Thank you!
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 26, 2015, at 9:28 PM, QT - Mike Trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1041
Craighead, James R.
07-27-2015
09:05 AM ET (US)

Mike,

 I have an aluminum faceplate that's made to fit the windshield cowl above the
handlebars. I would recommend re-using the switches. The faceplate is not drilled yet,
so the holes for the switches can be placed wherever you think is best. It's also a good
time to check for rodent damage and mouse nests under the storage box. For some
reason they like to chew wire insulation. I used as much of the original wiring as I
could, using terminal splices to lengthen or replace wires as needed. I'll get the plate
to you & let you decide how much help you need. I can drop it off in the QH shed
tomorrow night after work.

Jim



< replied-to message removed by QT >

1040
Mike Trantow
07-26-2015
10:28 PM ET (US)

Meeting Lisa tomorrow at Essex to pull the current switchbox, check/mark/terminate
the wires, tighten the handlbars and then prep for a new switchbox (which can happen
anytime between now and snow flying). Jim Craighead, if you still have the new box
we can use and any instructions, I'd come get it. (Since I haven't seen the QH setup,
do you have pictures? do you re-use toggle switches or not, etc). I could meet you at
QH some time this week if that works.
Edited 07-26-2015 10:33 PM

1039
Henry Hocraffer
07-22-2015
12:48 PM ET (US)

The tree Joe G mentioned in his 7/18 post was cleared this morning.

1038
Jeff Radke
07-19-2015
08:14 PM ET (US)

I mowed the blue loop at Quarry Hill this Sunday afternoon. It took about 2 hours. No
problems with the ATV. I figured out a new way to get the mower in the shed,
disassemble it on the grass then reassemble it in place in the shed! It's going to take
some practice. Filled everything with gas. 
JRad

1037
Jeff Radke
07-18-2015
02:59 PM ET (US)

Sorry,
Let me clarify.
 I plan to mow the blue section of Quarry Hill Sunday. Dave will meet me to orientate
me, and give me some backing the mower into the shed tricks. It's seems like the last
hurdle to the job! 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Jul 18, 2015, at 12:49 PM, QT - Jeff Radke <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1036
Jeff Radke
07-18-2015
01:49 PM ET (US)

I plan on mowing Sunday afternoon. 
J Rad 

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jul 18, 2015, at 11:45 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1035
Walker, Henry J.
07-18-2015
12:45 PM ET (US)

Large oak section across the trail is cleaned up at QH. One limb was driven 4' down
in the ground when it hit. Reminded me of trying to pull old fenceposts out, rather
stubborn. The boxelders are cut up as well. Once the trail drys is can be mowed.
Heavy trail use this morning. 
Henry

________________________________________
From: QT - Joe Gyura [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2015 11:19 AM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >
1034
Joe Gyura
07-18-2015
12:19 PM ET (US)

There is a small tree down on the trail at Essex. The widest section is roughly 5"
inches. One person with a small chainsaw would be sufficient to clean up. The tree is
on the long straight south trail that connects with the path on 55th street. It's on the
last rise just before reaching the bike path. I'll try to get it removed before the next
mowing. If someone beats me to it -- Thank you!! 

Joe



1033
Joe Gyura
07-16-2015
02:28 PM ET (US)

Lisa, I find the current throttle difficult to control speed and yes it does cause fatigue.
I'm okay with returning to the prior.

Thanks!

Joe
1032
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-16-2015
01:58 PM ET (US)

I feel kinda silly 'cuz I missed the extension's amazing feat worth more fatigue, no
heat, and less even speed...maybe it's because my arms are super long. Can you
remind me what the extension does? I'm guessing my vote is a return to the old one
unless you tell me the extension turns me into an elite skier or something.

1031
Lisa Luetmer
07-16-2015
01:09 PM ET (US)

I would like to take a poll of our essex mowers about the extended thumb paddle. It
does cause thumb fatigue for some of us and it makes it challenging ( for some of us)
to keep an even speed....it was an experiment and I'm used to the paddle but not
enamored with it so text or email if you would like me to put the original thumb piece
back on for a try. Vote now! Also this current paddle it doesn't heat in the winter time.
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 16, 2015, at 11:57 AM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1030
Lisa Luetmer
07-16-2015
01:04 PM ET (US)

Thank you for mowing Joe. I too had the handle bars drop on me and it is pretty darn
scary. Bruce taught me how to tighten the hb but it sounds like we should really
convert to the QH switch box please (Jim). I remember mike mentioning that this was
hopefully in the plans. I know you are busy Jim but if I can help get this addressed I
am flexible. I mow essex next so I can tighten the bugger up or mow with my own
tractor. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 16, 2015, at 11:57 AM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1029
Walker, Henry J.
07-16-2015
10:44 AM ET (US)

I would certainly second your comments about the improvement of the new switch
plate over the switch box Dave. The handlebars hold much tighter which is a safety
issue if not a royal pain, but the switch plate is nicely out of the way yet ergonomic. A
significant improvement. 
Henry

< replied-to message removed by QT >
1028
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-16-2015
09:57 AM ET (US)

Essex carrots moved to Lisa. Thanks, Joe/Bruce. Good to know about handlebars!

1027
Dave G.
07-16-2015
08:23 AM ET (US)

Jim is right. Since he moved the switch box from the handlebars to the "dashboard"
switch plate we have had no problem with the handlebars coming loose. Besides,
Jim's dashboard looks pretty slick. Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT@qs3582.pair.com,-@qs3582.pair.com,Craighead@qs3582.pair.com," James R."
<qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >



1026
Craighead, James R.
07-16-2015
08:04 AM ET (US)

I have a switch bracket like the one I installed on the QH ATV. It mounts on the
windshield fairing and gets rid of the electrical box that is screwing up the ability to
tighten the handlebars. I think the QH groomers would agree that the new switch plate
is an improvement - right? Let me know if you want to install the plate on the Essex
machine. I don't have a lot of time right now, but I can help. 
Jim

< replied-to message removed by QT >

1025
Bruce
07-15-2015
10:47 PM ET (US)

Joe, you're correct, the handle bars need to be raised and tightened. You're also correct
that this is extremely dangerous to operate the ATV in this condition. When this
happens on either ATV, it can be quickly remedied by stopping, turning off the ATV,
and merely standing up and lifting up on the handlebars - they should raise. They are
usually tight enough to stay there if you steer 'lightly'. You should be able to get back
to the shed safely this way. No matter how hard we try, they tend to loosen over time.
Probably the only real solution is to check and tighten every 1-2 months.

1024
Joe Gyura
07-15-2015
10:22 PM ET (US)

I mowed Essex this evening. Refilled the ATV and mower. There is plenty of gas
remaining (5 1/2 gal). Thank you, Dave for ordering and delivering the pump!! It is
now in its rightful place...

Everything mechanically worked well. With the exception of one very serious /
dangerous problem!! When making a sharp right turn, the thumb throttle hits the top
of the gas tank putting thenATV in full accelaterion!!

I was at a Y junction, and wanted to make a circle to mow some of the uncut grass.
When I moved the handlebar for a sharp right turn, the ATV took off just about
throwing me off. Things got exciting real quick! For the remainder of the evening, I
made sure to make any sharp turns to the left...

Well, no one ever said I was bright, and this is possibly why. When done mowing, and
totally focused on backing the mower into the shed, I made a sharp right turn to align
the mower. I was able to recover from the excelleration before landing the mower in
the shed in record time and most likely on top of the snowmobile!

I think all that is needed to correct the problem --other than no sharp right turns -- is
to raise the handle bar. Just a thought...

Anyway, this should be corrected before the next mow. It truly is a very serious
problem.

Let me know if there are any questions or if how I can help correct.

Joe

1023
Dave Greymont
07-15-2015
04:45 PM ET (US)

We got the QH ATV back from the mechanic and I wanted to access if the shifting
was working properly. I mowed the meadow trail, and Henry's hills to give it a good
test. I did lots of shifting between low and reverse and there was never a hint of a
problem with the shift getting stuck. Let's keep our fingers crossed and hope the
problem is resolved. It took me about 2 hours to mow and I used just a little more
than 2 gallons of gas to refill both the ATV and the mower.

1022
Dave Greymont
07-14-2015
03:53 PM ET (US)

Eastwood was mowed today. Another tree is down over the trail. I'll get it cleaned up
sometime this week. (maybe)

1021
Joe Gyura
07-07-2015
10:16 PM ET (US)

Dave, thank you for ordering, and delivering the new pump!!

I'm up next to mow, and will put the new pump in its proper place.

Thanks again for your, above and beyond, help!



Joe
1020
Dave Greymont
07-07-2015
08:58 PM ET (US)

I left a new gas transfer pump with batteries on the seat of the ATV at Essex. Couldn't
find where the old one was kept.

1019
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-07-2015
09:31 AM ET (US)

Robb mowed last week so Essex carrots moved to Joe G.

1018
Dave G.
07-02-2015
11:38 PM ET (US)

I have to order some stuff from Amazon so I'll also order a pump for Essex. Dave

Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Lisa Luetmer <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

1017
Lisa Luetmer
07-02-2015
10:17 PM ET (US)

Robb I sent a text to who I thought was you (it was my son instead) to warn you about
the parsnip. Hopefully you mowed with your shirt on(Joey doesn't wear a shirt). And I
apologize about the gas pump. It died and I need to order a new one. And full
disclosure: on a really hot day I draped one of my favorite pre-Birkie sweatshirts over
that hot gas tank. In the process of backing up the sweatshirt slid off and I proceeded
to mow over it. I had to enlist Jeff Robertson and we drove it part way up the ramps
of my trailer and i had to unwrap and cut it off the blades. It was that really cool dark
grey one with the printing along the side......my sweatshirts are really hard earned. I
ski so darn slow;) Thank you for mowing!
Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 2, 2015, at 8:33 PM, QT - Robb Welch <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1016
Robb Welch
07-02-2015
09:33 PM ET (US)

I cut Essex this afternoon, my first session ever. ATV and Mower worked great.
Thank you to the team that keeps the equipment ready to go. The wild parsnip is
getting scary high in the prairie, definitely recommend long pants and sleeves as well
as gloves for protection against the leaning towers of parsnip. I can also say after
today that the ATV seat must feel good on a January day. I used the funnel to fill the
gas tanks on the mower and ATV as I could not locate the pump. Last small thing of
note is that the rubber cover over the lock on the shed door is hanging by one staple.
If anyone has a staple gun to bring the next time they go to Essex the cover could be
fixed. Enjoy the 4th of July weekend everyone!

1015
Darald Bothun
07-01-2015
05:52 PM ET (US)

It sounds like what we called black caps on the farm. Darald

< replied-to message removed by QT >

1014
Dave Greymont
07-01-2015
01:13 PM ET (US)

Eastwood was mowed this morning. The "bramble" berries are getting ripe. I don't
know if they're wild raspberries or blackberries but they start out bright red and turn
dark purple when ripe. I came home with just enough berries to enjoy with a bowl of
ice cream. I know there's also berry bushes at the north end of the east trail at QH (not
the new segment) so watch for a yummy treat if you're mowing or walking on the
trail.

1013
Dave Greymont
06-29-2015
09:10 PM ET (US)

I filled the 4 gas cans at QH tonight. I even got a free shower courtesy of Mother
Nature.



1012
Lisa Luetmer
06-29-2015
12:21 PM ET (US)

Henry we gave Troy your phone number so he could call and ask you any questions
that come up. I had forgotten to leave the invoice from the clutch replacement(so he
doesn't duplicate any work already done) so i popped back over and he said he drove
it a bit and already thought the idle was too high. He said he likes a challenge and he
didn't think it would take too long. Troys number is 254-6286 and although I printed
off lots of Qtopic comments from you guys for him to read through feel free(Henry or
Jeff) to give him a call. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 29, 2015, at 10:58 AM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1011
Dave Greymont
06-29-2015
11:58 AM ET (US)

Lisa and I took the QH ATV to T-roy's Repair this morning to see if Jeff's secret
mechanic can figure out why the gear shift locks up. Don't know when it'll be back.
Jeff Radke and Eric Reeve are up next to mow. I'll let you know when the mower is
back and the trail needs to be mowed.

1010
Joey Keillor
06-28-2015
05:53 PM ET (US)

Finished Q-hill just as the rain started. Luckily the grass wasn't as high as Henry's
loop, due to less sun exposure. Still pretty high, though.

I didn't notice any performance issues with the Grizzly. It worked just fine. One thing
I noticed is that it was in 2WD. I set it to 4WD before starting off. I didn't experiment
with it in 2WD to see if it caused problems. I was just racing to get it mowed before
the rain!

1009
Joey Keillor
06-28-2015
11:15 AM ET (US)

I'm planning to mow today. I'm waiting for the grass to dry some. Hopefully we don't
get additional rain!

1008
Dave G.
06-28-2015
10:59 AM ET (US)

Can we get the remainder of QH mowed before taking the ATV to Jeff's mechanic? If
Joey is unavailable, I'll mow. Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT@qs3582.pair.com,-@qs3582.pair.com,Walker@qs3582.pair.com," Henry J."
<qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1007
Walker, Henry J.
06-28-2015
09:36 AM ET (US)

I think this is electronic in nature. The gear locks up when in low range completely,
there is no pushing through it. Yet, when re-starting the engine, it moves freely and
completely and smoothly through the shifting range. If the issue was the mechanism
itself, it would be difficult to shift all the time, but that isn't the case. Something is
locking the shifter up "thinking" that we are still driving in gear. There exists a
protection mechanism on this unit so you can't shift gears when driving. The result
would of course be catastrophic if you could switch to reverse while going forward at
speed. The ATV stops this from happening electronically and you need to be stopped
to shift plus the brake needs to be applied. Either the brake isn't triggering a release or
the system doesn't understand that the ATV is stopped and can be shifted. It shifts
perfectly when the sifter isn't locked up. The idle speed seems fine, the new clutch
parts are probably a bit tight yet but lets have the mechanic take a look at that as well. 
Lisa volunteered to take it to Jeff's mechanic. What would we do without our great
volunteers....... 

Henry

 
________________________________________
From: QT - Jeff Radke [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Saturday, June 27, 2015 9:26 PM
To: QT topic subscribers



Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

1006
Jeff Radke
06-27-2015
10:26 PM ET (US)

I spent a little time browsing Grizzly forums. There is mention of hard shifting with
idle settings that are too high. I'm not positive but I think idle settings on our year of
machine are done by the dealer with a computer. Not just turning a screw. Sounds
plausible though with your description of cruising at < 8 miles an hour with no
throttle. Maybe it was a little high before the work too. If you want I can call an talk
to someone about this if Dave is still out of town. Jeff

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jun 27, 2015, at 8:17 PM, QT - Henry Walker <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

1005
Henry Walker
06-27-2015
09:17 PM ET (US)

I mowed the north forty today at QH including the field just North of the Nature
Center. Serious weeds exist that were over 4' high and most the grass was nearly a
foot high in some places so it was slow going. Most of the time I mowed at a
blistering 3mph or less. The mower worked very well although I ran out of gas part
way through. The ATV didn't work so well. Despite the effort and bill by River Sports
the shifter continues to act exactly as it did before. If nothing else, they made it worse
because the ATV now travels at a goodly speed (up 8mph) without touching the gas.
It reminded me of the Toyota car problem when gas pedals would stick. It forced me
to ride the brakes more than I would have liked but getting the mowing done was
essential. Over time the issue began to self limit slightly so it may just need to have
the parts in the new clutch broken in. River Sports did not address the actual issue
which is still intermittent requiring the unit be shut off to shift.

1004
Jeff Robertson
06-25-2015
08:01 PM ET (US)

I picked up the ATV today and returned it to it's home at Quarry Hill.They repaired
the clutch. Hope it solved the problem.
Edited 06-25-2015 08:14 PM

1003
Laura Zumbrunnen
06-23-2015
09:16 AM ET (US)

Thanks, Henry! Carrots moved to Robb.

1002
mtrantow
06-22-2015
11:07 PM ET (US)

I will get the gas cans refilled for Essex Tuesday.

1001
HenryH
06-22-2015
07:21 PM ET (US)

Got Essex mowed this afternoon. Little slippery going up the steep hill from the
gardens but made it (on the second attempt...). There was enough gas to fill the
mower and ATV but the cans are now empty. Robb I believe you're next. HH
Edited 06-22-2015 07:23 PM

1000
Dave
06-17-2015
04:05 PM ET (US)

Jeff, 
You're my hero. I'll give River Valley your phone number.
Thanks, 
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

999
Jeff Robertson
06-17-2015
03:44 PM ET (US)

Dave, I can do it next week. Jeff (G-1)

On Wed, Jun 17, 2015 at 12:52 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >



998
Buss, Brian
06-17-2015
03:06 PM ET (US)

Hey Dave - If nobody else responds I can pick it up next Friday and drop it off at the
shed! I have my own trailer that I would use. 
Brain Buss
507- 272-7204

< replied-to message removed by QT >

997
Jeff Radke
06-17-2015
02:59 PM ET (US)

I'd help, but no hitch on the sport wagon. 

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jun 17, 2015, at 12:52 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

996
Dave Greymont
06-17-2015
01:52 PM ET (US)

I need a volunteer to pick up the ATV next week at River Valley Sports (across from
the old Mendards-north) and pay the bill of $487.00. I'll be away next week but can
leave my trailer in my driveway if someone wants to use it, or otherwise use the club's
trailer that is at Jeff Robertson's house. River Valley checked the clutch today and
found flat spots on the rollers and they need to be replaced. Parts won't arrive until
next week. This may, or may not fix the problem we've experienced with shifting, but
either way the clutch needs to be fixed. Either email me at birked@charter.net, call
me at 289-0830, or respond to this message if you can pick up the ATV. I can meet
with you prior to leaving to give you a check for the payment. Thanks, Dave

On a different subject, my mower has been repaired and I mowed Eastwood this
morning.

995
Dave Greymont
06-14-2015
12:10 PM ET (US)

Best laid plans. I was going to mow Eastwood and the Park Wood Hills trails this
morning with my lawn tractor but ran into trouble. While mowing Eastwood the front
pulley/clutch assembly came of the bottom of the motor. Either I sheared whatever
holds the assembly on the motor, or something came apart. Anyway, my mower is
now at my neighbors for repair. Between fixing my cars and mowers I'm keeping him
working.

994
Jeff Radke
06-12-2015
11:06 AM ET (US)

Chris,
I'm with you, I don't know what I'm talking about either, but that's the genius in the
make! 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Jun 12, 2015, at 9:43 AM, QT - Chris Flood <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

993
Chris Flood
06-12-2015
10:43 AM ET (US)

I was sure it was user error (i.e. me) until Mark had the same problem. Now I wonder
if it isn't related to the clutch overheating after pulling the mower. I only ran into the
problem after having mowed for a while, and I had the same problem of the ATV
lurching forward when not in gear and (maybe? probably? I think...) with my foot on
the brake and thumb off the throttle. Maybe the clutch-thingy* isn't disengaging when
it gets too hot. 
*added to emphasize that you should probably ignore this. I have no idea what I'm
talking about, but I won't let that stop me!

Chris

On Fri, Jun 12, 2015 at 9:35 AM, QT - Dave <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >



992
Dave
06-12-2015
10:35 AM ET (US)

Jeff, 
Your thought may not be so far flung. I just spoke with River Valley and checking out
the clutch was the next thing they are going to look at. Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

991
Jeff Radke
06-11-2015
11:59 PM ET (US)

My only far flung thought is that we had trouble with oil in the housing of the
centrifugal clutch. I wonder if its position effects the shifting of gears? Once the
machine is turned off it may be in a more neutral position. Maybe it is sticking or
slipping while people are trying to shift at idle? 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Jun 11, 2015, at 3:25 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

990
Dave Greymont
06-11-2015
04:25 PM ET (US)

I just got a call from River Valley Sports and so far they have been unable to replicate
our problem of the ATV getting stuck in gear and having to shut if off and restart it in
order to shift. I told them we pull a heavy mower with the ATV in 4 wheel drive and
L gear. Their only guess is that maybe the transmission is getting hot resulting in it
getting stuck. They're going to take another look at it and call me back tomorrow. 

Anyone have an idea of what I might suggest to them if they still can't find the
problem?
Thanks

989
Mike Trantow
06-11-2015
11:41 AM ET (US)

Hi Lisa and Essex folks... there should be a set of batteries in the Essex shed (on the
wall, by various parts). I found that giving the pump cylinder a twist sometimes "re-
engages" the contacts. BUT, it's probably time for the new batteries.
I will be back from TX 6/19, so if more gas is needed before next week Friday, the
KwikTrip card should be taped onto the clipboard.

988
Lisa Luetmer
06-11-2015
09:30 AM ET (US)

No Laura you didn't leave the gas pump on because I demo-ed the pump at orientation
and it worked fine. The batteries haven't been changed in a long time! I will bring
batteries when I go put the new belt on:) L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 11, 2015, at 8:27 AM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

987
Lisa Luetmer
06-11-2015
09:27 AM ET (US)

Thanks Paul for mowing. I'm really sorry for the time you had to put in wrestling with
that belt. The folks at KAMAN ordered me the wrong belt. So Mike and I put the old
belt on and tightened it as far as that spring would allow..... I drove to TEC last week
and had them order me a new belt and he and I visited about our belt issues. I need to
make sure the pulleys are not grooved and there isn't one with a missing bearing.
Maybe, Mike we should put the new belt on. I drove over and picked it up Monday. It
is the worst job in the world to put that belt on under that hot pipe. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 10, 2015, at 8:05 PM, QT - Paul Ehling <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

986
Laura Zumbrunnen
06-11-2015
09:21 AM ET (US)

oh wow, oh wow, oh wow...you are amazing! It's definitely time for me to retire...if
ANYthing goes wrong, I call Lisa and that is THE extent of my troubleshooting (w/
or w/o diagrams). As for the pump, I must have left it on. Here is how pathetic it is for
me...who the heck even knows what I/O means on an on-off switch...In/Out??
Input/Output?? and then how does that correlate to on and off..is input on? does it go



in?? then what? So, i try very hard to only switch it once so i don't leave it on but i
must have double checked (hence, flipped too many times) cuz I knew Lisa was
orientating everyone after I mowed. Sorry...I'll bring batteries on Friday. Carrots
moved to Henry!

985
Paul Ehling
06-10-2015
08:32 PM ET (US)

Mowed Essex this afternoon. The belt came off the first time I turned on the blades,
but was able to put it back on thanks to the diagram (thanks for including it). A couple
of points with the belt - watch the exhaust, it is close to where you have to move
around for the belt and it is really, really hot ( I learned the hard way) and I believe
the belt tension needs to be tighter. After putting the belt on and tightening it all was
fine. The pump for filling the gas did not work - I think out of batteries. Also, we are
down to one container of gas. 
Paul

984
Dave Greymont
06-08-2015
03:38 PM ET (US)

The QH ATV is at the River Valley Sports ATV hospital. It'll be a couple of days
before they even have a chance to look at it but at least it's in the queue.

983
Dave
06-08-2015
09:44 AM ET (US)

Sounds like the ATV needs to go into the shop for repair.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

982
Mark Foley
06-07-2015
11:02 PM ET (US)

Mowed the older (non-Parkwood Hills) part of QH this afternoon. The four wheeler
was occassionally in the mode where you had to shut it off in order to shift it. It
seemed like a couple of times it was hard to shift or after restarting, it would lurch
forward or backward when shifting even with the brakes applied. 

The little new section last fall was a problem - I was able to get up it once going
counter clockwise to mow the edge but couldn't make it up the second time (didn't
want to spin and tear up the soil) so I backed part way down but then couldn't even
back up without sliding. I was able to unhook the mower and turn things around.
Mowing clockwise in that section, when going down the hill the mower was pushing
the four wheeler and it would slide sideways some. It would probably be best to only
mow that area after we have been several days without rain as it was soft and wet in
places and the turf is very fragile. I don't think I did much damage other than one little
spot.

I cleaned up some of the low hanging branches while mowing but there are still quite
a few out there that should be removed at some point this summer.

981
Dave Greymont
06-07-2015
11:15 AM ET (US)

The saw has been spoken for.
Thanks
Dave

980
Dave Greymont
06-07-2015
09:18 AM ET (US)

FREE! Stihl 041 Farm Boss chainsaw with 18 inch bar. Starts and runs but the
bar/chain oiler has stopped working. This saw is more than 30 years old and has none
of the modern safety features. I suspect a new oil pump may be all that is needed to
repair it. If you want it for parts or repair call me at 289-0830 or email at
birked@charter.net.
Dave G.

979
Lisa Luetmer
06-03-2015
05:06 PM ET (US)

You are a gem!

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 3, 2015, at 4:02 PM, QT - Mike Trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

978
Mike Trantow

I plan to be at Essex Thursday Noon with a laminated belt diagram and a mini-tool
bag. (time to run the skidoo again anyways!). I have my own tool bag from Dave G.



06-03-2015
05:02 PM ET (US)

that has most all the stuff we need for fluid/mechanical maintenance, but I've got lots
of extras with picking up some freebies from Harbor Freight. I'll bring a smaller fanny
pack kit for the ATV box.

977
Lisa Luetmer
06-03-2015
04:38 PM ET (US)

I forgot to mention that I ran a gift card out to Alberto at Sommerby today (it was
Jeffs idea). He has been really awesome. And he has a really good sense of humor.
Also, I made sets of keys for the new recruits. I have three keys: one for the little red
barn, one for the essex Quonset. Is the third key the key for the west door at quarry
hill? My essex key only opened the east door at QH so I'm wondering if the third key
of my set is for the west door....any one have a different suggestion? I can drive by
QH and check myself too. L. 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 3, 2015, at 2:35 PM, QT - Lisa Luetmer <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

976
Lisa Luetmer
06-03-2015
03:35 PM ET (US)

Three new mowers were trained in and all are exceptionally gifted and talented. Paul
Ehling, Henry Hocraffer and Robb Welch successfully backed the mower into the
shed on their first try. Really. Henry H ( we have an "H" and a "W"), Laura and I
cleaned up the tree over the entrance to thetrailfromhell. When we engaged the
mower blades today during the training session the belt came off. It was a little saggy
so I went to KAMAN on the way home and ordered a new one. It will be in tomorrow
and it will cost around $18.00. Mike can you take a Xerox of the belt configuration so
we can put it in the front box of the ATV? I'll pick up a pliers and a couple of screw
drivers to put in there as well but it would be a good idea(it was Bruce's) for mowers
to make up a simple tool kit and have it on hand for little pitstops. I'll have the belt at
Essex tomorrow by noon. Mike would you be able to help me get in on? Any time in
the next week and a half. So glad to have Paul, Robb and Henry (he's definitely a
lumberjack!) L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 2, 2015, at 6:50 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

975
Craighead, James R.
06-03-2015
02:53 PM ET (US)

A win for all!

< replied-to message removed by QT >

974
Dave Greymont
06-03-2015
02:42 PM ET (US)

The Eastwood trails are mowed. It took 5-6 passes with the brush mower to mow the
full width of the trail. It was a real jungle with some weeds 3 to 4 feet tall. No one
really keeps track of the Eastwood trails and we have to move equipment to mow
them. Just another good reason to pull the lights off the trail and put them on the golf
course and turn the trail over to the mountain bikers.

973
Dave Greymont
06-02-2015
07:50 PM ET (US)

Yeah success! I stopped at Q.H on my way home from the Park Board meeting and
squirted some starting fluid in the brush mower's spark plug hole And, wallah, the
mower started. I'll mow Eastwood tomorrow if it doesn't rain.

972
Dave Greymont
06-02-2015
02:40 PM ET (US)

I tried again today to clean up Eastwood, and I give up! It's gotten the better of me.
The first thing I did today was to cut up the tree that was across the trail. I was being
(I thought) very careful not to get my chainsaw blade pinched in the tree. All of the
sudden the kerf closed up and my saw was stuck in the cut. Back to the car for my
wedge. Pounded the wedge in the kerf and got my saw free. Same darn thing
happened with the second cut. Guess I didn't learn my lesson. Then I noticed my
chain was dry and wasn't getting any oil. Took the saw apart, cleaned everything, still
no oil. Must be time to retire my ancient saw. Couldn't do any more sawing. Anyway
I got about a 6 foot wide opening in the trail. Then I went to get the brush mower.



Couldn't get it to start. I was afraid to pull the starter cord any more for fear of filling
the crankcase with gasoline. There was no life in the motor whatsoever when I pulled
the cord. Sometimes a shot of winter starting fluid in the spark plug hole will do the
trick. If someone can get the brush mower running I'll try again to mow Eastwood.
Also, I think Henry's woodchuck is living beneath the pallet that the treads are sitting
on. There appears to be a path under the pallet plus there's a large mound of ground
between the roller and the grass seed planter.

971
Dave Greymont
06-01-2015
02:51 PM ET (US)

I tried (unsuccessfully) to mow the ski trails at Eastwood today. The weeds/grass are
at least 12 inches tall and more. I started with the lower east trail and got about 1/3 of
the way up it and came across a fairly large tree down on the trail. I turned around and
then started mowing the upper east trail. The weeds were even taller here. I was
slowly plowing through them but my lawn tractor was working really hard and started
to over-heat so I had to quit. I may try mowing again tomorrow but will pick up the
brush mower from Q.H. Argh!

970
Laura Zumbrunnen
06-01-2015
01:08 PM ET (US)

Essex mowed this beautiful AM. John did entire 55th street field including high/low
roads and the windy wooded path that leads to top of the field. All went perfect. The
mower height was excellent and the 2 weeks since Lisa mowed was just right amount
of time to feel like it was a worthwhile effort! The gopher mountains are WAY less
but for one which i left as i am afraid of heights. Carrots moved to Paul E.

969
Jeff Radke
05-30-2015
10:23 PM ET (US)

I took a look at the shifter problems of the Quarry Hill ATV reported by Chris and
Dave. I looked at the shift linkage for any sign of a problem, that seem to be working
properly and smooth. There is a locking mechanism that is disengaged when the back
brake is applied in park and neutral I think. This may be be malfunctioning. I guess
we'll see if it continues. If so it may need to go to the shop. Browsing some forums
suggested that it could be disabled but in our case it's probably better to fix it
properly.

968
Jeff Radke
05-28-2015
11:38 AM ET (US)

Ill take a look at the shifter this weekend. 
Jeff

Sent from my iPhone

> On May 28, 2015, at 10:29 AM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

967
Dave Greymont
05-28-2015
11:29 AM ET (US)

Mark F., you're up next in the rotation for mowing Q.H. Chris only needed to mow
the old trail sections. The grass on the new trails is still coming in. Both Chris and I
had some issues shifting the ATV requiring turning it off and restarting it in order to
shift. Please let me (us) know if you run into the same thing. I'll let you know when
the trail needs to be mowed.

966
Chris Flood
05-28-2015
10:50 AM ET (US)

One more item for the next up to mow at Quarry Hill: The small gas can that I left on
top of the cabinet with the funnel on it is going to leak if you use the spout. The spout
on that can isn't the right one. It *sort of* works, but the threads on the cap are not the
same as the can.

965
Chris Flood
05-27-2015
12:38 AM ET (US)

The weather and my schedule finally aligned on Monday afternoon, so I mowed
quarry hill. Everything went fine, but the gear shifter was acting up a bit. I don't
usually shift much in the winter, but between running out of gas on the mower and an
87-point trailer back up job, I seemed to shift a fair amount. The shifter seemed to get
stuck a few times. If I shut the ATV off, the shifter freed up and was easy to move.
I'm not sure what I was doing wrong. Also, I bought some gas (for the first time ever),
but forgot to put any of it in the ATV or the mower. Whoever is up next, you'll need to
fuel up. Sorry

964
Lisa Luetmer
05-21-2015
01:10 PM ET (US)

The mower is tucked back in our shed now and all is well. It was dinged a little and
the belt was off. He showed me how to tighten by "feel". The belt is a bit stretched
and it would be a good idea to pick up a belt. I'm very perplexed as to the stump
Laura hit. It was a stump that was so low that we have been mowing over it for
several seasons. As a matter of fact she and Dave and I cut down a stump that was



much higher and also has been mowed over. The one on the Robertson expressway
that was in the middle of the trail by the short connecter to the prairie. So I asked
Alberto and he and I messed with the two big lowering screws and found that when
we screwed the deck down we actually had to push down the deck as well to get it to
lower. Maybe hard to explain here but I will show Mike the issue. Alberto wasn't very
happy with how that gizmo worked and we should be aware that the deck can "drop"
a bit after we lower by the crank. Or in other words the deck may not lower when we
crank it down unless we push it as well. And we have to make sure the handle is
locked in place as well. I set the deck at 3.5 so we are good to go. Mike has all of our
gas cans filled and we are ready for summer. For our new mowers (Henry H and
Robb) let me know a good time for a training session. After work or on a weekend
morning? Email me at Zumbrohoney@icloud.com I'll post it and welcome anyone in
need of a refresher course. Yes there will be BACKING. 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 20, 2015, at 12:34 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

963
Dave Greymont
05-20-2015
01:34 PM ET (US)

Lisa, Laura, and I removed some downed trees off the trail at Essex this morning and
cut 2 old stumps off below grade. We also leveled some monster gopher hills
(mountains) in the prairie. Lisa did all the cutting with Pat's big saw, or her pink saw.
Lisa's a lumberjack and she's okay. I think Monty Python was actually writing about
her.

962
Lisa Luetmer
05-19-2015
06:57 PM ET (US)

Laur I couldn't even find a stump. I saw where the mower stopped but there isn't
anything there. I'm wondering if it isn't a belt thing. Honestly it was really nice to
mow with my own mower too. It does a nicer job and it's faster. Backing up the club
mower takes more time;) L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 19, 2015, at 10:19 AM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

961
Laura Zumbrunnen
05-19-2015
11:19 AM ET (US)

HUGE thanks to Lisa, Jeff and Mike, for dealing with the hassle I created!!!! I
promise to stay in the lines from here on in, and I'm up next. Lisa will be holding the
new mower orientation in early June. I will attend to relearn mower height because I
think I could have had the mower blades too low...the stump wasn't sticking up very
high:(

960
Lisa Luetmer
05-18-2015
07:32 PM ET (US)

Had I been mowing today with our ATV I probably would have turned on the heated
grips! But I mowed Essex with my tractor. We have a little bit to clean up after the
wind yesterday but everything looks good. Jeff and I brought the mower to
Sommerby for Alberto to fix. Just for fun he actually backed the mower on the
trailer;) So I set the mowing edges at Essex and I'm going to encourage(beg?) all of
our mowers to stay within those set margines. This will keep that mower safe. We
really only need to mow two passes in the summer. I feel the same about the prairie
but if you want to knock yourselves out and do three passes you won't hit anything
bad in the prairie(except that bench on the middle trail). But it looks fine with two
passes and it saves some time. Dave and I will be at Essex on Wed morning to clean
up a downed tree and beat back the gophers at the base of the prairie. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 14, 2015, at 7:45 AM, QT - mtrantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >



959
Lisa Luetmer
05-14-2015
09:01 AM ET (US)

Thank you Mike for trying! I can definitely get the mower. Will mow essex with my
mower hopefully on Friday. Will definitely nip the stump that attacked Laura while
I'm at it. No worries.
L
Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 14, 2015, at 7:45 AM, QT - mtrantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

958
mtrantow
05-13-2015
11:21 PM ET (US)

The Essex mower will need one side blade guard repaired/bent back. I tried levering,
compression and even a bigger hammer, but the the steel is too thick and stiff. I don't
recall who made the last arrangements with Eric C. and Alberto., but we'll need their
assistance again.
Jeff or Lisa, if you have time to get the trailer let me know, and I can come over to
help load the mower. Otherwise I'll have time Sunday or next week.

957
Laura Zumbrunnen
05-13-2015
09:19 PM ET (US)

Way worse than a bad hair day is a bad mower day! This morning I got our home
mower stuck in a ditch and 3 guys in a truck bailed me out. This afternoon I hit a
stump in the Essex woods going very slow but still managed to break the mower by
bending a guard. Thanks to Mike T for this diagnosis who came after work to assess
damage. He is going to try and pound it out. If that doesn't work, Lisa said we will
need to put it on trailer and take it somewhere:( I will absolutely mark the stump after
I get a flag.

956
Jeff Radke
05-10-2015
03:56 PM ET (US)

Thanks to everybody who helped with seeding the new trail sections there is now a
fine carpet of seedlings coming up. I thought it would be a good idea to rope off the
new sections to traffic so it wouldn't get trampled. I went by this am and put up the
closed trail signs.across the entrances. We can play it by ear as to when to open them
up again.

955
Dave Greymont
05-06-2015
05:02 PM ET (US)

I mowed just along the edges of the trail at QH today where the weeds were trying to
work their way in. The grass really didn't need to be mowed but I wanted to make
sure the equipment was working. No problem with the equipment except for one time
when the ATV engine wouldn't quite slow down to idle. I shut the engine off and
restarted it and then everything was fine. Something to monitor I guess. I also crossed
Henry's bridge and mowed up to the Park Wood Hills playground and back. (We
should do that each time we mow.) No problem with pulling the mower across the
bridge. Be sure to shut the blades down while crossing. I looked at the new grass on
the north east loop and it's starting to come in. It took me 4 or 5 attempts to back the
mower in to the shed. If you guys get frustrated trying to back it in, just drive in
forward.
Chris, you're up next to mow.

954
Laura Zumbrunnen
04-29-2015
06:56 PM ET (US)

Lisa and I wanted to pretty things up at Essex in celebration of our new mowers: Paul
E, Henry H, and Robb W! Lisa mowed the prairie on 55th field Monday (belt of
mower came off and she and Jeff R put it back on). Today, we took off snow fence on
bridge, put the hay bales in her car, covered the assertive ski signs w/ cool bags/clips.
Lisa thought if we cleared in front of the quonset, then backing in would be so much
easier (i didn't have the heart to tell her the Sahara could be in front of me and I'd die
of thirst before that little squirt mower would back in). Anyway, it got cleared. There's
a ton of iron junk up in there. Lisa thought it could get recycled...another day for that
job!

953
Dave Greymont
04-27-2015
06:08 AM ET (US)

We’ve noticed a mild “clunking” noise coming from the rear of the ATV. (You have to
listen for it to hear it over the engine noise.) It would be impossible to detect with the
mower running as well. Jeff Radke took off a partially melted brake shield thinking
that might be the cause but it wasn't. It may be nothing, or a sign of something serious
developing. Henry, might you have time to test drive the ATV and offer an opinion on
whether or not we should take it in to the shop for service?

952
Dave Greymont
04-24-2015

As part of maintenance, Jeff Radke planned on changing the rear differential oil in the
QH ATV. The drain plug is removed with an allen wrench. Unfortunately the plug
wouldn't turn and the hole for the allen wrench became rounded out. I looked at the



12:19 PM ET (US) Grizzly forum and discovered this is a common problem. The plug has to be torqued
to the proper tightness when it's put in. If it's tightened too tight, then this problem
occurs. They had several recommendations for getting the plug out but after much
time spent trying we were unsuccessful. I took the ATV to my neighbor (Brad
Hoover) who is a great mechanic and he was able to remove the plug and change the
differential oil. The ATV is now back in the QH shed.

Just an unsolicited ad for my neighbor. He used to be the Corvette mechanic at
Clement's Chevrolet before going in to business for himself. He has a second garage
next to his house that is his shop. To give you an idea of his range of talent, right now
he's working on a 1966 collector Mustang, a newer Ford pickup truck, in the back of
his shop he's got a hot rod that is being built up, and an almost new Corvette in the
driveway. He's got 2 lifts in his garage but he doesn't work on foreign cars. One of the
ways I gauge a shop is by how neat it's kept, and Brad's couldn't be cleaner or nicer.
So, if any of you are in need of a good mechanic, let me know and I can put you in
touch with Brad, or it's Hoover Auto Repair, phone 282-0637.

951
Jeff Radke
04-19-2015
06:47 PM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill ATV and mower are ready for use. I haven't noticed any problems
with the equipment right now. Everything seems to be in good shape for the mowing
season.

950
Dave Greymont
04-13-2015
12:43 PM ET (US)

I charged the battery on the mower and it starts and runs fine. Jeff Radke is still
working on the ATV.

When I was entering the gate, there was a nice pair of Fiskars lopers leaning up
against the left pole of the gate. I didn't know who they belonged to so I left them
there. If no one claims them, I guess they might become property of the club.

949
Jeff Radke
04-11-2015
03:30 PM ET (US)

With the help of Dave Greymont we got the wheels on the Quarry Hill ATV. Most of
the maintainence is completed. I have the air filter out so that I can clean and treat it,
so for a couple of days the ATV is inoperable. I will post when everything is done.

948
mtrantow
03-24-2015
04:56 PM ET (US)

I am really happy that a bunch of folks have been out and skiing Essex lately. It was
getting progressively softer by noon when I saw John Resman and Barry Knapp out
there. I felt guilty/selfish last night for grooming "just for me" when I skied right after
grooming (it was a very nice 29 F). Let's hope for a colder track than the forecast...
maybe the snow tonight will stick around til the Thursday night and Friday night cold
snaps and we can roll and comb some more.

947
Laura Z
03-24-2015
12:18 PM ET (US)

I want to publicly apologize to Mike T for giving him a hard time last Sat when he
confessed he might pull the snowmobile out if we got snow. I laughed and called him
a "die-hard". So, after reading his note below, I sheepishly pulled out my skis and
found myself in great company this AM! We all had smiles and grateful thoughts to
Mike...thanks for one more one last time.

946
mtrantow
03-24-2015
12:59 AM ET (US)

Essex was rolled & combed again tonight ~4 miles of loops, avoiding the pavement
trails again. So 55th Street, South prairie and woods trails are in great shape for skate
or Classic - even used my race skis. One area to be careful of is the paved path across
the concrete bridge. Taken slowly, you can avoid cutting through. No track setter, but
skier-set tracks for classic. Should be good skiing Tuesday til noon. If the weather
forecast was colder, I'd consider pulling the ginzu back out.

945
mtrantow
03-22-2015
10:29 PM ET (US)

Wouldn't you know Mother Nature would throw us the biggest snowfall *AFTER*
the equipment is stowed? I did take the snowmobile with roller/comb down out on the
Essex trails without asphalt (55th Field, South Field, woods trails), but it has snowed
2" since I started. I will ROCK-ski classic tomorrow and see if it's worth doing again.
(I felt rocks by the enlarged erosion ditches from Archery east at the bottom of the
hills)
*if someone else wants to try rolling Essex, the snowmobile and roller are ready*
Edited 03-23-2015 09:40 AM

944
Walker, Henry J.

I returned the QH groomer and roller to their summer storage positions in the shed
and pulled the mower into position for easy access. During the summer or early fall it



03-22-2015
10:02 AM ET (US)

will be valuable to take a good look at the rubber wings on the ginzu to determine if
they need replacing or a better support mechanism. Groomers noted they had some
issues with the rubber matting plowing and I see there is a repaired tear on one wing.
They served their duty so it may be time for replacements. 
Henry

943
mtrantow
03-22-2015
12:51 AM ET (US)

Thanks to Laura Z and my sons, we got the ginzu, roller, snow fence and snow mobile
re- stowed in the Essex shed. It will be a tight fit for the ATV in front of the mower,
but it should work. I have the big trailer and ATV at my garage. Tracks to wheels
change done. Oil and transmission fluids Sunday.

942
John Resman
03-21-2015
11:17 PM ET (US)

Spent a few hours at QH today pruning branches on the trails - it was a nice day and
pruning was easier without new growth on the trees/brush. Spent most of the time
cutting the low oak tree branches on the west access trail to Henry's Horrible Hills
(HHH) and overhanging branches on the continuation of the access trail up the hill to
the high point on the north side. There are a lot of rocks on the side of the uphill trail
to the high point. Maybe we can get a ski team work group to move all those rocks
way off the trail so that water runoff won't move the rocks onto the ski trail
(rake/shovel rocks into a wheelbarrow and move away from the trail). We can see
what other work can be done and maybe have the new captains organize a work effort
on the trails.

941
Dave Greymont
03-18-2015
01:30 PM ET (US)

I drove the ATV around QH today to pick up the lath marking the edge of the trail.
Someone had already pulled it and it was in a pile on new Park Wood Hills trail. AKA
"HHH". No, that doesn't stand for our beloved Hubert H. Humphrey, but instead it
stands for "Henry's Horrible Hills". The ground was soft so now the ATV looks like
someone when mud bogging with it. I will bring it home and power wash it when we
have a warmer day. I also color coded the lugs and corresponding holes in the wheels
of the tracks with 3 different colors to facilitate putting the tracks on next fall.

940
mtrantow
03-17-2015
10:21 AM ET (US)

Essex: I plan on putting the grooming equipment away in the shed this weekend. I
would like to clean everything out first, and then rearrange. I'll be there Saturday
morning starting around 9am. Any Essex groomers who can help, please let me know.
Jeff R. I may want to take the ATV to my garage for tracks-to-wheels conversion. So
please let me know where the trailer is, if you can drop it off, or I can come get it.
Thanks, Mike

939
Dave Greymont
03-16-2015
03:58 PM ET (US)

Jeff Robertson and I took down the lights on the Eastwood Golf Course today. We'll
do the trail lights another day after the trail dries out. No particular hurry to take the
trail lights down. I'll also take down the lath markers at QH once the trail dries out.

938
mtrantow
03-08-2015
01:55 PM ET (US)

Many spots of open grass, dirt,and pavement at Essex skiing this morning. You can
still get a loop or two in the NE woods but it won't be worth grooming unless we get
more snow. I moved the ginzu and roller over by the shed while we still had snow.

937
John Resman
03-08-2015
11:18 AM ET (US)

Thanks Jeff for grooming - Quarry Hill Ski this morning was nice. The best trails
were the park playground loops (Parkwood/Quarry Hill), the northeast woods loop,
and the cherry grove trail. The north part of the meadow trail was also reasonable.
The south half of the meadow trail and the woods trail heading north from the nature
center are both pretty icy. Didn't attempt the loops north of Parkwood. If you parked
at the Parkwood lot, did the playground loop, then headed south to the northeast loop,
and then the cherry grove trail, you would be skiing on great snow conditions. Of
course, these conditions are going to change rapidly as it warms up.

936
Jeff Radke
03-08-2015
12:42 AM ET (US)

Groomed QH this evening. Cover is pretty good but most is scuffed ice with some
fast skiable sections mixed in. The area around the nature center is icy but I did go out
to the west ball field with the Ginzu and the ball field is pretty good. Parkwood field
is good but I had a problem going up the steep NE pitch to the new section. The ATV
bogged down and stopped right at the steep part. I had to turn the Ginzu around and
then it took several tries to get the ATV to bite and get up the hill. I went around and
picked up the Ginzu and was going to aproach from the other side but though twice
about it not wanting take a chance again on that north steep turn. Another day! The
best part is that the trails are pretty smooth, no ruts or footprints.



935
Walker, Henry J.
03-07-2015
10:51 PM ET (US)

Thanks Mike - I was making up the idea as I went, clearly it has worked elsewhere
and now that I see Winter Parks current rating I want to go ski there that much more.
If you are familiar with the grading system already please carry it forward and we can
see what comes of it. 
We may squeeze two days of decent skiing out of the trails yet but the current warm
up trend is writing the last chapter soon. Thank you for grooming everyone! 

 
________________________________________
From: QT - Mike Trantow [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 07, 2015 10:03 AM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

934
Jeff Radke
03-07-2015
08:37 PM ET (US)

Thanks John, 
I'll see what I can do. Sounds like we can salvage something for tomorrow. 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Mar 7, 2015, at 6:45 PM, QT - John Resman <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

933
John Resman
03-07-2015
07:45 PM ET (US)

Had a great ski early this morning at Quarry Hill. Took a no-wax classic ski tour after
5PM to check out the trail conditions. The tracks had already iced up even though it
was 36 degrees out. I was hoping they would still be soft but they must have iced up
after the sun disappeared. Coverage at Quarry Hill is still pretty good. There are open
sections and sections where the snow has transformed into water - so it will probably
be ice in those areas after tonight.

Payne shed flat loop - all covered except for short section by the road
Payne hill loop - covered except for hill in the open - half the hill has no snow
Entrance to pines from Payne shed - thin/open 
Meadow trail - surprisingly well covered - section nearest the nature center has
several sections where water has started to pool and also some open spots
New northeast extension - all covered except for first initial steep hill - 3/4 exposed 
The rest of the trails are pretty reasonable - some rutted and some with very little ruts
- some small open sections - and some sections where snow is transforming into
water.

The new loops north of the Parkwoods playground aren't in great shape. The bottom
of the east hill is very thin and snow is transforming into water - will be pretty icy.
The west trail to the loops has several open areas and slushy areas. The middle loop
has many open/thin areas. The east section by the road is probably in the best shape
along with the north hill (all snow covered). The west section (below the middle loop)
has many areas where the snow is transforming into water.

You could maybe groom portions of the north Parkwood loops that would be skiable -
not sure if it's worth it. If the grooming works well tonight on the other areas, there
will probably be fun skiing early in the morning.
Edited 03-07-2015 07:46 PM

932
Craighead, James R.
03-07-2015
06:20 PM ET (US)

Yippee! I'd sure like to ski tomorrow - thanks, Jeff
________________________________________
From: QT - Jeff Radke [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 07, 2015 2:38 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming



< replied-to message removed by QT >
931
Jeff Radke
03-07-2015
04:20 PM ET (US)

I'll give grooming QH a try and post when I'm done.

930
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
03-07-2015
03:43 PM ET (US)

Might be worth a shot - this is likely to be the last chance for skiing as temps next
week will almost certainly wipe out large sections of the trail. Michael O'C

< replied-to message removed by QT >

929
Jeff Radke
03-07-2015
03:38 PM ET (US)

I was wondering what thoughts might be on grooming QH tonight. Temps will be
below freezing. Would that give us another day of decent trail conditions? Any
negatives? I could go out around 8:00pm and give it quick drag.

928
Mike Trantow
03-07-2015
11:03 AM ET (US)

I agree with all your points Henry, but I think I could create a simple template that
rates trail sections on a 1-5 scale for classic and skate to post to FB... that might
generate more traffic to our page and
participation in RASC
see the link below
http://minocquawinterpark.org/trails-conditions/
i will post something for essex today
it would be purely voluntary for groomers and skiers and we could either post the text
template OR get a whiteboard/chalkboard per park and just post the picture
On Mar 6, 2015 4:07 PM, <QT@qs3582.pair.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

927
Walker, Henry J.
03-06-2015
05:07 PM ET (US)

Thanks for grooming Brian. The quicktopic list should stay strictly groomers because
others do not understand the ins and outs of the job and they want to provide "help" or
"advice". The trail is just out the door of the nature center so the conditions would be
quite easy to monitor directly for them. We have not updated the conditions as
routinely as we could but this is a volunteer group, everyone's time is valuable and we
need to limit burnout. Maybe we could create a system that quickly shows the trail
conditions with a scale of 1 -5 and each level corresponds to an identified quality. A
five is perfect ski conditions and a one is rock skis only with reasons for each
category. Someone would still need to take time to feed that info to the Nature Center
if they are not willing to check out the trails themselves. 
HW 

< replied-to message removed by QT >

926
Brian Buss
03-06-2015
04:25 PM ET (US)

Groomed QH this morning. I also talked to the QH staff (used the building to change).
They mentioned that they field a lot of calls about the conditions of the trails and
seldom of have good answers. This would be more for the future but any feedback
from us at anytime would be appreciated. You can just stop in or send them an email:
quarryhill@qhnc.org. They do have a link to our webpage that they can check but
they apparently would like more feedback than that. I was also wondering if it would
help them to be included on this list? 

Here is there number also:507-328-3950
925
Dave Greymont
03-05-2015
05:08 PM ET (US)

March 4th. Eastwood was groomed. This will be the last grooming for the season.
Many thanks to Dave Brudwick for his excellent grooming.
Dave G.

924
Eric Reeve
03-03-2015

QH groomed tonight. No new snow to help us out bit the trails seem to be in great
shape. Classic track set but shallow in some spots.

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fminocquawinterpark.org%2Ftrails-conditions%2F&x=327525934.2


10:47 PM ET (US)
923
mtrantow
03-03-2015
07:55 PM ET (US)

Essex classic trail is still in really good shape..the dusting covered leaves and crud.
Excepting gardens and 55th, the drifting isn't bad ... yet. The skate deck might be
combed Wed or later once the winds stop.
Edited 03-03-2015 07:56 PM

922
Joey Keillor
02-28-2015
04:40 PM ET (US)

Gas cans filled at QH.

921
Andy
02-27-2015
06:10 PM ET (US)

I classic skied Essex this afternoon. Outstanding conditions. Thank you Laura for
such a terrific grooming job!

920
Jeff Radke
02-27-2015
11:18 AM ET (US)

Maybe there will be hundreds of people skiing here this weekend!

Sent from my iPhone

> On Feb 27, 2015, at 9:44 AM, QT - Chris Flood <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

919
Dave G.
02-27-2015
11:03 AM ET (US)

Great picture!
Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Chris Flood <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

918
Chris Flood
02-27-2015
10:44 AM ET (US)

We've really hit the big time now!

There are literally *hundreds *of people who will see that image! 
On Fri, Feb 27, 2015 at 8:53 AM, QT - Joey Keillor <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

917
Joey Keillor
02-27-2015
09:53 AM ET (US)

Check out Chris Flood's photo front and center of Skinniski.com

Nice work, Flood!

916
Laura Z
02-26-2015
05:54 PM ET (US)

Essex carrots moved to Brennan (Matt on deck).

I groomed and set tracks this afternoon at Essex. All worked great. Good snow cover
everywhere. I took the high road by playground because the low road looked a little
too deep in snow. I was going to go back w/ roller but I'm so slow and was too chilled
at end...so low road by playground is ungroomed.

915
Chris Flood
02-26-2015
02:15 PM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill this morning. It was a little thinner than it looked in a few
spots. I pulled up some dirt here and there, but otherwise it groomed up beautifully.
Everything worked fine, but I used the last of the gas and didn't have time to get
more. The ATV is full, but the cans are all empty. Sorry. I had to get to work...

914
Laura Z
02-25-2015
04:29 PM ET (US)

Thanks! I'll groom Essex tomorrow (Thurs) starting at 1pm:)

913
mtrantow

Essex ATV and Ginzu are working OK (no loss of power today). Other than slightly
loose handlebars, I'm not sure what made the Electric Power Steering (EPS) not



02-25-2015
03:25 PM ET (US)

function. I couldn't get it to fail, even with Ginzu. I'll take Jim Craighead's help to
replace the panel later... for now, it's working.

912
John Resman
02-25-2015
01:24 AM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed Tuesday evening. I tried resetting the track in a few places,
but it didn't work very well, so the track was left alone. The ginzu did a good job of
softening up the hardpack on the skate lane. The skate lane should set up well
overnight. One large half full container of gas is left.

911
Laura Z
02-21-2015
06:25 PM ET (US)

Essex carrots moved to Laura (Brennan on deck).

Congrats to all the Birkebeiners!!!
Edited 02-21-2015 06:25 PM

910
Jeff Robertson
02-21-2015
01:44 PM ET (US)

Joe
Dave and I noticed that the steering seemed hard when we groomed for the race. We
lifted the handle bars but it didn't make a difference. It seemed fine w/o the ginsu. We
mentioned it to Mike. I am not sure if he had a chance to look at it before heading to
Hayward. 
Jeff

909
Joe Gyura
02-21-2015
12:46 PM ET (US)

Groomed Essex with Ginzu combs. Two passes on all trails and set track. With the
exception of a few thin areas in the prairies, the trail is in great shape. 

Had not mechanical problems. There is plenty of gas. Thank you, Mike!!

Two items: I smelled gas almost the entire time grooming. Did not see any evidence
of a leak and the gas cap was tight. I'm assuming it's from a spill during a prior fill.
Second, the steering, for some reason, seemed awfully difficult today. Possibly the
snow conditions or I didn't eat enough Wheaties..... 

I also printed copies of the log sheets and attached to the clipboard.

Enjoy!!!

Joe

908
Jeff Robertson
02-20-2015
04:09 PM ET (US)

Brian
John Resman would be your best contact. He would have the date he worked out with
Maplelag for next year. He is skiing the Birkie this weekend so you best contact him
next week,
Jeff

907
Brian Buss
02-20-2015
03:22 PM ET (US)

Sorry to bother everybody with this email however I was wondering if anyone knew
if the maplelag ski trip fell on the same weekend ever year. I am doing vacation picks
and would pick those dates if available.

Thanks in advance!

Brian Buss

< replied-to message removed by QT >

906
Jeff Radke
02-20-2015
08:20 AM ET (US)

Thanks Jim. 
Should be nice with a little snow on top too!

Sent from my iPhone

> On Feb 20, 2015, at 6:42 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

905
Craighead, James R.
02-20-2015
07:42 AM ET (US)

Jeff, the grooming was fantastic. Like skiing on silk!
________________________________________
From: QT - Jeff Radke [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 6:30 PM



To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

904
Jeff Radke
02-19-2015
07:30 PM ET (US)

Thursday afternoon QH was groomed. I experimented with track setting with mixed
results. I left most of the better track as is. I'm a groomer in the make right now. I
know I need to work on my transitions. I'm sure they are reflecting a confused spacial
view which I'd really like to keep to myself! There was one can of gas left in the
cabnet I think it is full but I did not check it. The ATV is full but we'll need to fill the
cans again soon. Good luck to everybody in Hayward this weekend.

903
mtrantow
02-19-2015
06:05 PM ET (US)

All packed up and skis waxed ready to go for Birkie this weekend. If there's a case for
grooming Essex, there's plenty of gas but I don't have anymore grooming sheets until
Monday

902
Joe Gyura
02-17-2015
08:24 AM ET (US)

Lisa, another option to change your email is in "profile" just above the "Get Mail"
button and along side your log in Id.

Thanks!

Joe

901
Dave G.
02-17-2015
02:30 AM ET (US)

Lisa,
Did you try clicking on the green box labeled "Get Mail" on the top right hand side of
the QT page? The select the option that you want to receive emails and then enter
your email address. Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Lisa Luetmer <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

900
Lisa Luetmer
02-16-2015
10:34 PM ET (US)

Really a sincere thank you to all the essex groomers and snow shovelers that prepared
a fantastic course for the last RNST ski event of the season. You guys did an amazing
job. And also can any of you tell me how to get QT to update my new email address?
My new address is zumbrohoney@icloud.com. L
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 12, 2015, at 11:58 AM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

899
Laura Z
02-16-2015
09:08 AM ET (US)

Essex carrots moved to Joe G (Laura Z on deck).

898
mtrantow
02-15-2015
08:43 PM ET (US)

The 6.5Km RNST time-trial route was combed with the ginzu. Given the scattering of
leaves, twigs and some dirt spots, and the new snow spots Andy and I threw at them, I
think the artistry was more "Jackson Pollock." I did use the knives in some better base
areas and to eliminate classic tracks where the trail was too narrow OR where there
were so many leaves and twigs in the tracks that it warranted it. I still think it might
be worthwhile for Jeff or someone to lightly comb again Monday.
(oh, and I have the two large gas tanks filled up before the price jumps ... will bring to
the shed at time trial Monday)
Edited 02-15-2015 09:18 PM

897
Jeff Radke
02-15-2015
07:17 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hiil was groomed tonight. I would say the trail is in good condition with just a
few thin spots and some debris due to recent winds. I went for a Michaelangelo but
ended up with an early Picasso after snaging some straw up on the ridge of the
Parkwood extension. Oops! Was looking the wrong way at the wrong time. Other then
that everything is in good shape, enjoy the warm up tomorrow.



896
Andy
02-15-2015
07:12 PM ET (US)

Mike and I shoveled snow on the 55th St. trail and along the southwest praire trails.
Took several sled loads with the snowmobile and then followed with the ATV and
ginzu. The trail along 55 St. has a lot of dirt and salt from the plows on 55th. Skiable
but dirty snow. Mike groomed the rest of the trails with the ginzu. We should be
pretty much set for the time trials tomorrow!

895
Mark Foley
02-13-2015
11:43 PM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill tonight and had the challenge of the Valentines Candlelight Ski
event with a lot of inexperienced skiers on the trail and candles all along the path. The
trails look good further from the Nature Center but close in they might be rough from
a lot of skiers on the fresh grooming. The main door to the shed is frozen shut so you
have to go in the east door.

894
Laura Z
02-13-2015
06:32 PM ET (US)

Essex carrots moved to Andy (Joe on deck)

893
Barry
02-13-2015
06:22 PM ET (US)

I just finished a noninvasive groom of Essex. Luckily, just as I was starting, Jeff came
by and advised me on what to do to freshen up the trails but not dig up foreign
material (ie, dirt). It went well (but far from a Rembrandt job). The only thin spots
that will be on Monday's TT course are on the NW meadow trail (the northern most
E-W trail), and on the S prairie (southern most E-W trail). Maybe if anyone goes out
to Essex this weekend to ski, bring a shovel and do a little scooping and packing. I
will gladly buy a beer for the groomer person who invested in the battery powered gas
pump; this is the first time for me that I did not smell like gasoline after trying to fill
the gas tank by pouring it. Kudos to whomever got the pump!

892
Matt Hawkins
02-12-2015
01:00 PM ET (US)

I agree with Dave and Laura about improved trail conditions due to signage. The
results were apparent almost immediately after posting so the signs are effective. At
the same time the signs seem to be offensive to "certain people" so it may be better to
use less exclusionary language. Maybe something like "Trail section for SKIERS
ONLY". I also agree with Mike on the topic of creating a separate system of trails so
hikers don't feel they are being excluded. Those trails could be signed for hiking and
snowshoeing. Maybe Mr. Clikeman would lead that effort, empower the haters.
Another fix for Essex is to move the ski trails away from paved trails where possible.
Moving the north side prairie loop away from the bike path connector by linking
across the hillside would allow a better /hillier trail and prairie growth would
physically separate the ski and bike trail. The east side woods trail could also turn
north prior to hitting the bike trail and loop around to meet up with the next unpaved
section. Definitely some tree work required but a much better surface for skiing and
less walker conflict. There could be a connector across the pavement where this trail
section is adjacent to the steep hill from the garden loop. My 2 cents and thanks to
everyone for your comments.

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Thu, Feb 12, 2015 at 11:18 AM, QT - Dave Greymont <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

891
Dave Greymont
02-12-2015
12:18 PM ET (US)

It seems to me that no matter what a person or group tries to do there will usually be
someone who feels their rights or privileges are being infringed upon. But, if people
are educated there may be a compromise or even better outcome. Take for example
the effort to build a mountain biking trail at Indian Heights. It was done for all the
very best reasons but the local residents fought it. The result was a far better plan to
develop a winter sports park adjacent to Gamehaven Scout Camp. Mr. Clikeman has
brought up Essex trails at a City Council meeting plus the letter to the editor. He may
be on a mission but yet it sounds like there's at least a remote possibility of pacifying
him by clarifying trail usage. He's likely not the only one pissed about the trail
signage. Maybe something good can come out of this too. This might be an



opportunity to educate the public and improve the signs for next year.

On the other hand, sometimes you just have to look at "the greater good". The trails at
QH are much-much better since the signs. Last weekend the parking lot at QH was
full and there were tons of people out skiing. Almost all of QH's equipment was
rented out. Last Friday QH at 80 kids from Pine Island skiing. I was told that Tyrol
had rented out everything they had. Isn't this great that so many people get out and
enjoy the park and it's really due to RASC's efforts.

890
mtrantow
02-12-2015
12:06 PM ET (US)

Thanks Bruce. Where is the best hi-res original source of the current Essex map and
what App did you/RASC use to update it?
I see the following PDF source, but I suspect there's some better original copy.
http://www.rascmn.info/nordic_maps/essextrails.pdf

889
Bruce
02-12-2015
11:23 AM ET (US)

The Essex signboard could be a good place to explain and clarify the signage. Also,
the map there is getting a bit faded - a new map from Staples with the 'ski-only' areas
highlighted with one color and the walking/skiing areas highlighed in another, may
help clarify the winter use. I had been getting Staples to do banners the last couple
times - they last longer and are about the same price as laminated maps.

888
mtrantow
02-12-2015
11:18 AM ET (US)

Hmmm... Mr. Clikeman actually "Liked" my response on the RNST FB page. So
maybe it's more a misunderstanding of just how much of the trails are NO walking. ie.
NOT the paved trails, which are groomed, but open to everyone.
I'm debating posting the clarification to the PostBulletin site, opening a dialogue with
him/Jody ... or just leaving it lie.
Regardless, maybe there's a better way to show by map or signage where the NO
Walking applies. It's not 90% of the park as he implied.

***
Another topic we might raise with Mr. Nigbur is adding some Doggie Doody bag
dispensers and signage at the park trail entrances. Every time I ski, I end up flicking
droppings off the trail with my poles.
I'd be willing to strap a bag dispenser on a post and refill with Target and KwikTrip
bags ... may be a good Eagle Scout project too?
Edited 02-12-2015 11:23 AM

887
Laura Z
02-12-2015
11:07 AM ET (US)

I have nothing to add to great comments below; just wanted to note how much I've
appreciated the improved skiing due to signs.

886
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
02-12-2015
08:44 AM ET (US)

I posted a similar (if not quite so nice a response) to Clikeman on the RNST Facebook
page. 
_________________________
Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
Professor of Radiologic Physics
Mayo Clinic
Section of Nuclear Medicine
Charlton 1-225, 
Rochester, MN 55905
E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
Phone : (507) 284-7083
Fax : (507) 266-4461

< replied-to message removed by QT >
885
mtrantow
02-12-2015
01:22 AM ET (US)

Here is what I *wanted* to post on the PostBulletin site in response to Jody Clikeman
(gee, related?)
<START POST>
While much (but not all) the Essex trails are maintained year-round and groomed by
RASC volunteers, which benefits everyone, only portions of the trails are posted for
skiers *while groomed* in winter. The trail sections that are posted are loop sections
with grass underneath and mowed by RASC in summer and groomed for skiing in
winter. Most of those would not be open and accessible as they are without the

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rascmn.info%2Fnordic_maps%2Fessextrails.pdf&x=327525934.2


hundreds of RASC volunteer hours that go into cutting grass, removing downed trees,
etc. (no tax dollars). The park trail sections that have pavement beneath, or are part of
the main trail system are for use by everyone year round. I did not think the Archery
range was posted. Mr. Nigbur's reply *is* relevant and perhaps the signs and maps
will need clarification. Having skied in Essex since 1988, I would prefer folks not
walk over the classic tracks or leave icy divots after warm days where ever they are,
but I understand and support everyone to get out and enjoy the main park trails in
winter no matter what is on your feet. (PS. I really appreciate courteous walkers who
go to the side. Thanks!)
<END POST>
I could say things about people who walk dogs and don't pick up their droppings, but
maybe Mr. Clikeman is responsible that way.
Personally, I would *not* say anything to a walker on the paved trails, but in posted
areas I would suggest they stay to the side opposite the classic tracks.
<ALTERNATE - maybe this?>
Not ALL the Essex trails are dedicated to skiers. While most of the trails are groomed
*for everyone's access*, the postings are only on the portions of the grass trails that
were developed, mowed, seeded, and maintained by RASC (by volunteers, no tax
money) and that posting pertains while groomed in winter. The paved trails and main
trunks are for use by everyone at all times, but I appreciate walkers who don't tread
over the set classic tracks and use the opposite side.
http://rasc-mn.org/page-1559934
Edited 02-12-2015 01:34 AM

884
John Resman
02-11-2015
11:13 PM ET (US)

I didn't see this until this evening - Mr. Clikeman posted a note on the RNST
facebook page on Feb 5 regarding this issue.

883
Walker, Henry J.
02-11-2015
09:45 PM ET (US)

Mr Clikeman's obstinance is self incriminating as well as self limiting. Most
intelligent people realize this sort of response is poorly thought out and reactionary as
opposed to the well mannered approach we continue to take. His negativity actually
plays into our hands for that reason. Don't let one squeaky wheel drive you crazy,
there exists a lot of non-winter hikers who applaud your efforts even if they don't stop
you to say so. I can think of many viable solutions to this issue but they will take time
for the public to embrace and take action on, until then we just keep doing what we do
very well which is to support the RNST. 
Its really hard to argue with the positive effect the grooming/mowing, trail building
and maintenance is having. I know this for many reasons including comments by non-
club members and city government. While we don't often receive accolades in the
paper for it, the work has been leading RASC in a positive direction every year.
Gamehaven may come to fruition as one result. This group is the greatest argument
we could hope to have in support of what we are doing. Great work everyone! 
Henry 
________________________________________
From: QT - Matt Hawkins [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 7:28 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

882
Andy
02-11-2015
09:13 PM ET (US)

One thing that needs to be pointed out in our response is that these trails have
benefited hundreds of Rochester and surrounding area junior and senior high school
students that have learned and some have excelled in a lifetime sport and activity.
Most "traditional" school sports like football and basketball are exclusive and not
lifetime activties which cross country skiing is. The Rochester Nordic Ski Teams
welcomes all students of all abilities wheather they want to compete or just learn how
to ski. Outside of the Nordic Ski Team, many of the adult Rochester skiiers are in
their 50s, 60s and 70s and still competing. The trails are groomed and used by skiers
only 3 to 4 months of the year. The rest of the time they are open to hikers, walkers
and their pets which we as club totally welcome.

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Frasc-mn.org%2Fpage-1559934&x=327525934.2


881
Jeff Radke
02-11-2015
09:01 PM ET (US)

I think that Michael Nigbur's response was very well spoken. I think a strong point to
get across is the fact that all of these developed trail systems are available to almost
all uses all the other 9 months of the year. That point being made I think walkers and
hikers should have they're system of trails in the winter too. Nothing unreasonable
about that. Maybe we should think of some ways to enhance they're use of the parks. I
don't think we should organize them with chain saws though. Jeff Radke 

Sent from my iPhone

> On Feb 11, 2015, at 7:28 PM, QT - Matt Hawkins <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

880
Matt Hawkins
02-11-2015
08:28 PM ET (US)

I encourage everyone to read the letter and respond with your counter
arguments/opinions on QT. It would be nice to see a collection of responses here to
distill and not be dragged into a public feud. Most of my responses would not be
suitable for the PB anyway.

http://www.postbulletin.com/opinion/letter...5-4cb1ea5f2c03.html 
Be sure to read Mike Nigbur's response to a recent complaint;
http://www.votewojcik.org/blog/2015/02/08/...-for-specific-uses/ 
OK, let's hear it from the people who build/maintain the trails so Mr. Clikeman can
whine about them.
-Matt

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Wed, Feb 11, 2015 at 5:55 PM, QT - Andy <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

879
Andy
02-11-2015
06:55 PM ET (US)

Groomers. Just want to make you aware of a letter to the editor in tonights Post
Bulletin by walker regarding skiing and grooming at Essex. Just an FYI.

878
Andy
02-11-2015
03:45 PM ET (US)

Just skiied Essex and it is great shape. Fast too. Thanks Matt for the grooming.
Brennan groomed this last weekend so Barry is up next in the rotation and then me.
Happy Trails!

877
Craighead, James R.
02-11-2015
01:30 PM ET (US)

Way to go, Rembrandt!

< replied-to message removed by QT >

876
Dave Greymont
02-11-2015
01:27 PM ET (US)

QH was groomed this morning. All the equipment worked fine but the operator was a
little "iffy". There were no skaters out this morning so when I left there was a virgin
trail of corduroy with a freshened classic track. If I say so myself, it was a beautiful
thing. A Michelangelo in the snow.

875
Laura Z
02-11-2015
12:02 PM ET (US)

Thanks, Matt...got ya down. Essex carrots on Brennan for next grooming (Barry is on
deck). 

While Andy lets us groomers know when/how to groom, I read Qtopics and move
carrots right after a grooming and then post who's up next and who's on deck based on
sequence and quantity of groomings. I won't be able to make Thursday (Barry's note
below), but feel free to share thoughts on this...this method can easily be modified.

874
Matt Hawkins

I didn't check the schedule, Andy said I was up so I groomed last night. Its all good.

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.postbulletin.com%2Fopinion%2Fletters%2Fletter-essex-park-trails-need-to-be-available-for-multiple%2Farticle_5e41e4fe-91e1-5e56-a415-4cb1ea5f2c03.html&x=327525934.2
https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.votewojcik.org%2Fblog%2F2015%2F02%2F08%2Fwhy-some-trails-are-reserved-for-specific-uses%2F&x=327525934.2


02-11-2015
10:52 AM ET (US) *Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Wed, Feb 11, 2015 at 9:48 AM, QT - Laura Z <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

873
Laura Z
02-11-2015
10:48 AM ET (US)

Essex grooming carrots were moved to Brennan. Sing out if carrots should change to
"not available". Matt is on deck.

872
Barry
02-11-2015
10:34 AM ET (US)

Dear Fellow Coaches and Groomers,
This is a final friendly reminder to you coaches and groomers of a well deserved end
of season Happy Hour. It has been a fine year with lots of great kids along with an
exceptional group of hard working coaches and groomers. 

Time: right after practice (~5:20pm)
Date: Tomorrow, Thursday (2/12/15)
Place: Wicked Moose Bar and Grill (1201 Eastgate Dr. SE, Rochester, MN 55904)
This is the same place we have gathered the past few years.
 
I will place this notice in the groomers email as well.

Thanks,
Barry (and Eric)

871
Brian Buss
02-09-2015
04:01 PM ET (US)

QH was groomed today.

870
Dave Greymont
02-07-2015
01:13 PM ET (US)

I filled the gas cans at QH this morning. The big shed door was frozen shut so I went
in through the east door. Just a reminder, the gate key fits the lock on the east door.

Afterwards I classic skied with Jeff Rob. and it was the best track I've had this year.
Absolutely no criticism here, but just a general recommendation. It's probably best to
set a classic track on just one side of the trail. I think the skaters are really very good
about not skating on the classic track, but where it's set on both sides of the trail the
skating lane gets a little narrow and results in the skaters hitting both sides. So, to be
consistent, plus it makes grooming just a little easier, let's just set a classic track on
one side of the trail.

It was a great morning for skiing. There was a crowd on the trail with lots of smiles.
Thanks again to all the groomers,
Dave

869
Eric Reeve
02-07-2015
12:29 AM ET (US)

Just finished up grooming QH. Everything went well. All trails were refreshed using
the Ginzu and I was able to add a classic track to just about everything. 

There is some gas left but running low and I wasn't able to fill up the cans. 

I sincerely apologize for adding a bit of black rubber to the new bridge. I approached
the bridge from the wrong path tonight and took to wide of a turn. Aside from leaving
some rubber behind I don't believe that there was any damage to the bridge or the atv.
Only my pride. 

Hopefully the trails set up tonight. Enjoy skiing this weekend.
868
Barry
02-05-2015

Dear Fellow Coaches and Groomers,
This is a friendly reminder to you coaches and groomers of a well deserved end of
season Happy Hour.



12:19 PM ET (US)  
Time: right after practice (~5:20pm)
Date: next Thursday (2/12/15)
Place: Wicked Moose Bar and Grill (1201 Eastgate Dr. SE, Rochester, MN 55904)
This is the same place we have gathered the past few years.
 
In my last note, I mistakenly thought that the Wicked Moose was still McMurphys,
and then I found on the web that McMurphys was closed. Now, I have been
enlightened by Don and Rich that the Wicked Moose is alive and well (my night time
social life is pathetic).
 
So, same place as last year, and if you are new, it is the bar and grill kitty corner from
Cubs (SE corner if HY 14 and Marion Rd).
 
I will place this notice in the groomers email as well.
 
Thanks,
Barry (and Eric)

867
mtrantow
02-04-2015
02:13 PM ET (US)

Thanks Laura! Sorry you had to funnel... I noticed the pump cut out just as I was
finishing refills last night. I think the Essex pump just needs two new D cells. (same
at QH?) I'll get some when I bring the 3rd gas can over tonight ... and then ski!

866
Laura Z
02-04-2015
01:33 PM ET (US)

Finished rolling/combing then ginsu'd and set track at Essex. Beautiful day to groom.
The track setter was perfect if I just pushed down on plug as I raised/lowered
setter...as Mike described. The gas filler upper didn't work so filled w/ funnel. Mike,
you did a GREAT job on the drifted part on 55th st..Thanks!!

865
Jeff Radke
02-04-2015
12:40 PM ET (US)

Hi Joey,

I noticed the ridge when I groomed too, but I thought it was operator error. I'll take a
look and see if I can think of a temporary repair. 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Feb 3, 2015, at 11:06 PM, QT - Joey Keillor <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

864
mtrantow
02-04-2015
12:27 AM ET (US)

Essex was *partly* rolled and combed (no Ginzu or track setting). I did the 55th St
prairie (Pavilion?) serpentine, the North woods (Lisa's trail from hell), the west part of
bike trail and the south prairie. I only used the snowmobile and spent a lot of time
dragging and rolling the deep drifted lower straight-away on the 55th St fields woods
line - - it's still soft and bumpy. Everything else I rolled should be in great shape for
skate skiing.
I leave the North East Woods and Gardens to Laura. Jeff R. is right. I think rolling
with the comb down first will help, then go back over it with the Ginzu to use the
track setter now that there's enough snow. If track setter flakes out, text me at 507-
990-3551 and I'll either meet you or groom Wed night.
Edited 02-04-2015 01:08 AM

863
Joey Keillor
02-04-2015
12:06 AM ET (US)

Q-Hill groomed with track set. Used the ginzu, and maybe it should have been rolled
and combed. The ginzu seemed to push a fair amount to the side in places, but not in
other places (mainly where the skiers packed things down today). On the plus side,
the track got set.

The gas pump thing seemed to pump fine for a little, then quit pumping...although it
was still making noise. New Battery?? ANyway, that is a great little gizmo, so it
would be good to get it working again.

Also, there is a tear in the rubber part of the comb on the track setter side of the ginzu.
I think that is at least part of the reason why the right side seems to ridge up the snow



when the track setter is in the up position. Not sure there is much that can be done
about it until the off season.

862
Jeff Robertson
02-03-2015
05:27 PM ET (US)

Mike
I was out shoveling snow off my walk - 4+ inches and light and fluffy. I would
suggest rolling with the comb down to capture as much snow as possible on the trail
and pack it. Using the Ginsu you may get too much of a build up in side. Laura could
maybe use the Ginsu tomorrow if it packed well.
Jeff

861
mtrantow
02-03-2015
03:46 PM ET (US)

Unless there are objections, I will plan to groom and track Essex tonight later ( after
RNST practice and snow ends). I still have to debug the Ginzu track setter, and I need
to drop off some more grooming sheets.
Laura Z. if you want to tag team, we could tackle it together anytime 6-10pm. It
might be good to pre-ride the 55th street area with the snowbmobile and maybe break
down drifts with a drag. I'm OK on my own too.

860
Andy
02-03-2015
12:36 PM ET (US)

I groomed Esssex this morning. Thought it would be best after 100+ skiiers on the
trails last night and to pack down the trails before our predicted snow fall of 2-4".
Tracks were not set due to the many thin spots. In the southwest praire it was knives
up only to avoid bringing up dirt. I did not groom the 55th Street open due to too
many bare spots. There is also a big drift on top of the 55th Street trail I did not go
over in fear of getting he ATV stuck (again, LOL). Unfortunately I could not access
the big hill going from the bike path to the 55 Steet play ground (bummer, cuz I like
that hill). If we get the predicted 4 inch snowfall, we should be able to groom the full
Essex trail system and set track tonight or tomorrow. Unfortunately I'm out of town
the rest of the week and will miss our great conditions. So get out and ski!!

859
Eric C
02-03-2015
12:15 PM ET (US)

Sorry not up to full groomer availability, there will be a day when I'll be back in full
force. For now, I will stay in the loop and jump in and help out whenever possible.
Barry, thanks for covering me on the Happy Hour and keeping the tradition alive.
Cheers, EC

858
Laura Z
02-03-2015
11:09 AM ET (US)

Eric is busy w/ kids! So Andy, then me (and am flexible/sharable...just let me know
when to groom).

857
Laura Z
02-02-2015
10:11 PM ET (US)

Essex grooming carrots moved to Eric C. If next is not good, Eric, just sing out. Then
Andy, then me.

856
Barry
02-02-2015
01:02 PM ET (US)

Just got back from a quickie at Essex. I mainly rolled and combed the garden area
(although we can't really call it that anymore as the gardens are no more, but I will
call it that anyway) and the NW prairie. It went well. However, the NW prairie was
pretty hard and iced over with some frozen black dirt showing through a bit. I would
not take 1st year RNST kids on that NW part tonight; experienced kids could handle
it ok. Sorry, but I ran out of time to do any tracks in the woods. Thanks to my fellow
Essex grommers for your tips and suggestions.

855
Barry
02-02-2015
10:34 AM ET (US)

Hi Lisa, What is your cell phone number? I am going out to Essex in a few minutes to
do the things that you, Joe, and Andy suggested. I will call you if I have any
questions. Thanks, Barry

854
Mark Foley
02-01-2015
06:13 PM ET (US)

Groomed Quarry Hill this afternoon. Woods are in good shape but snow is soft with a
lot of skiers out on it. New Parkwood Hills area is a mix of nice snow from drifting
and bare ice/grass. Field near the shed is pretty icy. West side by baseball fields is fair
with some icy spots. Definitely recommend rock skis unless staying in the woods. I
set classic tracks but with light base there is a fair amount of grass showing.

853
Andy
02-01-2015
05:51 PM ET (US)

I just skied Essex. A BIG THANK YOU TO JOE!! Groomed trails are good with the
expection of the southwest praire trail. You can ski around the bare spots. The 55th
Street trails looked thin with bare spots. With the wind picking up and drifting some
of these spots will either get larger or possibly fill in depending on location. My
advice is to roll 55th street trails and the garden trails. The Ginzu will work on the rest



to pack and refresh the trails. I think we can set track on the non-asphalt trails. I
would not set track on the paved bike trails at this time. Barry, if you groom Monday,
I'll groom Tuesday.

852
Lisa Luetmer
02-01-2015
04:31 PM ET (US)

Thank you for grooming Joe! 
Barry I visited with Jeff Robertson and its sounds like the best thing to do is to roll
Essex with the comb down tomorrow morning. That will pack this light snow down. I
will happily split the task with you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 1, 2015, at 2:56 PM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

851
Joe Gyura
02-01-2015
03:56 PM ET (US)

Barry, there are a few minor items I did not complete. Could be done anytime - IMO. 

I did not roll the north prairie. Although, it looked thin but may help keep what is
there from blowing away and possibly minimize drifting? The gardens also need to be
rolled. 

I did not set a track. I believe would work well in the woods, the prairies would be on
and off. 

May want to check with Andy on when would be a good time to groom the trails next.
The snow was soft, so another groom Monday morning may help compact and
smooth out the drifts from today's winds.

850
Barry
02-01-2015
03:21 PM ET (US)

Hi Joe and Lisa and Mike, Yes, I was just out to Essex to see if Joe ran out of time or
not and after a cursory look (plus reading Joe's update), it all looks good. I am still up
next, so if anyone thinks Essex needs some touching up early this week, please post a
message. I have time tomorrow am (Monday) and also most of the day Tuesday.
Maybe I should have all the Essex groomers cell number in my cell. I will try to get
numbers for Joe, Andy, Lisa, Matt, Mike at practice this week. Oh, almost forgot, my
cell is 507-250-3798. Thanks

849
Joe Gyura
02-01-2015
02:34 PM ET (US)

Just finished grooming Essex. Lisa thanks for the offer to share! Sorry I missed the
offer.

Equipment worked great - thank you Michael. There is plenty of gas.

I rolled the south prairie and loop that crosses the bridge (which was iced). There
were several "thin" spots so rolling was probably best option. The last loop at the
extreme west end of the south prairie is icy on the south hill. I would avoid trying to
ski that section. Which was the only questionable area!

I switched to the ginzu and groomed the woods. They are in good shape.

The gardens were drifted and really bogged down the ginzu, so only did one pass.
May need to roll first?

I ran out of time and did not roll the north prairie. I did do two passes through the
woods and then immediately down on the right. The prairie looked thin.

There were a pair of sunglasses left on the ATV. I put them by the clipboard.

Essex if very ski-able, so enjoy!!

Joe

I



848
Barry
02-01-2015
12:53 PM ET (US)

Hi Lisa, I am home now and just read your note. Assuming Joe is out there (Essex)
now, I will go out and maybe work out a split shift with him as he has a 2pm b'day
party to attend. I will add an update here after returning home. Thanks. PS I am
definitely not a princess, but I would not be eager to groom in the dark either.

847
Lisa Luetmer
02-01-2015
11:23 AM ET (US)

Hi Barry. I think Joe is out there now. I don't think you will need to roll. I emailed him
about "sharing";) he must be out there because he didn't answer. Stay tuned;) Mike I
can seriously roll Monday early. I hate the idea of you grooming tonight:/ I'm such a
princess about grooming in the dark..... 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 1, 2015, at 9:37 AM, QT - Barry <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

846
Barry
02-01-2015
10:37 AM ET (US)

Hi Essex Groomers. I just read your notes (Lisa, Joe, Andy,Mike). I am off to church
now and will plan on doing a roll on Essex early this afternoon (several hours before
the super bowl parties). I will update when done. 
Thanks, Barry

845
mike Trantow
02-01-2015
12:38 AM ET (US)

I can comb Essex Sunday night if there's snow. Having skied the good stuff in N WI i
I pity the folks who have to suffer the poor S Mn conditions

844
Joe Gyura
01-31-2015
11:03 PM ET (US)

I can roll Esses Sunday morning if we get some snow. Sunday afternoon and Monday
are not doable. If we get snow this evening, I will roll Essex Sunday morning.

Joe

843
Lisa Luetmer
01-31-2015
10:45 PM ET (US)

It's snowing:)
I was visiting with Bruce and he has a really good suggestion for Essex tomorrow. If
we get a couple inches we could roll early in the morning with the comb UP. Then if
the wind picks up the ridges will hold some of it. Then come back later in the day and
roll with comb down. But as I type this I realize it's super bowl Sunday. I'm happy to
roll early tomorrow morning and then maybe we can just roll again Monday. I'm open
to groom Monday morning too. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 31, 2015, at 4:05 PM, QT - Jeff Radke <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

842
Jeff Radke
01-31-2015
05:05 PM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill ATV is temporarily down. I was checking the rear gear oil when I
noticed the drain plug was loose and half way out. I didn't see any oil leaking on the
floor but I added some oil to top it off. I mistakenly thought the filler bolt was the
check level bolt too. It's not. I put too much oil in it and I have to let it slowly drain
out through the check level bolt. I've already sat here for an hour and it's still leveling.
I think it's best to let it sit until the morning so it can reach the proper oil level. I'll
come by in the am and tighten everything up for tomorrow. I'll post first chance. 
Heads up to check the drain bolt frequently.

841
Jeff Radke
01-31-2015
12:20 PM ET (US)

Scarified the QH trails this am. Mixed results with the wooded east section of trails
probably skiable, although some sketchy parts. Prairie section quite icy. Also the new
section is pretty icy with bare spots. The connecting section from the bridge and
around the Parkwood ball park is skiable too. I did groom the north of Parkwood trail,
which is in mostly good condition but vey patchy snow coverage and icy on the
downhills. I will probably avoid this loop but know of some that may give it a go! I'd
recomend parking at the Parkwood lot and connecting from there to the east wooded



trails. I adjusted the handlebars to a more elevated position, let me know how it is. It's
pretty easy to adjust. If think if we get an inch or two it is eve. it will shape things up
nicely. 
Jeff Radke

840
Barry
01-29-2015
02:57 PM ET (US)

Dear Fellow Coaches and Groomers,
It is time for the near-the-end-of-season RNST coaches and groomers Happy Hour
once again. This fine tradition was started by Eric Counselman 8 or so years ago and
has been kept alive by Eric and myself ever since.

I will be out of town the week before the Birkie, so how about if we have it two
weeks from tonight (Thursday, 2/12), right after the team practice? 

I was going to say at McMurphys (where we have had it lately), but their web page
says they are permamently closed (aarg!). So, Fellow Coaches, please suggest another
Pub to have it at. We will most likely be practicing at QH or Eastwood, so some
location in that part of Roch would be best, but if that does not work, let's find a place
with ample free parking and go from there.

Thanks. Remember to mark your calendar. Also, I will put this invite in the Groomer's
email web page as well.
Coach Barry

839
Dave Greymont
01-28-2015
05:51 PM ET (US)

Jeff Rob. and I groomed new trail adjacent to the old trail at Eastwood this afternoon.
Then we lengthened it with some "creative" trails. The equipment worked fine but the
large shed door is getting more difficult to open. I think it's binding on the guide at the
bottom edge on the right side of the door. Either the door has sagged a little, or frost
has heaved up the guide.

838
John Resman
01-26-2015
01:09 PM ET (US)

With regard to our low snow year, I wouldn't have guessed this news headline -> 

Rochester is the 10th snowiest city in the US for the winter of 2014-2015 for cities of
population greater than 100,000. Rochester has had 25.6 inches of snow and is the
only city in Minnesota in the top 10 (noting that the only other cities >100,000 in MN
are Minneapolis and St. Paul). Last year we had 28.5 inches of snow at this time. Just
about the same amount of snow as last year, but a lot more melting. These 26 inches
of snow have helped provide at least some days of skiing despite the frequent
warmups. 

Compare this to Fargo (close to Maplelag), which has had 7.5 inches of snow this
winter. The RNST was quite fortunate to be able to ski at Maplelag this year.

Link to news article: http://blogs.mprnews.org/newscut/2015/01/c...t-doesnt-know-
snow/

837
Christopher Flood
01-25-2015
06:47 PM ET (US)

I didnâ€™t ski today, but I would think that Quarry Hill is â€œOK-considering-the-
conditionsâ€ â€¦Iâ€™m not sure that means it would be good for a full
practiceâ€”particularly on a ~40 degree day. Itâ€™s hard to imagine anywhere is
going to be very good by tomorrow afternoon. 
Chris

> On Jan 25, 2015, at 4:56 PM, QT - Joey Keillor <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

836
Joe Gyura
01-25-2015
06:26 PM ET (US)

I skied Essex this afternoon, and to quote Andy, it is boiler plate hard and thin. The
east woods are in fair shape, but that is about it. The prairies are thin with several bare
spots. The bridge had around 1/3 of the snow gone. There is one short section after
the bridge that I needed to walk on grass. 

I do believe sections of Essex would benefit from some attention - the Ginzu with
combs down on the sections Mike did on Friday and the east woods. Not sure about

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fblogs.mprnews.org%2Fnewscut%2F2015%2F01%2Fcompared-to-the-northeast-the-midwest-doesnt-know-snow%2F&x=327525934.2


the prairies. 

I would not recommend Essex for a practice unless we did some grooming and then
assess the potential.

Thanks!

Joe

835
Joey Keillor
01-25-2015
05:56 PM ET (US)

In terms of ski practice Monday and Tuesday...it sounds like Q-hill and Chester could
be options. How is Eastwood and Essex? Can anyone report on that yet Sunday
evening?

I was thinking that if everywhere is similar, then I'd go Essex since we haven't skied
there yet this year.

Joey Feel free to give me a call.

834
Laura Z
01-25-2015
04:48 PM ET (US)

Just got back from QH...I agree w/ "surprisingly good". The path to and the main loop
right behind the hut is pretty icy but past that is nice. The Parkwood area and that new
part is quite OK. The new new trail is nice except the turn up the hill...not much snow.
The only non-skiable part for me was the U-hill sorta up by shed area. After checking
it out, I turned around. Thanks, Chris!!

833
Dave
01-25-2015
04:28 PM ET (US)

Hmmm. I spoke with someone who said the QH trail was quite "patchy". Jeff, Lisa,
and I just got back from Chester Woods. The lake is no good for skiing. We skied just
the upper trail without going down in the valley. Most of it was still pretty good.
When you ski out from the parking lot to the first intersection, if you go straight, the
trail runs along the ridge above the lake out to the dam. That section of trail is really
thin with some dirt (and a rock) showing through. I would avoid that section. Instead,
turn right at the first intersection and ski to the west along the fence line. There's still
lots of trail there that would be good for ski team practice. But, QH may be okay too.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

832
Jeff Radke
01-25-2015
02:32 PM ET (US)

I'll take care of adjusting the handlebars in the next couple of days. Trails were a
pleasant surprise. Went out for what I thought would be double pole workout, but the
skating was good too. 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Jan 25, 2015, at 11:13 AM, QT - Chris <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

831
Chris
01-25-2015
12:13 PM ET (US)

I groomed QH this morning. It's surprisingly good where there is snow. Light knives
worked well in most places. I brought up a little dirt here and there, but mostly the
snow is surprisingly deep in the shade. There are some bare spots to be sure, but they
are mostly avoidable (on skis and with the groomer). The north loops are keeping
their snow very well. I forgot to groom out to the nature center parking lot, so it looks
worse than it is until you get to the main loops. I also skipped the west side trails over
asphalt. There's good skiing in the woods.

One low-priority suggestion/request for Jeff or anyone with the time: Can we rotate
the handlebars forward (more vertical) a bit? They are tipped back, and I find them
really uncomfortable in that position. Maybe no one else is as high-maintenance as
me though. I leave it to the consensus of the group.

830
Lisa Luetmer
01-25-2015
10:47 AM ET (US)

Barry if we get our three inches I will be happy to meet you at essex and refresh your
memory with the ATV and the roller(or ginzu). I needed Dave to walk me through the
grip/thumb warmer again.
Let's hope we get snow soon.
L



Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 24, 2015, at 8:35 PM, QT - Barry <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

829
Barry
01-24-2015
09:35 PM ET (US)

Fellow groomers: I'm up next at Essex (thanks for the reminder Andy). Anyway, I am
kind of new to this, so other than something obvious (like a 3" snow), if anyone sees a
need for a roll or a track set, etc, please give me a note here, and I will get on it.
Thanks.

828
Jeff Radke
01-24-2015
04:37 PM ET (US)

Gave the ATV at Quarry Hill a good look over. Checked engine and gear oil, which I
topped off some. Engine oil looked clear. Found no issues.

827
John Resman
01-23-2015
11:46 PM ET (US)

The QH gas cans have been refilled.

826
mtrantow
01-23-2015
05:44 PM ET (US)

After a gas run, I did a quick yellow drag and then roll & comb from the red barn out
to the garden loops. My concern was the deep ruts and bumps from the drilling
equipment would become permanent fixtures if the snow melted and then set hard. It
seemed to work out OK, but there are stretches of the garden loop near the road that
are marginal even for rock skis, with gravel, rocks and chunks of asphalt showing.
The drag and comb seems to have well renovated the garden straightaway near the
hill/woods and may have improved the woods route? Unfortunately, it was getting too
warm to do any more.

825
Andy
01-23-2015
04:38 PM ET (US)

Looks like someone groomed the gardens at Essex!! (Mike?. Thanks!!!) Trails in the
woods are holding up but thin in spots. Trails in the open are skiable but very thin.
Let's see what tomorrow brings before we do any more grooming.

824
Dave Greymont
01-21-2015
10:47 PM ET (US)

Follow up to Jeff's note: The trail to the west ball field was groomed this morning.
Dave

823
Jeff Radke
01-21-2015
10:02 PM ET (US)

Rolled and combed QH this evening. Everything seemed to go fine. At least I didn't
damage any equipment or trees my first time out. It looked like even the little bit of
snow we got really freshened up the trail to make it quite skiable. Everything was
groomed except for the west bike path. Including the north of Parkwood trail and the
new extension. I filled the ATV with gas but the remaining cans are quite low. 
Jeff Radke

822
Andy
01-21-2015
09:57 PM ET (US)

Matt rolled and combed Essex this morning. Thanks Matt!!! I skiied the trails this
afternoon. The trails are thin but very skiable. The 55th street trail is quite thin and
may not hold up long. The park service was doing some maintenance in the garden
area and tore up our grooming. This will have to be re-groomed. The woods are in
good shape. I would advise not grooming for a day or two to let the packed trails set
up. There is snow predicted for the weekend. I believe Barry is up next in the rotation.

821
Jeff Robertson
01-21-2015
05:24 PM ET (US)

Lisa and I rolled Chester Woods this afternoon. We added another loop in the
southeastern most bay. It wasn't as long as we wanted to make it as we started hitting
more wet spots. We made one short loop in the other bay and encountered more wet
spots so we decided not to widen it. The course should set up well tonight and be
good for tomorrow's practice. I think there is enough gas left for one additional
refueling.

820
Dave Greymont
01-21-2015
12:19 PM ET (US)

I rolled/combed about 1/3 of QH this morning for Don Pankowski's kiddie ski
lessons. I would estimate QH got somewhere between 1 and 1-1/2 inches of new
snow. It's questionable whether it's worth the effort but I think packing it will help
preserve what we received. It combed out nice but it's thin. There were areas on the



bike trail where it was dark beneath where I groomed so you kinda know anyone
skating over that area will cut right through to the asphalt.

819
Laura Z
01-20-2015
10:29 AM ET (US)

Brennan groomed last week so Essex carrots moved to Matt.

818
Lisa Luetmer
01-19-2015
10:21 PM ET (US)

I hope it holds up. It's rough in some places. There are two stump hazards that we
didn't see while rolling. We stuck orange flags into them. Joe if you are at practice can
you warn the team? L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 19, 2015, at 6:48 PM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

817
Laura Z
01-19-2015
09:15 PM ET (US)

Brennan...did you groom? I see a reference from Andy thanking you and Mike so
want to update the rotation chart. If so, will you let me know when? Thanks

816
Joe Gyura
01-19-2015
07:48 PM ET (US)

Dave and Lisa, thank you for grooming Chester Woods Lake!! Joey now I has another
option besides dryland.

815
Dave Greymont
01-19-2015
05:50 PM ET (US)

Lisa and I groomed a 2.35K loop around Chester Woods Lake this morning. Most of
the trail looks very good with two exceptions.
1. We couldn’t avoid some of the ice fisherman’s tracks. Where there’s boot marks it’s
frozen hard and the kids will need to double pole over those areas.
2. There was water seeping on to the surface of the ice in one area where we
groomed. I have to think it’s water running off the hillside and onto the ice. The ATV
didn’t fall through so I don’t think a skier will either.

I sent a note to Tom Eckdahl asking permission to hold practice on the lake. I think it
would work out well. We didn’t groom the back bays but if the lake is our only option
we could always expand the loop into the bays.
It's Joey's call on scheduling practice there.

814
mtrantow
01-19-2015
05:00 PM ET (US)

RNST made the right call to cancel sprint races with Winona today. Essex was
scary/icy or grass/dirt this morning (before it got above freezing) except for the bike
trail along the creek. I even tried crust skiing at N.Hills golf course, but I broke
through the low spot drift areas. Hope Dave can find some groomable snow at
Chester.

813
Andy
01-18-2015
03:37 PM ET (US)

I skied Essex this afternoon. Conditions are thin and boiler plate hard in the woods
and the trails are melting fast in the open. I would not recommend grooming until we
get more snow. I think Mat is up next in the rotation.

812
Mark Foley
01-17-2015
01:15 AM ET (US)

Groomed Quarry Hill tonight. Ginzu worked fine, track setter started working after a
little while (I forgot to bring my electrical contact cleaner with me...). Trails look
pretty good (in the dark) except the south facing steep hill closest to Silver Creek
Road which is mostly bare in the top half. I didn't use the knives in the new Parkwood
Hills area so they didn't clean up as nice and there are some pretty good drifts up at
the top. There were two bulbs in the Payne shed to replace the burned out one and I
brought another one along.

811
Andy
01-16-2015
05:47 PM ET (US)

I just returned from skiing all of Essex. To my surprize it has held up very well. Even
the praire and 55 Street areas are skiable. Thanks Mike and Brennan! In fact, on my
second loop I switched from my rock skis to my B skis. That being said, it is thin and
there are areas where the dirt and grass are coming through. As for holding a relay
there, today it would be a go. What happens over the next two days with warm temps



and drizzle forcasted remains to be seen. Right now I'd advise sticking to the woods
and avoid the open areas for the relays on Monday. I'll check Essex again Sunday. At
this point grooming may do more harm than good.

810
Jeff Radke
01-15-2015
09:36 PM ET (US)

I like, magic touch and contact spray!
There may be bulb on the shelf. 

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jan 15, 2015, at 8:18 PM, QT - Lisa Luetmer <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

809
Lisa Luetmer
01-15-2015
09:18 PM ET (US)

I'm sure it was your magic touch Dave but my farmer friend told me about a contact
spray that may help us. I can pick us all up a can and see if that can help too. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 15, 2015, at 6:47 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

808
Dave Greymont
01-15-2015
07:47 PM ET (US)

When I returned the ATV to QH this evening I plugged in the ginzo and wallah! both
the knives and track setter worked. There may have been ice in the plug that was
preventing a good contact that melted today or, it was my magic touch. I prefer to
think it was my magic touch. If anyone has a spare 60 (maybe 75) watt bulb, the one
in the shed burned out tonight when I turned it on.

807
mtrantow
01-14-2015
12:19 AM ET (US)

No idea if this is the same problem or will help with the QH Ginzu, but the Essex
Ginzu connector cable had bent center flange contacts that I straightened to seat well.
Then our Ginzu knives worked again. The track setter circuit is still touchy and
requires the connector to "droop" or be pushed down a bit (I haven't yet figured out
which metal contact is mis-aligned there).
If the fuses and switch toggles seem OK, I'd try a simple visual check of the cable
contacts (ginzu) and straighten and/or clean them and the ATV receptacle as well. You
could check if the ATV is sending the signal/pwr correctly with a circuit tester next.
http://rasc-mn.org/Resources/Documents/ATV_Conn.jpg

806
Dave Greymont
01-13-2015
10:34 PM ET (US)

Mark Foley tried to groom QH tonight but the knives on the ginzu aren't working
again. He tried to groom but without much result so there was no point in continuing.
Bad timing with me needing to take the ATV to Eastwood to work on the trails for the
Invite. I've asked Jim Craighead if he might have time to take a look at it.

805
Laura Z
01-12-2015
02:18 PM ET (US)

I apologize if I'm abusing this site, but wanted to say how much I love the new trails
at QH!! While Essex is most special from all the hiking hours spent there w/ Lisa
where the trees and prairie grasses are privy to all our secrets and crazy musings, the
news trails at QH are wonderful!! I've yet to make it all the way up the hill behind
Parkwood w/o a breather (and would only go down it on my downhill skis) but I just
LOVE that one. I do cheat at the top and go up the other one over there by making a
short unpath across the wide down trails...am I going against traffic up that other hill?
Otherwise, I snowplow down the steep hills and scrape off the snow. Having been
raised on downhill skis, I learned quickly to scoff at nordic edges...they've betrayed
me far too many times and I just snowplow down hills:(

804
Lisa Luetmer
01-11-2015
03:41 PM ET (US)

Jeff Robertson is experienced at moving the world!!!

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 11, 2015, at 2:14 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Frasc-mn.org%2FResources%2FDocuments%2FATV_Conn.jpg&x=327525934.2


803
Dave Greymont
01-11-2015
03:14 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I rolled and combed Eastwood and we marked the edge of the trail with pine
boughs in preparation for next Thursday's Rochester Invite. We plan on using the east
end of the wooded trail as part of the course but will need to harvest some snow from
the ball field. When we returned the equipment to QH Jeff lifted one side of the ginzu
with a lever and I attempted to knock lose whatever was stuck to the comb. Don't
really know if we were successful or not. Archimedes: "Give me a lever long enough
and a fulcrum on which to place it, and I shall move the world.

802
mtrantow
01-10-2015
10:33 PM ET (US)

Essex was partially groomed today. Still some drifts and bare spots by 55th street. The
wind scoured there and parts of the prairie loops so some grass and dirt spots are
showing. The woods are good with some classic track.
I messed up on the garden loops, so those might be redone though the gravel was
poking through by the road.

801
Dave
01-10-2015
06:56 PM ET (US)

Thanks for the offer Jeff R.
Jeff Robertson and I are taking the ATV, roller, and sled to Eastwood Sunday morning
to groom and mark the trail for next Thursday's Rochester Invite. I imagine we'll
return the equipment early afternoon.
I classic skied late this afternoon at QH and it was great. There's been lots of skiers at
QH today. 
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

800
Jeff Radke
01-10-2015
05:10 PM ET (US)

I was going to ski at Quarry Hill tomorrow and can take a look, and offer help. Jeff
Radke 

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jan 10, 2015, at 2:47 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

799
Dave Greymont
01-10-2015
03:47 PM ET (US)

There's something stuck beneath the right side of the comb (about a foot in from the
right hand edge) on the ginzu that's leaving a gouge in the groomed trail. We couldn't
really get a good look at it and it appears to be a frozen clump of something, but Brian
and I were unable to remove it. It might be necessary to tip the ginzu up on edge to
get at it.

798
Brian Buss
01-10-2015
02:56 PM ET (US)

90 % of QH was groomed today. Set some classic ski tracks on the old portion also!

Thanks Dave for all your help!

Not sure you is up next. 

Brian 

< replied-to message removed by QT >

797
Lisa Luetmer
01-08-2015
09:58 PM ET (US)

Mike this is such a good idea but I'm on the bus to Maplelag as well. I will be back
home and ready to jump in on Monday. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 8, 2015, at 8:20 PM, QT - Andy <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

796
Andy
01-08-2015
09:20 PM ET (US)

Mike. I'd join you but I will be on the bus to Maplelag. Brennen is next in the
rotation. Give him a shout.

Andy



795
mtrantow
01-08-2015
05:00 PM ET (US)

Anyone interested in some "paired grooming" out at Essex Friday morning after
dropping off the kiddos on the MapleLag bus? I'll drive either snowmobile or ATV,
but I think we'll need to bust up some drifts, and it'll go faster/safer with two.

794
Walker, Henry J.
01-07-2015
08:53 AM ET (US)

The scouts will get the snowmobile and a roller to groom with. Plans are in place via
Jeff Robertson's watchful eye to "employ" the boyscouts to groom trail. Good
thoughts Mike. In a future time we will plan to replace the QH ATV on its scheduled
time frame. At that point we should sell the snowmobile and provide the boyscouts
with the older QH ATV because it is a significant improvement and will provide a
better experience for them. We plan to replace the Ditch Witch this year so maybe this
could occur the year after at the earliest.

Henry

 

On 1/6/15 3:50 PM, "QT - mtrantow" <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com>
wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >
793
Eric Reeve
01-06-2015
11:45 PM ET (US)

Brrrrrr. Just finished grooming QH. Everything went very well. I used the Ginzu. I
was able to set a track on much of the system. I did not set track on much of the new
stuff. I used the knives some. Kudos to the team that built the new trails this summer.
Impressive to say the least. I can't wait to ski out here. Gas situation is good for now.

792
mtrantow
01-06-2015
04:50 PM ET (US)

No worries on the track setter Laura. I'll take a look tonight when I go ski again - it
was touchy (almost falling out to get working). Thanks for completing the grooming!
* Tangent Topic *
Out of curiosity, when we have a little more snow, is there any thought of grooming
out at Gamehaven Reservoir Park (City side) and/or GSR (scout side) ... either on the
bike trails, the old farm roads, or the lake ? Maybe sync that up with Scouts Polar
Camps? On the GSR side, it's a way to get the scouts skiing for some more youth
silent sports involvement. On the GRP side, it's another way to publicize Gamehaven
SPARK and get folks out to see the possibilities - esp. if published on FB and Post
Bulletin.
P.S. Does the camp have skis or might they rent them from Tyrol or QuarryHill?
Edited 01-06-2015 05:58 PM

791
Laura Z
01-06-2015
04:19 PM ET (US)

Sorry, Mike, but I didn't quite figure out the droop deal and couldn't get the tracks to
go down...tried a bunch of times 'cuz the tracks you set were really nice and it would
have been nice to get them set in the woods...all else worked great. Thanks for all you
did!

790
Laura Z
01-06-2015
12:40 PM ET (US)

Oh, Lisa, you are NOT alone!! I even attempted driving with my arms crisscrossed
once but they didn't reach and it was too confusing anyway. I love the mitts idea AND
plan B. Mike T, THANK YOU FOR THE WONDERFUL SKI this AM (and you did
a 2 pass:)!! I skied first 'cuz am too cold after grooming, and it was FANTASTIC!! I
felt like a kid receiving a precious gift in only having to do woods and gardens. I am
totally overwhelmed at doing all of it on cold days and so this is PERFECT. I am
heading out after I wash all my long underwear. While I only have 1 prs of skis, I do
invest heavily in warmth...performance is a far second for me. Since Jeff and Lisa
rolled, it was nice so am going to Ginzu (probably without knives) and set track in
woods and garden early afternoon. It seemed like a new 2-3 inches.

789
Lisa Luetmer
01-06-2015
11:45 AM ET (US)

So it turns out (Bruce reminded me) that we put a thumb paddle on the Essex ATV
and it will not "warm". But the QH ATV and the Essex snowmobile has thumb and
grip warming features and they can(as Henry said too) warm thumb and grip at the
same time. So really I just want to say I would be horrified if we spent money on grip



mitts because of A. Lisa is stupid enough to groom when it's too cold and B. She is
the only groomer with circulation issues with her fingers. I think if we need to groom
when it's very cold we should just split the job in half maybe? I have the time to jump
in when one of my comrades gets cold. And another thought would be we could put
the regular thumb throttle on when winter comes. Like maybe when we change out
for track we could swap out the thumb paddle. I like the thumb paddle for mowing.
I'm such a princess:)
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 6, 2015, at 10:12 AM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

788
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
01-06-2015
11:12 AM ET (US)

Mike,
I've got them on my mountain bike and my set has areas that can be opened up to
allow a bar stem or something like that to poke out of them. They are usually
neoprene and windproof. Given the number of hours people volunteer to be out on
those machines, I have no problem recommending that RASC cover the costs of the
Cadillac of bar mitts!! 
_________________________
Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
Professor of Radiologic Physics
Mayo Clinic
Section of Nuclear Medicine
Charlton 1-225, 
Rochester, MN 55905
E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
Phone : (507) 284-7083
Fax : (507) 266-4461

< replied-to message removed by QT >

787
Mike Trantow
01-06-2015
11:07 AM ET (US)

I see bar mitts online for anywhere $12-$50 (Gander Kolpin $30) .. the sets I saw did
not look like they had holes to work with mirrors, but I could be wrong. I'll look at
Gander, but if there's interest, I think I and my wife could design and make a custom
fleece-lined poly-outer mitt set free/at-cost ... she made my Golden Retriever a sweet
dog coat of the same materials with velcro straps.

786
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
01-06-2015
10:39 AM ET (US)

Dave,
The bar mitts usually have small holes at the side to allow the mirrors to stick out.
_________________________
Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
Professor of Radiologic Physics
Mayo Clinic
Section of Nuclear Medicine
Charlton 1-225, 
Rochester, MN 55905
E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
Phone : (507) 284-7083
Fax : (507) 266-4461

< replied-to message removed by QT >
785
Dave
01-06-2015
10:28 AM ET (US)

With mirrors on each end of the handlebars I'm not sure if the bar mitts will fit. I
guess we could try and if they don't fit return them. Or, maybe we should be sure
everyone understands how to use the grip warmers first. My experience is that if you
turn them up to maximum they get hotter than what is comfortable. When my toes get
cold then I take my boots off and steer with my feet. (just kidding). I'm good either
way.



Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

784
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
01-06-2015
09:08 AM ET (US)

If anyone has a chance to get a set of bar mitts for the ATV, please send the receipt to
Dave Greymont for a refund. I think Gander Mountain has them. 
_________________________
Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
Professor of Radiologic Physics
Mayo Clinic
Section of Nuclear Medicine
Charlton 1-225, 
Rochester, MN 55905
E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
Phone : (507) 284-7083
Fax : (507) 266-4461

< replied-to message removed by QT >
783
Laura Z
01-06-2015
08:58 AM ET (US)

Thanks, Dave! Yes, it makes sense and I'm so grateful to know this. Thanks, Mike!
Were you really out that late grooming?? I will do East woods and gardens and touch
up classic on 55th st loops today with Ginzu. If I should roll instead, let me know
anyone. Thanks for full gas.

782
mtrantow
01-06-2015
12:17 AM ET (US)

Just skied most of Essex. Thanks prior groomers! The 2" new cold snow was
squeaky/sticky slow for classic with some drifted spots. Snow had stopped by the
time I finished skiing. So I gave it a one pass groom tonight. That also helped isolate
the ginzu electrical issues. The tracksetter only works when the plug into atv droops
down and away from center, but it does work if you're patient . .. I will check into
straightening the contacts when it warms up. 
I did not drop the knives much. I left the east woods and gardens for Laura (optionally
touch up the classic track on 55th st loops where I went too heavywith the setter?)
let me know if you have any questions..Mike Trantow
Oh, the gas cans are all full now too... really nice to see gas under 2 bucks!
Edited 01-06-2015 03:32 AM

781
Dave
01-05-2015
11:36 PM ET (US)

Here again I could be wrong, the thumb selection just heats up the throttle lever.
There is no thumb warmer on the left side. As I try to visualize the control box for the
warmer there's a "select" button, and a "power" button. Pressing the "select" button
cycles through four possible options: thumb, grip (or hand), alt-1, alt-2. If the thumb
light is on, and then you press the "power" button successive times you can light up to
5 lights in the arc of lights at the top of the control box. (5 lights being the hottest
setting). Then if you press the "select" button and cycle to the grip light you can again
press the "power" button to light up to 5 lights in the arc of lights. I believe this would
heat both the throttle lever and grips. Ignore selecting alt-1 and alt-2. There's no
function associated with those selections.
Hope this makes some sort of sense. 
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

780
Matt Hawkins
01-05-2015
11:04 PM ET (US)

I think Fleet Farm might have a version of these;
http://www.amazon.com/Kolpin-92185-Black-G...ref=cm_cr_pr_sims_t 

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Mon, Jan 5, 2015 at 8:14 PM, <QT@qs3582.pair.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

779
Laura Zumbrunnen

Good to know though I can never figure it out. However, I'm highly motivated and up
next. What should I do at Essex? We are getting snow as I type.

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FKolpin-92185-Black-Geartector-Mitts%2Fdp%2FB001Q4YMXA%2Fref%3Dcm_cr_pr_sims_t&x=327525934.2


01-05-2015
11:02 PM ET (US)

778
Walker, Henry J.
01-05-2015
10:42 PM ET (US)

Both can be on, you just have to cycle through the options and select each device and
control level as you go. 
Henry
________________________________________
From: QT - Joe Gyura [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Monday, January 05, 2015 7:21 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

777
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
01-05-2015
09:17 PM ET (US)

Just checked - they cost about $75. Really worth the investment for the comfort they
add. Michael

Sent from my iPad

> On Jan 5, 2015, at 8:14 PM, "QT@qs3582.pair.com" <QT@qs3582.pair.com>
wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

776
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
01-05-2015
09:14 PM ET (US)

I wonder if you can get bar mitts for the ATV? They make about a 20F difference in
effective temperature as far as the hands are concerned. I have them on my mountain
bike for winter riding and they are really helpful in keeping your hands warm. 
Sent from my iPad

> On Jan 5, 2015, at 6:34 PM, "QT - Lisa Luetmer" <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

775
Joe Gyura
01-05-2015
08:21 PM ET (US)

I too had the same question whether the thumb and hand warmers could be on at the
same time. If not we will just need to switch from thumb to hand warmer during a
grooming session. Maybe this is a duh question: where is the thumb warmer located?
On the right hand throttle there are three or so metal tabs are those the warmer? If so,
where is the left hand warmer?

Thanks!

Joe

774
Dave G.
01-05-2015
07:57 PM ET (US)

I'm not positive but I believe both can be on at the same time. I usually use just the
grips and start with the power turned up to 5 lights. Then when the grips are warm I
back the power down to 3 lights. Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Lisa Luetmer <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >
773
Lisa Luetmer
01-05-2015
07:34 PM ET (US)

Thank you Dave I had the thumb warmer switch on because my thumb got cold the
worst. Here is my question: can both be on? For some reason neither seemed warm
when I fiddled with the options. And I am a super whimp when my fingers start to get
cold. It's like they just pass some tipping point and then I have to stop and warm
them(read panic here). Just wondering if other Essex groomers have used the grip
features with success. On a warmer day on my next assignment I will play with the
grips. I was warm and toasty for the most part and was enjoying being out. Just
disappointed that my fingers (in spite of both toe and hand warmers jammed in my
mittens) wimped out. Thank you Dave I'm seriously grateful for any ATV advice. We
all benefit from it:) L



Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 5, 2015, at 5:45 PM, QT - Dave <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

772
Dave
01-05-2015
06:45 PM ET (US)

Lisa, 
I suspect you know this, but there's two warmers that can be turned on. One is the
thumb warmer, and the other are the grips warmers.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

771
Lisa Luetmer
01-05-2015
03:00 PM ET (US)

I helped Jeff bring out the yellow drag/sled from the red barn and then Jeff rolled
around the pavilion. I then rolled(comb down) most of Essex. I'm guessing 80% of the
55th St field has bare grass and not worth rolling but I did anyways because I didn't
want the drifted spots to build up. The prairie was fair with some grass and gopher
mounds showing. The lower gardens and the woods trails were pretty good. I
apologize but I left the trail from hell and the 55th street steep hill from the bridge
untouched. My toes and fingers were on the verge of freezing and then my brain shuts
down. I had the thumb warmer feature on but I'm not sure it was working.....I had toe
warmers glued to the backs of my fingers and hands and a handwarmer stuffed into
each thumb. I'm pathetic. There is a full 5gal and one that is a quarter full(thank you
Mike). Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 4, 2015, at 1:58 PM, QT - Jeff Robertson <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

770
Jeff Robertson
01-04-2015
02:58 PM ET (US)

After a discussion with Andy and Lisa, our plan for grooming Essex is to roll it on
Monday morning (focus on 55th st and Prairie trails. Groom again on Tuesday after
Monday's snowfall. 
We will also start focusing on Eastwood and roll on Wednesday to prepare for the
Invite on Jan 15.

769
Joey Keillor
01-04-2015
01:08 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill groomed with roller and comb. Conditions are better, but not great. I did
one short loop with the ginzu to test how that worked, and noticed that the rubber
flanges on the sides seemed to be digging into the snow and making big gouges. I
noticed that those blocks weren't under the flanges as they have been in years past.
Therefore I scavenged some new blocks from the shed and hopefully those flanges
prop up better in the future.

768
Dave Greymont
01-01-2015
06:22 PM ET (US)

I skied at Eastwood today and I would say that 90%-95% of the trail was very good.
The remainder has some grass poking through, and where there's pine trees next to the
trail there's a couple of small sections you might want to try to avoid. My pole tips hit
concrete paths a couple of times so care is needed in those areas. I'm heading back
tomorrow for another ski. The whole trail around the golf course measured 4.5K.

767
Chris
01-01-2015
02:23 PM ET (US)

I "groomed" Quarry Hill this morning. After driving around a bit to check things out
in the daylight, I decided it was WAY too think for any real grooming. I tried using
the piece of chainlink fence with the "dumb" tack setter on top as a weight. It was a
pretty ugly setup and prone to fishtail and wander around behind the ATV, but it
seemed to do what I was hoping. It just scraped up the top 1/4" of snow or so.
Realizing that I wasn't really accomplishing much, I just ran around trying to keep the
screen in the middle of the trail to rough up the middle of the trails that seemed safe. I
think it helped a bit and didn't do any damage. I'm headed out now to check my work.

766
Andy
01-01-2015

I skied Essex yesterday afternoon. Trails are hold up well but thin with some dirt
coming through in spots. My advice is to leave it alone until we get at least enough
snow to roll and comb. Jeff is up next in the rotation.



09:32 AM ET (US)

765
Dave Greymont
12-31-2014
04:25 PM ET (US)

Dave Brudwick groomed Eastwood Golf Course today except for the trails through
the woods. I checked the trail on the fairway where the lights are and it looked pretty
good. No classic track was set because the snow base is too thin. With the nice grass
on the golf course it should be pretty safe to use your good skis unless Dave groomed
across any of the concrete paths by the tee boxes.

764
Dave Greymont
12-30-2014
04:23 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill Kwik Trip Card: I called Kwik Trip and the person I spoke with really
didn't have an answer of why the card wouldn't work at the pump, but did work with
the cashier. I guess all we can do is wait until we need gas again and if we have the
same problem then I'll ask to have the card replaced.
Dave

763
Dave
12-30-2014
04:04 PM ET (US)

If it's hard pan, the roller/comb would have little to no effect. I certainly wouldn't use
the ginzu and knives on any of the new trail sections. I'm pretty sure the knives would
snag some of the lose straw, and if you snagged the mat it would tear up a big section.
You'd have to be real careful using the knives on the existing trails. How about using
the drag on the existing trails? It might be best just to wait until we get the next
snowfall.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

762
Chris Flood
12-30-2014
02:11 PM ET (US)

Thanks for the input. I'll plan to spend some time in daylight on New Year's testing
some options. I'm a little scared to use the knives. I've tried the very (very) light
knives technique in low snow before, but it seems like our snow may be even lower
and less consistent than when I last tried it. I'll see what seems to work and won't
wreck the equipment. I'll report back on how it goes. Until then, I may head out with a
shovel to fill in a few spots.

On Tue, Dec 30, 2014 at 10:25 AM, QT - Joe Gyura <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

761
Joe Gyura
12-30-2014
11:25 AM ET (US)

I rolled / combed Essex yesterday morning. Had no mechanical problems -- thank
you, Mike! I filled the ATV and there is plenty of gas remaining (~7 gal.). 

I skied Essex in the afternoon. The trails are in fairly good shape considering the thin
base. The snow on the paved trails is very thin. Any kind of hard push will remove
the snow exposing pavement. Like QH, the trails are starting to glaze. 

Joe

760
John Resman
12-30-2014
11:05 AM ET (US)

I was thinking the same thing yesterday evening as I skied at Quarry Hill. Could the
Ginzu be carefully used during daylight and have the knives lowered just enough to
break up the surface? You'd have to go slow with the uneven terrain and may have to
frequently adjust the knives. For some sections the knives could be lowered and in
others just use the comb. Just slightly scratching the surface has worked well in
previous years - especially on the even bike path surfaces. I think this would be
feasible to try if the steep hills and sections with exposed straw/dirt are avoided.
Maybe 75% of the non-bike path ski trails could be scratched up. You'd probably
want to avoid the new extension loop and the steep Parkwood playground hill. Not
sure if it would be worth trying it on the bike paths. The surface is even but I haven't
skied on them so I'm not sure how much snow is left. As Henry mentioned, maybe
just the weight of the Ginzu will help out. I think it's worth a try - just have to be
careful and see what works. If it's not working, then we quit and we're not any worse
off.

759
Walker, Henry J.
12-30-2014
10:57 AM ET (US)

Since the base is so thin you could try the old school method of pulling a piece of
chain link fence or an old bed spring on the trail. If they are weighted with just the
right amount of weight they do a nice job of "surfacing" without digging in. We have
a piece of chain link we used for seeding and leveling at the shed. It can't hurt to



experiment. I think your right in that using a cutting method would result in more
damage than good. 
That said, its possible that the weight of the ginzue without any use of teeth could
meet your goals as well. Add some weight and see what comes of it but avoid the new
extension loop due to some roughness. On Sunday I went through the trail system
with a loppers (Barring the extension) and cut every little twiggy thing off that was
sticking up so the comb should be safe. 
 
________________________________________
From: QT - Chris Flood [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 30, 2014 9:34 AM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

758
Chris Flood
12-30-2014
10:34 AM ET (US)

Hi everyone,

I have a general question (looking for advice and using the BB as a way to spread the
info around): I'm next up to groom at Quarry Hill. I skied there last night. With the
drop in temps, it's still "OK" but turning into hard pan. It could really use a bit of
leveling and scratching up. Unfortunately, the base is only 0" to 3" deep and is pretty
variable. So, do we have any options for effectively grooming a base this thin? Or do
we just need to wait until we have more snow (hopefully this weekend)?

Thanks.
757
Joe Gyura
12-29-2014
09:37 AM ET (US)

Heading out to roll / comb Essex. Burr.....

756
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
12-28-2014
04:59 PM ET (US)

John,
The NO Walking signs are now up in QH. Trails were in great shape this morning. I
could have used my good skis on everything except the new extension loop. 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

755
Andy
12-28-2014
01:44 PM ET (US)

I skied Essex this morning and removed the bages over the signs that were still
covered. Let's see if the walkers will cooperate. Trails were in great shape for such
little snow.

754
John Resman
12-28-2014
01:52 AM ET (US)

I rolled/combed the Quarry Hill ski trails this evening. The bike paths were not
groomed. I went on a short section of bike path near the nature center but the roller
didn't help much. Since the ginzu wasn't used, not all of the ski marks were combed
out, but it looks pretty decent. The trails should be pretty firm after tonight's cold
temps. 

The new switch box/placement on the ATV looks great. I do agree with Dave that the
two switches should operate in the same manner. They should also be the same as the
Essex ATV. I think if you push the switches forward, the knives/track setter go down.

Were some of the "no walking" signs temporarily removed? I noticed that there's a
pole for a sign just as you enter the trail from the quarry hill nature center, but there
wasn't a sign on the pole.

753
Joe Gyura
12-27-2014
10:29 PM ET (US)

Mike, I communicated with Andy and he agrees, that the snow is to thin for the
Ginzu. I'll roll / comb tomorrow or Monday morning.

Thanks!!

Joe
752 Thanks so much for grooming Essex Andy! I skiied everything except the gardens,



mtrantow
12-27-2014
07:38 PM ET (US)

both classic and skate. Couple bare and dirt /rock patches, so be careful.
about 6-8 other skiers and same or more walkers were out - chunked up the trail a bit.
Matt , I will take the black hoods off tonight when i roll and comb to patch it up.
Joe, I think it's too thin for Ginzu in too many spots, unless we get some more. but if
you can recomb later Sunday, that will help.

751
Joe Gyura
12-27-2014
04:43 PM ET (US)

Andy, Thank you for grooming! I will try to groom with the Ginsu either late Sunday
afternoon or early Monday morning. I will post a message if for some reason I am
unable to groom.

750
Matt Hawkins
12-27-2014
03:25 PM ET (US)

There are new signs at Essex like the ones at QH which "request" no walking on the
trails. The signs have black bags over them so if Andy didn't remove them and you
are out skiing today please remove the bags and put in the quonset hut. Hopefully the
sooner the signs are seen the less damage we'll have.
-Matt

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Sat, Dec 27, 2014 at 11:43 AM, QT - Andy <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

749
Dave Greymont
12-27-2014
01:15 PM ET (US)

After going around the shed loop once it was clear that there wasn't enough snow to
use the ginzu. All of QH (except for the bike trail to Park Wood Hills) was rolled and
combed. I hope there's a math genius out there that can figure out the best way with
the least over-lapping to groom the new north trail hills and loops. I think we need
some signage like we had last year that it is for expert skiers only. Also, I think we
need a sign on the trail extension warning folks of the sharp left-hand turn at the
bottom of the hill. It's a real dicey corner. I was interested in testing the new switch
system Jim Craighead installed. It looks really slick. I wonder if one of the switch
actions could be reversed. If you press one end of the switch to lower the track setter,
then press the same end of the switch for the ginzu knives, it raises the knives. I know
I'm a little challenged, but it would be helpful to have both switches work the same.

There were no equipment issues. We were out of gas after filling the ATV so I filled
the gas tanks. The KwikTrip card would not work at the pump but worked inside the
store. I tried two pumps and it wouldn't work at either one. I'll call KwikTrip on
Monday and try to find out what's going on.

748
Andy
12-27-2014
12:43 PM ET (US)

Essex has been rolled and combed. Still a little soft to use the Ginzu. Once the trails
are skiied on and set up over night, the Ginzu can be used. Still a bit thin to set track.
Another snow should do it however. The ATV ran great. Thanks Mike!! I did put on
the extended receiver so it should be all set for the Ginzu. Joe should be next on the
grooming list. GET OUT THERE AND SKI!!!

747
mike Trantow
12-27-2014
12:14 PM ET (US)

If no one else has plans, I will roll and comb essex today

746
Lisa Luetmer
12-24-2014
05:06 PM ET (US)

Thank you Mike!

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Dec 24, 2014, at 2:40 PM, QT - Mike Trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

745
Mike Trantow

Merry Christmas All! (wish it was whiter)
I had to drop off another squirrel at Essex, so handled a couple tasks as well



12-24-2014
03:40 PM ET (US)

1) filled in the worst part of the erosion ditch/furrow on the trail from Archery to
Prairie with some left over landscaping rock - - should do til spring.
2) took most of the gas from the mower and topped off the gas cans
3) added gas stabilizer in the remaining gallon or so in the mower

I left my small trailer in the Essex shed in case we want to attempt more fill (waiting
on response from Mike Nigbur)

Now we just need some sub-zero weather with some snow to stay.
744
Andy
12-23-2014
03:46 PM ET (US)

Wet thin snow not worth grooming. Stay tuned and think snow. Happy Holidays all!

743
Dave
12-16-2014
06:23 PM ET (US)

Thanks Henry and Jim,
Maybe I'll groom the trail this afternoon and see how everything works. :) Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

742
John Resman
12-16-2014
11:09 AM ET (US)

Thanks Henry and Jim for the work. I now realize I am deficient in two aspects of
expected groomer competencies - the first is not being able to go backwards on the
ATV in a straight line with the mower attached (let alone Jeff's expectations that we
should be able to do a backwards slalom course with the mower) - and the second is
being able to move the ginzu by myself from the shed to the outside. Maybe we have
to set up weekly core and strength workouts for the groomers.

741
Henry Walker
12-16-2014
10:04 AM ET (US)

To subtly hint that snow should actually be a part of winter I moved the Ginzu from
the Payne shed and paced it next to the roller outside. The mower is backed up in the
groomers' former location. I'll pull the green drag out and set it up another day.

 I didn't have my camera with but Jim Craighead has wired in a new, really fancy
switch box for the Ginzu. It no longer sits on the handlebar mount where tightening
screws down is made more miserable and risky for shorting the system. The new
location is on the faring and the wiring is very much hidden, very elegant work and
handy to use from the handlebars. This solves a lot of problems all at once and looks
very professional. Thanks Jim!!

740
Dave Greymont
12-14-2014
05:00 PM ET (US)

Now that the November winter is over and we're back to 50 degree December
autumn, I was able to clean up the weeds on the upper east lighted trail at Eastwood.
Some of the 4 foot tall thistles would have made a dandy Charlie Brown Christmas
tree. When winter returns and we get some snow, the trail is plenty wide enough to be
groomed. Sure glad I was out doing trail work instead of watching my Packers today.
:)

739
Jeff Radke
12-14-2014
04:04 PM ET (US)

Finished up the erosion control on the new extension. Ground softened up this
weekend and I was able to drive the stakes in. There is some erosion matting left,
enough to patch a few areas. Maybe another day for this. I also replaced the left
heated grip on the ATV, seems to work fine now. If it was me I would take the ATV to
get pressure washed. I ran it through a lot of greasy mud and even though I attempted
to clean it, it may drop some loose dirt on the trail when we groom next.

738
Jeff Radke
12-07-2014
06:43 PM ET (US)

With the help of Dave Greymont, Lisa Leutmer, and John Resman, the last of the
straw distribution was completed on the new extension. The ground being too frozen
we were not able to put down the erosion matting as this requires staking. If there is
chance weather wise we'll get it down. Looks great.

737
Jeff Radke
12-05-2014
07:55 PM ET (US)

This Sunday at 12:00pm we will finish the erosion treatment for the new trail
extension. This is on the very north end of the trails, not the north Parkwood section.
Probably about an hours worth of spreading straw around and checking out entry and
exit points of some new turns. If some of you can stop by and help that would be
great. 
Thanks

736 Jeff Radke, Bjorn, Ari and I spent an afternoon throwing sticks off the trail, digging



Henry Walker
12-01-2014
08:41 AM ET (US)

out rocks and leveling the extension loop after the surface was ground. Jeff dragged
the course with the ATV and chain link fence. Next steps include seeding, dragging to
cover the seed, matting application and straw distribution. 

Thanks to Jeff for changing oil in the ATV using 0-40 synthetic. Its ready for winter
work!

To date we have personally seen 7 groups of hikers detour away from the groomed ski
trails due to the signs we posted. This is a big improvement although we know we
won't have 100% compliance. With many designated hiking trails available in QH we
haven't limited the options extensively. Once the snow gets deeper the ski trails will
become more tempting because they are easier to hike on. I have seen people hike off
to the side but off the trail, I'm good with that. 90% compliance would be ideal. Signs
are coming for Essex as well, we are waiting for approval of signage locations. Dave
Greymont, his son Scott and I installed another Kiosk near the Nature Center on
Sunday. The ground was relatively easy to dig out for the post holes. This kiosk will
hold the new maps when the city finishes them, invitations to support our
grooming/mowing efforts and seasonal hiking/skiing designations.

735
Henry Walker
11-30-2014
02:33 PM ET (US)

I ground the new extension loop at QH today with Kyle's toolcat. The machine easily
took in the frozen material and made short work of it. While its not a perfect surface it
will be extremely skiable this winter with more snow. 

For those who have seen the trail there exists a 180 degree turn on a hill, grooming
might be best from the East entrance toward the west although the ATV and groomer
can make it up both directions. I widened out the turn to make a big sweeping corner
on the 180 so it shouldn't be a turning issue while grooming. Jeff Radke will once
again manage seeding, matting and straw and I'm sure he would appreciate any help
he could get. He and Lisa wisely piled up straw on the trail earlier so it will be a
matter of distributing it where needed. 

We may need add a "difficult" sign to the trail in one direction to warn skiers, the
other direction is quite easy to ski.

734
Jeff Radke
11-29-2014
04:45 PM ET (US)

Got oil and filter change completed on th Quarry Hill ATV. Keep an eye on the level
and top off if needed with the full synthetic 0w-40. Of which there is some on the
shelf.

733
mike Trantow
11-29-2014
01:58 AM ET (US)

Essex trails were rolled/combed Friday night. Hope the warm weather doesn't erase it
again.

732
John Resman
11-27-2014
02:43 AM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill non-bike trails were rolled/combed Wednesday night. The base is
thin but hopefully the cold temps overnight will help firm up the base. Ski tracks and
foot steps were already present on the trails. I'm thinking the footsteps that come from
Parkwood Hills and enter the ski trail by Henry's fence are going to be hard to
convince that the ski trails are not for hiking. As I was backing the ATV into the shed,
I saw a mouse scurrying around by the gas cabinet.

731
Walker, Henry J.
11-24-2014
11:23 AM ET (US)

Michael and I dug holes and installed Dave's Kiosk at Parkwood Hills on Sunday.
Practically no frost in the ground at all so digging was relatively easy. We also
installed 10 posts to hang the No Hiking signs on. They drove in without any issue.
Michael will drill out 10 more posts for Essex. Currently P & R are reviewing the
signage plan Matt kindly provided.

We may need to install some snow fence on the new North loop in QH as well as a
barrier.

Henry



On 11/24/14 9:39 AM, "QT - Mike Trantow"
<qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >
730
Mike Trantow
11-24-2014
10:39 AM ET (US)

Essex ATV steering radius fixed. Thanks to Jeff R. and Lisa L. for installing
snowfencing on the Essex bridge. No additional snow fence yet, but I have John
Resman's pole driver.

729
Walker, Henry J.
11-23-2014
02:00 PM ET (US)

Coincidence Mike - we are installing posts at 1pm in QH, with only 10 post we will
be done by the time the game is over I think. I'll place the pounder back in the shed
afterwards. 
Henry

________________________________________
From: QT - mike Trantow [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 23, 2014 11:30 AM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >
728
mike Trantow
11-23-2014
12:30 PM ET (US)

Can someone call or txt me at 5079903551 with where I can locate a pole driver for
the Essex snow fence? Plan to do that after er the game today... update. John Resman
is providing one, and we may put lot less fencing up based on last year
Edited 11-23-2014 01:13 PM

727
Dave Greymont
11-21-2014
05:23 PM ET (US)

Odds and Ends: Jeff delivered the trailer back to Q.H. Jeff and I unloaded and
assembled the new kiosk inside the gate at Park Wood Hills. Then, Jeff and I marked
the edges of the 55th. St. ski trail with lath.

726
Dave Greymont
11-20-2014
06:41 PM ET (US)

Jim Craighead's friend at T.E.C. Industrial made us the "mother of all lath inserter
tools". It's basically a piece of pipe with a 6" long by 2" wide by 1/2" thick piece of
sharpened steel welded to the end. I used it today to mark the edges of the new north
trail at QH and around the playground field. Most of the trail is marked on the outer
edge, but there are a few pieces of lath on the inside edge where I thought they would
be helpful. Where there was minimal snow the ground was frozen and I needed to use
a post driver to pound the lath inserter into the ground, other areas with deeper snow
weren't as frozen and I could push it in with my foot. I'm not sure whether it was
harder to pound the inserter into the ground, or once it was in, pull it back out.

725
Laura Z
11-20-2014
03:30 PM ET (US)

Thanks, Henry! I really appreciate this and the suggestions for hikers, and am all
behind balance.

724
Henry Walker
11-20-2014
03:03 PM ET (US)

Essex No Hiking signage:

Park and Rec. were very supportive of the groomers and said we could add "No
Hiking" signs to MOST of the trails at Essex this year. Michael will order 10 extra
signs and purchase the posts (although I don't know about pounding posts at this point
due to frost but we will try). We need to identify where they will be placed on a map
for P & R to look at before installing. Does anyone want to take that on that effort? 

The KEY here is balance. Park and Rec. doesn't want calls from mad hikers (and we
don't either) so we will sign these areas: 
1. The access point to the 55th street field from the barn area. 
2. the South prairie area. 
3. the East wooded area. 



We won't sign the bike trails with pavement under them just like QH or the wooded
trail heading West of the farm house so those trails will just need to be combination.
The bike trail will always be combination use.

So in return for allowing the signage I said our group will:

1. Invite hikers to become skiers first and help them using RASC (maybe hand them a
business card or something so they have a link to use). 
2. Tell them we realize this is an issue for them and ask for their input in how to solve
it together (ie become part of the club where hikers can build and maintain their own
trails). 
3. At least use snow shoes and stay off the classic track. 

Just do everything to make sure we don't create an "us vs them" scenario because we
will both loose in the end with Park and Rec. Our goal is to get everyone outside and
hikers won't be going away so we need to look at creating long term solutions in a
positive light. Also, the city doesn't have an ordinance about this, the signs aren't
legally binding. How this is handled will have an affect on how the Gamehaven
project continues to progress and it is progressing in positive way right now, we
would love to keep it that way. 

The posts go up at QH this weekend if we can pound them. Signs to follow when
there is enough snow to ski on again after this warm up.

723
Dave Greymont
11-18-2014
01:42 PM ET (US)

I rolled and combed the new north trail loops at QH this morning. I was VERY
careful to watch the edges so I didn't go off the shoulder. Grooming the steep hills is a
different experience than the rest of QH. It'll take a few times to get comfortable with
it. The snow is pretty thin and on one hill some of the straw mat is showing through.
The left grip/mirror was loose (again) and the left hand warmer was not working.
With twisting the grip maybe the wires have broken or disconnected. Now let's hope
we don't get a thaw this weekend.

722
Henry Walker
11-17-2014
11:09 AM ET (US)

I meet with Mike Nigbur this Thursday at noon to discuss possible signage for "no
hiking" at Essex. The rebuilding of 55th street will effect the park entrance, some of
our trails and other park aspects significantly so he wanted to discuss those matters
before we add signage. He is open to discussing the possibility to add "no hiking"
signs however, so thats the good news. I know I promised to get on this subject some
time back so I have to apologize to Matt and all the groomers for not mixing it in the
batter sooner. I'll drive the steel posts into the frozen ground to atone for my tardiness.

The New North Trails at QH look ready to be rolled! I skied the north trails a couple
times yesterday and it appears that they collected a bit more snow than the rest of the
trail system, maybe due to their North-West orientation. Some visible straw is poking
up here and there but it seems to be nominal. Since the trails are fairly level and wide
they should be skiable with nominal snow even with a mostly dirt base. Whomever
has time to roll the new system should go ahead and pack this system a few times.

Last - if you haven't skied QH yet it is quite good for the minimal snow we have. Use
rock skis certainly but its a very nice ride for this early in the season.

721
Walker, Henry J.
11-17-2014
09:23 AM ET (US)

I think the Essex trails should maintain continuity with the QH trails. Let me query
Mike Nigbur and see what he says.

Henry

On 11/16/14 12:33 PM, "QT - Matt Hawkins"
<qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:



< replied-to message removed by QT >

720
Lisa Luetmer
11-16-2014
10:43 PM ET (US)

Thanks Mike. Hope you got out and skied after.
I'm wondering if my tightening the steering has anything to do with this. To tighten
the steering you have to open the switch box. I pulled the #10 fuse but replaced it
after I reassembled the box. And there was a mouse house at the battery and there was
a slightly chewed wire but I taped it. Maybe i should pull the front tool box off and
check for mouse houses again at the battery. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Nov 16, 2014, at 8:17 PM, QT - mike trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

719
mike trantow
11-16-2014
09:17 PM ET (US)

Essex has been rolled 95%. It should be good for rock skis until the next snow. 
Tge roller and ginzu are out and "ready."
There are some electrical issues I have not debugged yet with the Ginzu and ATV.
Ginzu knives worked sporadically, so I left them up (ok til next snow). Ginzu track
setter did not move at all. Could be a fuse. But the work light flickered while driving
and only stayed on if I pushed down the fuse wires. 
I will check with snowmobile soon, but it's probably just some loose atv connections.

718
Matt Hawkins
11-16-2014
01:33 PM ET (US)

Awesome work Henry! So if we build a Nature Center at Essex Park we can start
protecting the ski trails there too?
-Matt

*Matt Hawkins* *| Rochester Cycling | Owner | 507.289.7410 *

On Sat, Nov 15, 2014 at 9:08 PM, <QT@qs3582.pair.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

717
Dave Greymont
11-16-2014
11:40 AM ET (US)

I did a shake-down roll and comb of QH this morning and everything worked fine
(except the groomer). I was going up the east trail, following the edge, and I began to
notice how bumpy the trail was. DUH! I inadvertently had turned on to Henry's trail
extension. Not making any excuses, well I guess I am, but the natural flow is to turn
on to the trail extension. So, I unhooked the roller, turned around and got back on to
the main trail. I also threw a couple of branches across the entrance to the trail
extension to alert others. Thin base but people have been out skiing, walking, and
running on the trail.

716
Dave
11-16-2014
11:32 AM ET (US)

Mother Nature might make the decision about putting up snow fence. I put in lath
around the QH shed loop yesterday and the ground is freezing up. Try pounding in a
tee post to test and see how difficult it is.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >
715
Jeff Robertson
11-16-2014
10:20 AM ET (US)

Mike
Thanks to you and Lisa for getting the tracks on the ATV. I will need the trailer to
pick up the Ditch Witch - probably this week. It is being repaired. I can pick it up or
you can drop it off at my house.
Thanks
Jeff

On Sun, Nov 16, 2014 at 9:01 AM, QT - Mike Trantow <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:



>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

714
Mike Trantow
11-16-2014
10:01 AM ET (US)

Essex ATV has the tracks on. Thanks to Lisa Luetmer for transporting the trailer and
ATV and helping with the exchange. I rolled part of the trails just to check conditions
(not bad, but need another inch or two). Rock skis only. Both snowmobile and ATV
are running fine.
Still have to clean up the shed, print gooming sheets and decide on whether to install
snow fencing on the 55th street fields.
Where should I drop off the trailer?

713
Walker, Henry J.
11-15-2014
10:08 PM ET (US)

Two big changes have occurred in QH this year so I wanted to let the QH groomers
know what was up. 
The first obvious change is the addition of new trails and a bridge. The trails at the
North end of the park are complete but they have erosion control matting on them.
The matting is fairly delicate stuff so I'm loath to groom up there until we have
enough snow to protect the matting. The matting is relatively expensive and a small
group invested extensive hard work into installing it. It may be OK to roll the North
loops but really watch and be careful to assure the camoplast tracks are not causing
issues. After a base is packed in we can use the ginzu but there again no use of teeth
until we have enough snow to protect the matting. If your not absolutely sure please
check with me first. 
The second new trail is an extension of the current system, it has the brilliant name of
the "extension loop" thus far, but it will get a different name eventually. It is NOT
completed or skiable at this point, Kyle Herring wasn't able to smooth it out before it
froze. NO grooming should occur on that section until we either receive a generous
dumping of snow or Kyle can come back in and grind the surface. Don't roll it or
ginzu it until further notice because it has two rather tricky turns and we don't want
someone becoming injured because they took a sort of groomed trail. If you have the
time, go out and cut the stubs along the course to move it toward being skiable. 
The third trail starts from the new bridge and parallels the bike trail North to
Parkwood Hills. I chopped all of the stubby things out of it today and cut off
overhanging branches so its as ready as it can be this year. While the bike trail has
almost no snow on it right now and it isn't groomable, this trail is very skiable right
now with rock skis - I've made several trips on it already. This section will allow us to
use the North trails without dealing with the bike trail problems. 
The plan is to groom bike trails and all new trails this year, no snow plowing will
occur. The city plans to prepare for the new bike trail next year by widening some
areas along the bike trail yet this year. It should happen in the next week or so. As a
result, it is not conducive to groom on the bike trail until that work is completed. The
new bike trail is slated to be installed spring of 2015 and it will be wider than the
current trail. Snow plowing isn't settled just yet. 
The second major change this year is that we are installing metal signs stating "NO
HIKING ON SKI TRAILS", ten of them in fact. This agreement was just worked out
with Park and Rec and the Nature Center who will help enforce it. The BIKE
TRAILS will be open to hiking and skiing, but not the ski trails proper (ie no
pavement = no hiking). The City of Rochester does not have an ordinance saying no
one can hike on the ski trail (I'm working on that). While it is not legally enforceable,
we can and should politely let hikers know that the Nature Center would appreciate if
they hike on designated hiking trails only and not the ski trails. I would also add that
we would really love to see them out there with skis on and their little dog Toto is
welcome to come with. This new paradigm will take some time to establish but talk to
everyone you see and ask them to ski instead of hike. New kiosks built by none other
than Dave Greymont will be installed with new maps of the trails and the NO
HIKING issue spelled out to help disseminate information. Change is slow in
Rochester but we are making headway. 
Thanks for grooming everyone - call me if you get into a bind or need some help. 
Henry

712
Jeff Radke
11-15-2014

With the help of Dave Greymont we traded wheels for tracks on the Quarry Hill ATV.
Maybe just in time if the snow keeps up. Dave mentioned that he would keep his eye



06:09 PM ET (US) on the snow fall and perhaps roll in the morning, look for his post. I will pick up an
oil filter soon so that I can do the oil change.

711
Jeff Radke
11-11-2014
05:46 PM ET (US)

I haven't seen any ice on any pond, that may be an indicator.

Sent from my iPhone

> On Nov 11, 2014, at 4:31 PM, QT@qs3582.pair.com wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

710
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
11-11-2014
05:31 PM ET (US)

Agreed - the ground is too warm. I've seen reports of similar problems up in some of
the twin city trails where the snow is melting from the ground up. May get better by
the weekend after 4 days of cold temps. 
_________________________
Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
Professor of Radiologic Physics
Mayo Clinic
Section of Nuclear Medicine
Charlton 1-225, 
Rochester, MN 55905
E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
Phone : (507) 284-7083
Fax : (507) 266-4461

< replied-to message removed by QT >

709
Dave Greymont
11-11-2014
03:29 PM ET (US)

First ski: I prepped my wax-less skis and tried to classic ski in my backyard. There
was 2+ inches of snow, but below the surface at the grass level it was very wet and
sticky. The snow stuck to the "fish scales" resulting in no glide. I tried using some of
the club's paste wax on the scales and it worked for about one loop around my yard
and then I started sticking again. I'm posting this because this is exactly what would
happen if we tried to roll this snow. The snow would stick to the roller and peel up off
the grass. I also think there isn't quite enough snow to try to groom. There's no sense
in rushing it with lots of winter ahead of us.

708
Jeff Radke
11-09-2014
05:47 PM ET (US)

With the help of Lisa, Dave, Jeff, and some of the ski team we got a lot of work done
today on the new trail sections. Upper Parkwood loops are all seeded and erosion
protection is complete, ready for winter. I took about 6 skiers to the extension loop
with rakes and shovels and leveled and pitched rocks off the trail and tried to get
some of the good soil back on the trail so it would be easier to complete. We will see
how things go in the next couple of weeks as far as completing this section of trail.
Thanks everybody for your help!

707
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
11-05-2014
03:25 PM ET (US)

I would agree - we should put this topic on the agenda for our next meeting with Mike
Nigbur. We have limited resources and the lighted trail in the woods at Eastwood is
the least used trail we maintain. Moving the existing lights, that are in the woods, onto
the golf course would require some work and costs, but would be a lot more valuable
to us for practices. 
_________________________
Michael K. O'Connor, Ph.D., FAAPM
Professor of Radiologic Physics
Mayo Clinic
Section of Nuclear Medicine
Charlton 1-225, 
Rochester, MN 55905
E-mail : mkoconnor@mayo.edu
Phone : (507) 284-7083
Fax : (507) 266-4461

< replied-to message removed by QT >
706 The lights are up at Eastwood Golf Course but there's still more trail work to be done



Dave Greymont
11-05-2014
03:21 PM ET (US)

there. There's a few trees down that will need to be removed and the trail needs to be
mowed. One section of trail is a particular mess overgrown with weeds. It will require
a first pass with the brush mower, and then probably a second pass with the lawn
mower. In areas the mountain bikers have created a rut right down the middle of the
trail. 

I may have said something similar last year, but here goes again. I know we made a
commitment to maintain the trail but over the years our focus has changed. We've
developed beautiful trails at Quarry Hill and Essex. We just simply don't use the trail
through the woods at Eastwood and it takes a considerable effort to get it into shape
for skiers each fall. 

Dave Brudwick grooms the trail on the golf course and the woods trail but I don't
know how many people actually ski the woods trail. Last year we had some questions
about when the lights were going to be turned on so I know there is some interest
from the public to ski at night at Eastwood. It seems to me, the fall ritual of putting up
the lights and cleaning up the trail, and the spring ritual of taking down the lights is a
lot of work for little to no return for the club. My gut feeling at the moment is to say
we should just turn the wooded trail section over to the mountain bikers and forget
about the lights. If the lights could be moved out on the golf course to light a larger
loop it would probably make more sense.

705
Michael O'Connor
11-02-2014
05:55 PM ET (US)

As usual we get a discount on waxes and wax tools for the RNST team. This year we
have forms for SWIX, Toko and Fastwax. If anyone is interested in purchasing
anything, please complete the appropriate form and e-mail it back to me, or give it to
me tomorrow or at 1st practice.

The forms can be found on the RNST home page at http://www.rasc-mn.org/page-
1552752

704
Jeff Radke
11-01-2014
08:27 PM ET (US)

Hello grooming community, 
Tomorrow we are going wrap up all the work that has gone into developing some new
trail sections at Quarry Hill. In the am I will be putting down grass seed on the new
trail sections, This will then need straw spread on to it, and some areas will get
erosion matting applied. I could really use some help with the second part. The seed
speading should go pretty quick , but I think distributing straw, although an easy job ,
will go better with some help. The area we will be working on are the new trails north
of the Parkwood ball field. If you can make it that's great. We should be ready to
spread the straw around 11:30 am or so. I know it's short notice but the timing hinged
on some other things so we need to do our best to get this wrapped up before we get a
big dump of snow( weeee snow!) 
Thank you,
Jeff Radke

703
Lisa Luetmer
10-21-2014
10:22 AM ET (US)

Eric changed the oil, the spark plugs, air, oil and gas filters and sharpened the blades
on the QH Kunz mower. He also replaced a spindle. Eric told me that he contacted the
company and they said they could replace the bearings in it ($10) and for the majority
of the spindles that should restore it's functionality. I will go ahead and send it to them
and then we will have a spare. Eric also lubed the mower in all places but
recommends that someone do it again before winter to make sure there is no water in
those key spots. Mike T and I will do the same for the Essex mower. Jeff and I tucked
the mower back in the shed at QH. Thank you Eric for everything! 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 19, 2014, at 7:34 PM, QT - Jeff Radke <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

702
Jeff Radke
10-19-2014
08:34 PM ET (US)

I took the QH ATV for a practice drive and finished pacing off the new trail sections
built over this summer. My Garmin GPS totaled the two new sections together at
1.49km. Convert km to feet and multiply the width of 14ft, on average, and I get
68,446sqft. Someone check my math! Of this my guess is that about 1000ft of trail

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rasc-mn.org%2Fpage-1552752&x=327525934.4


would be considered steep or shady or both. I'll be talking to those of you who have
offered help with purchasing straw and seed as quanities and timing get finalized.
Excited with the new additions, and the bridge looks awesome too!

701
Laura Zumbrunnen
10-16-2014
08:22 PM ET (US)

Essex was mowed today in prep for 9am Sat. Tour de Essex. It's beautiful out there!
No problems mowing except Siri out of the blue kept interrupting my favorite news
podcast...EMI issues for iPhone?

700
Brian Buss
10-10-2014
10:40 PM ET (US)

Thanks for the info Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

699
Dave G.
10-10-2014
03:57 PM ET (US)

Brian,
If this is the ski swap at the fairgrounds, I have had only had limited experience with
it, but as I recall it was almost exclusively down-hill ski equipment. It may have
changed over the years. Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Brian Buss <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

698
Brian Buss
10-10-2014
01:15 PM ET (US)

Hello All,
I was wondering if anyone was going to the ski swap tomorrow and would be willing
to help us out. My wife and I both work and can't make it and we would like to pick
up some skate ski eq up for our son (Donovan Buss). My wife was going to take him
to Tyrol tonight to get sized up. We our low on funds and don't want to miss this
opportunity. If anyone can help please email or call us at the following:

Rebecca Buss: 507-272-7200
   rbuss28@gmail.com

Brian Buss: 507-272-7204

Home: 507-533-8761

< replied-to message removed by QT >

697
John Resman
10-09-2014
01:43 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was mowed on Wednesday. Everything went well - until just before I
finished - when I (well, actually the mower), found a stump a couple of inches above
the ground that I didn't notice in the taller grass on the edge of the trail. The result was
similar to Joe's event at Essex Park. Eric has graciously agreed to once again work on
the mower, with Lisa and Jeff transporting the mower. I'll work on getting that stump
to ground level.

Henry and Jim were working on the new bridge yesterday evening (I provided some
minimal help in moving around the 1000 pound steel beams). The beams are in place
- it's looking like a bridge. Kyle was also working on the trails. They're really taking
shape.

696
Dave Greymont
09-22-2014
06:09 PM ET (US)

QH was mowed this afternoon. No equipment problems. I did lower the cutting height
a little. I think the grass can be cut shorter this time of the year. I also mowed around
the shed loop but it's barely noticeable. The mice are busy in the shed shredding the
role of paper towels. The trail looks pretty good but will require some brambles
hanging over the edge of the trail to be cut back before ski season. John Resman will
mow next.



695
Mike Trantow
09-21-2014
08:34 PM ET (US)

Mowed Essex -mainly the south prairie field loops. Checked the woods, but
everything else looked good. Park caretaker has been doing 55th street fields and
more. All gas cans full.

694
Mark Foley
09-12-2014
11:19 PM ET (US)

Mowed QH tonight to get trails looking good with the Fall Festival going on this
weekend and filled up the gas cans so we should be good to go on that front for quite
a while.

693
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
09-11-2014
10:15 PM ET (US)

Seems like a good idea. That loop is used for the middle school kids and a bit of a hill
would add to the excitement level! 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

692
Walker, Henry J.
09-11-2014
10:58 AM ET (US)

Thanks Dave, I'll get to the tree today if P&R can't do it on short notice. 

As far as the trail crossing behind the Payne shed goes, Chris sent me a nice map of
what he was thinking and he has a great point. After looking at the site carefully
yesterday I see two good alternative options that would prevent the risk of creating a
blind intersection where two fast downhills coalesce. I've had near misses there
myself and the addition of 180 kids improves odds for a mishap. It won't be hard to
make adjustments in grooming to accommodate safety as well as flow on the trail. We
can look at it together and decide on a preferred option.

     

On 9/11/14 9:38 AM, "QT - Dave Greymont"
<qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

691
Dave Greymont
09-11-2014
10:38 AM ET (US)

I was out hiking the QH trails this morning and I think Chris has a good idea and it
should work fine. There is a tree down over the trail just north of the Nature Center.
Normally I'd take care of it but I'm leaving for Milwaukee in a few minutes and don't
have the time. I informed the Nature Center staff and they called Mike Nigbor and
P&R will take care of it.

690
Chris Flood
09-09-2014
11:40 AM ET (US)

This reminds me, I forgot to post that I mowed QH on Saturday. I tried to widen the
trails a bit where possible. The mower blades may have taken a bit of a beating in the
brush, but I don't think I hit anything that would do any real damage.

The field by the shed has now been mowed, so I tried to cut in a loop. The grass was
too short or clumpy though, so I wasn't leaving a trail behind. I gave up, but I did
have an idea: Could we loop the field trail up a bit farther to the northeast so that the
field trail and the two trails up the hills all meet at a single 90 degree intersection?
That would allow skiers coming down the newer hill trail that runs east-west to be
able to ski straight through the intersection and onto the loop if they are carrying too
much speed to make the 90 degree turn. Plus, it would add a little bump of a hill and
some additional interest to the otherwise-dead-flat field loop. If Parks and the Nature
Center don't care what we groom in there, it would be easy to just mow in the change.

Otherwise, everything went well. We're down to a single large can of gas.

-Chris

689
Craighead, James R.
09-09-2014
11:11 AM ET (US)

I have 5 acres, mostly wooded. I can accommodate a few people that would want to
come and cut some firewood. Send me an email & let me know. 
Jim

< replied-to message removed by QT >
688
Walker, Henry J.

Pam Meyer, director of the Nature Center, mentioned they were very grateful for the
firewood we have provided them in the past and hoped we would continue the



09-09-2014
10:13 AM ET (US)

support. As time allows we can cut up wood from downed trees and pile it next to the
current pile near the kiosk. I'll work on it here and there and if others do the same we
can easily keep up. The city also preferred the wood go to the Nature Center.

On 9/6/14 11:06 AM, "QT@qs3582.pair.com" <QT@qs3582.pair.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

687
Walker, Henry J.
09-06-2014
12:06 PM ET (US)

We haven't taken wood thus far because it has been given to the nature center. I have a
meeting with Pam Meyer, the director of the Nature Center, this up coming Monday.
I'll ask her if they are still burning wood in their fire place and using what we piled up
for them. If she doesn't use it I'll check with the city forester for clearance to take
trees from the trail. 
Henry

________________________________________
From: QT - Dave G. [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Friday, September 05, 2014 6:44 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

686
Lisa Luetmer
09-05-2014
11:50 PM ET (US)

Dave I think this is a delicate topic. Not sure about the history here but my intuition
tells me that the balance of "maintaining trail" vs "natural habitat" lies in our co-
existance with the parks. It's all about our relationship with Quarry Hill and Essex and
what is good for us and... habitat? L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 5, 2014, at 6:44 PM, "QT - Dave G." <his -46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

685
Dave G.
09-05-2014
07:44 PM ET (US)

Anybody know if we can take the wood or does the Nature Center use it? Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Brian Buss <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

684
Brian Buss
09-05-2014
07:08 PM ET (US)

Hey Dave. - is any of that wood available to us or the public. I own a wood boiler and
may be in need of wood someday? 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Sep 5, 2014, at 1:49 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

683
Dave Greymont
09-05-2014
02:49 PM ET (US)

I cleaned up some downed trees at QH this afternoon. Someone had previously done
some cutting just to clear space on the trail for walkers. I cut the trunks back off the
edge of the trail so we don't snag our grooming equipment. One old oak was about
20" in diameter and it was about all my ancient tired chainsaw could handle.

682 My thanks as well to Bruce and Lisa for fixing up the Essex ATV, and Joe for



Mike Trantow
09-05-2014
01:46 PM ET (US)

mowing. I tacked the rubber flap back on, but will lower it later (needed for snow/ice)
with some different fasteners.
I plan to refill the 1 large gas can if/when the price drops back down at the KwikTrip.

681
Lisa Luetmer
09-04-2014
10:30 PM ET (US)

Oh thank you Joe!! I can tack the flap back over the lock; no sweat. That ATV is so
great on gas isn't it? I did check the gas and we have one full five gallon and half of
the little tank thanks to Mike for keeping up with that. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 4, 2014, at 8:45 PM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

680
Joe Gyura
09-04-2014
09:45 PM ET (US)

I mowed the east wooded trails with the exception of the gardens (I only had an hour
to mow.)-- which are in okay shape. I had no problems. The steering was excellent.
Thank you Bruce and Lisa for all of your help. I believe Essex is good for at least a
week?

The ATV fuel showed full, so I did not top it off. Although, I did fill the mower.

The rubber covering the door padlock came off. I did not have a means of reattaching,
so put it on the clip board.

Thanks!

Joe
Edited 09-04-2014 09:46 PM

679
Lisa Luetmer
09-04-2014
03:53 PM ET (US)

I played the part of "lovely assistant" to Bruce Walks efforts to successfully tighten
the steering column on the ATV. It involves 4 bolts in the wiring box that works the
actuators. As usual I learned a lot about how things work and how to fix things and I
am so grateful for your knowledge and patience Bruce. We took off the front tool box
and opened up the top panel and found a mouse house over the battery. We found one
chewed wire and taped it up. He also showed me how to check the coolant. That
meant removing more panels.....the creators couldn't have made that any harder. All is
well except that I don't know if I got the toggles in correctly. I won't know until I
hook up the ginzu and see if "up" is really up. Now we need to get the woods mowed
at Essex. I can do that possibly tomorrow. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 10:01 PM, QT - Jeff Radke <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

678
Jeff Radke
09-02-2014
11:01 PM ET (US)

Here is my email and phone number, my data plan keeps me from texting much. 
jrad122@icloud.com

507)250-3525

Sent from my iPhone

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 8:16 PM, QT - Lisa Luetmer <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

677
Lisa Luetmer
09-02-2014

Okay to a chisel and hack saw!!! I feel like I'm about to perform brain surgery.
Seriously, thank you. I'm up for this:) 
Send me your email please....or do you text? Perhaps a quick consult via phone might



09:16 PM ET (US) save you time and effort? I am grateful.
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 7:55 PM, QT - Jeff Radke <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

676
Jeff Radke
09-02-2014
08:55 PM ET (US)

You are very considerate and my offer still stands. I might suggest that you bring a
chisel and a hack saw, which you can use to abrade the mounting surfaces with. That
seemed to be the trick as they were pretty smooth and that made them hard to tighten. 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 7:45 PM, QT - Lisa Luetmer <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

675
Lisa Luetmer
09-02-2014
08:45 PM ET (US)

Jeff for all your hours toiling on the QH ATV I can't thank you enough. You are a
generous soul to offer and I feel guilty taking you up on this offer. Bruce kindly
emailed me the procedure....our fuse setup is a little different than the QH ATV. I will
have a go at this on Thurs. It's a day that Bruce has off and can maybe save me if I fail
(or bale). Thank you Jeff. My cell is 507-319-6227. Email at
zumbrohoney@fmwildblue.com. 
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 7:18 PM, QT - Jeff Radke <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

674
Jeff Radke
09-02-2014
08:18 PM ET (US)

Lisa,
Jeff Radke here,
I did work on the Quarry Hill ATV handlebars. I got them tighter after a few tries. If
you have difficulty or you would like me to tighten them let me know. I'm glad to
help. 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 5:41 PM, QT - Dave <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

673
Lisa Luetmer
09-02-2014
08:15 PM ET (US)

Oh it was not a relaxing mow to say the least and I probably showed poor judgement
continuing with my mowing. And the problem of the thumb paddle catching on the
top of the gas tank was a real doozy when I turned tight. I really mowed slow and
kept the equipment safe. For our new mowers at Essex: don't do what Lisa did! L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 5:41 PM, QT - Dave <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

672
Dave
09-02-2014
06:41 PM ET (US)

Lisa, 
Look back at Quick Topic postings # 650, 651, 652, 653 from Jeff Radke. It's
dangerous to operate the ATV with loose handlebars. If the bars are moved all the
way down, it will pull on the accelerator cable causing the engine to race. I assume



the Essex ATV is similar to the QH ATV. On the QH ATV you need to open the back
of the switch box to access the nuts to tighten the handlebars. The nuts are inside the
switchbox so you really should disconnect the battery so you don't short anything out
with a wrench. Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

671
Lisa Luetmer
09-02-2014
05:18 PM ET (US)

I had the nice weather today so I mowed the prairie at Essex. After talking to Jeff I
took two foot swaths and shaved back the tall nasties around that lower grove. Looks
good. The mower basically shreds that woody stuff but leaves two foot stems. It is
slow going but it worked well. Everything ran well but half way into my mowing
experience the steering bars went loose. So I mowed and held up the bars at the same
time. Would anyone be able to advise me on tightening them? Since it was a slow
mow today(tall wiry grass that irritates the mower) I didn't get the woods done. Need
to tighten those handle bars before a tackle the woods though. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 9:16 AM, QT - Dave <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

670
Dave Greymont
09-02-2014
10:27 AM ET (US)

Oops, apparently inserting a picture attachment doesn't work with Quicktopic. I'll
send the picture separately.
Dave

669
Dave
09-02-2014
10:16 AM ET (US)

I pole hiked the trails at Essex on Sunday and (just like QH) there's going to need to
be some work done before the ski season to cut the weeds and brush back along the
edges of the trail. On the south west side where the trail loops around the trees, the
tall weeds hang over the trail closing it down to a single person wide path. (See
attached photo of the area circled in yellow.)
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

668
Lisa Luetmer
09-02-2014
09:37 AM ET (US)

I will mow tomorrow!
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 2, 2014, at 8:26 AM, QT - Laura Z <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

667
Laura Z
09-02-2014
09:26 AM ET (US)

Essex is ready to be mowed anytime except the 55th st field (done by Essex guy). It
takes a lot longer going 7mph so don't feel like you have to do the whole thing! We
can just rotate as needed...next up is Joe (there's just 3 of us). If it's not a good time,
just let me know.

666
Joey Keillor
08-07-2014
10:31 PM ET (US)

Q-Hill mowed. Finished in the dark, so there might be a thin swath here or there that
was missed. Worked on hacking some of the overhang, but much of it is simply
that...overhang that the mower just can't get. The tree blocking the connector loop was
cut and moved. Paul Bunyan (aka Henry Walker), I suspect.

665
Dave Greymont
08-04-2014
02:54 PM ET (US)

We have been given permission to access the Payne shed at Quarry Hill but we've
been asked to stay away from the burned area. (There may still be some fire
investigation ongoing.) The mower had a flat tire and I had it repaired at 37th. Street
Tire and Auto. I hope I've got the axle nut tightened enough. I snugged it down until
the wheel was hard to turn and then backed off the nut a little. If the wheel falls off
during the next mowing we'll know I left it too loose.

664 QH trail update: This is just an FYI so the QH group and others interested are



Henry Walker
07-29-2014
08:36 AM ET (US)

apprised of the new ski trail situation. 

Due to the imminent arrival of a new paved bike trail in 2015 that begins near the fire
station and connecting to the existing QH bike trail, we will very likely loose
grooming to the current bike trail in QH. This is due to snow plowing. The new trail
is being built with federal money which mandates the trail is plowed and if that
section of trail is plowed, Mike Nigbur stated they will very like plow the remainder
of QH. This is both good and bad, we loose the trail but hikers will be more apt to
gravitate toward walking on the plowed trail instead of the ski trails due to ease. 

The thought of 200 kids on a much reduced QH system is daunting so two changes
have been implemented. First, Jim Craighead has been working on bridge designs and
we will install a new crossing bridge near the berm at the Parkwood Play Ground. The
crossing is relatively easy but several restrictions are in place due to limitations set in
place by the DNR to protect streams. The bridge will give us access to the trails Chris
Flood and Joey have been working on to the North. At some point we may need help
installing the bridge which will be coming late summer or early fall.

The second step is addition of new trail segments to make up for lost kilometers. The
first section starts from the little North loop (the one with multiple ski options) and a
second section travels up a long hill from the ball field. The first extension loop goes
North following the stream, up toward the road and back South where it meets up
with the original trail again. This segment will be far more interesting than the West
Ball Field and hold snow very well. Very heavy buckthorn brush has slowed progress
but we should have the basic loop cleared by the end of this week. The second new
trail leads up the hill East of where the sledders play in QH. This is a long, steady
climb of Birkie character and will be a great addition to the North trails. 

Finally, all the new trail segments will be renovated by Kyle Herring starting later this
week or early next. He will remove the stumps, shape, level and scarify the trails to
prepare them for seeding. Kyle is the only person who owns the equipment and
contracts to do this sort of work. The work will take at least a week of full days if the
weather cooperates. When the major work is completed we will need to hand work a
few areas and then seed all of it. Stay tuned for volunteer opportunities.

663
Lisa Luetmer
07-29-2014
08:16 AM ET (US)

The club trailer is in Jeff's driveway. He needed to transport the ditch witch for
repairs. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 29, 2014, at 6:55 AM, QT - Henry Walker <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

662
Henry Walker
07-29-2014
07:55 AM ET (US)

Arson at the Payne Sheds!

At 3:17AM this morning the Rochester Fire Department was called to the Payne
Sheds at QH to respond to a fire. It was determined that an Arson or Arson's set fire to
two sheds (NEITHER CONTAINED OUR EQUIPMENT). They are the two older,
smallish sheds next to the windmill where we normally park the trailer (Does anyone
have the trailer right now btw?). 

Because an investigation is undergoing, the Payne Sheds are closed to all personnel
until police clear the scene. The city estimates they lost ~$50K in benches and other
items they had stored. Unless the trailer was parked next to the sheds, RASC did not
sustain losses. It looks like we missed the bullet by a marginal amount however. In a
dry year the other sheds could easily have caught fire. With any luck the culprits will
be caught.

661
Dave Greymont

I put the 2017 registration stickers on the snowmobile today just in case someone
wants to go snowmobiling. The registration receipt is in the jar under the



07-26-2014
08:32 PM ET (US)

snowmobile's seat. I also zip-tied a plastic 4" x 7" plate on the rear rack of the ATV
for the registration sticker when it come due. I believe that's what the regulations call
for.
Dave
Seasoned Veteran Mower: Level 1.5
Subcategory: 1.A GEEZER

660
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-21-2014
11:08 AM ET (US)

Hi Lisa, In response to your question, it took me about 4 hrs to mow all Essex at
7mph or less over 2 sessions...you can subtract ~20 min for failed backing attempts.
Most of it was a 3 pass effort this time. I haven't heard anything from Brennan so will
move carrots to Joe for next up.
Yours truly,
Laura
Apprentice (Level 1) Mower

659
Dave Greymont
07-20-2014
12:36 PM ET (US)

Filled the QH gas cans this morning.

658
Lisa Luetmer
07-18-2014
05:41 PM ET (US)

So funny!!!

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 18, 2014, at 3:49 PM, QT - Jeff Robertson <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

657
Jeff Robertson
07-18-2014
04:49 PM ET (US)

John
Regarding the standards of a mowing volunteer, most of us are operating at Level 3.
Although it hasn’t been widely publicized there are two more levels to reach “Master
Mower”. The tests are very demanding (both the written and driving). To reach Level
2 one must consistently be able to back the mower in a straight line for 25feet! We
applaud your tenacity and drive to achieve this level. 
The Accreditation Committee
Edited 07-18-2014 04:50 PM

656
John Resman
07-18-2014
08:33 AM ET (US)

I mowed Quarry Hill on Thursday evening. The grass wasn't too long in the center of
the trail. The mowing was most beneficial in cleaning up the sides keeping the
grass/brush from overtaking the main part of the trail. Clearing out the brush last fall
from the section on top of the hill in the northeast loop has really helped. At this time
last year, the branches were almost completely covering the trail. This summer, the
branches are hardly hanging over the trail in that section.

The handlebars worked great - thanks Jeff. The gas gauge actually moved and showed
3/4 full when I finished mowing. I filled it up and it now shows full. Maybe the gauge
is working. There's just a small amount of gas left in one of the cans. Dave mentioned
he would fill up the cans. After several attempts on backing the ATV into the shed, I
just drove it straight in. I'm able to back the ATV out of the shed much easier than I'm
able to back it into the shed (don't have to keep it straight for as long!). I'll have to
come out and practice backing up when I have some time so that I can meet the
expected standards of a mower volunteer.

655
Mike Trantow
07-15-2014
11:26 AM ET (US)

Gas prices are about as low as I've seen lately, so unless someone else has filled them,
I will do the Essex gas cans at lunch. I'll also run the snowmobile for it's monthly
check.
P.S. Lisa - turning around the ATV-mower on the "Trail from Hell" wasn't too bad:
backed up mower 90 degrees to a tree stop, unhitch, reverse up the hill, turn ATV
around at top of hill, back down, rehitch and out! Easier than the Ginzu anyways.
Cheers! Mike

654 If I remember right I couldn't even locate the battery until you googled it. And after



Lisa Luetmer
07-14-2014
09:54 AM ET (US)

two phone calls to my husband we finally got her going. Gosh that is a tight place to
work with the front box on. No one is ever going to be fired! 
Can you tell us how long it took you to mow everything? Close to 4 hours if you have
to mow the 55th street field? Thank you Laur! Feel free to mow what you have time
for and the next mower can jump in. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 11, 2014, at 10:09 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

653
Jeff Radke
07-13-2014
08:34 PM ET (US)

Got the ATV handlebars tight. Tried knurling the contact surfaces with a chisel and a
hacksaw. Then tightened real tight. Maybe some longer bolts with lock washers might
be tried next. The tool box has been left off, if someone cannot address the wiring
right now I can put it back on. Seems good for now we'll see.

652
Jeff Radke
07-13-2014
01:37 PM ET (US)

Attempted handlebar adjustment. I went with Henry's suggestion and removed the
front tool box and accessed the battery. There is still a lot of debris around there and
some stripped wiring. I think I will come back this afternoon with an air compressor
and blow out all the debris so that a better look can be made. Probably Jim would be
the man to replace wiring as I don't have wires, connectors, crimping tool excetera.
This afternoon I'll go back and finish the task and just leave off the tool box for better
access. Right now the ATV is inoperable with the battery disconnected.

651
Jeff Radke
07-12-2014
05:18 PM ET (US)

I will stop by the ATV and give plan B a try on the handlebars in the next few days.

650
Dave Greymont
07-12-2014
01:58 PM ET (US)

The handlebars came lose again on the QH ATV. There's 4 bolts inside the gray
switch box on the handlebars that should be tightened equally. There isn't enough
room inside the switch box to use a socket wrench and the only other wrench I had in
my toolkit that would work was an adjustable wrench. I was able to tighten the 2
outside bolts but not the 2 bolts towards the back of the switch box. The handlebars
seemed tight when I finished but I'm pretty sure they'll loosen up again. You need a 12
mm open-end or box wrench to properly fit the bolts. I also found the mouse condo
was well under way of being rebuilt.

649
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-11-2014
11:09 PM ET (US)

I need to be fired! Before I could finish up the 55th St field, guess who needed an
impromtu session taught by Lisa on how to charge the ATV battery. The bonehead
who mowed before today left the ATV in R and the key in with panel light on and
drained the battery (he/she must have been rushing to get home to make dinner as
he/she was running late from mowing slow Wed...just guessing). Clearly that is just
cause to fire him/her for incompetence, and I'm happy to deliver the news. Huge
thanks to charge it, Lisa, and I'm VERY sorry! Mower worked great again today. I'm
kinda happy to be fired cuz the mosquitos ate me alive while I spent WAY too much
time trying to back that DAMN mower in...I'm thoroughly convinced the direction it
goes is COMPLETELY random to which way i turn the handles. After entertaining a
family reunion by the barn for 20 min, I decided chilvary is dead cuz no one helped
me try to push it by hand. I finally gave up and pulled in forward and put a stopper in
front of back mower wheel so it didn't push on ATV. Both motors are gassed up AND
it's in park and key is out. There is 1/2 gas can left. Oh, and Lisa asked me to crank up
mower deck 2 turns on Wed which i did so the belt might not fall off which it never
did so maybe that helped. 

Brennan, left me know if you are not available. I think it should be good for a week or
two.

648
Joe Gyura
07-11-2014
04:08 PM ET (US)

Regarding Lisa's question on who is up next to mow at Essex. Brennan is up next, but
showing unavailable. If that is the case, looks like I'm up next. Laura just mowed on
the 7th, so I'm guessing it may be a few days before another cut is needed. 



Joe

647
Lisa Luetmer
07-09-2014
11:00 PM ET (US)

Wow so that's what has dug a den under those piles of hockey side boards!!! We've
kept trying to plug that den for a long time..... Or our Mt Lion is a huge black cat that
I scared up after parking the ATV. Thanks Laura for disposing of the dead body. And I
also would like to know how Mike T actually got the mower and ATV turned around
on that obscenely narrow trail after encountering that downed tree? Thanks LZ!
Who is next up at Essex? 
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 9, 2014, at 7:14 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

646
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-09-2014
08:14 PM ET (US)

Mowed Essex this afternoon...all but 55th field which looked good. Lisa, that tree
looked BIG that you sawed up...nice job!! The mower was a charm; thanks for taking
it to Eric and all they did cuz it worked so slick. I stayed between 4-7 mph. The only
scary part was when I moved the ATV and discovered the very stinky dead half-eaten
animal i knew had to be somewhere ended up right under the ATV. Uh-oh...I figured
the mountain lion that ravaged it had to still be in the hut. Thank goodness we still
had snow shovels cuz out went the squirrel to the woods on a shovel as I kept one eye
out for the mt lion that was gonna come streaking out of the hut for the half of it then
eat me instead. I was so glad to get mowing:)

645
Lisa Luetmer
07-07-2014
02:31 PM ET (US)

With Pete's help we cleaned up the downed tree on the The Trail From Hell. There are
now fluorescent wire flags in the front of the ATV for staking any hazards. I also cut
out a small stump that is in the high weeds at the base of the outer prairie loop. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 6, 2014, at 9:19 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

644
Dave Greymont
07-06-2014
10:19 PM ET (US)

I mowed Quarry Hill this evening and fed the mosquitoes. The center of the trail is
growing good now so most of the trail required 3 passes. A couple of minor things to
mention. 1. There's some moisture in the front storage box and it's developing a nasty
fragrance. I left the lid open so that it would dry out. 2. When I backed the ATV into
the shed I couldn't get it out of reverse. I shut it down, unhooked the mower, and then
manually slightly rocked the ATV back and forth. Then when I started it up again, it
easily shifted. 3. The gas gauge still was on "full" when I finished mowing. It was a
little too dusky to see down in the tank to estimate how full the tank was. Perhaps the
gauge is not working properly. When I took the ATV to Cycle City, they said the cap
that I dropped into the tank wouldn't affect the engine because there's a screen around
the gas outlet. We didn't discuss if the cap might affect the gas gauge. Joey, you're up
next. Better double check the gas level before you begin to mow.

643
Lisa Luetmer
07-05-2014
12:13 PM ET (US)

Thanks Mike. My son Peter can round up some Nordic kids to help clean up the tree.
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 4, 2014, at 12:11 AM, QT - Mike Trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

642
Mike Trantow

Essex mowing. I've told Lisa L. already, but to catch others up. I got *Most* of Essex
mowed today: all open areas that needed it most. The woods were not done, nor



07-04-2014
01:11 AM ET (US)

gardens. One reason is there's a large tree downed across the woods trail due west
from the farm house. It's above the creek on the first big downhill...very tough to turn
around an ATV, let alone adding a mower. 
Lisa says she'll handle that chainsaw chore next week. I'll be at Scout camp all week,
so if others can help, let her know.
The other problem I had was with some very thick weeds in several spots ... add some
huge gopher mounds and even slowing way down (0-3mph)I had the belt jump off
twice. Having the manual downloaded to my phone was key to getting it back on
right. I think it will be OK for next mowing, but if weeds get that thick again, either
need 4 passes or raise the deck. Tire pressure seemed OK at 7mph.

641
Mike Trantow
07-03-2014
12:22 AM ET (US)

I have Thursday off so I may try my hand at mowing with the newly tuned and
sharpened mower.

640
Laura Zumbrunnen
07-01-2014
07:43 PM ET (US)

Oh wow...lots happened. I'm up next to mow Essex, and it won't be 'til next week.

639
Lisa Luetmer
06-27-2014
11:28 PM ET (US)

Mike and all Essex mowers.
If my memory serves me and Bruce can help me here; we have usually mowed with
tires at 19 psi. And we have had to repair flat tires(2?). We really have a rough prairie
with a lot of gopher mounds that cause us grief. So spec inflated tires (40) at speeds
over 7 mph will bounce more NO DOUBT. So I guess we should consider this a
grand experiment. Both Eric and Bruce have the feel and experience for this
equipment with respect for the "terrane". Please let's try mowing no faster than 7 mph.
If we don't finish then the next mower in line will jump in. If we need to deflate then
it should be obvious when we mow the prairie. We absolutely have some stump
tidying to do at Essex since we widened some of the trails so do not be freaked out:)
I have a newly sharpened chain on my saw. I will leave pink flags in the front of the
ATV to flag things if they crop up. Mowing is pretty gratifying. We have a hiker at
Essex that uses a walker. No kidding. Gophers and stumps happen;) 
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 27, 2014, at 9:34 PM, QT - Mike Trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

638
Lisa Luetmer
06-27-2014
10:46 PM ET (US)

Oh Eric I forgot you replaced the fuel filter too. You really did RASC a solid for your
attention to all things AcrEase. Thank you. I will make sure this all gets recorded in
our maintenance contract. Alberto handed me an extra oil filter and checked to make
sure the Essex second set of blades were sharp. It would have been hours blocking up
that mower just to change out blades and change the oil. I am so grateful. And I didn't
know how to change the oil or filter so add another two hours of reading the manual.
With Joe's help we will make sure the mower hazards are eliminated:) We are good to
mow!
L
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 27, 2014, at 9:13 PM, QT - Eric C <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

637
Mike Trantow
06-27-2014
10:34 PM ET (US)

Thank you so much Lisa, Peter, Eric and Alberto!

Lisa, I also saw the Acrease manual recommendation of 15 psi for less bounce. Given
the sometimes bumpy Essex terrain, maybe next up mower should watch the deck



action and if it is bouncy at recommended speed (5-7mph), deflate to something in the
middle. Did it handle ok when they were all around 18psi before? ... maybe 30psi?

636
Eric C
06-27-2014
10:13 PM ET (US)

It is easier when you have all the tools and a FT turf mechanic, skilled in such things.
In addition to the things Lisa mentioned, new fuel filter too....glad it all worked out!
Should run like new now.
Cheers, EC

635
Lisa Luetmer
06-27-2014
05:23 PM ET (US)

A huge THANKYOU to Eric and his Sommerby mechanic Alberto. Albert found a
cut flap in the deck. He bent it back and welded it smooth. The blade wasn't bent so
he sharpened them all. Using a hot wire he was able to engage the deck and it seems
balanced. He changed the oil, put in new air and oil filters, spark plugs and lubed
everything. With my son peters help we have the mower, ATV and club trailer all
tucked back in. We also aired the tires to 40 psi. We are going to give this a try but our
mowers will have to mow at a reasonable speed so it won't bounce. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
634
Jeff Radke
06-23-2014
08:20 PM ET (US)

Tightened the handlebars on the Quarry Hill ATV. Took the box off, cleaned the
surfaces and placed some pieces of sanding screen between the clamp and the
handlebar. Then I tightened real tight. It's tight now. Let me know if it loosens again.

633
Mike Trantow
06-23-2014
11:34 AM ET (US)

I'll get out to Essex tonight and take a look.

632
Joe Gyura
06-21-2014
11:42 PM ET (US)

Sorry, I should have highlighted in my previous post: the Essex mower is inoperable.
Please see my previous post for details.

Thanks! 

Joe

631
Joe Gyura
06-21-2014
11:29 PM ET (US)

I mowed sections of Essex this evening. Finished most of the north east woods with
two passes. I started with one pass in the north woods, then onto the paved path to the
archery section -- which was a marsh so I avoided. I then mowed the north woods
trails. 

I ran into a bit of a problem when trying to mow up the steep hill from the gardens.
Long story for another time. Needless to say, the ground was to soft/wet to support
the needed traction.

I was on the farthest west section of the north east woods heading I a counter
clockwise direction, and I hit a 3" tree stump buried in the weed that stopped the
mower. I stopped and found the stump - we may want to remove or mark as I don't
believe I was off the trail. Anyway the mower started without a problem. I'm
mentioning this as it may be important. I finished one last pass in the woods, and
moved to the south prairie. I was headind down a trail and noticed the mower was not
cutting. Sure enough, it was not running. When I went to start the mower, it made a "
thunk" noise and turned off. I did a visual an all seemed well. On a second it did the
same -- I was done and headed back to put away the equipment. I'm not exactly sure
what is causing the problem, as the mower worked after the earlier incident. So sorry
if I did anything wrong.

I am leaving for the BWCA early Monday morning. I will have cell coverage until
around noon, should anyone have questions.

Thanks! Joe
630
Dave

Thanks Mark,
There's going to be more work done leveling the new trails this year so it's not



06-19-2014
05:34 AM ET (US)

necessary to mow them.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >
629
Mark Foley
06-18-2014
10:41 PM ET (US)

I mowed Quarry Hill tonight, got all of the old trails done but ran out of light before
getting to the new section built last fall; I will try to get that this weekend. Handlebars
still loose, mirror on left side was loose but I tightened it up.

628
Lisa Luetmer
06-18-2014
01:36 PM ET (US)

I quick cut a tree up that had blocked the trail after the storm on Monday. I found that
someone from nearby the bike trail off of 55th is now hauling brush and dumping it
where they were previously dumping their grass and leaf compost. Don't know how to
stop this behavior. Also, Bruce reminded me that we need to pull up the lathe in the
55th st field because the do mow that whole field eventually. So I pulled up the lathe
as well today:) Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 16, 2014, at 10:41 AM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

627
Joe Gyura
06-16-2014
11:41 AM ET (US)

I believe I'm up next to mow at Essex. I checked it mid last week and didn't seem too
bad -- from the view of an inexperienced mower.... I'll try to get out this week.

Thanks!

Joe
626
Lisa Luetmer
06-16-2014
10:42 AM ET (US)

Not sure who is up next to mow Essex but it could use a trimming. I'm here this week
until thurs to help with any mowing or mowing assistance:) Lisa 

Sent from my iPhone

625
Lisa Luetmer
06-11-2014
02:19 PM ET (US)

Okay thank you Eric. The front tires max is 40psi.
Also after two false starts(flat tire that Mike fixed) and a dead mower battery( I
charged it up) I finally mowed the 55th street field. The mower doesn't like to start.
We had this problem before. So you have to turn off the key and try again. It took me
about 4 key turns before it caught. Otherwise everything ran well. And for our new
Essex mowers(welcome!) please remember when you are done mowing the engine
runs pretty hot so the key needs to remain on until the fan stops. Any questions or
problems please call me on my cell 319-6227. I'm happy to help. Remember that we
are flexible and not to mow more than you have time for. The next mower can finish
for you. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 11, 2014, at 7:38 AM, QT - Eric Counselman <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

624
Eric Counselman
06-11-2014
08:38 AM ET (US)

Little bit on equipment maintenance: We can do much of the small maintenance
repairs out here at the golf course, there is no need for the club to pay for
blade(chainsaw or mower) sharpening, tire repairs, and other tasks similar. As for tire
pressures. Only run tires close to full pressure, they are designed to run at those
pressures, under inflating them will wear out the side walls, cause cupping on the
treads, and reduce performance. Recommended psi should always be on the side of
the tire and is what the manufacturer recommends:-) In a world of hundreds of small
equipment tires, we see negative results regularly. Let me know what we can do to
help with some of the maintenance.
Cheers, EC



623
Jeff Robertson
06-10-2014
10:30 PM ET (US)

I picked the brush hog up from Q H for trail work on the Eastwood Park trails. I will
most likely take it to Gamehaven to do the same. I notice that the gas line on the big
mower was broken off its connector. There was enough left to re-attach it.
Jeff

622
Lisa Luetmer
06-10-2014
10:15 PM ET (US)

I also have a thought for the technically more able. Mike T pulled our front flat tire
and the folks at 37th St Tire put a new tube in it. I was visiting with him and he said
that although the tire can be filled to 40 psi he recommended 19 or twenty. He told me
to divide the weight of the mower by the four tires. I guessed the mower at 500(
probably pretty high). But here is the question: the front tires are very different than
the back tires (no tread and they swivel) so should they be aired differently than the
back tires? This is our second flat tire to my memory. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 9, 2014, at 7:48 AM, QT - Chris Flood <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

621
Chris Flood
06-09-2014
08:48 AM ET (US)

I mowed Quarry Hill on Sunday. Everything worked well except my ability to back
up a trailer. I gave up and pushed/pulled/wrestled the mower back in the shed. It was
good groomer grappling practice.

The handlebars are really loose, but that's a known issue.

Oh, and a quick thought on the brake rotor covers that have melted: Since this was my
first time driving the ATV in the summer, I was surprised by how high off the foot
pad the brake pedal sits. I could actually get my foot under it. I seem to remember that
that same pedal was much lower in the winter. Granted, snow builds up on the foot
pads and I'm wearing big poofy mukluks in the winter, but I wonder if the brake is
getting packed in with snow in a semi-engaged position? (Do they make foot pad
heaters?) Just a thought for the more technically able.

620
Mike Trantow
06-08-2014
10:48 PM ET (US)

I pulled the flat tire on the Essex Mower. Just for sanity sake, in case the tubeless tire
just got too low, i pumped it up to 30 lbs ...it seemed ok, but 5 minutes later slow
leakage was down 5 lbs. I will take it to 37th Street Tire per Bruce
P.s. All the tires were under 19lbs, so will top them all off when flat is fixed.

619
Lisa Luetmer
06-04-2014
06:02 PM ET (US)

Mike I can be there at 9. I have to drive to Little Falls tomorrow and back around 8.
Nine is so late for you and maybe too dark? I can haul my tractor to Essex on Friday
and mow 55th with that so don't feel pressured. L
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 4, 2014, at 3:58 PM, QT - Mike Trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

618
Mike Trantow
06-04-2014
04:58 PM ET (US)

Lisa, I could be at Essex tonight after Easy Riders, like 9ish? may be cooler ;-)
OR tomorrow any time after 2pm.

617
Lisa Luetmer
06-04-2014
03:57 PM ET (US)

Hey Essex mowers! The mower has a flat front tire. Laura and I hooked up the mower
after our pole hike and Laura noticed it. I was going to go mow the 55th street field
because it needs it and John looks a little behind. Mike I can help you change out the
blades and then we can pull the tire maybe? L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 2, 2014, at 4:07 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:



> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

616
Lisa Luetmer
06-03-2014
04:13 PM ET (US)

Jeff cut up the big rotted tree at Essex and since it was so rotten the chunks didn't
weigh much and we tossed them into the woods. Jeff (all-knowing) thought I should
mow just the prairie and keep off the grass in the woods until the ground firms up. So
I mowed the prairie trails. Both the mower and the ATV are filled with gas and there
is one full 5 gallon. That will hold us for a while. I saw a tiny fawn try to follow its
mother across the mowed path in front if me. It managed to get mostly off the path
and then tried to flatten down into the weeds. I turned the mower off and slowly got
around it. The doe was frantic. They were both gone on my next pass.
Everything ran great otherwise.
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 2, 2014, at 4:07 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

615
Lisa Luetmer
06-02-2014
08:35 PM ET (US)

I can mow and I will throw the saw in.
Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 2, 2014, at 4:07 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

614
Laura Zumbrunnen
06-02-2014
05:07 PM ET (US)

I went for a run at Essex today and encountered a BIG tree completely across the
"Don't Pick Speed 'til Ya Round the Bend" hill in the woods between the 55th st field
and the pavilion...am not sure what it's going to take to move that monster.

If anyone is available to mow, it's ready. I'm happy to do it, too.

613
Craighead, James R.
05-29-2014
04:16 PM ET (US)

Dave,

 We need to build a different electrical box. That plastic box compresses under the
force of the handlebar bolts. It'll keep coming loose. I need to replace it with a metal
box. 
Jim

< replied-to message removed by QT >
612
Dave Greymont
05-29-2014
04:14 PM ET (US)

I met Brain Buss at QH this afternoon and oriented him to mowing. We discovered
that the ATV's handlebars are still loose and need to be tightened.

611
Jeff Radke
05-24-2014
12:01 PM ET (US)

Installed last pieces of shrouding on Quarry Hill ATV this am.
Jeff

610
Lisa Luetmer
05-20-2014
07:59 PM ET (US)

Nice work Laura!
We don't ever mow the 55th st field. John does that.
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 20, 2014, at 6:59 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:



> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

609
Laura Zumbrunnen
05-20-2014
06:59 PM ET (US)

Like Quarry, Essex wasn't in too bad of shape...I rationalized not needing to do the
really steep hill down to garden. Otherwise, I mowed all but 55th St field. Call me
lazy, but I thought it was great someone else is willing to mow that and it seemed too
early in mowing season to do it...might set a precedent that RASC always does it:) I
spent some time (without an audience) trying to back in to the hut. I got it lined up but
for the life of me couldn't get it to back up straight into the hut. So, I pushed and
pulled and pleaded with the mower and it's all in. Everything worked great and there
is enough gas for a couple more mowings I think. I did 3 passes on prairie and just
sides in all woods. Took me just over 2 hrs, and I'd recommend gloves and ear plugs. I
forgot both and ended up with blisters on my hands and ringing in my ears.

608
Dave Greymont
05-20-2014
06:21 PM ET (US)

The ATV is back at QH from Cycle City. As long as I was there I did a quick and
dirty mowing just to make sure everything was working properly. I'm not sure the
mower height is adjusted just right but it's close. The trail really didn't need mowing
too badly and I just zipped up and down the outside edges of the trail. The grass in the
middle of the trail didn't need mowing. My biggest accomplishment was backing the
mower in to the shed on the very first attempt without needing to maneuver back and
forth.

607
Joe Gyura
05-02-2014
08:25 AM ET (US)

The same for me, as the non-snow duties are new.

Thanks!

Joe
606
Laura Zumbrunnen
05-01-2014
09:22 PM ET (US)

Volunteer Rotation for Essex is done. I am up next. Will need some orientation.

605
Jeff Radke
04-28-2014
08:18 PM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill ATV is on its way to the repair shop. It will receive a clutch
inspection, repair of what appears to be a power steering fluid leak, and replacement
of the disc brake dust covers which were pretty melted. After clearing out a mouse
nest under the shroud at the base of the steering column we could see some wiring
which had been stripped of its insulation and it was thought that Jim could take a look
at this and repair it when it comes back from the shop.
Will post again when it returns from the shop.
Jeff

604
Mike Trantow
04-28-2014
12:55 AM ET (US)

Essex ATV is on wheels again (thanks Jeff R.) engine oil & filter changed today.
(Thanks Lisa L.!). Did not get to gear oil changes yet; needed larger socket and
extension (left at home). Will finish Thursday. Forecast doesn't look good for any trail
work anyways.

603
Jeff Radke
04-27-2014
03:07 PM ET (US)

Attempted Quarry Hill ATV v belt replacement today. It appears that some mice have
made themselves at home under the shrouding and have caused some damage. There
was some hair and oil inside the clutch housing and some sort oil leak around the
steering column. Right now I have stopped work and will discuss repair options. ATV
is currently undrivable.
Jeff Radke

602
Dave Greymont
04-26-2014
04:41 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I took down the snow fence on the west bridge, by the playground, and the
fence next to 55th. Street. There's just the fence(s) left along the hill on south side of
the 55th. Street field. We also removed to two bales of hay by the gate on the trail
down to the concrete bridge.

601
Jeff Radke
04-22-2014
01:37 PM ET (US)

Forgot to mention, took ATV for a quick spin. Brakes are firm.
Jeff

600
Jeff Radke
04-22-2014

Did some work on the Quarry Hill machines today. Finished the gear oil changes. The
front gear oil looked kind of grey and milky like some water had gotten in. I did not
notice a sealing washer when the drain bolt came off, I'll get one and install it. Kind



01:34 PM ET (US) of doubt enough moisture could seep through there though. Also got the sharpened
mower blades reinstalled. One thing I noticed that needs to be looked into further is
that while looking around in the front engine compartment there is an area pretty wet
with oil, I'm not sure if it is brake fluid or maybe steering fluid? Anyway there is a 6
or 7 pin electrical connector soaked in it, could be source of a short. I'll try to look
into this some more next time.
Jeff

599
Mike Tran tow
04-19-2014
07:55 AM ET (US)

Andy Wood met me & my sons at Essex to put away the drags, ginzu and roller. Tight
fit in the building with park equipment. Making arrangements with Jeff R.to swap in
wheels and other seasonal maintenance.

598
Lisa Luetmer
04-16-2014
07:57 PM ET (US)

No 
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 16, 2014, at 6:47 PM, QT - Mike Trantow <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

597
Mike Trantow
04-16-2014
07:47 PM ET (US)

Just in case you hadn't viewed the Birkie site recently...
"4.15.14  10+ inches of snow on the way again!  We will groom late wednesday night
or early Thurs. morning the OO loops and Bodecker loop....another winter wonder
land experience!"
Check out the OO trailcam

596
Jeff Radke
04-13-2014
04:14 PM ET (US)

Stopped by and secured the brake caliper, the ATV should be fine to drive. I did not
test drive it, but maybe next time I'll take it for a spin. A 6mm hex socket popped the
dif drain plug free. I will do the oil change soon but not today as there does not seem
to be any rush.
Jeff

595
Walker, Henry J.
04-12-2014
10:11 PM ET (US)

The QH Grizzly rotor plate covers were melted similar to Essex. Jeff and I removed
the front covers with a few snips since they were doing nothing but gumming up the
rotor while flopping around. We should replace them at some time although this will
repeat itself and we are not needing to stop from great speeds. Their job is to keep
mud and such off the rotors. Jeff also noticed the disc brake bolts were loose and one
was missing, the other front brake disc was loose so he tightened all four of them.
This is the kind of catch that saves the club a great deal of hassle, time and money.
Thanks for keeping sharp eyes out and welcome to the QH enclave Jeff! We are
already very grateful for your time and skills.
________________________________________
From: QT - Jeff Radke [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 12, 2014 4:20 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >
594
Jeff Radke
04-12-2014
05:20 PM ET (US)

I met Henry at the Payne shed to exchange tracks to tires on the ATV and get some
orientation on some of my new tasks maintaining the grooming equipment at Quarry
Hill. Today we accomplished the ATV track to tire exchange, oil change, oil filter
change, air filter check, and the spark plug replacement. The mower got it's oil
changed, oil filter changed, and the blades were removed for sharpening. I will do the
sharpening at home and reinstall them in the next few days. There were a couple of
issues. We had difficulty with the rear dif drain plug. I will get a particular socket and
give it another go to complete front and rear dif oil changes. Also it was noticed that
some of the left front brake assembly mounting bolts were loose and missing(not a
good surprise!). I will get the correct bolt and secure this. Right now the ATV is in
DO NOT USE condition. I will post when this is done, probably tomorrow.



Awesome to do some work for the club today, 
Jeff

593
Dave Greymont
04-02-2014
06:00 PM ET (US)

I took the lights down on the fairway at Eastwood Golf Course this afternoon. I'll
catch the remainder of the lights at a later date.

592
Craighead, James R.
04-02-2014
01:06 PM ET (US)

Yippee! I lost a small, 3 bladed pocket knife there. I hope it's the same one. 
Jim

< replied-to message removed by QT >
591
Dave Greymont
04-02-2014
12:18 PM ET (US)

I found a nice knife by the gate to the Payne sheds. If it's your's, let me know.
Dave

590
Craighead, James R.
03-22-2014
07:01 PM ET (US)

I groomed a loop at QH one last time. The outside loop on the east side is ski-able
with a little double-poling through the icy spots. Bring your rock skis for the sticks
and ice. Jim

589
Dave Greymont
03-15-2014
04:32 PM ET (US)

I gave Brian Buss an equipment orientation this afternoon and then we groomed the
west trails. Some new experiences. First, the front door is no longer frozen shut, but
the back door is necessitating backing the ATV out between our finish mower and the
P&R huge brush mower. Brian needed to pull and slide the back end of the ATV over
in order to clear the door opening. When we got to the loop around the Park Wood
Hills ball field there's a big melt at the south end so not wanting to risk getting stuck
we turned around and headed down the trail and out to the west ball field which was
okay. The walked on trails were still frozen pretty hard and it would have taken
multiple passes to make them good (but we didn't do that). Brian is now a certified
novice groomer and we'll pick up next winter where we left off today. Jim Craighead
groomed the east trails this morning except for the field trail so most of the QH trails
are groomed. When we got off the ATV the handlebars got pushed down, pulling on
the accelerator cable, causing the engine to race. Raising the handlebars resolved the
problem. I think we're close to being done grooming unless we get more snow.

588
Bruce Walk
03-15-2014
11:47 AM ET (US)

I checked out Essex Saturday morning (3/15): The central trail crossing area down by
the cement bridge as well as the archery area is flooded with melt water. The stream
has not come over the banks at this time. The flooded area includes the access to both
hills heading to the east for a good 100 feet or more. The frozen top layer, water
underneath, and slush trail base, is over a foot deep and won't support a person's
weight. It is well above boot height when it gives-way (my felt liners will be drying
most of the day so yes, I'm sure of the water depth :-)). While there are large areas of
the trail that can be scarified and recovered, you can only get to the west woods and
55th st. with grooming equipment at this time. 
Since the crust skiing on any of the golf courses is prime right now, I personally
wouldn't suggest we invest the time in recovering a small area of trail. There were a
couple folks crust skiing at Essex while I was there and seemed to be doing fine off-
trail.

I checked the grooming equipment and made sure none were freezing into the ground
at this time.
Edited 03-15-2014 11:55 AM

587
mtrantow
03-15-2014
11:20 AM ET (US)

Thanks Eric! Any issues at Essex? Sorry, haven't been "maintaining" much lately - -
I'll be back Sunday night - Mike (in WI for house cleanup)

586
Dave G.
03-15-2014
07:40 AM ET (US)

Jim,
I'm doing an equipment orientation and training with Brian at 1 PM. We'll groom the
west trails. Will that work with your schedule for grooming? 
Sent from my ASUS Pad



QT@qs3582.pair.com,-@qs3582.pair.com,Craighead@qs3582.pair.com," James R."
<qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

585
Craighead, James R.
03-15-2014
07:27 AM ET (US)

I'm going to see if I can get the QH east trails in skiing shape for the weekend. 
Jim C.___________________________________
From: QT - Bruce Walk [qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com]
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 6:15 PM
To: QT topic subscribers
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

< replied-to message removed by QT >

584
Bruce Walk
03-14-2014
07:15 PM ET (US)

Andy, I'll go look at Essex tomorrow after the temps drop tonight and see how its
faired during the thaw. The stream is definitely up and flowing fast - will see if it has
flooded yet and will report back here.

On Fri, Mar 14, 2014 at 5:52 PM, QT - Andy <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

583
Andy
03-14-2014
06:52 PM ET (US)

All,
I'm out of town all next week scuba diving in the tropics. Seems like I'm up next in
the Essex rotation. If we get snow and it stays cold who would ever like to groom,
give it a try. Just be kind to the equipment (said he who has a habit of getting things
stuck!)

582
Lisa Luetmer
03-14-2014
01:01 PM ET (US)

Wow. At the end-of-the-season groomer party I want to hear how you did that. It was
huge and hung up in a scary way. Way to go. 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 14, 2014, at 8:41 AM, QT - Eric Counselman <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

581
Barry
03-14-2014
12:22 PM ET (US)

Just got home from a little classicing at Essex. Eric, nice job! I am impressed with
you taking down that big tree (did your mother-in-law help?). Skiing was ok, but kind
of choppy. If anyone does groom as Essex again this year (doubtful?), I recommend
you stay away (way away) from the ponds at the bottom of the old sledding hill and
related low spots. The water is deeper than it appears and, depending on the temp, the
icey surface can be really weak. Thanks

580
Eric Counselman
03-14-2014
09:41 AM ET (US)

Found myself with a chainsaw in my truck and a mother-in-law at the house watching
Esme, so I swung by Essex and cut the tree that had fallen across the trail. It is now in
a half a dozen pieces and moved off the trail. There is a bunch of saw dust there, but
groomable. I am around this weekend and available to groom Essex as well. Cheers,
EC

579
Laura Zumbrunnen
03-13-2014
10:43 AM ET (US)

Lisa offered to cover me for next grooming (thanks!). She is not available 'til Monday
at earliest. Andy, if you think there is still life in trail next week, please let Lisa know.

578
Laura Zumbrunnen
03-12-2014
08:51 PM ET (US)

Thanks, Barry! I'm up next for Essex, but will be gone from 3/14-3/20. So, assuming I
don't groom before then, are there any Essex groomers who will switch w/ me 'til I get
back? Oh, and thanks, Chris, you must have seen my post that I wanted to ski this
AM:) QH was nice.

577
Lisa Luetmer
03-12-2014

Nice work Barry in difficult conditions. Love the term "track challenged." Will
borrow that for myself next time. L



08:43 PM ET (US) Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 12, 2014, at 5:40 PM, QT - Bruce Walk <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

576
Bruce Walk
03-12-2014
06:40 PM ET (US)

Barry, the track setter is actually best where it is. If moved further to the right, you get
soft pole plants, classic skiers fight the brush and bushes more, and the knives don't
renovate the old track properly. I think you'll get used to staying the proper distance
from the side of the trail with practice - thanks for grooming today!

575
Barry
03-12-2014
05:59 PM ET (US)

I groomed some of Essex this afternoon. There is a fine line between having it warm
enough to scarify the crust and not too warm to have ponds forming at the bottom of
some of the hills. I got most of the woods (west side and east), and set tracks
whenever possible; I am track challenged to remember to keep to the right (any way,
next season, to move the track setter a bit more to the right on the ginzu frame?).
When I was leaving the east woods and going onto the south meadow, I nearly got
stuck in a pond. All ended well, but I stopped then as things were getting a little soft
and wet. The ginzu worked fine for me until the end, and then, I could not move
either the knives or classic track setter; hopefully it is just a connection. Thanks,
Barry

574
Chris Flood
03-12-2014
11:01 AM ET (US)

I groomed quarry hill this morning. I just stuck to the eastern trails because it took 3-4
passes to break up the ice and remove the DEEP ruts. I set track, but it's pretty
shallow. 
The doors were pretty iced up. I did my best to chip out the back one. Next groomer:
budget some time just getting the door open. 
The orange wings vibrated loose. One fell off, but I found all the pieces and
reattached. Maybe it was the conditions, but I think it's more likely that they were
tight when there was lots of snow and ice on the Ginzu. The warmth melted all that
away, and I forgot to check to be sure they were right before heading out. 
Otherwise, everything was fine. 

Chris Flood

> On Mar 12, 2014, at 8:16 AM, QT - Barry <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

573
Barry
03-12-2014
10:46 AM ET (US)

Thanks Bruce, Jeff, and Joe for your tips and areas to stay away from (Joe, I got your
map and will stay away from the downed tree and steep hill - very helpful). Bruce, I
will have your phone # in case I need some OTJ advice :-).

572
Joe Gyura
03-12-2014
09:59 AM ET (US)

Barry, there are two areas I'm aware of to avoid. There is a tree down on the Northeast
woods loop. The snowmobile can fit under the tree, but the ATV can not. The second
is the hill in the 55th street field. If you head north from the pavilion towards the
field, it's the hill if you took the first left turn. I've attached a map and circled the hill
as well as drew an "x" marking the down tree. Give me a call if you would like to
discuss. 398-3730.

Thanks!

Joe

On Wed, Mar 12, 2014 at 8:16 AM, QT - Barry <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >



571
Jeff Robertson
03-12-2014
09:57 AM ET (US)

Barry
There are two trails you should avoid - hill by the tree line on the 55st side and the
northeast trail section where the tree is over the trail. Call if you need a clearer
explanation.
Jeff

On Wed, Mar 12, 2014 at 8:16 AM, QT - Barry <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

570
Barry
03-12-2014
09:16 AM ET (US)

I plan on grooming Essex later today. Andy and I talked the other night and he
recommended I do it if we get a below freezing day (looks like today is that day). I
have not been to Essex for a few weeks, so if anyone knows of some areas I should
stay away from (ie, concerns of getting stuck), please let me know. Thanks.

569
Dave Greymont
03-11-2014
12:08 PM ET (US)

We have a new volunteer groomer. Please welcome Brian Buss to the Quarry Hill
"Snowmen" groomers group. I'll get him oriented to the equipment and he will join
the QuickTopic message board.

568
Matt Hawkins
03-08-2014
10:41 AM ET (US)

I groomed Essex this morning focusing on refreshing the skate lane. There was
significant drifting in many areas so I did what I could to knock them down. In the
interest of conserving time and flattening the course I did not reset track. My sincere
apologies to Al and the other striders. There is still a lot of solid track in place but a
bunch went missing in the drifts. I'm probably being cursed at right now for my track
sins and omissions.

567
Matt Hawkins
03-07-2014
08:06 PM ET (US)

thanks Joe, change of plans, I'll be grooming early morning now

< replied-to message removed by QT >

566
Dave Greymont
03-07-2014
07:44 PM ET (US)

If you need a change in scenery, Jeff, Lisa, and I skied at Chester Woods today. It's
been freshly groomed with a wide skate deck and in excellent condition. The classic
track is somewhat intermittent but covers about 90% of the outer loop. Remember
there is a park fee tho.

565
Joe Gyura
03-07-2014
03:46 PM ET (US)

Matt, I skied Essex yesterday afternoon. With the high winds, the open areas (south
prairie) had some fairly significant drifts.

564
Matt Hawkins
03-07-2014
03:38 PM ET (US)

I did not get to Essex. Lisa did a better job than she let on so I waited. If we are going
for one more day I'll get out tonight after it freezes unless Brennan wants to. I would
prefer not to reset track and just freshen the skate lane unless there are objections. It
looks like we will be seeing diminishing returns pretty quick.
-Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >
563
mtrantow
03-07-2014
03:03 PM ET (US)

I think Matt did Essex last. Is anyone going to recondition Essex tonight? Saturday
may be our last under freezing full day til next Wednesday. I'll volunteer if no other
takers.
Edited 03-07-2014 03:09 PM

562
Al Schmidt
03-07-2014
02:31 PM ET (US)

I had the same problem on Sunday morning and I was grooming in daylight. We need
to get some markers up there to assist in staying on the trail. Maybe too late this yr
since spring and meltdown is near. Eric...track and trail was awesome this morn. Sent
from my Verizon Wireless Phone

QT - Eric Reeve <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >



561
Alan Schmidt
03-07-2014
12:32 PM ET (US)

It would be helpful to get some markers up in the new northern section. The trail gets
blown in very easily up there and difficult to follow...especially in the dark. I had the
same problem Sunday morning that Eric did. And I was grooming in daylight. Maybe
a little late in the season but would be helpful going forward. Thanks for grooming
Eric. The trail was awesome this morning.

560
mtrantow
03-07-2014
11:17 AM ET (US)

YAY to Matt .... and my own thoughts after watching all the discussion. I can see both
sides of the issue and I used to love MTB at Essex long ago... but the single track was
usually deeply rutted.
Is there a possible "fifth option" of encouraging hikers/walkers to use less destructive
snowshoes in winter on/next to the groomed paths?
We'd have to make it cheap/free and easy to see adoption by most ie. some
partnering/advertisement with Dick's, Gander, Tyrol and also
look into the plethora of DIY snowshoe plans online ( I like the PVC & mesh
options). 
Can we get the RASC kids or Boy Scout Troops/Eagle Projects to donate time to
build up dozens and put a Help-yourself station at each park? We could even initiate a
doggie-doo bag setup as well -- I do run my own dog at Essex, but NEVER leave scat
on the trail (in fact, I stop and pick up others). I think we'd do better with an
accomodation strategy on these multi-use trails (and look forward to Gamehaven).
... My two cents.

559
Henry Walker
03-07-2014
08:57 AM ET (US)

Just an FYI so everyone is on the same page. RASC doesn't have authority over the
trails to make decisions like adding fat tire even though we supply all the effort and
financial support to build and maintain the trails. Unfortunate but true. The bike trail
itself is always open for riding although there has been some pressure to plow it in
winter of late. Additional paved bike trail is being added to the park starting this
summer.

I would love to MTB in the park myself, it would be great fun to ride all of QH, but I
don't because the entire park has historically focused around the needs of the Nature
Center and their efforts which were in place way before we started building trails.
They employ folks and run literally thousands of kids through their summer
environmental programs using a greater part of the park. MTB in any form (winter
fat, summer MTB) is considered a conflict of interest to those purposes by the city
and is therefore not allowed. Essex doesn't allow it either but I don't know the history
there. The thing to keep in mind is that the Nature Center holds very strong sway as
they support thousands of kids and are considered a major value added resource to the
city. And yes there are many legitimate arguments that both groups could co-exist but
we have made huge progress in the club thus far by not creating "us" vs "them"
environments. Greater value comes from putting our energy towards a design/build
sports centered park like Gamehaven as Matt suggests. We will focus on the hiker
situation this spring and report progress. In the mean time it would really help me out
if the city doesn't receive calls from pissed off hikers, even though it takes all of my
will power to not cause a ruckus myself - I channel Lisa often. Patience is certainly
not my best virtue but I've learned it is very much required when trying to accomplish
RASC's goals in this NON-progressive city.

558
Dave G.
03-07-2014
08:14 AM ET (US)

Thanks for grooming lat night. I recently filled the gas cans. The two 5 gallon cans in
the cabinet should be full. Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Eric Reeve <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

557
Eric Reeve
03-07-2014
12:21 AM ET (US)

I groomed QH tonight. Used the Ginzu and set a track with the weighted set up. All
went well other than the new section. I was able to groom the farthest NW hill, but
nearly buried the ATV in the drifts that have built up in the open area to the NE. I haD
to unhook and blaze a trail where I had not planned too. Sorry for the mess up there.
Equipment was great overall. No problems. It got late so I didn't make to fill gas cans.

556
Matt Hawkins

As a long time avid fat bike rider and retailer of fat bikes I have some insight into
Mark's comments. There was a recent Midwest Fat Bike Trail Access and Grooming



03-06-2014
06:37 PM ET (US)

Workshop in Cable sponsored by Quality Bicycle Products, MORC, CAMBA and
IMBA. Fat bike trail groomers brought their various grooming contraptions and all
things fat bike were discussed. The general consensus was to pursue development of
separate fat bike trails and avoid shared use conflicts. I think you'd be hard pressed to
find many high quality ski trails in the region that allow fat bikes. There are a few
western nordic resorts that are allowing it but they own the land and make the rules.
Finding out how they make it work might be beneficial. I have had multiple chances
to test out fat bike riding at Essex prior to grooming and on other ski trails. Under
good conditions the bikes leave virtually no marks. Under less ideal conditions a fat
bike can create a lot of damage. Jeff R and I had a discussion about this recently and
for now it seems Gamehaven is the proper fat bike venue. Maybe fat bike riders
should be in the mix for alternate trail creation, they would be a great core group of
enthusiasts. One major problem to overcome is the city's decades long ban on
mountain biking at QH and Essex. Fat bikes (on snow) should be allowed in the parks
but as big a proponent as I am of fat bikes, I see potential conflict with skiers. Not
because of shared use but the same resentment of trail damage we are currently
discussing. What happens if we tell everybody else not to be on the ski trails but then
allow fat bikes? What happens if we put fat bikes on the same trails as the runners and
walkers? Pick your poison.

On Thu, Mar 6, 2014 at 3:22 PM, QT - Mark Foley <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopicom
<qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com>>wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

555
Mark Foley
03-06-2014
04:22 PM ET (US)

A user group that has not been mentioned yet is the fat bike community. I was talking
this weekend with someone at a local bike shop who is very involved in fat biking and
he said he was planning to talk soon to RASC nordic trails group about letting fat
bikers on the trails with specific criteria posted on signs at the Essex trails (3" wide
tires, less than 10 psi). Many other trail groups around Minnesota and Wisconsin are
allowing this activity with much less impact on trails than hikers, and he would like to
see it here.

554
Dave Greymont
03-06-2014
02:38 PM ET (US)

I'll probably regret mentioning this, but a current radio spot promoting our RASC
fundraising raffle has various people talking about the activities that they like to do.
One of them is something like: "I love to hike at Essex". So, on one hand we're
condemning the people that hike on our ski trails, but on the other we use it for
fundraising (while the intent may be summer hiking, the radio spot doesn't specify
that). The non-informed public could easily interpret the ad to mean come out and
hike on the ski trails anytime. 

I agree with everything that Matt said, but I don't know the history of the ski trails he
mentioned. When they were built, were they specifically built and designated as ski
trails thereby allowing them to prohibit walkers? We didn't have that option when we
were allowed to develop the trails at QH and Essex.
Dave

553
Matt Hawkins
03-06-2014
01:23 PM ET (US)

Laura's suggestion about separate maintenance crews is spot on. The city is
effectively getting double duty out of us by making us maintain trails for a user group
that contributes nothing to RASC or the ski trails. Why not push that group into being
as invested as we are so they take control of their destiny and stop being parasitic?
Creating a clearly separate group would empower them to take ownership of what
they do on trails, eliminate conflict and maybe be a more powerful combined force
with skiers for the common good. I would go as far as getting flyers out on the major
trail access points right now when those people are still using them. The flyer could
explain RASC's position and provide information for them to contact RASC to be
members and trail volunteers. With so many great nordic volunteers, I'd be surprised
if a similarly dedicated group didn't arise to tackle what I think most of them would
consider a worthy project. -Matt



On Thu, Mar 6, 2014 at 8:33 AM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

552
Brennan Kelly
03-06-2014
11:50 AM ET (US)

I would prefer to just carry a long stick so that I can just wack the "hikers" in the butt
as I roll by but.... yay will have to do

551
Barry
03-06-2014
09:47 AM ET (US)

Matt, I agree also. Thanks for bringing up the subject. I think that St Marys trails in
Winona have signs stating no walking or pets on ski trails (or at least they say to stay
to the side of the trail). The North-End tails at Cable as well as "OO" at Seeley
definitely have signs stating no walking or pets; there are separate trails for
snowshowers. I just read Henry's response and realize that it won't be as easy as
simply putting up signs (for one, the city would not be happy as they are multi-use
trails in their minds). 

Looks like separate trails could be our solution and goal. Thanks.

550
Laura Zumbrunnen
03-06-2014
09:33 AM ET (US)

Thanks, Henry! A separate trail system sounds soooo appealing...could RASC include
a hiking group that organizes/plans separate hiking trails and clears/grooms those?
Also, is it too much to give up some of what we have to hikers? I'd rather have less
(tho selectively less) than more with it all shared. (Disclaimer: I fully recognize my
contribution has been next to nothing in creating the current ski trail system which I
have adored the past 10 yrs.)

p.s. YAY, to Matt (didn't read back far enough).
Edited 03-06-2014 09:41 AM

549
Henry Walker
03-06-2014
08:54 AM ET (US)

Your insights to the original agreement to groom through the city are correct Matt.
Denny Stotz made it very clear to me that all trails would be multi-use or we wouldn't
be provided access to groom, at least at QH. At that time hiking on the trails in winter
was fairly nominal as few people really took notice or bothered. It was irritating but
tolerable by mandate. Now hiking has taken on a year round cult-like following and
the issue is much more significant in terms of trail impact. Groomers are spending far
more time with less to show for it due to hiking. I do not see it as a sustainable
paradigm considering how many more people will be hiking on the trails in the future.
Because RASC has consistently contributed significantly to the overall well being of
the city we are in much better position to create change now compared to our humble
beginnings. 

It might take more than signage to help however. A few years back a couple of
complaints by hikers to the city about skiers dissing them bought me a great deal of
trouble that took time to smooth over. Grooming was nearly stopped as a result. Part
of the problem is that no official rules exist on the city books concerning limitations
to hiking on ski trails so no "rights" are legally established. As far as the city sees the
world neither group has precedence over the other. Common sense or common
curtesy doesn't cover a whole lot unfortunately. So, we may need to work to build in
some rules, create signage (which most ignore), request snow shoe use and add
alternative trails as suggested. 

I'm planning on building a new trail section in QH this summer that eliminates the
need to ski on the bike trail to gain access to the new North loops of QH. It will be a
good time to address this issue and we are in better position to make some waves
about it. Michael and I will make a point of keeping everyone updated in terms of
meetings with Mike Nigbor and Pam at the Nature Center about this topic. I agree,
something has to change.

548
Dave

Yay
Since I mostly classic ski now, it's really annoying when walkers trash the set track.



03-05-2014
09:29 PM ET (US)

Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

547
Matt Hawkins
03-05-2014
08:43 PM ET (US)

I'll plan to groom in the morning while things are still well frozen and see if there is
anything I can help with. I expect Lisa's attempt to channel G.R. were thwarted by the
northward shift of his transmitter.
-Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >
546
Michael O'Connor
03-05-2014
08:31 PM ET (US)

Yay squared. Something to discuss with Pam and (probably separately) with Mike
Nibur.

545
Matt Hawkins
03-05-2014
08:31 PM ET (US)

I must also mention my rant is not meant to minimize in any way the amazing efforts
put forth by Michael, Henry, Bruce, Jeff, etc.. We owe all of them a huge debt of
gratitude for getting us to where we are now. They made these trails possible and
within the framework the city offered. I hope no offense was taken and everyone
understands why I think its time to claim these trails as ski trails. Let's talk about the
possibilities instead of muttering expletives under our breath at the unwitting trail
trashers. Oh crap, maybe I'm the only one who does that.

< replied-to message removed by QT >

544
Lisa Luetmer
03-05-2014
08:29 PM ET (US)

There was a couple who walked their dogs while I was trying to set track at Essex and
they wouldn't/couldn't step off the trail (too deep?) so I had to groom around
them....track and all....Oh well.
So Matt I am not sure you are up after me but I tried to ginzu and set track starting
around 3:30. Jeff had spent the day dragging and rolling and the goal was to set track
before it gets to warm tomorrow. I had a bad ginzu day....no chi. It may look like I
was on acid where the track ended up and I'm hoping you or a comrade can fix it the
next to around. I tried to get the track to flow but it just seemed I was always going
the wrong direction when I needed track. I even stopped and quietly tried to channel
Greg Rowley. No luck. Jeff and Andy thought it best if I skip the 55th St. prairie (very
soft and deep) and I also skipped the outer half of the gardens for the same reason.
This warmer day really brought out a lot of walkers this evening and because it was
soft there are a lot of boot divots. Everything ran well.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
543
Joe Gyura
03-05-2014
07:31 PM ET (US)

Yay

Joe Gyura

542
Chris Flood
03-05-2014
07:18 PM ET (US)

Yay. 

Chris Flood

> On Mar 5, 2014, at 5:24 PM, QT - Matt Hawkins <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

541
Matt Hawkins
03-05-2014
06:24 PM ET (US)

I hope nobody minds me bringing this up (again) but there is probably a reason Dave
was unhappy with the walker. I'm guessing we all know what it feels like to see 3
hours of work trashed in 20 minutes by walkers and runners on a deck that hasn't
firmed up. We also know what its like to ski on a badly pockmarked trail. I would like
to propose looking into alternate trails for running/walking/dog walking/snowshoeing.
We can work out some proposals if I am not the lone voice in the wilderness.
I ski at Tower Ridge in Eau Claire County a lot and of course no walkers etc. are
allowed on those trails. In fact, remarkably few ski trail systems allow anything but



skis on the trails. Tower Ridge has a nice system of snowshoe/walking trails
interwoven with the ski trails. They are un-groomed trails and packed only through
constant use. Maps, signage and navigation arrows are provided in addition to skier
only signs posted on ski trails. I propose we create some one pass mowed trails and
narrower trails in the woods for non-skier use. We could possibly roll trails that are
wide enough and let narrower trails be "auto groomed". More mowing and grooming
would be required to entice the walkers onto a nice trail but generally fast and easy
work.
These trails would interconnect and, where possible, cover roughly the same overall
areas the current ski trails do. We would probably not restrict traffic over most of the
paved trails but unpaved ski trails would be dedicated instead of multi-use. There may
necessarily be sections of ski trail required to bridge connections or provide access
but it would be a small price to pay for better overall skiing conditions. Itâ€™s a big
project but it could have big benefits if the city would get on board. Giving the
habitual trail damaging users an attractive option while providing very clear rules and
signage could do much to improve things. It seems a lot of grooming in between
snows is spent trying to remove gouges as much as freshening the surface. We could
see grooming frequency drop as less damage occurs with only clean up operations on
the multi-use sections required. I am not privy to the original negotiations with the
city but I think RASC, its skiers and groomers are in a strong position to revisit trail
use. I should also apologize for being a troublemaker but I think its well past time for
the nordic community and the city to join the nearly unanimous adoption of ski only
trails. RASC has provided the city with significant benefits and the nordic skiing
community needs to mature and be seen as an independent force. It appears
Rochester's nordic trails are viewed as a second rate, share the trails with everybody
afterthought instead of getting the respect they deserve. Frankly, its embarrassing.
Look to the Three Rivers Park District or any other Upper Midwest trail oversight
organization and you will see Rochester has put our ski trails in a subordinate
position. I for one am at a loss as to why this contradictory condition persists in spite
of the overwhelming pro-nordic trail policies elsewhere. I hope I'm not the only one
who thinks this is important so I'd like everybody on this topic to respond yay or nay
if the proposal has merit. Please don't shoot the messenger, I'm only telling you what
you already know.
Respectfully,
Matt Hawkins

< replied-to message removed by QT >
540
Dave Greymont
03-05-2014
02:50 PM ET (US)

The whole QH ski trail system was rolled/combed this morning. I also tightened the
mirror and reattached the string to the plug cover. No classic track was set. A great
day to be out there either on the ATV or on skis (but not walking like the guy I was
tempted to run over).

539
Christopher Flood
03-05-2014
02:32 PM ET (US)

Ha! I appreciate everyone's efforts to provide for my afternoon ski. 
(Hopefully I can return the favor.)

On Wednesday, March 5, 2014 1:11 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

538
Laura Zumbrunnen
03-05-2014
02:11 PM ET (US)

geez, when EF Hutton (oops, meant Chris Flood) speaks...

537
Lisa Luetmer
03-05-2014
01:48 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I went out to Essex and while Jeff shoveled out the door a bit I dragged 55th
St prairie. Jeff stayed to drag the rest and I will go back at three to roll it. I hope to
Ginzue in the morning. It's pretty deep. 
Sent from my iPhone 



> On Mar 5, 2014, at 9:33 AM, QT - Chris Flood <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

536
mtrantow
03-05-2014
11:38 AM ET (US)

I topped off the vehicles and filled the gas tanks at Essex yesterday. Forgot to leave
the nuts/bolts AND the gas card, so I will be over later today to better secure the
snowmobile electrical connector and return the card to the clipboard.

535
Dave
03-05-2014
11:15 AM ET (US)

I'm heading over to QH in a few minutes to roll/comb. Then Eric should be able to
use the Ginzu tomorrow and set a classic track.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

534
Jeff Robertson
03-05-2014
10:54 AM ET (US)

Chris
Lisa and I are headed over to Essex this morning to roll it. It most likely will be soft.
Jeff

On Wed, Mar 5, 2014 at 9:33 AM, QT - Chris Flood <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

533
Chris Flood
03-05-2014
10:33 AM ET (US)

Self-serving question: Is anyone planning to groom anywhere today? (It's beautiful,
and I wanna skip out early and ski...)

Also, to Bruce and Brennan and anyone else who has been working on Essex: Wow!
It is fantastic out there. It's still a bit soft, but I can only imagine the work that went
into knocking down the drifts on the 55th Street field. Thanks!

532
Dave Greymont
03-04-2014
09:49 PM ET (US)

I filled the gas cans at QH today and dropped off 2 canvas/nylon laptop like bags for
the weights. I put two x 25 pound weights in one of the bags and it fits nicely in the
front tray of the track setter. I wonder though if it wouldn't be better to divide the
weights between the two bags to distribute it more over the skis on the track setter.
We'll have to experiment and see what works best. The bags and weights are in the
plastic otter sled next to the ATV. I forgot to take duct tape so I wasn't able to reattach
the string to the cap for the plug cover.

531
Brennan Kelly
03-04-2014
03:02 PM ET (US)

I used the Skidoo to groom Essex today no sign of any problems with the sled. the
biggest problem is the hill on the 55th street prairie that is drifted in. it really throws
off my chi. I ended backing the sled up. never a good option. everything looks set up
really well. should be good conditions both skate and classic

530
Bruce Walk
03-03-2014
01:01 PM ET (US)

I worked on the 55th St. field this morning. Dragged it with every color drag many
times, packed and combed with the Ginzu, and set a track. I also touched up most of
the trails and put a track where it was missing. I did do the east trail with the tree
down as I had the snowmobile out and could drive under. 

The whole system is in great shape thanks to Andy and Joe's efforts yesterday. It set
up firm and my quick pass leveled out any track ruts, etc. I think it should be fine for
at least a couple days or if we get 2" or more of snow. 

The snowmobile electrical connector is missing 3 of 4 nuts/bolts. Also, the mesh hood
cowling on the right side is off. I put it on the wood shelf. The clips are still on the
hood cowling. This often happens when pushing to get unstuck. It should go back
together fine when the weather is warm. I did not put gas in - the level is 3/4. Since it
may not get used again, its easier to put Stabil in when the tank is not full. 

While we'll probably have snow for awhile, I suspect the limiting factor for grooming
at Essex will be the Quonset door. There is such a deep snow build-up that as soon as



we have a serious thaw with pooling water, the door will be frozen solid. If that
happens, best not to try and force it as the old wood will break apart (don't ask me
how I know this :-)). It may be possible to take the ATV out the other door this year
since there's not much equipment in the P&R end. That won't work with the
snowmobile though. So be aware and we'll see what happens - there's really nothing
that can be done to prevent it - we've just had a lot of snow. 

I also found a rubber cap skiing yesterday - it may be off the tracks. I will bring it
down soon and see if I can find where it goes.

529
Dave
03-03-2014
09:19 AM ET (US)

Thanks Chris,
Glad you shared.
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

528
Chris Flood
03-03-2014
08:51 AM ET (US)

Sorry to send an off-topic message, but in case you are interested:

Ian Torchia will be racing the 10km individual start classic race at Junior Nationals
this morning at 9:06 our time. You can find results (last year they updated in real
time) here:

http://www.jn2014stowe.com/results

Go Ian!
527
Michael O'Connor
03-02-2014
07:26 PM ET (US)

I think I was the first to ski QH after Al groomed this morning - conditions were
fantastic. With the cold temps, I was classic skiing and the tracks were perfect. The
skate deck looked in great shape and there was little evidence of the debris from the
last storm.

526
Andy
03-02-2014
05:40 PM ET (US)

Essex is now groomed. Joe and I used the drag followed by the roller on the eastern
woods, garden and southern prairre areas. We did not groom the trail with the downed
tree. These trail were then gone over with the Ginzu and tracks were set where we
could. I took the snowmobile and yellow drag out on 55th and packed and cut down
many of the drifts. This was followed up with the roller and comb down. 55th is very
soft and the potential of getting stuck is high. Essex will need re-grooming once the
snow sets up. The Ginzu will be fine on all the trails with the exception of 55th which
is still to soft. Use the roller out there for another day or two. I believe Brennan and
then Matt are up next in the rotation.

525
Dave G.
03-02-2014
12:30 PM ET (US)

Good idea Bruce. I've got an old bag I can put the weights in.
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Bruce Walk <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >

524
Bruce Walk
03-02-2014
12:26 PM ET (US)

I would try the weights in a canvas bag, seed bag or old duffel, backpack, etc. I
probably have something destined for the trash around here - hopefully someone else
does too. That and a short piece of rope should hold it on. I wouldn't use anything
granular in a plastic bag, its just a matter of time before the bag gets a hole in it with
the vibration. Good luck!

523
Dave Greymont
03-02-2014
12:15 PM ET (US)

Sometime this week I'll try using the weights on top of the track setter and see if they
will stay in place of if they slide around. If they don't work well I have a 50 pound
bag of softener salt that's in a heavier plastic bag that I'll leave at QH to use as a
weight. While there I'll also fill the gas cans.

522
Al Schmidt
03-02-2014
11:35 AM ET (US)

All of QH groomed this morning. New track set on entire trail except new Northern
trails. Used manual process with track setter and bag of fertilizer for wgt. Worked
good except bag had hole in it ...so I did little early fertilizing. It's early March. So if
you see little blue pellets around..... Steering wheel is still lose but not a serious issue.
Jim likely has not had time to tighten. Left side mirror is also loose. Another option
for tracksetter for weight might be the weights in the shed. Not sure if they would fall

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jn2014stowe.com%2Fresults&x=327525934.4


off or not. Maybe the sand bags. But they looked like they had holes in them too. Gas
cans are empty and I did not have time to fill.

521
Al Schmidt
03-01-2014
06:37 AM ET (US)

Brilliant!!!

Sent from my iPad

> On Feb 28, 2014, at 6:06 PM, QT - Dave G. <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

520
Dave G.
02-28-2014
07:06 PM ET (US)

Jim "chainsaw" Craighead gets credit for the idea.
Dave
Sent from my ASUS Pad

QT - Christopher Flood <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

519
Christopher Flood
02-28-2014
05:43 PM ET (US)

Dave that's brilliant! As it was, grooming with track took about five hours, since you
had to 1. ginzu to soften things up, 2. set track EVERYWHERE, and 3. go back and
remove excess tracks. Even if this takes more time than the "smart" track setter, it's
way faster than the "dumb" track setter. It's a sort of "mediocre" track setter, and I'm
very familiar with mediocre. 

Thanks.

On Friday, February 28, 2014 2:11 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

518
Dave Greymont
02-28-2014
02:32 PM ET (US)

I removed the bolt that connects the track setter to the actuator and replaced it with a
pin. To drop the track setter, simply remove the pin. Then I put a bag of fertilizer on
the track setter and tested it once around the Payne Shed loop. It seemed to set a fairly
decent classic track. While out grooming if you wanted to lift it, you would have to
put the fertilizer bag in the front box (hope it fits) lift the track setter and insert the pin
through the actuator hole. We can try it and see if this is workable. If this turns out to
be too much hassle, remove the track setter all together (need 3/4 in wrenches) and
attach the "dumb" track setter with the pin. I rolled the north extension about 3 times
and trying to take a little different position on the trail each time so the ATV tracks
also packed. It seems quite soft right now, but it may set up. As long as I was out, I
also set a classic track. The base is getting really hard so the classic track is quite
shallow in some areas.

517
Bruce Walk
02-28-2014
08:46 AM ET (US)

I've found that the handlebars stay tight longer if you ensure that the 2 bolts on each
of the brackets that clamp them in place are tightened symetrically, i.e. when tight,
each side of the top bracket is the same distance from the bottom bracket mating
surface. You have to look in at an odd angle to see the brackets under the switch box.

On the QH North extension, the roller may not do much now that the snow has set up.
Its worth a try though. If not, you may want to first just pack with the tracks of the
ATV several times, then go over it with the green drag to level things out and cut
down through the deep snow and compact it. The Ginzu should be fine after that. The
whole process will take some time though.
Edited 02-28-2014 08:47 AM

516
Craighead, James R.
02-28-2014
08:32 AM ET (US)

I'll take a wrench to the handlebars tomorrow.

Jim

< replied-to message removed by QT >



515
Chris Flood
02-27-2014
10:21 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was in rough shape and I had some time, so I groomed this evening. I
didn't set tracks. I started grooming the north loops but realized that since it hadn't
been groomed since the storm, I was pushing my luck with the Ginzu. I just hit the
northwest loop. If someone has time to head out there with the roller, that would be
great. The only mechanical issue I ran into was the fact that the handlebars are a little
loose. They're still fine to use/drive, just *adjustable* now. The knives worked fine.

514
Dave Greymont
02-26-2014
08:33 AM ET (US)

The driveway to the QH sheds has been plowed and the gate lock lubricated. I
informed Steve Lawson about the shed door that's slightly pushed-in.

513
Craighead, James R.
02-26-2014
07:49 AM ET (US)

The connector on the QH Ginzu must have had some ice in it. I had to push pretty
hard to get it to mate, but once it did the knives worked fine. I played a little bit and
pulled the ginzu around the trails on the east side with the knives set pretty shallow
(since I don't really know what I'm doing, yet).

512
Mark Foley
02-24-2014
10:27 AM ET (US)

I went over some parts of QH to try to clean up for the RNST Olympics. I did the
field by the shed with the roller and comb but it didn't do anything with the hard pack.
I freed up the Ginzu but couldn't get the knives to go up and down. The plug was
really hard to get in and the actuator had a lot of ice on it from Thursday so I am not
sure the source of the problem. I combed most of the trails except the new section -
making 1-2 passes over it, trying not to mess up the classic tracks too much. The
woods are really full of sticks/debri other than the steep loop section. The road to the
shed is not plowed yet - so I walked in after my van sunk in the snow by the gate. I
cleaned up a few more low hanging and trees over the trails to get it pretty good that
way- there are still a few low hanging branches on the bike path to Parkwood Hills
that have to be avoided.

511
Jeff Robertson
02-23-2014
01:03 PM ET (US)

Laura called and said she just finished grooming and setting tracks at Essex and is
skiing it now. Many thanks Laura you worked double duty this weekend.

510
Lisa Luetmer
02-23-2014
11:29 AM ET (US)

Sent from my iPhone

509
Jeff Robertson
02-23-2014
11:04 AM ET (US)

Note to Essex Groomers
 Do not try to groom the trail section in the woods - Northeast Trails Loop - that has
the large tree (30'' diameter)across it unless you uses the snowmobile. The ATV
cannot get under it with the groomer. The shield will hit it. We will have to schedule a
removal session. I will send you a marked up map.

508
Jeff Robertson
02-22-2014
08:11 PM ET (US)

Laura Z, her Mike, Lisa and I played in the snow at Essex. Laura and I toured all of
the trails in the woods and noted the places where trees were blocking the trail or
down.
We then used the drag to on the Prairie to break up drifts. After lunch, Mike, Lisa and
I cleared down hanging tree limbs and one downed tree while Laura rolled the Prairie
and dragged 55th street trails with the snowmobile. Lisa and Mike used a patented
tree limb bending technique while I cut them. The resulting quick release was
hilarious - we looked like snow bunnies at the end. Lisa plans to groom tomorrow
with the Ginsu and set track.
One tree that broke off is still over the trail (30"dia.),however, you can get under it.
The hill on the 55th street is impassible so we left it alone. It should be great skiing
tomorrow.

507
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-22-2014
07:48 PM ET (US)

So Jeff and I did an assessment run on ATV this AM and learned there was plenty to
do...we cleared what we could and then dragged prairie. After lunch Jeff/Lisa/MikeZ
spent the afternoon chain sawing downed trees, loppering lots of sagging branches,
and clearing more. I took the easy job and rolled/combed prairie and dragged all else
w/ snowmobile. EXCEPTION: long (sometimes sliding) hill on 55th st was too steep
w/ sideways drifts AND I didn't drag the low road on the 55th st by woods. It looked
too drifted so didn't chance getting snowmobile stuck. ALSO, BIG!!! tree broke about



10 feet up across trail in woods so we dug under a bit to fit ATV through. It's either
coming down on own or need some chain sawing. Either way, lots of help needed to
clear it...probably not very safe as is.

Tomorrow, I can ginzu. However, I'm going to roll 55th street field 'cuz it's still too
deep even after being dragged.
Edited 02-22-2014 08:04 PM

506
Dave Greymont
02-22-2014
02:19 PM ET (US)

Jim Craighead and I cleared the downed trees from the QH trail. There was one
"monster" oak that weighed a ton. We also trimmed back a lot of overhanging
branches but there are still a lot more remaining. Then Jim got a lesson in grooming
with the roller and after that I groomed the remainder of the QH trails except for the
new extension. QH was doing a brisk ski rental business so I think they were very
appreciative that the trails were groomed. We can certainly hold the RNST Olympics
at QH but it would be good to have the trails groomed again Sunday evening. Now it's
time for my "geezer" nap.

505
Jeff Robertson
02-21-2014
08:13 PM ET (US)

Laura Z and I plan to check out Essex tomorrow. Will let you know the conditions.

504
Dave Greymont
02-21-2014
07:57 PM ET (US)

An adventure in grooming and not necessarily a good one! The driveway into the
sheds is not plowed (but I put in a request) and I wasn't about to walk in so I drove my
4 Runner in with my fingers crossed I wouldn't get stuck. I locked the differential and
used the lowest gear and was able to drive about 15 yards before spinning the wheels.
Then back up and repeat. I was able to get close to the sheds before I couldn't go any
further. The front right door of the shed is pushed in a ways (I think from either
plowing or snow sliding off the roof. I was able to skinny through the opening. When
I tried to open the back door, it was frozen but with some effort I got it open. The
roller was frozen to the ground. I had to put my weight on the tongue to break it free.
Then there was about 6 inches of frozen snow/slush on top of the roller. I used the end
of the broom handle to clean between the grooves on the roller. BTW, I think the
Ginzu has become part of the permafrost. I attached the "dumb" track setter and
headed out and thing were going pretty good until I got into the trees. There's just a
ton of trees that are bent over the trail due to the heavy snow. I would have to stop
repeatedly to shake the snow off the branches so the would lift and I could go under
them. There were many places were it was just too difficult and I weaved around the
hanging boughs. So there are some areas where the trail is only one roller width wide.
When I got down to the T junction where if you turn left you go to the Nature Center
there was a tree down. There was also a tree down in the opposite direction. I needed
to unhook the equipment, turn around, and head back the way I came. I went to the
very north end and then down the meadow trail to the Nature Center, turned around
and went back north. There are signs across the trail right by our kiosk saying "Trail
Closed". I met Jim Craighead while grooming and he said he plans on taking his
chainsaw to QH Saturday morning and clearing the trees. However, I was not able to
groom the section of trail from the Nature Center to the T-junction but the meadow
trail is groomed. On top of all this "fun" the last thing that happened was that the gate
lock is frozen and won't lock. There is spray lubricant on the shelf in the shed if the
next person would give the lock a squirt. I only groomed the trails north and east of
the Nature Center and not the trail to Park Wood Hills or the West ball field. Joe, you
might want to ski QH and decide if we can hold the Olympics there. I know more
grooming would be required.

503
Lisa Luetmer
02-21-2014
07:23 PM ET (US)

I can go over next week during the day and chip away at the downed trees. My saw
fits in the front if the ATV and I will try very hard not to mash up the trail. A large
crew might create havoc. Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 21, 2014, at 4:37 PM, QT - Michael O'Connor <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:



> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

502
Lisa Luetmer
02-21-2014
07:12 PM ET (US)

I'm home too and able to help. 
L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 21, 2014, at 9:35 AM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

501
Michael O'Connor
02-21-2014
05:37 PM ET (US)

Just got a message from Pamela Meyer in Quarry Hill. Apparently there are a lot of
downed trees - I would expect that parts of Essex are in a similar condition. Below is
part of the message that I got from her.

The ski trail that goes north from the QH building and follows the woods has
numerous downed trees making it impassable. The trail in the meadow is fine as are
the multi-use trails.
 
I posted trail closed signs for now on the affected section. Sounds like Parks does not
have the resources to clear it anytime soon.

500
Mike Trantow
02-21-2014
01:31 PM ET (US)

Roads are variable. Still Snowing and blowing. .Winter warning till 6pm. Ok If
coming into town, but back roads may need truck 4 wheel drive

499
O'Connor, Michael K.,
Ph.D.
02-21-2014
01:22 PM ET (US)

What are road conditions like up,there?

Sent from my iPad

> On Feb 21, 2014, at 12:21 PM, "QT - Mike Trantow" <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

498
Mike Trantow
02-21-2014
01:10 PM ET (US)

In Hayward with my brothers. If anyone is meeting for a spaghetti feed tonite , let me
know when / where

497
Joe Gyura
02-21-2014
10:35 AM ET (US)

I was unable to leave before the storm hit yesterday. My original plan was to leave
this morning for Hayward. With the current road conditions, I have decided not to
travel. So, I will be in Rochester and available to groom. Let me know if/how I can
help, as I am up next to groom. Actually would help burn off some frustration...

Thanks!

Joe

496
Dave Greymont
02-21-2014
06:25 AM ET (US)

I know most of you are going to the Birkie, but are any of you available to groom QH
later today when the wind settles down? 
Let me know,
Many thanks, 
Dave

495
Jeff Robertson
02-19-2014
04:51 PM ET (US)

I replaced the jack on the Ginsu at Essex this afternoon. It's ready to go.

494
Laura Zumbrunnen

Jeff R and I got the post blizzard trail blazing covered for Essex (we are going to wait
until then to groom). Sounds like QH is gorgeous today. Essex was great at practice



02-19-2014
09:24 AM ET (US)

yesterday. Good luck to all you birkebeiners and kortelopers!!
Edited 02-19-2014 09:24 AM

493
John Resman
02-19-2014
02:20 AM ET (US)

Groomed Quarry Hill Tuesday night. The skate lane was refreshed and the tracks
were left alone. The new extension was not refreshed. The track looked pretty
reasonable in most places. A morning ski will probably be pretty good.

492
Bruce Walk
02-18-2014
06:18 PM ET (US)

Given the pending snow and the fact that many people are headed out of town, you
could also let Essex stay as is and groom after Thursday's storm. Good Luck!

491
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-18-2014
01:48 PM ET (US)

Based on Bruce's note, Essex could be groomed tomorrow AM or tonight if <28-30F
and, if we get the blizzard Thursday, then we may need 2 groomers after the blizzard:
one to do the yellow drag and next one to ginzu. Can Essex groomers let me know
availability through and including Friday of this week? I am here.

490
Andy
02-18-2014
01:07 PM ET (US)

Thanks Bruce!! You deserve a medal! That's heroic work.

489
Jeff Robertson
02-18-2014
12:40 PM ET (US)

Bruce
Great job! Many thanks for getting it out.
Jeff

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:32 AM, QT - Bruce Walk <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

488
Bruce Walk
02-18-2014
12:35 PM ET (US)

ATV Brake - I looked at the brake rotor guard Matt hung up in the shed. I will send a
picture around via email but that plastic guard is melted. That tells me that the ATV
was driven around with the rear brakes engaged. There is a foot pedal on the right
side that engages the rear brake. That has to 1) be kept free of snow/ice and 2) you
have to keep your foot off of it. Come spring, I still suggest taking the ATVs in for a
professional going-over and the techs should inspect the brakes for other heat damage
or excess brake pad wear.

487
Bruce Walk
02-18-2014
12:32 PM ET (US)

The ATV came out with a couple minutes of shoveling under the middle and in front
of the tracks, then putting it in 'Differential lock' and driving out. That button is on the
right handle bar, slide the black cover to the right, and push the button. Only use it for
getting unstuck though, its not kind on the gears.

The Ginzu is back at the barn with a huge block of snow frozen into it. I was able to
pull it out and pivot it with a rope and the ATV but unfortunately, we'll need a new
jack. Mike, they are the 19.99 cheap kind at Northern. Harbor Freight or Menards
may carry them too. A 3/4" ratchet and 5 minutes is needed to replace it. In the
interim, I used the knives to raise it off the hitch so the knives will need to be lowered
by the next user.

The Ginzu should have the snow gently removed from the inside teeth, etc. When
pulling it back, it was a just leaving a huge trough. I don't know if you'll have to lift it
up or what but several people would probably make it an easy job.

I dragged 55th st with the yellow drag to level things and pack the snow, then I rolled
it. It wasn't a great job but under the circumstances, it will do. When we have these
big snow events and drifting, I would highly recommend running around the trail on
both sides with that small yellow drag. It cuts the edges back in, does the first level of
packing, and its so light, you shouldn't get stuck. You may need that method
Thursday/Friday if the current blizzard alert comes to pass. 



Conditions are soft but should be OK for practice later today. I'd suggest grooming it
late tonight or early tomorrow morning. Remember, don't groom above 28-30
degrees. This time of year that starts to mean night or very early 'sunrise' runs!

486
bmwalkmn@gmail.com
02-18-2014
10:53 AM ET (US)

Atv is out. . Still come though to clean out the ginzu bring a small shovel or garden
trowel . More later 
Sent from my iPhone

> On Feb 18, 2014, at 7:29 AM, QT - Andy <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

485
Greg r
02-18-2014
09:58 AM ET (US)

If it makes you all feel better I got 'stuck' 5 or 6 times last night grooming the Seeley
Highlands trails :-) I sure miss the ATV and Ginzu for grooming. Using an old
Skandic 2 stroke and Tidd Tech Trail Tenderizer just isn't the same. It has a hand
crank to raise/lower the cutting edge and the track setter you have to walk back and
flip up or down :-)

Good luck to all you skiing the Birkie or other races this weekend maybe I'll see you
out there.
Greg

484
Lisa Luetmer
02-18-2014
09:44 AM ET (US)

I think we have never had this much snow to deal with before along with the wind
that can drift and suck that ginzu in. Fear of getting stuck can make this grooming
stressful so don't worry Andy. We don't want you to get piste off.
I look forward to learning how to get her un-stuck. I like Chris' advice with the wheel
jack.
L

< replied-to message removed by QT >

483
Chris Flood
02-18-2014
09:29 AM ET (US)

After Henry rolled QH last night, I went out with the "dumb" track setter, with both
plates on it, pulled behind the ATV. It worked OK. It put the track in-board about a
foot more from the trail edge than normal, but the out-board ATV track helped pack
the outside pole-plant-area. I then went back and cleaned up the extra tracks and
generally touched up with the Ginzu. It looks pretty awful in places compared to
usual, but I classiced this morning, and it skied really well. I'm not sure about the
skinnier skate lane. Let me (and everyone) know how that skis the next time you're
out there.

Also, Andy, if it makes you feel any better, I got stuck too. A moment's indecision out
on the west ball field and I was stuck in two feet of powder. 30 minutes later I was
out, but in my epic battle with the Ginzu, I used the wheeled jack to get it off the
ATV. Once I was able to manhandle it back onto the ATV, I was SO excited to get
going again, that I forgot to raise the jack. It took me a few seconds to recognize what
was wrong... You'll notice a nice furrow (and general huge mess) at the intersection at
the start of the loop out there. I thought I had it cleaned up a bit, but it was awful this
morning. Sorry about that.

Otherwise, ATV and equipment were great. Henry was kind enough to go buy more
gas too.

482
Lisa Luetmer
02-18-2014
08:35 AM ET (US)

I will be there and I will bring a tow strap, shovel and come-along. L

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 18, 2014, at 7:29 AM, QT - Andy <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

481
Andy

For those that can make it, let's meet at 2:30 at the shed. Hopefully that will give us
enough time to dig out and possibly roll the rest of the trails I missed (or messed) last



02-18-2014
08:29 AM ET (US)

night. Bring shovels. We will need a tow rope to attach to the snowmobile (and ATV
once we get it out)to get the Ginzu out.

480
Lisa Luetmer
02-18-2014
12:08 AM ET (US)

I'm happy to help! 
Lisa

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 17, 2014, at 9:34 PM, QT - Andy <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

479
Mike Trantow
02-17-2014
10:55 PM ET (US)

I can get out there around 2pm Tuesday. Would a long tow rope on the snowmobile
help?

478
Jeff Robertson
02-17-2014
10:52 PM ET (US)

I will also be around
Jeff

On Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 5:37 PM, QT - Andy <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

477
Andy
02-17-2014
10:34 PM ET (US)

HELP!!!!! I got the ATV and Ginzu stuck at Essex!!! We need a crew of strong backs
and weak minds to dig them out. They are up near the play ground on 55th. I groomed
and set track in the southern prairre, island the gardens and woods. I should have
know better to have gone out on 55th but things were working well until I hit that.
WRONG!!! Anyway if anyone is free to lend a hand, let me know. Unfortunately I
have appointments until 1:30 tomorrow. i feel like such an idot!!

476
Henry Walker
02-17-2014
08:09 PM ET (US)

QH was packed with the roller although many were out skiing at the time it was
rolled. The trail was soft and drifted in many places but the roller smoothed it out
well, too deep to ginzu in several places. No problems or issues - the ATV is truly
amazing in deep snow. I filled the gas cans.

475
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-17-2014
08:01 PM ET (US)

I'm available.

474
Andy
02-17-2014
06:37 PM ET (US)

I will groom Essex this evening to make sure it is good shape for tomarrow. Will there
be any Essex groomers available this weekend as most of us will be headed to
Hayward and Cable.

473
Dave Greymont
02-17-2014
01:07 PM ET (US)

After Henry grooms today, John Resman is up next in the rotation. Will any of the QH
groomers be home this weekend to groom, or is everyone going to the Birkie?

472
Henry Walker
02-17-2014
01:02 PM ET (US)

With practice canceled, I plan to pack QH and set track with the pull behind track
setter as soon as the snow stops today, about 2:30 - 3:00pm.

471
Joe Gyura
02-16-2014
03:14 PM ET (US)

Groomers, I'm sure all are aware of the additional snow forecast for this evening and
tomorrow morning - 1 - 3 inches of snow this evening and another 2 - 4 blast in the
morning. 

Monday, is the last scheduled practice for RNST 2013 / 2014 season will be @
Quarry Hill. We are planning and Olympic "theme" with lighting of the torch opening
ceremony, 11 competitive events and closing medal ceremony. Plus the Sons of



Norway are planing to hand out home made cookies!!

I never expected that I'd need to cancel a practice due to "to much" snow, but that may
be the case unless someone is able to roll, possibly followed with the Ginzu, some
time before the 4:00 practice. Most of the games will be held fairly close to the
Nature Center, so the entire park would not need to be rolled / Ginzu. If someone is
available, I could forward a map of where the games will be held in the park.

There also is a risk of canceling due to safe travel. The current forecast is calling for
the snow to end around noon. If road conditions are not safe, practice will be
canceled.

Thanks!

Joe

470
Eric R
02-16-2014
11:25 AM ET (US)

Groomed QH early this morning. Full moon was still glowing. All went well. I chose
the Ginzu and question that after realizing how much snow we got. Stuck with the
Ginzu though and everything went well. There was one section of the new trail where
the atv wasn't wanting to turn in the new snow. Kept it together but took some twigs
with me. Walkers and runners with their dogs were the only others out with me. It
should be a beautiful day to ski. I did not have time to fill the gas tanks. There is one
large one left. Atv tank filled. Good luck to all of you Birkie skiers next weekend!
Eric

469
dnbothun@q.com
02-16-2014
09:59 AM ET (US)

FYI - Our church group is going to be skiing this afternoon from noon until 3:00ish at
Quarry Hill. I assume most will be classic. I have a feeling that the classic track will
not be there due to the fuse problem. It sounds like Essex is good for skate skiing, but
we need to use the Nature Center building for those that don't ski. We'll have to make
due with what we have with the new snow. thanks, Darald 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

468
Mike Trantow
02-16-2014
04:04 AM ET (US)

ESSEX. I went out and used the Ginzu to flatten the skate Lane and set track. Looks
good to excellent for SUNDAY skiing. Thanks Matt for rolling.

467
Matt Hawkins
02-16-2014
12:05 AM ET (US)

I decided it was best (at least for me) to roll Essex. The Ginzu may have been OK but
the snow looked deep and my back wasn't ready for any surprises. I didn't achieve the
perfect corduroy finish because there was a lot of clumping and dumping from the
roller. Snow was sticking to the center section of the roller and building up on the
comb. Nothing too bad on the trail but a little messy. My apologies also to the striders
for not setting tracks. Post grooming inspection of the Grizzly showed a lot of
snow/ice build up in the rear. While de-icing I found most of the right side plastic
rotor guard was torn off (I hung it up by the funnels) and the left side is pretty
mangled too. Probably not a big deal but they are getting hammered. Also noticed the
work light would regularly blink off during turns and come back on after. Looks like a
Monday storm on the way so I guess my grooming is good enough for a day.

466
Bruce Walk
02-13-2014
08:58 AM ET (US)

You could move the pull behind track setter hitch to the 2" bar on the rear of the
Ginzu (on the side opposite the actuator) and just pull it with the ATV/Ginzu combo.
50 lbs on it will help. You could at least track both sides headed out/back to the west
ball field and a loop on the east woods trails. The north bike path may be a bit narrow
for double tracks. You might want to just remove the other track setter as well.

465
Henry Walker
02-13-2014
08:27 AM ET (US)

QH groomers, it is now clear that the issue with our track setter blowing fuses was not
in the switch box itself in the first pace, unfortunately. It is also clear that it wasn't the
actuator since that was also replaced. Its safe to surmise that the issue is from a short
in the wiring coming from the battery to the switch box or perhaps from the box to the
actuator. Pulling this wiring to find the short in the ATV somewhere may take time
and a warm environment as it requires removal of several parts. Lets see how the
remainder of the year shakes out since since we are getting close to the end of the
season. We can use the pull behind track setter by itself post ginzu and then re-ginzu
to remove the ATV tracks if setting track is needed. 



Please do not add more fuses to the track setter at this time.
464
Joey Keillor
02-12-2014
04:19 PM ET (US)

Quarry hill groomed this afternoon. Unfortunately, the tracksetter worked for a couple
of ups and downs, but then blew a fuse and immediately blew the replacement fuses.
There are no more fuses in the peanut butter jar. I also got dug in out in the new back
40 due to going off piste into the soft stuff on an uphill turn.

463
Brennan Kelly
02-12-2014
04:16 PM ET (US)

I finished Essex around noon today. The conditions were so good that I turned right
around and went back there to ski, hoping to be the first to get out on the near perfect
corduroy. To no avail. at least a dozen or so lucky people beat me to the fresh trail.
The Ginzu worked perfectly

462
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-12-2014
03:21 PM ET (US)

So who groomed Essex last night or this AM?...it was spectacular!!

461
Lisa Luetmer
02-10-2014
12:17 PM ET (US)

All groomers have struggled with that knife depth decision. The trail will set up and
we have a good base so all is well. 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 10, 2014, at 11:06 AM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

460
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-10-2014
12:06 PM ET (US)

Nothing like actually doing something to appreciate what it takes to do it. Grooming
looks so easy when watching someone else zipping around on an ATV...HA...good
grooming is an art form! This was first time w/ ginzu and track setting not following
Bruce (so much easier 'cuz I didin't have to think). Yesterday, I wasn't nearly so
efficient w/ track setting and realized after I was about done that skiers were sinking
in so deep...snow too soft. I wasn't sure why 'cuz we didn't get that much snow. I
asked Lisa about it, and learned I still have a lot to learn about the knives. The only
reason I used knives is 'cuz it didn't look like I was covering up old tracks w/o 'em so
I used 'em and it all looked so beautiful...'til I saw how deep skiers were sinking. I had
overused them. It's tricky to know where knives are at and then, when they need to be
adjusted, it's like starting all over again. Anyway, next time will be better...I got some
good info from Lisa (which i got before probably multiple but just wasn't absorbing).

459
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-09-2014
11:33 AM ET (US)

I groomed Essex this AM and set tracks tho some tracks were not so great. Still trying
to master uncrumbly tracks...is speed a big factor? I had the tracks pushed down far.
No issues w/ ginzu plug..pictures were great (thanks, Mike!). I brought a thick rubber
band and put it around the whole thing in case that might help. Thanks also to
whoever shoveled out the doors...they were much easier to open and close this time! I
left a shovel outside the doors.

A rotation note: When the times comes for next grooming, the 'up next' person can
post here if unavailable and when you want to be back in the game:)

458
Henry Walker
02-08-2014
05:08 PM ET (US)

The QH ATV Ginzu switch box has been replaced with a new box and switches
similar to that of Essex. Jim Craighead refitted most wires with new connectors to
assure a low risk of shorting. Large plastic switch caps are sitting on the cabinet, their
job is to make it easy to use the switches in cold weather but it was too cold to apply
them as they can't fit over the switches without some stretching. I'll bring a heater to
warm them up and install when I get time. Jim also installed new fuse housings
directly in the switch box front. The fuse caps protrude out the front side where they
are very easy to access for replacement. The new fuses are not the blade style of
previous but they are barrel fuses, several replacements are in the storage box next to
the ignition switch. Jim is going to review the old switches to look for carbon
accumulation which would account for arcing and fuse blowing. The only issue noted
in the old box was that the rear light wire had been crimped in the box cover at some
point and exposed but it did not short out. Jim plans to add a fuse to the light later on.

A debt of gratitude goes out to Jim for spending several hours rewiring the switch box



in the middle of winter (my role was the lovely assistant). He possesses the tools,
skills and mental aptitude that result in a very professional looking product compared
to what the rest of us can muster. If the fuse continues to blow we know it will be an
issue with a short in the wiring from battery to switch box or box to actuator, a
problem we will deal with in the spring. Test out the new switches and let us know if
you run into problems.

Jim also filled the gas cans when he was finished.

457
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-08-2014
10:20 AM ET (US)

Thanks, Mike!! My plan is to groom Essex tomorrow AM. I skied it yesterday AM
and it was still in good condition tho a little blown over in a spot on garden and one in
55th. Light snow is in the forecast today. Since prediction is <3 in, manual says
pack/comb/set tracks w/ ginzu. This is what I'll do unless I hear otherwise from
anyone.

456
Joey Keillor
02-07-2014
03:43 PM ET (US)

I would concur with Bruce on the need for better flow on the new trail segment. That
has been one good thing about hacking the trail out last fall is that we got to feel how
it skis this winter. Its hard to know how something will ski when just looking at grass
and bushes. Every lap I take out there I'm thinking of improvements that will require
minimal work, and also make the most of the work done so far.

455
Craighead, James R.
02-07-2014
03:18 PM ET (US)

I'll fill them tomorrow.

Jim

< replied-to message removed by QT >

454
Bruce Walk
02-07-2014
02:59 PM ET (US)

Re: the QH north extension - I've skied it a couple times now, both ways. I know its
off camber in a number of places and that will be fixed but my feeling is it may be
worth considering making it a one way loop and when finishing the trail, smooth the
turns accordingly so there's a bit of run out, up hill or other way to burn off some
speed prior to the next tight turn. Without that, I think you may have a lot of 'panic
snow plows' that will skim the base down to dirt or ice in a typical year. Just a
thought...

453
Dave Greymont
02-07-2014
02:49 PM ET (US)

The whole skate lane at QH was refreshed today but the classic lane was left
untouched until we resolve the electrical problems with the track setter. This was my
first experience grooming the new QH extension and it was quite "interesting". I got a
little stuck once when the trail turned to the left but the ATV insisted on going straight
so I got the front right tread off into the soft shoulder. A little back and forth and I was
back up on the hard trail again. If we were still using the snowmobile I would have
been stuck forever. I know I would have skied it in my younger years but now I'd
probably kill myself. The only maintenance issue is the battery operated gas transfer
pump isn't working. The impeller at the end of the shaft turns but it doesn't pump any
gas. I tightened the nut on the grip/thumb warmer control. Also, there is only enough
gas remaining for one more ATV fill. If anyone wants to make a trip to fill the gas
cans it would be most appreciated.

452
mtrantow
02-06-2014
04:48 PM ET (US)

Essex Track-setter/connection Issues: Napa contact cleaner removed some ice build
up on both the contacts. Both the plug and receptacle are now cleaned and should
mate up better. Added some 30A fuses in the PB jar in front utility box.
BTW - The trails still looked great with light usage in the cold. 
     *night update*
I drove the ATV over to the Ginzu to test. Even with cleaner contacts, I noticed
intermittent Track-setter results if the Ginzu's plug top flange is not contacting the
receptacle cover's retention clip. (I can post pictures via notes if you like.)
NET = make sure the plug is seated well, parallel to the ground and not "drooping".
I'll look into ways of making this connection work better. One "hacker way" is to loop
the plug cover orange strap around the receptacle latch cover.
Edited 02-07-2014 12:20 AM

451
Lisa Luetmer
02-05-2014
02:19 PM ET (US)

I groomed Essex today. the connector is not staying connected and I had to gently
jiggle the connector several times while grooming. I even used the extra cord from the
cap to wrap and secure it so it wouldn't fall out. Otherwise everything worked well. I
put track back where I found it. I used the knives but had to pull them up on the 55th



St. field because it was blowing shut as I was grooming. We will need to use the drag
to re-open some of the trail for the next grooming. Mike I tried to check the coolant
reservoir. It looked like to me we might need to add some. I couldn't get a very good
read and should have had a flash light. Thank you so much for having the gas tanks
filled. There is a full five gallon can and a partial small tank left.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
450
mtrantow
02-05-2014
11:50 AM ET (US)

Quick note: if the Essex Ginzu Track Setter and/or knives don't appear to work upon
first connection to ATV, re-seat the plug carefully & firmly, check again, then check
fuses. I will inspect the Ginzu plug and ATV receptacle contacts soon, as it has been
mis-behaving occasionally (but not blowing fuses, thankfully).

449
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-04-2014
04:39 PM ET (US)

I'm the new groomer rotation chart updater for Essex. Let me be clear, I am NOT the
new Andy! Andy is still the "go to" person. I'm merely updating the rotation chart
based on info I read here, and moving around the ^^^ for who's next. On that note, I'm
skipping Joe G for "up next" during RNST season because he spends gobs of time on
that as head coordinator. Jeff R has been grooming Eastwood. I heard Eric C is outta
town so Lisa said to tell this crowd she's grooming Essex tomorrow.

448
Dave Greymont
02-04-2014
08:53 AM ET (US)

I'll groom QH Thursday or Friday so that the ATV is available to Jim on Saturday
morning. I'll also drop off more sign-in sheets.
Dave

447
Jim Craighead
02-04-2014
08:28 AM ET (US)

I'm going to install the new switch box on the ATV at QH on Saturday, otherwise
we'll be fighting this for the rest of the winter. If someone wants to groom in the
morning, I'll wait until noon to start work.

Jim

446
Chris Flood
02-04-2014
07:49 AM ET (US)

I groomed QH last night. I ran into a number of issues. Some were my fault, some
were just simple maintenance items. And then there is the track setter...

1. We are out of sign-in sheets. I just wrote in at the bottom of the last (top) sheet.
2. The little nut that holds the thumb warmer control box on the handlebar mount is
loose. I got it finger tight, but it needs a wrench.
3. Before heading out, I checked the operation of the two actuators. The knives were
fine. I randomly chose "up" to check, and the setter was already fully up. It clicked a
few times, then stopped. The fuse was blown. I replaced the fuse and tried again.
Stupidly, I chose "up" again. This time I got zero clicks. I checked the fuse, and it was
blown again. I replaced the fuse again to try "down". I left the cover off the fuse, so I
could watch it. When I pushed the down switch, I got no noise and no movement. The
fuse blew instantaneously, so I figured I'd stop wasting fuses. I checked the actuator
for ice/snow buildup, but it looked OK. I hope some of this information helps at least
a little...
4. We are down to one big gas can that's about 90% full. I was too tired to go out for
gas (as usual). Sorry.
5. While grooming the new, northwest loop counter-clockwise, I was using too much
knife and going too slow up the steep, east-facing hill. I bogged down, came to a stop,
and spun the tracks down to dirt. I was able to raise the knives, back up a bit, and then
get a running start. More laps mostly fixed the damage I did, but it was dark and hard
to see the condition of the trail. I hope it is OK. For whatever reason the snow seemed
extra powdery out there. It was sometimes a little hard to turn and/or climb. Anyway,
it is probably better to groom the northwest loop clockwise.
5. I did some shoveling and re-routing at the top of the hill on the southeast hill loop. I
put down some pine boughs to move the trail a bit west, away from the trees. I
wonder if some sort of weave of snow fencing up there might not help keep the snow
from blowing off.

All in all, things went far better than this makes it sound. The skate deck should be in
good shape.



445
Christopher Flood
02-03-2014
11:10 AM ET (US)

I'll groom QH tonight, Monday.

Chris

On Monday, February 3, 2014 8:10 AM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

444
Dave Greymont
02-03-2014
09:10 AM ET (US)

Chris will groom QH next. I'm giving up on trying to keep the door usable. There's no
point in chipping it free one day only to have it freeze up again the next. Let's just use
the other door. I'll also pick up some more fuses and put them in the jar in the front
storage box of the ATV.

443
Barry
02-02-2014
03:06 PM ET (US)

I freshened up Essex this morning (Sunday) with the ginzu. I left the classic tracks
alone as they were in pretty good shape.

442
Al Schmidt
02-02-2014
12:58 PM ET (US)

Entire QH trail system groomed early this morning. New track set where needed.
Trackseter fuse blew late in my grooming session. I was able to replace it and get
setter in up position. I did not use it again for fear of having it stuck down since I used
the last 30 amp fuse. We need to get more fuses for future problems. The knives
actuator worked great. Filled ATV with gas. There are couple of bigger gas containers
still available. I also spent some time clearing out ATV tracks of ice and snow
buildup. ATV handled the new north trail easily.

441
Bruce Walk
01-31-2014
04:56 PM ET (US)

The equipment is back at QH and the yellow drag at Essex. I dragged the entire trail
at Soldiers - it helped but many more passes would have helped a bit more. I had 40
lbs of weight on the back (20 each side). I then rolled and tracked the trail with 70 lbs
of weight on the pan and 50 lbs on the track setter. I put a bunch of barbell weights in
a drywall bucket, rested it on the pan, and lashed the bail to the top roller brace. It
helped a lot but is still not a substitute for a renovating groomer that can move the
snow to level out bumps and erase tracks. The result is OK but still a few ruts and
holes in the skate lane. Given the mixed success with mid-season grooming without a
portable groomer, I don't think I'll be doing Soldiers again and wouldn't recommend
anyone else spend the time or fuel... but if you want a nice easy ski, give it a try in the
next few days!

440
Matt Hawkins
01-31-2014
04:13 PM ET (US)

Groomed Essex with OK results. Mostly renovated the skate lane as the tracks were
pretty good overall. Resetting tracks where filled in was tricky with the snow being so
firm. I took a preliminary pass to bust things up and set track the second time around.
May have decreased track continuity a bit. I managed to slide "off piste" twice near
the end which I attribute to driver fatigue and increasing differential between packed
vs. unpacked snow. The drifts in the 55th field are becoming formidable.

439
Dave Greymont
01-31-2014
12:59 PM ET (US)

Al Schmidt is planning on grooming QH either late Saturday, or early Sunday.

438
Bruce Walk
01-31-2014
11:53 AM ET (US)

Will take the ATV this afternoon to SF to groom 1 more time.

437
Mike Trantow
01-31-2014
12:40 AM ET (US)

ESSEX: I topped off the ATV gas and filled the gas cans. Also I shoveled out the
doors and left two shovels outside the doors if anyone wants to tackle the 55th street
drifts. I skied there and Other than the gardens, everywhere else may be ok. Only one
other skier had been out since Brennan.

436
Mark Foley

Groomed QH this evening. A lot of drifting, especially around the ball fields and on
the new parts of the trail. The top of the Steep Loop has about a 5' section of dirt



01-31-2014
12:09 AM ET (US)

showing - we may need to move the trail or haul a bunch of snow in to make that little
spot skiable. Some parts had a 'wake' from the back of the Ginzu. There were a lot of
people out skiing and my son went tonight and said the trails were really nice skiing.
All the equipment worked well; it is a bit challenging going down some of the hills in
the new area as the Ginzu was pushing the four wheeler and the four wheeler was
spinning trying to go up a few of the hills.

435
Matt Hawkins
01-30-2014
11:00 PM ET (US)

I'll groom tomorrow AM.
-Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >

434
Brennan Kelly
01-30-2014
07:09 PM ET (US)

Yikes, The snow drifts on the 55th street prairie are HUGE!! The wind was such that
the classic tracks I put down drifted in almost as fast a I could groom them in.
otherwise all went well. The snow fences are having the opposite effect as they were
intended, leaving 4 foot drifts on the trails. About the only way to cure this is a
shoveling party or a rogue snow plower

I would maybe have someone (Matt?) go again tomorrow just to cure the drifting over
the classic tracks problem and pack the trail harder.

All the equipment is working fine.

433
Dave Greymont
01-30-2014
12:02 PM ET (US)

I had to go to the NE Clinic this morning so I stopped at QH and chopped the ice
away from beneath the door. The door opens now but I may have only created a new
gully for any melt to collect and then re-freeze again. I don't see any good way of
creating a culvert to drain the water away from the door. But, you can always access
the shed from the next door over to the right. I left a small pick-ax by the ATV tires in
the shed if anyone wants to try another way of draining the water away from the door.
I'd say we received about 3 inches of snow so far today. If too much snow collects in
front of the ginzu when grooming then switch to using the roller for tonight and we'll
groom again later with the ginzu.

432
Mark Foley
01-29-2014
11:50 PM ET (US)

I groomed some of the trails at QH (mostly around the open fields) to break up the
drifts and some of the hard pack tonight before the new snow tomorrow. I will groom
all the trails at QH tomorrow night after the snow. Trails are in pretty good shape;
unfortunately I didn't have time tonight to try them out but someone else was out
enjoying them. The shed door at Payne Shed is frozen shut - looks like the snow
melted off the roof today and froze it up solid. I will try chipping it tomorrow to see if
I can get it moving.

431
mtrantow
01-29-2014
12:06 AM ET (US)

Essex is in great shape thanks to the work with Andy Wood. I did manage to go back
over most of the trails to make it 2-pass width and set classic track. There are two
places along 55th where it is a bit narrow due to drifts, Andy and I couldn't "cut it"
without better tools. If the ski team wants to make igloos tomorrow, I'll bring the
shovels!

430
Andy
01-28-2014
09:33 PM ET (US)

Mike Trantow and I knocked down most of the drifts on Essex this evening. I used the
snowmobile with the drag while Mike followed with the ATV with the Ginzu. The
drifts along 55th and the gardens were deep and we needed two people to smooth out
the trails. All equipment worked well. Mike is still out on the trails with the Ginzu
setting track. Conditions should be fantastic tomorrow!!

429
Bruce Walk
01-28-2014
07:01 PM ET (US)

The ATV is back at QH, the equipment is working fine. Soldiers Field didn't groom
up as nice as I'd liked. The ATV left track marks in the drifted areas and the skate
deck is somewhat rutted in those sections. I went over it 4 times trying to get the
tracks to pack the snow more compactly but it still didn't turn out great. I put 50 lbs of
weight on the tracksetter which helped set a nice track. There were some wind blown
spots including the bridge over the river. Lets see how it sets up and if it gets much
use.
The gas cans were filled by Dave.

428
Bruce Walk
01-28-2014

I plan to take the QH ATV/Roller/Track Setter over to Soldiers Field today - probably
in the range of 11 - 3. Will post here when it has been returned.



09:51 AM ET (US)
427
Dave Greymont
01-27-2014
07:35 AM ET (US)

I'll have time Tuesday to refill the gas cans at Quarry Hill.

426
Joey Keillor
01-26-2014
12:35 PM ET (US)

Q-Hill groomed. Grizzly full of gas, but all gas cans are empty. I thought I'd get back
another time to fill them as I wanted to get in a ski before the weather got bad.

Also, I hit the new loop with the ginzu. The Grizzly handled it with ease and the
ginzu has enough heft that it never really slid out to the side on the cambered sections,
unlike the roller. I had a mystery situation with the tracksetter...it was working good,
then got stuck in place. I checked one fuse and it was good. Figured it was the
actuator fuse. Checked the other fuse and there WASN'T A FUSE IN IT!!! It seemed
almost inconceivable, but the only logical conclusion was that it fell out when I was
opening the rubber casing. I put in a new fuse and the track setter worked fine the rest
of the time. After finishing, I looked down in the chassis area and saw a fuse laying
on a platform below the fuse box. I fished it out (helps sometimes to be skinny) and
the fuse wasn't blown. In conclusion, I'm not sure what happened...perhaps the fuse
became unseated causing the trackseter to stall, then fell out when I opened the
casing. Regardless, the tracksetter worked for at least an hour of use after I changed
the fuse.

425
Jim Craighead
01-25-2014
02:17 PM ET (US)

The track setter actuator at QH was replaced with the back up actuator (rebuilt from a
previous failure). Both units were working without blowing the fuse at the time so
experience will tell if this was the issue or if the fuses are blowing for another reason.
Whomever grooms next, please take the time to use the track setter to determine the
outcome and report what you find.

424
Mike Trantow
01-25-2014
02:26 AM ET (US)

I groomed nearly all of Essex Friday night. Set classic track on most of it, but the
wind was already filling it in some open areas. Should be great for skate though...
guess I'll do some cross training. ATV is full, one can left, I took the other two gas
cans to fill Sat morn.

423
Andy
01-24-2014
09:47 PM ET (US)

Mike. If you have time, go a head and set track. Once the wind starts on Sunday it
may be a while before we can groom.

422
Dave Greymont
01-24-2014
09:33 PM ET (US)

The ATV and roller have been returned to the QH sheds. After refilling the gas tank,
there is only about a gallon (or less) of gas remaining in the gas cans. When we first
tried to move the ATV this morning it was frozen in place. After stomping on the
edges of the tracks it broke lose.

421
Mike Trantow
01-24-2014
09:19 PM ET (US)

Andy did you do, or are you doing Essex tonight or tomorrow ? I'd love to classic ski
Sat morn and am willing to set track tonight.
Edited 01-24-2014 09:20 PM

420
Andy
01-24-2014
08:26 AM ET (US)

Thanks Laura and Bruce. I'll check out Essex later today. Looks like Brennan and
then Matt are up next on the rotation. With the pending snow and wind, the trail may
need refreshing sometime Saturday. Sunday and Monday look to be questionable with
the wind and polar blast arriving.

419
Laura Zumbrunnen
01-23-2014
02:52 PM ET (US)

I just got a great training session in at Essex, and the trails are now exquisite!!! Bruce
went ahead of me with the snowmobile and scarcifier while I followed w/ the ginzu.
The trails are nicely leveled with clean sides and packed with Ginzu (no knives
needed). All tracks set. It was fun and surprisingly toasty...so nice for me to learn how
to use the ginzu and set tracks (THANKS, BRUCE!!). My competitive spirit claims a
PR on grooming time by over 2 hrs improvement (it sorta kinda helped to follow an
expert:) Next person may want to bring along a shovel for the barn doors...they are
getting stuck in the snow. I would have had a really hard time opening/closing if I was
on my own.

418
Dave

Jim,
We'll have the ATV and roller at Eastwood Friday and return it to Quarry Hill around



01-23-2014
09:33 AM ET (US)

6PM Friday night. The Ginzu will remain at QH and you could replace the actuator
but without the ATV there you would have no way to confirm that the knives and
track setter actuators are working properly and not blowing fuses. Joey Keillor is up
next for grooming at QH on Saturday or Sunday but I don't know what time he'll do
it. Joey, if you would, post a note on QuickTopics when you're going to groom so Jim
knows.
Dave G.

< replied-to message removed by QT >

417
Jim Craighead
01-23-2014
08:54 AM ET (US)

I would like to replace the actuator on the QH track setter Friday evening. Please let
me know if this interferes with anyone's plan to groom; I can be flexible with my
time.

Jim
416
Laura Zumbrunnen
01-21-2014
08:54 PM ET (US)

Thanks, Jeff. I will wait until Thursday.

415
Jeff Robertson
01-21-2014
08:28 PM ET (US)

Laura
I would suggest waiting until Thursday. The forecast is for high winds especially
10AM - 4PM in the 30 mph range. Anything you do will most likely drift over.
Jeff

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 6:06 PM, QT - Laura Zumbrunnen <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

414
Laura Zumbrunnen
01-21-2014
07:06 PM ET (US)

I'm up next at Essex. I skied it today..thanks, Lisa, it was awesome! Since yesterday,
some hefty drifts were made in the garden and the 55th st field. The rest of tracks
were covered with soft snow varying 1-3 inches. Is it too soon to groom tomorrow? I
don't want to make work. However, if not, I'll use ginzu w/o knives because it wasn't
icy anywhere. In setting tracks, do you try to set them in the existing set or groom
over existing and start fresh?

413
Dave Greymont
01-21-2014
12:24 PM ET (US)

Joey will groom QH next. He'll groom sometime after the Invite, probably Saturday
or Sunday. The track setter on the Ginzu is in the upright position now. I would
recommend not using it at all until we figure out why it continues to blow fuses.

412
Lisa Luetmer
01-20-2014
05:24 PM ET (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon. I feel kind of foolish. I didn't think we were going to
get much more snow. Everything went well. I didn't reset the track on The-Trail-
From-Hell.....perhaps you all can help me remember but I thought it was too narrow
for track. I checked the oil and there is plenty of gas (thank you Mike!). I know you
guys will laugh but I bought a stiff toilet brush and used it to scrub off the inside of
the track and hard to get places. Worked pretty good.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
411
Bruce Walk
01-20-2014
12:35 PM ET (US)

Perhaps its time to 1) swap the actuator and try it. That should be pretty quick even in
the shed. If fuses still blow, then 2) replace the switch box and switches. That's a
'warm garage' job.

410
John Resman
01-20-2014
12:23 PM ET (US)

Sorry Al about not my not posting promptly on QT. When I went to Quarry Hill last
night at 9:30, I didn't have any intention of grooming - just checking the tracksetter to
see if there was anything obvious I missed on Saturday. With the tracksetter kind of
working, I decided to try to set a track so that it would set up overnight with the
expected cold (which never came). So with a supply of fuses, I went on my way.



When I got home at midnight, I did a quick post on facebook but was kind of tired to
put up my tracksetter fuse dissertation on QT so I waited till morning - which was the
wrong decision.

This is a good lesson for me to at least post a quick sentence or two on QT right after
grooming. 

The ski team is practicing at Quarry Hill from 4:00 - 5:00 PM today, Freshening up
the skate lane after practice before the cold front really arrives could be a good option
if you or anyone else is available.

409
Al Schmidt
01-20-2014
10:42 AM ET (US)

I was out to QH early this morning to groom and found it already done. Based on
John's post - he took care of it for me. Next time please let me know. Thanks for
taking care of it. Sounds like you had a time with track setter. Enjoy the next blast of
artic air!

408
John Resman
01-20-2014
09:50 AM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill track setter saga continues. When I came back into town last night, I
decided to check out the track setter since it was still warm (30 deg) and temperatures
were forecast to drop to 13 by 8 AM (which never happened). It's easier to work on
this stuff when it's warm! 

I did the following:

1. Check the fuses again - both good - as they were when I groomed on Saturday.
2. Check voltages on the ATV connector - both good 
3. Take ATV to the Ginzu and attach connector. Ginzu worked and track setter didn't.
4. Try attaching the connector again. This time both Ginzu and track setter worked.
The track setter would go up and down (in a short range of motion while up in the
air). So I'm guessing on Saturday a good connection might not have been made,
thought I did reconnect it once.

With the track setter working and a few spare fuses available, I decided to see if I
could set a track at Quarry Hill so that we'd have a track with the cold weather
arriving. As I groomed, I went through two cycles of down and up successfully. On
the third cycle, when I wanted to lift the tracksetter, it didn't go up. I checked the fuse,
it had blown. I replaced the fuse, tried to lift the tracksetter, and it blew again. So, I
decided to just go ahead and continue grooming with the tracksetter always down.
This would force me to set double tracks on several trails, but at least we'd have
tracks.

As I started up again, I noticed that the tracks weren't as deep. So the tracksetter must
have gone up slightly before the fuse blew. I replaced the fuse and just tried putting
the track setter down some more. This worked without blowing a fuse. I didn't want to
try bringing it back up yet in fear of blowing another fuse, so I just finished grooming
with the tracksetter down. 

After I had finished grooming and had set track everywhere and was heading back to
the shed, I tried to lift the tracksetter up. It worked without blowing the fuse. At the
shed, when it was in the up position, I tried moving it up and down a few inches and it
worked.

So what's common about all the failures. I think it has always failed as someone has
tried to raise the tracksetter from the completely down track setting position.
Immediately replacing the fuse and trying to raise the tracksetter blew a fuse again.
Replacing the fuse again and going back down worked. I didn't immediately try
raising it up again, but at the end of grooming, it raised successfully.

Maybe when he actuator is in the completely down position, there's something that
causes a current spike as we're raising it. Does something catch inside the actuator?
Then maybe lowering it down causes it to become unstuck so then raising it works.
So is this an actuator issue or a wiring issue? I would lean more towards an actuator



issue, though I'm trying to remember if Bruce detected a temporary short in the
tracksetter wiring when he was working with it this summer.

The tracksetter continues to be unreliable. There is one fuse remaining in the ATV
front box. Hopefully someone can take a look at the track setter and determine if it's
the actuator or wiring that's the problem. 

The top of the steep hill by the Payne shed is now brown dirt so that loop isn't really
skiable unless you bushwack around the bare spot. 

The typical slush section near the 3rd base line of the Parkwood Hills baseball
diamond appeared during the warmup. One option would be to reroute our trail onto
the baseball diamond after rounding the outfield corner and skip that low section. This
would also avoid the small sledding hill along the 3rd base line. Does anyone think
this is worth doing at the next grooming? 

No other parts of the trail system had adverse effects from the warmup.
407
Dave Greymont
01-20-2014
07:15 AM ET (US)

The road in to the Quarry Hill sheds will be plowed Tuesday morning.

406
Lisa Luetmer
01-19-2014
02:09 PM ET (US)

I plan on grooming Essex tomorrow morning.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
405
Bruce Walk
01-19-2014
08:37 AM ET (US)

For the Payne shed plowing, a brief email request to Steve Lawson usually takes care
of it - slawson@rochestermn.gov

404
Dave Greymont
01-19-2014
07:34 AM ET (US)

Who is the best person to contact to get the road to the QH sheds plowed? We got the
trailer out and back in again but it was pretty dicey. Is it Jeff Morton or someone else?
Al Schmidt is up next in the rotation to groom QH.

403
John Resman
01-19-2014
12:52 AM ET (US)

Quarry hill was groomed Saturday evening. No track was set due to issues with the
tracksetter. The tracksetter never worked and the fuse looks OK. Hopefully we'll have
time to figure out the tracksetter issue soon. Setting track with the roller tracksetter
could be an option in the meantime.

402
mtrantow
01-18-2014
11:56 PM ET (US)

It was actually a relief for Andy to break me in easy just grooming Essex's First Trail.
Everything is gassed up and cans are re-filled. One goof up: I still had the RASC
Kwik Trip card in my coat when I got home. Will return it Sunday when I go skiing.
* Other Groomers * I can be a backup, if someone has to miss a rotation or even just
runs out of time (507)990-3551.
Cheers! Mike Trantow

401
Andy
01-18-2014
10:27 PM ET (US)

Essex is groomed and track has been set. Thanks Joe for the rolling today. It was
needed. The snow is quite deep and soft. I got stuck with the ATV and Ginzu going
up the hill on 55th St. I did manage to disconnect and turn around but it cut short my
grooming slighly due to fatigue. Luckily Mike showed up and finished everything.
The trail should set up nicely over night and will be primo for Sunday. Ski your brains
out all!!!

400
mike trantow
01-18-2014
08:26 PM ET (US)

Having read through the grooming guide I might try my hand at Essex tonite if no one
else is planning (Andy ? ). Thanks to Joe, I skiied the whole course and it was great
for classic (skier laid track), but a little soft for skate.

399
Joe Gyura
01-18-2014
06:07 PM ET (US)

I rolled Essex with combs down. The snow was very soft but there were plenty of
skiers packing it down. Filled the ATV. One empty can and two full gas cans. No
mechanical problems. Only minor concern is that I could not turn down or off the
hand warmer. Could very well be operator error. 



Enjoy! Joe
398
Dave Greymont
01-18-2014
05:59 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I rolled/combed Eastwood this afternoon. The trail is very soft and skiers
were leaving deep grooves. I'm afraid that with tomorrow's warm temperatures
followed by another arctic vortex we'll end up with a rutted frozen trail.

397
Christopher Flood
01-18-2014
04:38 PM ET (US)

I just put up the "caution - trail under development" signs at both entrances to the new
loops. 
I also bought a post driver. I put it in the Quarry Hill shed next to the shelf. 

On Saturday, January 18, 2014 3:15 PM, QT - John Resman <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

396
John Resman
01-18-2014
04:15 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was rolled/combed today. A lot of people starting to show up on the trails
by 1:30 PM. Great to see those Rochester Nordic Ski Team jackets out on the trail.
The trail is soft but good skier traffic will help out. I groomed the trail extension, but
didn't talk about it specifically on the facebook post so that unwary skiers don't head
out there. If you're interested in seeing how that trail skis, now's the time to do it with
nice snow conditions. Joey and Henry were checking it out. Coverage is pretty good
except on the steep hill in the woods on the northwest loop. The roller started slipping
sideways on portions of the trail that had high camber. Sure glad I was using an ATV
and not a snowmobile.

395
mike trantow
01-18-2014
02:10 PM ET (US)

I replaced the switch on the snowmobile and checked that both switches work for the
Ginzu blades and track setter. All good.

394
Joe Gyura
01-18-2014
11:23 AM ET (US)

I am going to roll Essex this morning

393
Barry
01-17-2014
03:07 PM ET (US)

I got Essex rolled and combed today. It really helped in the places where here were
drifts, and in other hard packed parts, it had little effect. I got a 2-pass on a lot of the
trails, and in others, only a single. It should be in good shape for practice later today.

392
Jeff Robertson
01-16-2014
12:40 PM ET (US)

Barry
That will be great. Joe is planning a practice there.
Jeff

On Thu, Jan 16, 2014 at 11:07 AM, QT - Barry <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

391
Barry
01-16-2014
12:07 PM ET (US)

I will plan on rolling Essex tomorrow (Friday, 1/17), so in case the ski team has a
makeup practice then, it will be in good condition.

390
Dave Greymont
01-15-2014
04:46 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I rolled/combed Eastwood this afternoon plus set a classic track with the tow
behind track setter. We extended the trail out to the west on the driving range. Total
distance now measures 5 K. Since the Invite was cancelled I returned the ATV and
roller to QH. The track setter is still in the back of my car because I forgot to leave it
at QH. I replaced a blown fuse and now the Ginzu's track setter works again. (Don't
know for how long tho.) For those that don't know it's very easy to replace the fuse.



Below the switch box there's 2 yellow wires that run in to 2 rubber covered boxes
about an inch square, and ~1/2 inch thick. Peel back the cap on a box and inspect the
fuse. If you see a burned spot it needs to be replaced. There's extra 30 amp fuses in a
jar in the front storage box on the ATV.

389
Christopher Flood
01-15-2014
10:22 AM ET (US)

I'll leave it up to the group to decide, but I would recommend that we pack only and
without the comb. That is, until we have about a 5" base built up. We don't want to
catch the comb on any of the sticks/stumps that still lurk under the snow up there.
Until we have that base to work with, I think we should consider it closed and
discourage its use. The problem, of course, is if we ever want to open it, it helps to
pack it down in the mean time. 
I have some signs on order (finally) to put up that should make its status clear to the
three skiers who might use it who aren't already on this message list. 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:09 AM, QT - Eric Reeve <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

388
Eric Reeve
01-15-2014
10:09 AM ET (US)

One additional question. When grooming at QH should we now start grooming the
new NE section near the baseball diamond? I was going to last night, but wasn't sure
if that section was open for business. Thanks. Eric

387
Dave Greymont
01-15-2014
07:44 AM ET (US)

I plan on picking up the Quarry Hill ATV, roller, and otter sled today around noon for
use at Eastwood, and will return them either Thursday evening or Friday morning.

386
Dave
01-15-2014
06:46 AM ET (US)

I suspect the fuse for the track setter blew again. The logon for posting to Trail
Conditions FB is: rasctrails@gmail.com rascgroomer
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >
385
Eric Reeve
01-14-2014
11:57 PM ET (US)

Would someone be able to remind me what the Facebook login info is? I'd like to post
a trail report but seem to be missing that information. Thanks. Eric

384
Eric Reeve
01-14-2014
11:50 PM ET (US)

I just finished rolling and combing quarry hill. I started out with the Ginzu and even
was able to set a track around most of woods. Starting on my second pass the track
setter stuck. It would not move out of the down position. I was basically at the shed
and didn't want to mess anything up so I switched to the roller. Currently the Ginzu is
parked with the track setter down. Other than that issue everything went according to
plan. Happy skiing!

383
Andy
01-14-2014
08:08 PM ET (US)

Essex has been rolled and combed. I did not use the Ginzu due to fear of thin spots
over the trails. The trail should set up nicely over night. When the wind subsides, I'd
recommend the Ginzu with the kneives just slightly down. Still not enough snow to
track. I will be out of town until Thursday evening. Barry you are up next. If you have
any questions, give me a call.

382
Barry
01-14-2014
12:53 PM ET (US)

I am back in town and am up next for Essex grooming. When anyone thinks it is a
good time to do Essex next, please post a msg and I will get it and do it. The sum total
of my experience is that I have rolled twice last year. So, maybe if it requires more
than a roll, would anyone be willing to meet me at the Essex shed and get me going.
Thanks!

381
mtrantow
01-13-2014
02:25 PM ET (US)

Ordered two replacement switches for Essex snowmobile - will be in next week for
repair

380 Thanks Mike, I haven't found a source in town - just ordered them online - its been



Bruce Walk
01-12-2014
10:38 PM ET (US)

the easiest path in the past.

379
mtrantow
01-12-2014
10:02 PM ET (US)

Thanks Bruce. I got to Essex this afternoon but managed to forget my shed keys. I see
that specified switch online for ~$7 (+shipping). Is there a recommended source in
town? (home depot, radio shack?).
I dropped off more signout sheets

378
Bruce Walk
01-12-2014
05:40 PM ET (US)

I skied at Essex this afternoon and took a look at the snowmobile. As per Eric's
comments, the renovator switch (black handle) is definitely broken. The handle flops
around loosely. A new one can be put in easily, accessed from the engine
compartment. The fuse blew as well probably when the switch internals broke. There
are 3 spare 30A fuses in the snowmobile and 2 in the ATV so those are in good
supply. I also filled up the snowmobile gas tank while I was there. We're on the last
sheet of snowmobile sign-out sheets as well.

377
Bruce Walk
01-12-2014
11:51 AM ET (US)

In case we need a new switch at Essex, the part number is Pollak 34-591QP - its a
Momentary On-Off-Momentary On switch. There is also a handle for better 'mitten'
friendliness. I don't have the part number for that but if needed, hopefully the old one
can be removed with heat.

376
Dave Greymont
01-12-2014
07:16 AM ET (US)

QH Grooming Rotation: Eric R. groomed Saturday, John Resman is up next in the
rotation.

375
Mike Trantow
01-12-2014
12:45 AM ET (US)

Thanks for the grooming at Essex, Eric. I will be out to ski Sunday morning. I'll refill
the atv and snowmobile as needed and debug the knife switch on the latter.

374
Eric Counselman
01-11-2014
11:54 PM ET (US)

Did get out and groom Essex this afternoon/evening, the pressures of knowing that
the godfather of grooming was going to be skiing on my work was daunting, but I am
confident the product was good. Lightly used knives at times to try to remove
footprints and other tracks. Did not attempt to set track, did not feel there was
sufficient snow. As it got dark, could already feel previously groomed trails getting
firm. I think they will be real good in the AM. Only glitch was that the switch (on the
snowmobile) to raise and lower the the knives malfunctioned, it will need to be
repaired/replaced. With a suggestion and tips from formentioned godfather of
grooming, I switched to the ATV to finish. Most everything is complete, few
connecting trails went undone, and a very few stretches only got one pass. Didn't get
chance to fill sled w/ fuel, was borderline on time, and had desire to stay in good
graces w/ mama. Hope to QC it in the AM...

373
Matt Hawkins
01-11-2014
03:21 PM ET (US)

Thanks Eric!

< replied-to message removed by QT >

372
Laura Zumbrunnen
01-11-2014
01:12 PM ET (US)

I just read an email from Eric that he's planning to groom Essex this
afternoon/evening.
Laura

371
Lisa Luetmer
01-11-2014
11:46 AM ET (US)

Lisa is out of town until Friday. Andy and Jeff are in Maplelag. Not sure if Barry is as
well. If Eric C and Barry aren't available then perhaps Laura can groom Essex next? 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 11, 2014, at 10:08 AM, QT - Matt Hawkins <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
> 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

370
Matt Hawkins
01-11-2014

Essex? The Ginzu with no knives would be good.



11:08 AM ET (US)
369
Eric Reeve
01-11-2014
09:33 AM ET (US)

Just finished up grooming at QH. All went really well. I used the Ginzu and it worked
great. All electrical systems worked (knives and track setter). I did not set a track
today as it would have been very shallow. Gas cans are nearly empty. I'm off to do
some quality control now, but will plan on filling the gas cans following my ski. Eric

368
Jim Craighead
01-10-2014
08:17 AM ET (US)

Eric, Even though the new actuator fixed the problem, I'm still not confident that
we've fixed the problem of blown fuses. If you have any problems blowing fuses, you
can call me on my cell 507-273-3588. I live close by and I'll come to help if I'm able.

367
Dave Greymont
01-09-2014
04:06 PM ET (US)

We had heard that the ski trail at Eastwood was kind of treacherous and risky for the
ski team. (Can't do much teaching on a bad trail.) Jeff and I got the green drag out of
the red barn at Essex and took it to Eastwood. It really did a pretty nice job of
breaking up the surface and removing the old ski marks. The trail will still be hard but
can't do anything about that. I learned that it was necessary to keep the drag on the
hard-pack surface because if you got over to the softer snow near the edge it would
pull all the snow right off the grass. I put 100 pounds of extra weight on the drag, but
decided it wasn't needed and took it off again. The last thing I wanted to do was
damage the golf course grass.

366
Eric Reeve
01-08-2014
10:09 AM ET (US)

Hi all. Glad to hear that the equipment is back up and running at QH. I see that I am
next up in the rotation. I will likely try to groom tomorrow night or sometime on
Friday. Eric

365
Henry Walker
01-07-2014
09:48 PM ET (US)

Jim Craighead traced the QH ginzu issue and found the problem was with the
renovator knife actuator motor itself. Everything up to that point including the switch
box and the wiring junction on the ginzu was functioning as per specifications.
Luckily we decided to order a spare actuator earlier this year which we used to
replace the failed unit. WIth the replacement unit installed the renovator knives are
working again and the ginzu and ATV will be returned to QH soon. A big thanks to
Dave Greymont for hauling equipment back and forth for us and especially to Jim for
his electrical expertise. Jim is going to disassemble the motor on the actuator to see if
he can determine what failed and if he can fix it or if it needs replacement.
Edited 01-07-2014 09:49 PM

364
Henry Walker
01-07-2014
08:40 AM ET (US)

The QH ATV and ginzu will be picked up at 4:00pm today (Tuesday) and taken to a
nice warm garage to work on the electrical issue. Not that anyone wants to groom in
this weather anyhow, but the unit may be at the Dr.'s office for a few days until we
can get it recovered from its ills. Do not plan to groom until further notice on QT,
hopefully soon.

363
Bruce Walk
01-06-2014
02:04 PM ET (US)

I was driving by QH today so I threw in a battery and checked the Ginzu - the
tracksetter is working fine. No sign of life in the renovator actuator. The cable is
pretty stiff. There are at least a couple of choices. First would be to wait for a warm
day and check the wiring on the renovator actuator. You'll need to cut into the covered
splices, check it, then restore everything. The other option would be to remove all the
electrical components (actuators and cable). It would take 4 bolts (2 per actuator) and
then cut the cable restraints. Then the whole harness can go to a warm basement. 

One comment on the use of the RV cable with integrated connector. We used that a
number of years ago because we thought it wouldn't pull apart if someone unhitched
and drove off. Unfortunately, it also gets stiff and adds a second splice. You have a
choice of going back to a stand alone connector and 2 wires, 1 to each actuator, which
would be more flexible. So, it looks like there's a Ginzu problem to take care of and
probably an ATV problem (blowing track setter fuses) to fix as well.

362
Dave Greymont
01-05-2014
12:48 PM ET (US)

Eric Reeve is up next to groom at QH but with the hard-packed trail there's really no
point in trying to groom until the Ginzu's knife and/or switch problems are resolved.
Even if John Resman tracks down the wiring problem and gets the knives operational,
the switch box has been an issue for some time and I think we should replace it.

361
Bruce Walk

One other method I've used in the past to validate the Ginzu wiring is to take a battery
over and jumper to the appropriate connector blades to see if the actuators operate.



01-05-2014
11:43 AM ET (US)

Obviously a lot of 'care' is required to not short across the battery or shock yourself
but it tests the circuit from connector blade to actuator pretty quick. The other
possibility is a faulty connection between the male and female RV connectors - close
inspection there is probably a good idea too. Note: the connector pin-out is on the
RASC web site here:
http://rochesteractivesportsclub.wildapric...uments/ATV_Conn.jpg

360
Bruce Walk
01-04-2014
09:04 PM ET (US)

John - there are 2 connections on the Ginzu for the knife actuator. The first is under a
fat, very thick shrink tube connection that splices the multi-wire RV connector cable
to the smaller 12 gauge actuator cable, and the second is a splice in the actuator cable
that was put there last spring to remove the actuator without dis-assembling the fat
RV cable. 
I'd suggest working from the connector, back to the actuator, taking things apart and
checking for 12V across the pair of cables until you find the loose connection or
broken cable. If those two check out OK, then the last place to look is the connection
of the cable internal to the actuator. I haven't been into that area but I think the
probability is pretty low of a problem there. For the tracksetter, there is only 1
connection, i.e. the first one under the shrink tube.

While I admit I'm guessing a bit, I suspect the jumbled switch box is in part
responsible for the blown track setter fuse. I could be wrong but I am confident that
its not a stable setup given the close proximity of the spade connectors/wires and the
pressure needed to get the box closed. Good Luck
Edited 01-04-2014 10:09 PM

359
John Resman
01-04-2014
08:23 PM ET (US)

I went to Quarry Hill to check out the issues of the ginzu knives and tracksetter not
working. The ginzu fuse was OK but the tracksetter fuse was blown. Earlier today,
Dave was able to move the tracksetter a few inches and then it stopped. The fuse must
have blown at that point. I replaced the tracksetter fuse. We had issues last year with
the tracksetter working for awhile and then not working due to a blown fuse. It looks
like the tracksetter issue is going to rear its head again this winter. We'll have to figure
out why the fuse is blowing. 

I checked to see if there was a short between the two terminals (both the ginzu and
tracksetter) at the ATV connector. No short was detected using an ohmmeter. I
checked the voltages on the terminals at the ATV connector. Both the ginzu and
tracksetter voltages were correct when operating the switches.

I hooked up the ATV to the ginzu. The tracksetter was working, but the ginzu knives
were not moving. I didn't hear any noise coming from the knife actuator mechanism.
After returning the ATV to the shed, I checked the voltages again at the ATV
connector, and they were OK.

Bruce is familiar with the knife actuator wiring and mechanism and hopefully can
provide some help. The tracksetter is working but based on last year's experience, it
won't take much use before it stops working due to a blown fuse.
Edited 01-04-2014 08:24 PM

358
Matt Hawkins
01-04-2014
04:46 PM ET (US)

I groomed Essex this morning with great results. There was very little drifting and not
much snow to pull in with the wings. Slow speed combined with very light knives
worked great. Pulling slowly minimized bounce with the Ginzu and kept the snow
from peeling up in front of the knives. Only very rarely did I catch anything but snow.
There is a lot of debris in the woods, leaves, bark, twigs etc. but still very skiable. I
groomed in the garden but its very thin over the road so I stayed off to the side mostly.
The entire system is suited to "A" skis if you avoid the road side of the garden loop by
skiing along the woods. One full six gallon gas container is left. Post-groom skiing
was spectacular.

357
Dave Greymont
01-04-2014
02:13 PM ET (US)

The morning forecast was for 20+ mph winds so Jeff and I discussed where would be
the best place to groom to give the skiers the most bang for their buck and we decided
to groom QH. QH is more protected vs Eastwood that is wide open and exposed to
wind. I used the ginzu with the knives just barely touching the surface and groomed
all the trails north of the Nature Center. When I was about to cross the bridge to go to

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Frochesteractivesportsclub.wildapricot.org%2FResources%2FDocuments%2FATV_Conn.jpg&x=327525934.4


the west trails I raised the knives so as not to risk damaging the bridge surface. After
crossing the bridge I tried to lower the knives but they wouldn't move. Then I tried the
switch for the track setter and it moved about 4 inches and stopped. Now neither
switch does anything. I disconnected and re-connected the power cord several times
without success. Since I couldn't lower the knives just pulling the ginzu over the hard
pack trail had little to no effect so I turned around and returned to the shed. At the
shed I met Jeff and because the wind never developed this morning we hauled the
ATV and roller over to Eastwood and pulled it over the trail. The Eastwood trail has
also set up hard and the roller helped some but only touched up the surface. We also
packed the woods trail for the first time so that will be soft and should be avoided
until it sets up. I hope our new maintenance volunteers can resolve the switch
problem. Don't know if it's as simple as a blown fuse or something more complicated.
In any event, there's no urgency to do anything with the frigid weather moving in.
Now it's time for my geezer nap.

356
Dave Greymont
01-03-2014
06:01 PM ET (US)

Just a heads up: If the wind is not blowing hard tomorrow (Saturday) morning Jeff
and I are planning on taking the QH equipment over to Eastwood at about 8:30 AM
and pack the trail for a second time.

355
Bruce Walk
01-02-2014
04:53 PM ET (US)

Brennan groomed Wednesday with the red drag - it leveled out the ice bumps, etc. but
did pull a fair amount of leaves and twigs up, especially in the woods. Given the cold
temps, it should work out well though. He also groomed narrow which was wise.
Whoever grooms next should be able to extend the Ginzu wings and pull in some of
the snow berm and fluffy snow from the sides of the trail - you can extend about 1 -
1.5 feet past the existing edge. Hopefully it will help build the base. Essex is skiing
quite well!

354
Jeff Robertson
01-02-2014
01:59 PM ET (US)

Brennan's computer is not behaving so here is an update on Essex. He groomed it on
Wednesday
and noted that there are some very thin spots in the garden area along 55th street. The
next dusting of snow appears to be early Saturday morning - starting 12 AM. High
winds are also forecast starting around noon time on Saturday. Early Saturday
morning might be the next best time. Grooming with the Ginsu (knives up) might be
best. Next up looks to be Matt.

353
Jeff Robertson
01-01-2014
07:23 PM ET (US)

Lisa and I rolled Eastwood this afternoon. This is the first time it has been touched so
the snow depth was around 6". There were some rough spots on one of the hills from
sledding during the warm days but otherwise untouched. The even with the packing it
is soft. We will have to look at it once it has had a chance to set up.
Will maybe roll it again on Friday. The trailer is at my house.

352
Chris Flood
01-01-2014
12:01 PM ET (US)

Oh, and the equipment is all fine. Oil is good. We have two big and two small gas
cans left. I tried to dig out the big sliding door a bit. Seems a little better.

351
Chris Flood
01-01-2014
11:59 AM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill this morning. There was more new snow than I expected, so I
used the Ginzu. I had time and light, so after a few tests, I used the knives--just
intermittently touching the high spots--where I felt safe--over grass, where the snow
didn't appear thin, where it was fairly flat. It seemed to work pretty well, but someone
will have to ski it to see. I'm going to warm up and then head back out for some
quality control.

350
Joey Keillor
12-31-2013
03:05 PM ET (US)

I just skied Quarry...mostly dust on crust, with good stretches in the sun-sheltered
areas and often non-adhereing dust over the icy sections. It didn't seem like packing
the dust would do much good in my opinion. Although maybe the drag would have
beneficial effect...sort of chiseling up the ice and mixing it with the new snow.
Assuming one could avoid chiseling up dirt and such.

349
Chris Flood
12-31-2013
01:38 PM ET (US)

Has anyone tried to groom Quarry Hill? If not, would anyone have any problem with
me giving it a shot tomorrow (Wednesday) morning once there is some daylight to
work with?

Chris



348
Laura Zumbrunnen
12-30-2013
05:09 PM ET (US)

I skied Essex Sunday afternoon, and it was icy!! The prairie, 55th st field, and trial
from hell had lots of bare spots and the 55th st hill was an unwise decision to go up.
Lots of snow disappeared on the warm Saturday afternoon. I decided not to go again
until more snow.

347
Joey Keillor
12-29-2013
08:06 PM ET (US)

The forecast is calling for 3-6 piecemeal inches of snow by New Years. This could
change the scenario in terms of available trail...however, the temperature/wind chill
remains a factor.

346
Jeff Robertson
12-29-2013
08:04 PM ET (US)

I plan to take a look at our possible options (Chester Woods, Eastwood, Soldiers
Field, and maybe another look at Heintz field) while considering the temps on
Thursday. If the call looks close - I might groom just so we have a choice. Henry's
observation regarding QH is most likely the same for Essex - base to thin to work
with.
Jeff

On Sun, Dec 29, 2013 at 6:37 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

345
Dave Greymont
12-29-2013
07:37 PM ET (US)

The forecast for Thursday at 4 PM is 4 degrees with a 9 MPH wind. That puts the
windchill at about minus 10 degrees. I realize practice is still 4 days away and that
could change. Anyway, as it is right now, we're on the bubble for needing to be inside
or cancelling. I also walked out only about 2 yards on the Heintz Field and where I
was there was only about 2 inches of snow. I could easily brush it off with my boot
right down to the ground. I'm sure there's varying depths of snow on the field tho.
Before anyone freezes there hand warmer off, I think it would be prudent to wait on
grooming until we know whether we can be outside or not.

344
Henry Walker
12-29-2013
07:15 PM ET (US)

Tried to ski QH today - it was a glazed ice rink and impossible even for an
experienced skier. For the most part the trail survived the warm up, only a few small
areas showing soil, but the base is too thin to scarrify. The only tool that might help is
the green drag which hasn't been pulled out yet and I'm concerned it may pull up the
base. If we set teeth shallow it could be beneficial.

I skied in the un-groomed snow by the prison to see what would happen. The crust
isn't thick enough to hold up my weight but grooming would make for a very nice
track. The field at RCTC is viable for the team but someone will have to really
cowboy up to groom it. How many of those little hand heaters can one stick in their
clothes and why is there always an odd number of hand heaters for the guys? Well
barring that well kept secret, I think we are looking at either being indoors Thursday
for the students or groom and ski the soccer field near RCTC or Chester Woods.

343
Lisa Luetmer
12-29-2013
06:16 PM ET (US)

Hi Groomers. Jeff Robertson is now home from vacation and he will be our lead
coordinator for all of us in our grooming efforts at Essex. Andy is still out of the
country on his bucket list trip. I'm very happy you are home Jeff:)
Lisa

On Dec 29, 2013, at 12:53 AM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

342
Dave Greymont
12-28-2013
07:53 PM ET (US)

Rolled and combed QH except for the new trail extension. I wasn't able to start until
12:30 and by then it was warm and the snow soft. I tried to use the Ginzu but just
pulling it from it's parking spot to the edge of the trail it accumulated a huge snowball
in front of the comb. It might have been okay once I was pulling it on the trail but I
didn't want to risk pulling up too much of the base. The roller actually did a fair job of
smoothing out the surface before the cold weather arrives. I also filled the gas cans.
The first time you squeeze the right handlebar brake it's soft but then firm on



subsequent use. Might be something to watch. No other mechanical issues. I checked
the oil and antifreeze levels.

341
Laura Zumbrunnen
12-28-2013
11:57 AM ET (US)

I rolled and combed all but prairie and part of pavilion as I ran out of time. The ginzu
would have been best tool, but I just wasn't comfortable enough using ginzu given
iffy conditions and my extreme lack of experience. I was surprised how much snow
was still on trail after the warm temps....lots of skiers have been on trail. Thanks, Lisa,
for reminding me how to start it and which tank was for gas:). Why they put a picture
of headsets on the red starter button I'll never know!

340
Joe Gyura
12-28-2013
08:22 AM ET (US)

Good morning Laura. I saw your post on the groomers site. My opinion is doing
anything is better than nothing. If you are not comfortable with the Ginsu then use the
roller with combs down. Going early would be best before it warms up.

339
Laura Zumbrunnen
12-27-2013
10:35 PM ET (US)

I can do a couple hours grooming Essex tomorrow (sat) but I have to do it
early...7:30-9:30am. What needs to be done? Page 6 would recommend ginzu or a
scarifier. I don't know what a scarifier is, and not comfortable deciding ginzu on my
own. Am going to hold off for now.
Edited 12-28-2013 07:54 AM

338
Dave
12-27-2013
05:07 PM ET (US)

Good to know, thanks Bruce

< replied-to message removed by QT >

337
Bruce Walk
12-27-2013
03:11 PM ET (US)

Dave, we have experience year 1 and 2 that pulling the Ginzu on a trail with stump
stubble, even small 3/4 - 1" sumac stubble, will catch the front edge of the wide comb
under the Ginzu pan and loosen it and/or rip it off. I don't think you want to take it up
there until you have a deep packed base with no stubble showing at all. If it gets
undulating, you could pull the old green drag across it to level things - that's your only
other option though.

336
Dave Greymont
12-27-2013
02:41 PM ET (US)

I'm planning on grooming QH tomorrow (Saturday) before the cold weather moves
in. I'll do a test loop with the Ginzu before pulling it around the trails. I'll switch to
rolling and combing if the Ginzu harms the base. I'm a little leery about grooming the
new extension so I may just skip that. I'd like to go along with someone else before I
attempt it solo.

335
Lisa Luetmer
12-27-2013
09:54 AM ET (US)

Thank you Mike. Good work!
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
334
Bruce Walk
12-27-2013
09:29 AM ET (US)

It may be time to just get a post driver to keep at Essex - Menards North has them in
stock under $20. We've typically used mine, Dave's or Lisa's but it certainly would be
convenient to have one on-site and remove that dependence. Receipts go to Dave for
reimbursement. Many thanks or all the work Mike!

333
mtrantow
12-27-2013
01:41 AM ET (US)

Essex: I re-stretched up the gate across garden entrance tonight plus a "ski area / no-
truck sign" 
and two light-weight traffic cones.
I printed two groomer checklist sheets and left a large weighted cone over the
woodchuck hole in the shed.
I found the 3+ no-sliding signs on posts in the little red barn, but nothing to drive
them into the frozen ground
I'll bring some buckets full of sand to hold them and post the 3 areas. Found the trail-
closed due to warm temps... hope we don't have to post those.
Earlier, I filled up the ATV after Lisa/Laura groomed and the two large gas cans (the
pump works great!)
I can vouch for Essex being "on the edge" due to a soft base and the warm temps
Thurs afternoon ... tried both skate and classic. 
Some parts are Good, some Fair, nothing is really poor, but some dirt and grass had
come up. I may use my wide old classic rock skis tomorrow morning and pack a
shovel to cover up spots and put up the no-sliding signs.

332 For the Essex Garden, yes, the gate should be put in place. It's just a few posts with 2



Bruce Walk
12-26-2013
08:47 PM ET (US)

or 3 strands of wire - it lays on the weeds on the west side of the opening - the end
post slips into the rope loop on the opposite side. There are signs you can put up on
the old sledding hill - they're in the red barn. I might suggest putting one on the 55th
st hill at the top also where the snowfence is. I've had to ask people to not sled on that
as well.

For everyone, I find it helpful to actually monitor the depth of the base on a well
packed portion of trail. You can't do much other than repack/comb with less than 2".
Also, page 6 of the grooming guide has a table that summarizes suggestions on how
to groom based on temperature, existing trail base, new snow depth, etc.

As far as asking people not to ski on a packed trail, I've never had any luck with that.
All you can do is tell them its a thin base and rock skis only. Good Luck!

331
Laura Zumbrunnen
12-26-2013
05:29 PM ET (US)

In the spirit of full disclosure, I skied after we finished grooming. The places I would
say are not so great are the steep hills and the garden (too soft). I didn't post a ski
report in case less traffic is better...should I tomorrow?. I only have one pair of skis
and didn't hit rocks or bottom...it was glorious.

330
Lisa Luetmer
12-26-2013
02:07 PM ET (US)

I do agree with Joe that it's not skiable....It would be best to stay off the trails but that
will be difficult to ask.

< replied-to message removed by QT >

329
Lisa Luetmer
12-26-2013
02:05 PM ET (US)

Laura and I split Essex and re-rolled everything with the comb down. It really needed
it because all of Joe's good work was pretty mashed up by foot traffic. Laura had to
ask a family to stop sliding on the old sliding hill. I must have missed this but didn't
we usually pull a gate across the drive into the gardens? A big truck drove the entire
garden loop and left some pretty deep tracks. The roller did do a pretty good job
smoothing it but it's rutted for now. I borrowed a cone from the shed and put it in the
drive now hoping to deter anyone else. Thanks to Joe for setting the trail for us. It all
looks so nice right now. Everything is running well. I did not get the oil checked and
whoever rolls next would you please check it for us? I moved the barrel to the correct
place. Dave I would tell people that the conditions are rock skis only at Essex and it is
very soft.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
328
Joe Gyura
12-26-2013
01:05 PM ET (US)

I do not believe Essex is skiable. yesterday after I rolled it there were walkers and
they were leaving some pretty deep footprints. I don't believe the base is firm enough
to ski. Laura is out rolling as I write this maybe she will have a better update when
complete

327
Dave Greymont
12-26-2013
12:26 PM ET (US)

I imagine people want to know the trail conditions. Okay if I put an update on
RASC's website FB page for Trail Conditions about QH being rolled and combed
yesterday and today? Or, should I wait till tomorrow to allow the trail to setup
overnight tonight??? How about Essex being rolled/combed yesterday?

326
Laura
12-26-2013
10:09 AM ET (US)

I'm here and it sounds like I should roll Essex today? Can someone confirm...I'm no
expert, but I've rolled before. Oh wait, I read Bruce 's and will follow advice to ginzu
with blades up and weights. Hopefully it will be obvious to me what the weights are
when I get there. I will be there in about 40 min, so if this isn't correct, call me at 507-
254-1110
Edited 12-26-2013 10:14 AM

325
Christopher Flood
12-26-2013
09:27 AM ET (US)

Just back from grooming QH. I was nervous about using the Ginzu, so I just rolled it
with the comb down. It wasn't able to get all the footprints out, but got a surprising
number. Apparently the snow is still fairly soft. After today, it may harden up, and I
would imagine that the firmer deck might better support the Ginzu with very light
knives. Even without any knives, I think the Ginzu will help flatten things out--which
is needed. 
Also, I pulled up the comb for the new north loops. I just wanted to send a signal that
these loops aren't the same as the rest of the system. They're *technically* skiable, but
there are still plenty of sticks and stumps in the snow up there. 



We are out of gas at QH. I would have headed out to grab some, but I had to get to
work. If someone has time, all the cans are empty or nearly empty. 
Chris

On Thursday, December 26, 2013 8:00 AM, QT - Henry Walker <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

324
Bruce Walk
12-26-2013
09:15 AM ET (US)

I agree - if things are reasonably well packed and the roller comb is doing nothing, try
the ginzu but no knives (or extreme care and groom slow). If the Ginzu isn't doing a
lot, i.e. just sliding along the top and not combing the trail, the next step is to add 25
lbs of weight on each side - that may let the ginzu comb get a little more purchase on
hard packed areas. If you try this though, I would keep the knives fully up. Henry is
correct, we don't want debris pulled up. Besides putting junk in the trail, it will only
promote melting in spots as the temperature warms and the sun shines on it - forecast
has 30s and sun in it. You'll just have to try things in steps and see what works. Good
luck!

323
Henry Walker
12-26-2013
09:00 AM ET (US)

I looked at QH last night, solid foot traffic on the trail. I'm not sure the roller will be
able to smooth that out again but its worth trying the roller with comb down first,
especially if its warm again today like yesterday. If it doesn't cut it go with the ginzu.
Essex might be in the same shape . The snow is deep enough to handle the ginzu but
teeth may need to be up or just barely touching the surface if at all. While we had a
good 6" in places it was light, fluffy snow so it compacts down a lot and we don't
want to pull up any debris from underneath. Jeff is right, building the base is our first
priority so whatever packing you do will help the goal be it roller with comb or ginzu
with very limited teeth use if any.

322
E. Andrew Wood
12-26-2013
06:17 AM ET (US)

Greetings all from Glasgow, Scotland. Thanks for all your efforts on the grooming
while I'm overseas. Weather conditions here are gail force winds at 70 mph with
pelting rain and sluchy snow. Definately not groomable. Lorries are up on the
mountain passes removing the sluch and grtiing the road ways. Even rock skis would
not be recommended. I did manage to go for a run along the Clyde. Unfortunately the
bangers, mash and haggies is getting the best of me.. 
Andy

< replied-to message removed by QT >

321
Lisa Luetmer
12-25-2013
06:42 PM ET (US)

I just had a quick consult with Jeff Robertson and his recommendation for Essex it to
continue to use the roller only to help build us up a base to about 4 inches. The snow
got a little denser as the day warmed. Whoever rolls in the next two days should try
rolling with the comb down and making sure the snow isn't sticking to the roller.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
320
Lisa
12-25-2013
05:39 PM ET (US)

I checked the groomer rotation and with Jeff Robertson on vacation it looks like
Laura Z is up....Then Brennan and then Matt. Send out a shout if any of you are
available.

319
Lisa Luetmer
12-25-2013
05:32 PM ET (US)

I finished rolling what little Joe didn't get to at Essex. I have never rolled before and
the atv seemed to be pushing a lot of snow so I rolled with the comb up. I put the
barrel out and after I got in the car and drove home it dawned on me that I put it in the
wrong spot. And there were no rocks in it so I'm going to need to bring a couple of
rocks for ballast. If anyone is skiing by please feel free to move the barrel over to the
right spot. I put the cones out too and I have little confidence they are in the right spot
as well. They are on the curve of the trail as you ski down the hill (woods trail some
of us call the Robertson Expressway) and onto the bike path that leads to the



gardens(they are visible from W. R. Parkway). If a more experienced groomer knows
a better place please move them to the correct position. I will know better next year.
Brushed off all the snow I could and gassed it back up. Everything went well. The
comb is left up on it now.
I don't know who is up next but I think it would be a good idea to have a very
experienced groomer groom Essex tomorrow or Friday. It snowed about 2 to 3 inches
after Joe rolled and I'm not sure if we need to roll again or use the groomer. I'm not
experienced enough to know if packing that base by rolling or grooming is best. If no
one can groom tomorrow I will give it my best shot tomorrow morning because I
leave town on Friday for 3 days. Henry could you give me a little guidance? Thanks.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
318
Henry Walker
12-25-2013
03:17 PM ET (US)

QH is rolled (2pm). It was nice to compress nearly 6" of snow around the entire
course. I checked oil in the ATV, it was in good shape. No issues.

317
Lisa Luetmer
12-25-2013
12:45 PM ET (US)

Hi Joe you good man! I will go over and finish Essex. And I will put the barrel out. 
On Dec 25, 2013, at 5:12 PM, QT - Joe Gyura <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

316
Christopher Flood
12-25-2013
12:13 PM ET (US)

Henry,

Sounds good. Thanks for grooming!

Chris

On Dec 25, 2013, at 4:35 PM, QT - Henry Walker <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

315
Joe Gyura
12-25-2013
12:12 PM ET (US)

Merry Christmas, fellow Groomers!! What a wonderful Christmas morning with a
fresh blanket of snow.

I rolled Essex (comb down) this morning. Would have preferred to wait until the snow
stopped, but this morning was my only open time. 

I ran out of time and did not roll the middle run of the south prairie, nor the north
prairie loops. I may have time tonight or tomorrow morning if no one else is
available.

I filled the groomer with gas. There is around 8 gal of gas available (half of a 6 gal
can and a full 2 gallon can). Should be plenty for another run.

I had no problems with the equipment.

I did not put out the cones or barrel. I was unable to find the red cones in the small red
barn. There was a large red/yellow barrel but was not sure it was the barrel we use, as
I do not believe, it had rocks at the bottom to provide ballast. 

When finished, I was unable to raise comb and latch it to the roller. I hope this is not a
problem. So if someone is able to finish rolling, the comb is already down.

Thanks!

Joe
314
Henry Walker
12-25-2013

I'll roll QH today, 12/25, starting just after the final snow filters down. Chris, you may
want to hit it again Thursday if you can, we traditionally get extensive foot traffic
today.



11:35 AM ET (US)

313
Bruce Walk
12-24-2013
09:07 PM ET (US)

Joe, I'd suggest taking the cones and the barrel on two separate trips. Take the one
barrel when you do the bike path to the west - it has a couple rocks in the bottom for
ballast. You can take them out via the hole in the bottom and carry them in the front
storage box. The barrel can go on the rack sideways. As you go down the bike path,
cross the concrete bridge, and turn west on the bike path, follow the bike path to the
metal bridge on the west side of the park. Make a nice wide turn so you're coming at
the bridge in a fairly straight direction. Stop right before the bridge and put the barrel
on the sweeping turn to your left side. This will provide a barrier so the plow driver
doesn't plow the ski trail. That should do it. You can pick up the cones (in the red barn
as well) on a loop back past the pavillion and put them out when you do the east
woods. Thanks! Any problems or questions - please call - I'm around.

312
Joe Gyura
12-24-2013
06:21 PM ET (US)

Sorry that I'm seeing these posts so late in the day -- been busy (5 grandsons...:-)!

Lisa, last time I checked, I'm up next to groom at Essex as Andy is unavailable. This
is an optimal time for me to help groom as the RNST is on break. 

Unless I hear different (cell: 398-3730), I will roll Essex Wednesday morning around
7:30 ish. This assumes we get some measurable snow. If we get only a "dusting", I
will not roll.

I am fairly certain on where to place the cones, but not on the barrels. Any further
direction or help would be appreciated.

Thanks!

Joe
311
Chris Flood
12-24-2013
06:03 PM ET (US)

I'm around all week, but I may not be able to get to it on Christmas day. If we get
snow and if QH hasn't been groomed, I can groom on Thursday morning.
Chris

310
Dave Greymont
12-24-2013
03:24 PM ET (US)

The large shed door is freezing-in like it does every winter and it takes quite a bit of
"muscle" to open it even once it's broken lose from the ground. Remember, you can
get into the shed from the next door over (towards) East Circle Drive. The key that
opens the gate opens the lock on that door.

309
Lisa Luetmer
12-24-2013
02:17 PM ET (US)

I'm up for the first roll at Essex. I will put out the barrels and cones. I will see how
much snow we get tonight.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
308
Eric Reeve
12-24-2013
02:10 PM ET (US)

Hi all. I am slated next on the schedule to groom QH, but will be out of town through
the weekend. Wondering if anyone would be able to groom if we get the snow that is
coming our way. I would gladly swap a place on the schedule. Merry Christmas and
happy skiing!

307
Dave Greymont
12-24-2013
01:56 PM ET (US)

If the weather forecast is correct we could get several inches of snow tonight through
tomorrow. I am not available to groom right now and I know several others of you are
away. Is there anyone who has the time to groom QH?
Let all of us know, 
Thanks, 
Dave

306
Bruce Walk
12-24-2013
01:50 PM ET (US)

Whoever does the first rolling of Essex should put out the barrel and cones. 
- Two cones should go on the West River Pkwy bike path right as it enters the woods.
Every year, someone plows the bike path and keeps going into the area that we ski on.
It looks like they've already done it once this year.
- The barrel goes over by the West Bridge on the road/bike path. Put it in the middle
of the asphalt so the Public Works Dept plow driver can make the turn and that the
groomer has plenty of room to make the turn onto the bridge. It's usually pretty easy



to split the difference and everyone's happy. 
The cones and barrel are in the small red barn.
Also, please follow the staked trail as you come out of the trail behind the pavillion
and head toward the caretaker's house. Do not make a sharp right and head south
down the hill as that route is not safe given all the dirt work and silt fence in the way
further down the hill. The staked trail is intended to provide a slow, controlled
passage through the gate posts on the bike path headed south to the creek bed. Good
luck!

305
Jeff Robertson
12-21-2013
09:52 AM ET (US)

You could try Dave Brudwick - Cell-421-2485; home 285-5785.
Jeff

On Sat, Dec 21, 2013 at 7:30 AM, QT - Dave Greymont <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

304
Dave Greymont
12-21-2013
08:30 AM ET (US)

Jeff, do we need to get permission from someone to groom Eastwood? (Who?) I don't
want to chance just going out and grooming and risk our good relationship with P&R.
We wouldn't get an answer from P&R until at least Monday.

303
Joe Gyura
12-21-2013
07:48 AM ET (US)

I classic skied at Eastwood Golf course yesterday and it was wonderful. There is a
good 2 to 3 inch base. Less in some areas and more in others. Gary Gross and one
other were skate skiing. I am wondering if it would be worth our time to roll the golf
course?

302
Dave Greymont
12-18-2013
07:13 PM ET (US)

Hint for groomers if you find the mat on the Ginzu frozen to the ground. To break it
loose, it may help to turn the jack to lower the tongue of the Ginzu. This tips the
Ginzu forward and exerts some upward pressure on the mat. Then carefully work the
mat free.

301
Joey Keillor
12-18-2013
01:32 PM ET (US)

Packing to a firm crust may prove to be very beneficial boilerplate for when the temps
drop and if we get snow on top. Good work, Dave.

300
Dave Greymont
12-18-2013
11:37 AM ET (US)

I rolled and combed all the trails at QH this morning except for the new extension.
Overall, the snow is very thin with the tops of grass showing through in some areas
and some leaves from the recent wind. I was pleasantly surprised at the snow cover on
the asphalt trails. This might be sacrilege to say, but I think the walkers actually
helped pack the trail. There was evidence of one strong skier (Henry?) cutting right
through to the asphalt other skiers seemed fine. Speaking of walkers, I had groomed
half the width of the trail and came upon a walker on my second pass. You can guess
what side of the trail he was walking on. ARGH! Obviously only rock skis should be
used at QH. I also did the weekly equipment check and the left mirror is a little loose
but I didn't have a tool to tighten it. I also re-positioned the trailer so it will be easier
to get out, and will post a report on our FB Trail Conditions page. With regard to
grooming Essex, it's a toss-up. I didn't think I was doing any harm by packing QH
except for my time. Depending on the forecast you listen to, we may or may not get
snow Thursday night so you might monitor the forecast and let that guide you on
packing now or waiting.

299
Dave Greymont
12-18-2013
07:42 AM ET (US)

Joe,
Let's see if packing QH this morning is successful, then can decide whether or not to
pack Essex. I'll need to be out early so it'll be done before it warms up.
Dave

298
Joe gurus

With the warm temperature forecast for today I wonder if packing will work well.



12-18-2013
07:32 AM ET (US)
297
Dave Greymont
12-17-2013
09:28 PM ET (US)

Wednesday morning I'll test rolling the loop by the sheds at QH. If it seems effective
I'll roll/comb the remainder of the trails.

296
Dave Greymont
12-17-2013
12:27 PM ET (US)

With the new snow and additional wind should we pack today??? Who knows for sure
what’s the right answer? When Andy and I talked yesterday I said to hold off
grooming just because I felt if we groomed we’d be setting people up for damage to
their ski bases. We got a little more snow than I expected so we’re kind of on the cusp
of going ahead and packing the trail. I just heard there’s some kind of weather
advisory for this afternoon which seems really strange so we may (or may not) get
additional snow today. Then more snow is forecast for Thursday night through Friday.
I was thinking it might be best to wait until Friday. Maybe we could just do a test run
packing the loop by the QH sheds and a test at Essex and determine if it’s worth doing
more. Groomers, your thoughts try packing today or wait till Friday???
Andy, your thoughts???
Dave

295
mtrantow
12-17-2013
11:19 AM ET (US)

Verify I can post here. Last Thursday during RNST practice I checked out the Essex
barn vehicles and loosened up the Ginzu and Roller which were crusted to ground.
Will check Essex again later tonight, just due to the warm-up.

294
Dave Greymont
12-16-2013
02:33 PM ET (US)

Andy and I just discussed grooming the new snow. We have only received about 3/4
inch at this time and it's dry fluffy snow that wont't pack very well and the trail will
quickly break down if skied on. For he time being, we decided to wait to groom. If we
groomed, it might just encourage people to try to use the trail and we would be setting
them up for damage to their ski bases. I will also post an update on the RASC Trail
Conditions FB site.

293
Andy
12-15-2013
07:54 AM ET (US)

I have driven by Essex many times this last week and have been tempted to groom but
did not. There's just not enough snow and I don't want to damage equipment. Just so
everyone knows, I will be out of the country starting this Friday returning January
4th. We will recruit an intermum Essex coordinator this evening.

292
Bruce Walk
12-14-2013
06:56 PM ET (US)

Lets not do anymore grooming unless arranged by the trail coordinator directly with
you. That's Dave for Quarry Hill and Andy for Essex. Starting up grooming is always
a judgement call. There hasn't been enough snow to groom in Rochester as of
Thursday night. The outings earlier this week should not have happened. I can't speak
to today's. A number of us are meeting Sunday night to come up with a process that
will give you the guidance you need to know when and with what method to use, as
well as result in safe, skiable trails for the public. Stay tuned... thanks.

291
Joey Keillor
12-14-2013
06:37 PM ET (US)

It was probably only me out there skiing...I just did a lot of laps. Definitely rock skis.

290
Mark Foley
12-14-2013
04:39 PM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill today with the comb down. Several people had already been
out skiing on the trails. The woods trails are pretty good despite the thin base and the
grassy areas still show a lot of grass through the snow; I would definitely recommend
rock skis. I didn't groom the new Parkwood Hills loops as there isn't enough snow yet
to make it worth spending the time.

289
Dave Greymont
12-12-2013
04:14 PM ET (US)

I forgot to mention that Minnesota now requires a plate on the back of an ATV to
display the registration sticker. I made 2 plates out of sheet PVC that I have and
attached one (with the new registration sticker) to the back rack of the QH ATV. I
don't know when the registration is due for the Essex ATV but I'll get the other plate
to Essex.

288
Dave Greymont
12-12-2013
03:58 PM ET (US)

Today I went fishing for the cap I dropped in the gas tank. The plan was to first use
the battery operated pump to remove the gas. Well, the pump didn't work. I knew
there were fresh batteries in it but I went to the gas station and purchased another set
of batteries to see if that fixed the problem. The pump ran for about a second and quit.



Then I went home and got a pump that i just purchased for home use. I pumped out
the gas but the throat of the gas tank curves so you can't see down in to the bottom of
the tank. I looked at a parts diagram of the tank and it appears the fuel pump sits on
top of the tank. I'm not sure where the end of the fuel pick up is, but it's probably not
all the way down to the very bottom of the tank. I suspect that having the cap in the
tank won't cause any problems. The next thing I'll do is contact Yamaha and see if I
can get an answer. While there I also did an equipment check and there was a weight
pin missing from the Ginzu, and the mat was solidly frozen to the ground but I was
able to work it loose. I left the new pump at QH and I have the old one at home to see
if I can figure out why it's not working.

287
Lisa Luetmer
12-10-2013
10:16 AM ET (US)

Good work you two rolling Heinz. So cold. I have a cool grabber thingy to pluck the
cap out. I'll send you a picture of it. Lisa

On Dec 9, 2013, at 9:31 PM, QT - Dave Greymont <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

286
Dave Greymont
12-09-2013
04:31 PM ET (US)

I spoke with Plainview Powersports (where we purchased the ATV) and he really
didn't think having the cap in the gas tank would cause any problems. If we want to
try to get it out, perhaps the best way is to use our pump to remove most of the gas,
and use a flashlight to see if we can locate the cap. Then gently try to grab it with
tongs being careful to stay away from the float that measures how full the gas tank is.

285
Dave Greymont
12-09-2013
01:43 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I rolled the Heintz Fields this morning with the comb up. The only purpose
was an attempt to pack the little snow we had to prevent it from blowing off and to
create furrows to catch the wind-blown snow. It is no way ready for any skiing. I will
post a message on the website about the packing and ask people to please stay off the
trail. The club trailer is back at QH behind the old windmill. 

Problem Corner: (This is a DDT: "Dumb Dave Thing") Cold brain and cold fingers. I
managed to drop the cap from the 2 gallon gas can spout right down into the gas tank
of the ATV. Don't know if or what kind of trouble this will cause. DARN IT!

284
Dave Greymont
12-04-2013
01:10 PM ET (US)

Bruce has been dominating this message board. Thanks for all your work. 
Today I lubed the padlocks at Essex and QH with Tri-Flow and left the can of Tri-
Flow at QH. I also purchased a flashlight for the Essex ATV and it's stored in the
round compartment adjacent to the ATV's ignition switch. The QH ATV has a
flashlight in that round compartment and I put a package of fresh batteries in with it
for when they're needed.

283
Bruce Walk
12-03-2013
05:03 PM ET (US)

Tuesday 12/3
QH:
1) Put on the ATV Tracks
2) Checked the oil filter, it was quite tight
3) Put on the long hitch (someone should double check though to be sure)
4) Got both actuator switches working - put 2 new 30A fuses in the storage box.
There is now a jar for fuses and a jar for pins. Ran both actuators up/down 4 times.
5) Tightened the handlebars (they were loose)
6) Put a spare mirror in the ATV cardboard box
7) Tightened the existing mirrors
8) Put in a push clip where a connector had fallen off of the body panels by the oil
check door. It's not quite the right part but will work temporarily.
Essex:
1) installed the track setter
2) installed the long hitch on the ATV
3) put a rubber grommet in the gas cap holder latch - it now stays shut
4) put a new battery in the snowmobile
5) Checked snowmobile oil, antifreeze and transmission oil - all OK. It starts great
now.

282
Bruce Walk
12-02-2013

Monday 12/2:
1) The Essex ATV is back in the quonset. For this grooming season, lets pull it into
the shed (vs. backing in). Doing it this way will let you see if the work light is



05:05 PM ET (US) mistakenly left on. Please double check after each use that the work light is off.
2) A new box and toggle switches has been installed - these are the old type switches
like were on the snowmobile. They have extended handles for easy use with mittens.
The work light switch does not have a handle so hopefully it won't be hit accidently.
The fuses are outside of the box. Spares are in the front storage box.

281
Bruce Walk
12-01-2013
06:32 PM ET (US)

Sunday 12/1:
1) Roller and Groomer have been placed next to the red barn, the mower is stored
back in the corner.
2) Hooked up the light in the quonset - turn it on at the switch on the light.
3) Pushed back the brush at the rear of the quonset
4) Marked the route to groom from the trail entrance behind the pavillion (with the
large pine tree) across the lawn and gently curving around to meet the bike path
straight-on and go through the flood gate posts. We will NOT be grooming the steep
hill heading to the gate
5) Stabilized the gas in the mower
6) The battery is dead in the snowmobile - I will replace it Monday
7) Am in process of re-wiring the ATV actuators to replace the box and switches.
8) The pavillion lights have been set to come on at 4:45 and go off at 6 for ski team
practice

280
Bruce Walk
11-29-2013
10:26 AM ET (US)

Monday 11/25 - changed the Essex ATV oil using 5W30 synthetic motorcycle oil
(from Cycle City). Changed the tracks with Lisa - took pictures and video and will put
these together for a short tutorial. Check the anti-freeze and added just a little. Still to
do: grease, fix wiring for worklight, possibly replace the electrical box.

279
Bruce Walk
11-22-2013
03:58 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill
1) Changed the batteries in the gas pump
2) Stabilized the gas in the brush mower and acrease
3) left 4 hose clamps for the rubber actuator covers
4) verified that there is an ATV oil filter in the QH shed
5) took the .5L of 5w40 syn oil to go buy more - unfortunately River Valley is no
longer carrying any semi-syn or syn oil as recommended by Yamaha. Will have to
determine what to use this winter yet.
6) dug out under the large south door. The gravel is thawed - it was a 1 minute job
prior to freeze up!

278
Henry Walker
11-02-2013
07:26 PM ET (US)

Boyscouts trimmed the North small loop where the thick buckthorn resides and cut a
couple other areas to move the brush back. It was all by hand so they couldn't cover a
lot of area but what they did work on looked great, it really helped. A big thanks to
Curits Baum. 

Using a Bobcat 190 and a 5' brush mower I mowed the edges of all of the trails today
except the field trail which didn't need it. The brush is pushed back as far it
reasonably can be providing a lot more room for the classic track, this brush mower
system is really slick. With the bucket on I pushed several huge piles of logs back that
I had cut over the summers into the woods. After cutting and throwing some of the
really big Boxelder that blew down I didn't have the wind to throw pieces far back
into the woods, but it really helps when it comes time to brush mow if you do. With
any branches or large fallen trees, try to get them back 6' into the woods. Brush
mowing takes a lot less time when you don't have to fight with logs or limbs on the
side of the trail. 

Chris Flood and Joey Keillor and I opened up just over 2km of new trail today -
practically in a day. Earlier Chris and I cut and threw many Boxelder to open up a
thick section, but the rest was done today, thanks again to the brush mower. If you get
time, take a walk North of Parkwood hills park and see the new "hill climb" and other
trails. Some of it needs to be worked more to level it out and fix areas that are rough
but that will happen next summer. For now, if we get decent snow, most of it will be
skiable other than two short sections of sumac we have to clear by hand, they were
too big, thick and tough for the brush hog to cut cleanly. We will work on those
sections by hand bit by bit and finish it before this winter. This section of trail is



something we discussed with Park and Rec. a number of years ago. Thanks to Chris
Flood for having the ambition to take it on again.
Edited 11-02-2013 07:29 PM

277
Bruce Walk
10-16-2013
02:51 PM ET (US)

Essex Mowing for the ski season: Lisa and I mowed the Essex trails today. We
intentionally pushed the grass back 3' on both sides of the trail in the prairie area to
keep it from falling into the trail over the winter. Also mowed 2 passes on all the
woods trails. Jeff and I pushed the brush back on the trail behind the caretaker's house
a little over a week ago as well. We have the woods trails to clear the sides on yet and
make a pass on all trails to trim trees, saplings, that are starting to encroach, etc.

276
Dave Greymont
10-06-2013
01:50 PM ET (US)

I cleaned up the brush and brambles around the light canisters on the woods ski trail
at Eastwood this morning. Got all except one canister done when the rotating head on
my weed trimmer broke off. Also, at the very west end of the trail where it loops
around back towards the east they must of had equipment on the trail to clean up
downed trees. Four of the canisters in that corner are capped off and marked with red
flags. I'll contact Jeff Morton about getting those repaired.

275
Dave Greymont
09-30-2013
03:56 PM ET (US)

I had some time on my hands today so I mowed Q.H. this afternoon. I also mowed a
loop into the field by the sheds. It might not be exactly in the right place but that can
be fixed. All the equipment worked fine except that the batteries need to be replaced
in the gas pump. (needs 2 "D" cells) One of the locals created a brush pile right in the
middle of the short-cut through the woods to the west ball field. Not real big but big
enough to be annoying. I just threw the branches into the woods. I also cleaned the
debris from the foam pre-air filter on the mower. After my last frustrating experience
of trying to back the mower into the shed I took the course of least resistance and
drove in forward when I parked it. After parking it, I backed it out to make sure that
wasn't a problem and it was real easy to back out. Al is still in the queue to mow next.

274
Dave Greymont
09-12-2013
11:29 AM ET (US)

Refilled the two 5 gallon gas cans this morning at QH.

273
John Resman
09-10-2013
11:01 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was mowed today. It was mainly cleaning up the edges as the grass had
not grown much in the middle. The meadow trail, as usual, had longer grass. It almost
looked like Park and Rec had mowed the Quarry Hill ball field connector trail when
they mowed the rest of that field. There wasn't much to improve on. The last
remaining gas container is now pretty empty, so a gas run will be needed for Quarry
Hill. I didn't get a chance to do it today, and I'm heading out of town for a few days. If
no one posts that the gas containers were filled by the time I get back, I'll do it
sometime next week.

272
Lisa Luetmer
08-27-2013
12:57 PM ET (US)

Hahaha true that Joey. Glad you kept your pants on though. And we wear official
RASC t-shirts when we mow Essex. Good work mowing when it's this hot out. I
know how hot that engine gets.
L
< replied-to message removed by QT >

271
Joey Keillor
08-27-2013
08:56 AM ET (US)

It would have been a lot funnier if was your post, Lisa.

270
Lisa Luetmer
08-26-2013
10:53 PM ET (US)

Topless huh?
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >

269
Lisa Luetmer
08-26-2013
10:52 PM ET (US)

sorry but I just thought you would love to read the Joey K entry to QT. The groomers
and mowers all report in after their experiences (mowing or grooming). this one was
hilarious.
mom

< replied-to message removed by QT >
268 QH mowed...topless. Hopefully that's the last time it's hot enough for that! Everything



Joey Keillor
08-26-2013
10:47 PM ET (US)

went smoothly. The grass wasn't at jungle levels, but was in need of a trim. There was
a larger downed branch on the gradual up hill trail...I moved it halfway off the trail,
but it was too big to move further without a saw. The gate padlock wasn't locked
when I arrived (probably not a huge whoop), but the shed lock was secure. And we
are down to one last large full gas can.

267
Bruce Walk
08-23-2013
07:05 PM ET (US)

Essex is mowed. Everything worked well - time to push back the overhanging trees
and drooping tall weeds in places. I got them back open with the mower but we'll
need to work on them over the next month. Also replaced the map box on the sign
board - the plexiglass was cracked the last time I loaded it and was now gone
completely.

266
Henry Walker
08-11-2013
10:08 AM ET (US)

A better solution to QH's brush encroachment issue has materialized. I walked the
trails last Friday with Curtis Baum. He is on the ski team but is also an Eagle Scout
and he has decided to make QH his Eagle Scout project. We walked and marked the
entire East trails with a map to look at the issues at had. Over the next 6 weeks he will
coordinate a dozen or more boy scouts on weekends to take on the brush clearing
through the park. He plans to canvas some businesses to obtain most of the equipment
(our brush trimmer is at Gamehaven building MTB trails). Curtis is breaking the job
in two parts, first he and his team will push back the brush at least 3'. Second, if there
is time, they will begin filling holes with soil from the waste soil pile South of the
Payne sheds. In the past we used wood chips but they have settled and sunken to their
previous level. We really need soil as a permanent solution. If Curtis and his team
don't have time for the soil part I'll rent a skid steer and get it done, its time to get the
trail back up to speed to handle minimal snow conditions.

265
Mark Foley
08-10-2013
09:48 PM ET (US)

Where is the trimmer stored? Is it at Essex? I don't recall seeing it a QH. Sometime in
next week or two, I would like to test it out for cleaning up some of the worst areas at
QH. I also will bring a pole pruner over there - there is a lot of stuff growing in that
you have to duck when mowing. 
Mark Foley

On Aug 10, 2013, at 1:54 PM, "QT - Dave" <qtopic-46-
E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote: 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

264
Dave
08-10-2013
02:54 PM ET (US)

Mark,
The club purchased a Stihl QSTFS 110 trimmer and a STFS brush cutter kit "1-10
loose" last September. Good to know this will work. We probably need a dozen of
them to clean up QH unless Park and Rec can do an initial clean-up with a
commercial brush cutter. Thanks for cleaning up the trees. Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

263
Mark Foley
08-10-2013
02:07 PM ET (US)

My two sons Pete and Luke and I cleared the tree from the meadow trail, took down
the ash that was arched over cherry grove trail and a big buckthorn on the east trail
that was close to the trail and some of the under brush there to open up the corner. I
used my chain saw to clear out some of the small 1/2"-1" stuff on the corner under the
buckthorn - it works well but would still need a brush mower or loppers to clean up
behind as there is a lot of small stuff the just falls over and the chain saw doesn't
reach. My son's, who work for Maier Tree and Lawn, recommend a Stihl trimmer
(like a FS110) with a chain-saw tooth cutting head (that is what they use at work on
big buck thorn jobs - they think the get the head at Fleet Farm, they can sharpen it
with chain saw file). They can cut up to 3" trees with it. Is it possible that RASC get a
trimmer like that and cutter head for the maintenance on the trails? That would make
the trail clean up go a lot faster.

262
Dave Greymont
08-09-2013
02:00 PM ET (US)

Q.H. was mowed today. No issues with the ATV or mower except for the driver
attempting to back into the shed. It took multiple attempts but I finally got it done. I'm
afraid I failed the backing part of the driver's test. Also, the cable hanging down in the
cut-through by the west ball fields is now gone. The only other thing is that there is a
fairly good sized tree that's fallen across the meadow trail about halfway up the trail.
People have been walking through the tall grass around the top of the tree and I turned
the mower off and followed the same path. The trail is really a jungle with growth



encroaching on the trail. It's going to take some significant labor time to get the edges
cleaned up before ski season.
Joey, you're up next in the rotation. I'll be away so I'll leave it up to you to decide
when to mow. I would think about 2 weeks from now would be about right. There's
1+ cans of gas remaining.

261
Lisa Luetmer
07-30-2013
04:56 PM ET (US)

Essex is mowed. I brought my saw and cut some smaller dead trees away on section
11. Sharp blades on the mower were a real treat. The mower started perfectly. thank
you Bruce for getting that beast in and repaired. Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >
260
Dave
07-29-2013
11:00 AM ET (US)

Thanks Henry. Mark has mowed twice so I'm up next in the rotation. Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

259
Henry Walker
07-29-2013
08:13 AM ET (US)

Mowed QH on Sunday 7/28. Mowed West ball field cut-off but the cable was still
hanging down. The city had mowed almost half of it already. Mower and ATV are
running well. Checked oil in both. Mower backs up much better with Bruce's hitch
modification.

One large and one part tank of gas remain.

258
Bruce Walk
07-22-2013
01:32 PM ET (US)

The Essex mower is back in the quonset. Seems to start better (no need to jog the key
on 10 tries), the blades are sharpened. I also checked tire pressure, reset the mower
height to 2.5 - 2.75", and topped off the gas. Should be ready to go.

A word of advice for anyone trailering these beasts: 1) raise the mower up and inch or
two (equal turns on each side) before running it up a trailer ramp - it will bottom out if
you don't do this - just remember the number of turns and put each side back before
mowing, 2) tie it down to the trailer on each of 4 corners with 4 tie-downs or ropes.
The pivoting wheels make them very susceptible to moving during transit and 2 or 3
tie-downs just doesn't limit the movement enough.

257
Al Schmidt
07-19-2013
08:24 PM ET (US)

QH mowed today. All went well. Grass was not too long. Last mowed om July 4.

256
Dave Greymont
07-14-2013
06:10 PM ET (US)

The Park Department is not mowing the trail through the woods to the west ball field.
Weeds have grown up to over 3 feet tall. I took the brush hog over there and cleaned
up the trail. I think we'll have to mow it as part of mowing QH to keep it under
control. You will need to take care not to hit the big tree root on the north side of the
trail. I made it as visible as possible but it's still a risk. The cable that was hanging
down and fixed last year is hanging down again. I'll let Park and Rec know about it. I
also filled the gas cans this afternoon.

255
Bruce Walk
07-10-2013
08:33 PM ET (US)

Essex is mowed. 

The mower is still at the shop - no word yet on what the repair was, cost, or expected
completion. 

We have overhanging tree work and some bigger tree debris removal to do on the trail
section that cuts down to the garden. P&R pushed the logs to the side but they're
going to have to be removed and some small amount of grading done to repair the
damage. Nothing urgent - just something to get to in the next couple months.

254
Mark Foley
07-04-2013
08:53 PM ET (US)

I had some down time this afternoon and decided to mow and look at the brush
situation on the sides of the trails. I mowed all the trails (the grass was 5-6" tall in
some places, barely growing in others). There are some spots on the trail where the
brush is completely growing over the trail and in several places the stuff that is over
the trail is bending over from 4-6 feet back from the trail. I spent probably an hour
cutting back some of the worst places but it will be a big job to clean it all up - a
brush blade and chain saw will take a long time - a brush mower on the front of a skid



loader or behind a tractor is probably more in line to get most of it cleaned up with a
follow on with loppers and pruning saws to get the stuff growing next to the big trees
and that is growing from more than a couple feet off the trail. There is a 6" ash that is
arcing over the Cherry Grove trail loaded with leaves and seeds (many ash are doing
that this year with heavy seed load) - I cut branches off high enough to get under it
easily with the mower but it looks to be a candidate to cut down as it will continue to
grow into the trail. Are we free to do that or does the city or park have to weigh in on
that?

253
Bruce Walk
06-29-2013
03:51 PM ET (US)

The Essex Acrease mower is now at All Season's Power (Cycle Pros) on the SE side
of town to get the Compression Relief/Valves checked and adjusted. They have a bit
less than a week backlog so hopefully it will be back by the end of next week or early
next. Wright's did not want to take it as they have a 4-5 week backlog, no
reservations, and are only taking Toro and something else they sell - their business
must be too good... but they were helpful in referring us to All Season's.

252
Bruce Walk
06-28-2013
07:38 PM ET (US)

QH - the oil has been changed on the large mower and on the brush mower. All things
are working well.
I took a look at the trails. Basically, I think we need to aggressively cut back the
buckthorn that's within 3-5 feet of the trail. It seems to be 1-1/2" or so. This stuff was
probably seedlings when we put the trail in. The brush cutter will handle 3/4" or so (I
experimented on a couple hundred feet of trail) and clears things out so you can see
what to cut. The larger material is probably better cut with a brush blade or a small
chain saw. We'll have to get to work on it.

Essex - I put on the snowmobile cover after laundering it to remove the bat urine, etc.
It's also covered by a tarp.
Also tested the mower a number of different ways after conversing with Matt Kunz.
To make a long story short, we think the problem is an improperly adjusted
compression relief valve that is supposed to relieve the compression of the
compression stroke on start-up so the battery/starter can turn over the engine. The
engine has a 3-year warranty so I will contact local Briggs & Stratton dealers to see
who can adjust it for us. In the interim, it works, you may have to jog the key to get it
past the compression stroke however.

251
Lisa Luetmer
06-28-2013
07:32 AM ET (US)

I mowed Essex yesterday. So nice to have that tree cleaned up at the door. Thank you
Jeff.
I have a question about the mower though. I seem to have to turn the key on and off 3
or 4 times before it will catch and start. It's happened the last couple of times I
mowed. I know it did it a bit last summer too. Is there something I can do to help
diagnose the switch? Otherwise all is well at Essex.
Lisa

< replied-to message removed by QT >

250
Bruce Walk
06-25-2013
12:13 PM ET (US)

Backing Practice: I'd suggest that everyone who mows develop enough expertise with
the ATV and mower to back up straight for a few feet. Not only will it help you park,
but it will help you get out of tight spots you may inadvertantly find yourself. If you
want to practice, go to a wide section of trail with 4 marker posts or lathe, stick them
in the ground in a rectangle and practice backing into it. This is much safer than
practicing in the quonset or shed.

249
Bruce Walk
06-24-2013
05:04 PM ET (US)

A couple comments on mowing:
1) Always mow with the discharge chute into the trail, i.e. the non-discharge side to
the trail edge. This will prevent bending the chute if you catch on trees, etc. (which
hopefully won't happen). It will also keep the mower from clogging up since the
discharge chute is quite large with a lot of capacity to remove the clippings as long as
they have a place to go.
2) Never mow off the mowed trail. If we want to widen the trail or cut the Payne loop
in the fall, the mower deck can be raised, the long-grass section mowed very slowly,
then have the deck lowered to the normal height for the trail grass for further use.
3) The mower engine should never bog down. If it does, you're asking it to do
something it wasn't designed to do. Slow down to mow, or possibly raise the deck, or



just stop what you're doing and let someone else with either more experience or a
better suited piece of equipment, do that job.

248
John Resman
06-24-2013
11:42 AM ET (US)

I mowed Quarry Hill on Saturday afternoon. It had been 10 days since it was last
mowed. Foot traffic down the center must keep the grass pretty low; I had expected
longer grass, even down the center, based on the prime growing conditions we've
been having. 

The brush growth hanging over the trail is getting pretty serious in places, especially
on the NE hill loop. It's getting hard to see the edge of the trail as I ended up dropping
one of the wheels of the mower off the trail. I'm sure I'll remember the effort involved
in unhitching the mower and pulling it back on the trail so that next time I won't be as
ambitious in cutting to the edge of the trail. Should we try to cut back some of this
growth during the summer? It would take a bit of effort to do this by hand using
loppers.

The mower ran out of gas about 2/3 through the mowing. I probably deserved this
since I forgot to check the mower gas before I left. Joey did mention in his post that
he didn't have time to fill up the mower gas, so that's a second strike against me -
forgetting what has been posted on the bulletin board. I filled up the tank about 1/2 -
2/3 full and went back to mowing. When I finished, I noticed it was wet with gas
around the fill cap (like Dave had noted in an earlier post). I'm not sure if the gas cap
was slightly loose or if there's a vent hole in the cap. It wasn't a lot, but when I refilled
the tank I didn't go all the way to the top. Has anyone else noticed this? Should we not
fill the mower gas to the top? Or is the small amount acceptable (i.e. not a problem)?

I never did pass my semi-trailer backing up test, so I wasn't successful in backing the
ATV/mower into the shed. After several unsuccessful attempts in trying to keep the
mower straight while going in reverse for 20 feet, I just drove the ATV into the shed. I
was able to back up the ATV/mower out of the shed without too much problem (only
have to go straight back for about 6 feet), so I left it in that configuration. I'll have to
stop by one day and practice backing up in a straight line with the mower. Kudos to
those who have mastered the technique.

The growth on the edges of the meadow trail was pretty substantial. The meadow trail
was kind of narrow in a few places. I did a few passes to widen the meadow trail.
During this time, the mower stopped - not due to lack of gas, but because too much
grass had accumulated under the deck (due to cutting the longer grass and grass
cuttings left on the trail from a previous pass). After cleaning out the grass from under
the deck using a stick, the mower started up.

247
Bruce
06-23-2013
05:49 PM ET (US)

Henry, I have the mower filter and oil at the house. I'll get it to you sometime this
coming week.

246
Henry Walker
06-23-2013
04:27 PM ET (US)

I filled the QH mower with gas. There remains one large and one partial large can of
gas so I will wait a little before refilling all of them. Checked mower blades. They are
reasonably sharp but will be ready for a touch up next time I change engine oil.

Mower engine is at 8.45hrs. Recommended first change is at 5hrs and then 100hrs or
yearly after that. I'll order a filter and pick up oil with plans to change it after the next
mowing.

Bruce, I think the wing material will work with rivets with only one caveat. The bend
where the rubber flexes is just inside the inner corner edge of the plastic material, in
other words it folds down fairly close to the outer limit of the plastic. If the corner is
secured quite well it should work fine, otherwise a piece that is 4" - 5" wider will
provide more leverage for lift. It looks like the right material and approach either way.

245
Bruce Walk
06-17-2013

We now have fuel at Essex. Refilled the map bin, started the V800, etc.



04:35 PM ET (US)
244
Jeff Robertson
06-15-2013
04:44 PM ET (US)

Lisa mowed Essex on Thursday and I finished a small portion on Friday. I removed
the tree that was blocking the entrance of the shed. It was too tight to get in and out.
Everything is working well. We will need to purchase gas.

243
Bruce Walk
06-13-2013
08:58 AM ET (US)

Joey, you did exactly the right thing. Just let the fan run while refueling, completing
the log, etc. and when you're ready to leave, shut it off by removing the key and leave.

242
Joey Keillor
06-12-2013
11:47 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill mowed. Did most in the dark after the rain, but it seemed to go fine.
Didn't fill the mower tank because I couldn't really see inside to judge how much to
put in. This would be easier done in the daylight.
One question: when the fan is running after turning the ATV off, do you wait around
until the fan goes off? Seemed like I was waiting for several minutes after finishing
the chores, but it was still going. After a while, I just turned the fob off and locked up.

241
Lisa Luetmer
06-07-2013
11:12 AM ET (US)

I have to say it is really great to get on the ATV and it's always tuned up and ready to
go. Thank you Bruce.
L

< replied-to message removed by QT >

240
Dave
06-06-2013
06:09 PM ET (US)

Wow, you were busy,
Thanks Bruce,
Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

239
Bruce Walk
06-06-2013
05:52 PM ET (US)

Thursday 6/6: Spent the afternoon at Quarry Hill - Payne Shed
1) Put the latest version of mowing log sheets at QH
2) Changed the ATV front and rear differential oil
3) Temporarily repaired the mirror. The glass was missing from the original one
because it was snagged on something when backing up or turning the handle bars
toward the rear of the machine. I had another mirror unit I used for parts and things
were looking pretty good right up until the glass cracked pressing it back into the
housing. I'll talk to Dave and Henry and we can decide how to handle it.
4) Replaced the Ginzu actuator and reconnected the wiring. 
5) Installed and tested the Ginzu actuator covers (rubber shock covers) - they look
fairly promising. We'll need clamps I think but we'll discuss and see before installing
them on all actuators. There is presently one on the renovator actuator at QH to look
at.
6) Cut two pieces of 1/8" HDPE sheet for each side of the Ginzu mat. Henry, please
look at them and see what you think. I'd suggest we mount them on the top side and
pop rivet with approximately 6 rivets for each. They should give plenty of support for
the mat and the material can be shaped with a heat gun. If we all like them, we'll
install them soon.
7) Replaced the bolt on the mower frame with a 4" version. The original bolts did not
have nyloc nuts. I suggest we keep an eye on all of them and see if any others want to
loosen up. It hasn't been a problem on the Essex mower.
8) P&R had moved our roller into the center of the shed to make room for some plow
blades. I took the opportunity to re-arrange things. Now the tracks, roller, and Ginzu
are against the west wall. The mower is attached to the ATV and backed fully into the
rear bay, and the brush mower is near where the weights and sled are kept and secured
to an interior post. We should be able to leave the mower attached.
9) I test ran the brush mower - runs fine.

238
Mark Foley
06-03-2013
10:42 PM ET (US)

Started mowing QH on Sunday night to see how the mower worked and finished
mowing it tonight. There are a lot of little buckthorn and other little trees hanging
over the trail edges and I pruned a bunch of them back but are still a lot more to
remove so they are not hitting the 4 wheeler windshield when mowing or skiers. I
removed a 8" oak deadfall that was completely blocking the trail between the Woods
Trail and the 3 Way intersection and another good size hanger that was over the trail.



The left mirror glass is from the 4 wheeler is gone - not sure if it was there when I
started.

237
Bruce Walk
06-03-2013
02:28 PM ET (US)

Also put new Mowing Log Sheets at Essex. I will update QH in the next few days as
well.

236
Bruce Walk
06-03-2013
02:09 PM ET (US)

Essex Mowing Season: Sunday - put the hitch back on the mower, added a hose for
padding so the engine housing isn't bent. Tied down the wires and wired the hitch pin
so it doesn't release again. Mowed Essex half width. Filled 2 gas cans and refueled the
equipment. Brought down a tarp for the snowmobile. Removed the snowmobile
battery, took it home, charged it.

Monday - Lisa is mowing the trails to full width today. Changed the winter signs to
summer signs on the board (the off-season signs are in the red barn). Added maps to
the bin. Took the snowmobile battery to Batteries Plus - it tests OK so lets postpone
purchasing a new one and see how it does for awhile. The battery mounting plastic
continues to break - wired the retention band back in place. 

I am waiting to change mower blades until after the first full mowing. Let the old
blades cut down the gopher mounds and find any small rocks that the winter has
brought to the service. 

Trail Cleanup: The trails are open however we should go back and remove trees that
were bent with the heavy snow as well as remove some logs and limbs that are still
sticking out on the trail. There is also a tree to cut up at the rear of the quonset.
Removing it will make access much easier.

235
Dave Greymont
06-02-2013
07:09 PM ET (US)

Joey Keillor is now a trained certified mowing professional. He practiced on the steep
hills by the Payne sheds. A small amount of gas came out of the mower's gas tank
filler cap. I suspect it was because the gas tank was full and the mower was being
pulled up and down the steep hills. Perhaps when I filled the gas tank the last time I
shouldn't have filled it quite so near to the top.

234
Dave Greymont
05-28-2013
10:17 PM ET (US)

I mowed QH this evening and our new mower worked great. Sure won’t miss ole-
Bucky. With this being my first time using the ATV/mower I was a little timid about
getting too close to the edge. I didn’t want to bang into anything. I’ll be braver next
time. The grass was wet and I was worried about slipping with the heavy mower
pushing the ATV while going down the steeper hills but with the ATV in 4-wheel
drive it never slipped. It looked like someone had recently driven a mower down the
center of some of the trails so that saved me some mowing time. Even with the 60
inch deck, I think a lot of the trails will require 3 passes if mowed to the very edges.
But, that’s a lot better than 4 passes! The ATV panel by your left calf gets real warm
and you need to keep your leg away from the panel. Backing up and reversing
directions was a learning experience but by the end of the night I was getting pretty
good at it. I have the gas cans and will fill them and return them to QH.

233
Dave Greymont
05-25-2013
09:12 AM ET (US)

I can mow QH sometime this coming week if it ever dries out. It'll be a learning
experience with attaching the mower to the ATV and using it for the first time.

232
Henry Walker
05-24-2013
07:02 PM ET (US)

I threw off the sticks and branches from the QH trail after winds etc., it should be
ready to go for mowing any time. Mower blades had one use from last year so they
are fine. I need to change oil in the mower engine after about 10hrs of use this year.
Let the mowing games begin!

231
Dave Greymont
05-14-2013
03:06 PM ET (US)

I drove the ATV around all the east trails at QH this morning with a chainsaw and
loppers and cleaned up about all the tree damage from the snowstorm. There's
probably some stuff that I missed but overall, it's in pretty good shape. The tree that
Mark identified hasn't been taken care of yet and I haven't received a response to the
email I sent to Mike Nigbur at Park and Rec. Is there a better person to contact?

230 Serviced the Essex ATV today. Replaced the recharged battery. I did not get a chance



Bruce Walk
05-13-2013
06:19 PM ET (US)

to have it tested. I pulled the fuse on the work light - it has a small LED that burns all
the time. Current draw on that should be so low as to be almost inconsequential but
I'm not taking chances. Lets monitor it and see how it holds. Also changed out the
tracks for tires, changed oil, both differentials, lubed everything and put air in the
tires. Tracks are back in the red barn and the machine is in the quonset. Also installed
the remote mower control. I still have a couple items to check out on the Essex
mower and the QH ATV differentials to change. The switch boxes and switches also
will be updated over the summer.
The Snowmobile battery is no longer starting the machine so I will remove that and
get the proper replacement over the next week.

229
Mark Foley
05-12-2013
03:25 PM ET (US)

My son works for Maier Tree and Lawn as an arborist climbing and cutting trees
down full time. He can give a good assessment about the safety of doing it and take
care of it if it doesn't require truck equipment. If it is too complicated, I will let you
know. One of my other sons with me yesterday also works part time at Maier and he
said to leave it until we have better equipment (e.g. chain saw and ropes) but didn't
think it was too tough.

228
Dave
05-12-2013
02:24 PM ET (US)

Mark,
I don't know how "tricky" it is to take down the trunk, but if it's a dangerous situation
I don't think we should be putting ourselves at risk. Not sure, but I think we can ask
the park department to handle it. Dave

< replied-to message removed by QT >

227
Mark Foley
05-12-2013
12:27 AM ET (US)

Two of my sons and I went through most of Quarry Hill woods trails this morning and
cleaned up a fair number of broken off branches and a few bigger trees on the trail. It
looked like someone might have gone through a few trails and taken a couple trees
off. We didn't make it up Cherry Grove Trail, the Field trail or any bike trails but I
heard from my neighbor that the bike trails are now cleaned off. I didn't have my
chain saw or ropes with me to clean up a tricky one along the woods trail ( it is on the
edge of the trail with the broken trunk hanging part way over the trail, I will try to get
my tree service son (who had my chain saw) out there this week to get that one safely
down and maybe get through the rest of the trails.

226
Bruce
05-09-2013
05:07 PM ET (US)

Tuesday May 2 - Essex Park: Lisa, Laura, Dave, Jeff and I took down all the
snowfence, signs, etc and put the drags in the red barn. We then cleaned up 16 or so
trees that came down due to the wet snow in the east woods. There is still some
cleanup to finish but we got 80+%. We'll need to walk the whole system to check for
other trees to be cleared.
Thursday May 4 - went to change the tracks on the Essex ATV. The battery was dead
again. I have it home now recharging it. Once its charged, I will take it to be tested
and see if there's anything wrong with it. There was no sign on the machine of
anything left 'on'. 
Went to QH and got that ATV, changed the tracks leaving all the track suspension
bolts and lug nuts on the ATV. Put the guards back as well. Changed the oil but did
not change the filter as the manual suggests 12 months or 320 hours. We can change it
in the fall prior to ski season. Greased the suspension. Did NOT change the front and
rear differential gear oil. Need to find a very long funnel or some other way to refill it.
Also changed hitches - the ATV now has a short hitch for mowing. Re-installed the
mower tow-bar with modifications that will allow it to work with the short pintle
hitch. Ran the mower - started right up.

225
Lisa Luetmer
05-03-2013
08:55 AM ET (US)

You better get on your horse Dave. They are grooming the Birkie trail! L

< replied-to message removed by QT >

224
Dave Greymont
05-02-2013
04:57 PM ET (US)

I thought maybe I'd put the lights back up at Eastwood and then groom about 100 K
of trail. :)

223
Dave Greymont

I took down the remaining lights at Eastwood today and put them in the shed.



04-29-2013
06:12 PM ET (US)
222
Henry Walker
04-12-2013
06:36 PM ET (US)

The green drag and payne field stakes have been returned to the shed at QH. I will
look at the wing issue on the ginzu some time later.

221
Dave Greymont
04-10-2013
03:30 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I took down the lights on the Eastwood golf course. It was a lovely day with
a light freezing rain. The lights on the trail can wait until it warms up and dries out.

220
Henry Walker
04-06-2013
03:42 PM ET (US)

The roller and ginzu have been returned to the shed at QH, mower is moved back to
original position for mowing. The green drag is under many inches of ice and will not
budge, I'll replace it once it thaws enough to break it out.

219
Bruce Walk
03-30-2013
06:19 PM ET (US)

Stabilized the gas in all cans and the ATVs at both locations. All north facing doors
are solidly frozen shut. I decided to wait for the QH back door to thaw before putting
the equipment away - too far to move it around to the front. I removed the frozen
actuator from the Ginzu for return to the manufacturer who will repair/rebuild it.
Whenever it was used last, it was left in the fully extended position. We need to
remember to back it off an inch or two, even once it's repaired. What happens is that
the motor drives the extending section hard onto the end of the screw threads like
tightening it with an impact gun. Once the plating on the thread is worn and gets wet,
it corrodes a bit and it takes more force to reverse it. The clutch engages instead and it
is effectively 'stuck'. This is apparently what happened at the end of this season with
our freeze/thaws. We'll put some labels on the switch boxes for next year. Remaining
chores are to put the drags in the red barn at Essex and put the roller, Ginzu and drag
away at QH once the doors thaw. I'll email for help with those once the time is right. 
Thanks everyone for a great season. It was an odd one for sure - the last month sure
was nice though!

218
Bruce Walk
03-22-2013
11:22 PM ET (US)

Essex has been renovated this evening. There has been significant degradation since I
skied there at 2:00 pm today. More snow melt and ground water coming up and
slushing the trails which has now frozen. There's still a lot of good trail left but given
the late date, tonight may be our last grooming. With the warmer temps and high sun,
we would have to groom every day to keep the re-freeze ice at bay. I don't think its
worth it. I chipped away ice from the door so it opens a little more easily but the
trough I chipped is just going to fill back up with snow melt. I left the pick axe there
just in case. The gas pump seemed to stop working. I'll have to check it in the
daylight. I finished up with a funnel. Also, if the QH renovater actuator is truly frozen
again, then I think we may be finished at QH as well. The ginzu comb won't touch the
re-frozen surface. I'll have to call the manufacturer and see if its feasible to have it re-
built or just replace it. So... get out in the morning and enjoy Essex!

217
Al Schmidt
03-22-2013
08:47 PM ET (US)

Groomed QH this evening by just pulling Ginzu groomer. Actuator was not working
again. Froze up....I tried it a few times and just heard clicking sound. Trail looks good
on East side and ball fields. Walking paths were hard to break up without knives. Did
the best I could. Enjoy while you can!

216
Bruce Walk
03-20-2013
04:30 PM ET (US)

Essex was groomed - the cold temps have really firmed up the base except for drifted
areas. I renovated with the Ginzu and set a track. There is enough gas left for 1 or 2
outings. The door is getting really hard to open - my back and shoulders are not liking
it. There is also ground water moving around a little in a few places still - once the
temps rise for a day or two, there will be a lot more. I'm thinking we should
tentatively groom Friday night possibly for the weekend and then call it a season.
We'll see...

215
Lisa Luetmer
03-19-2013
05:46 PM ET (US)

True that! Very funny.

< replied-to message removed by QT >

214 Lindseyvonn and Essie????? Don't both machines have the word Grizzly on them?



Lisa Luetmer
03-19-2013
03:38 PM ET (US) < replied-to message removed by QT >
213
Matt Hawkins
03-19-2013
03:23 PM ET (US)

not just the dating thing but also because of Tiger's ability to squirm his way out of
many a tight situation

< replied-to message removed by QT >
212
Matt Hawkins
03-19-2013
03:10 PM ET (US)

then should we name the Essex machine Tiger?

< replied-to message removed by QT >

211
Joey Keillor
03-19-2013
11:02 AM ET (US)

I'd nominate "Lindsey". Short for Lindsey Vonn. It's a little off in terms of event, be
she is a power horse, all right, and makes turning in difficult situations look easy.
Nice to have a pin-up for naming rights, as well, sort of like WW2 fighter planes.

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 8:45 PM, QT - Henry Walker <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>

-- 
Joey Keillor
1200 7TH AVE NE
Rochester, MN 55906
(h) 507-282-2747
(w) 507-284-5735
www.rungreatwhenitcounts.com
< replied-to message removed by QT >

210
Bruce Walk
03-19-2013
12:23 AM ET (US)

Facebook Page Problem: Can everyone please check and make sure they are not
logged into the rasctrails ID on facebook? I could not post trail grooming status this
morning and still can't tonight. Thanks!

209
Mark Foley
03-18-2013
11:23 PM ET (US)

The trails in the woods groomed up really nice but with the wind tonight, parts of the
trail around Parkwood Hills and Quarry Hills baseball fields were drifting back in
even between the loops so there might not be any trail showing in parts of those loops
by morning. I tried to lower the ginzu knifes when going on the bike path to
Parkwood Hills to break up some of the rough from the foot traffic but it was frozen.
There was a tree on the bike bath going to the West Fields - the trunk split and the top
branches were laying on the path near the top of the hill coming up from the foot
bridge. People had been walking and skiing under it earlier (I probably could have got
through) but I was able to pull/twist it around so that it is not blocking the path - but it
might pop back over the trail.

208
Henry Walker
03-18-2013
09:45 PM ET (US)

Mark Foley is grooming QH using the ginzu as I type. The track should be
outstanding on Tuesday. I moved the mower back to where the ATV was positioned
and we will park the ATV where the mower was for easy access. The lock was frozen
to the front door so I used the East door and then opened the mower door and the big
door in one big section. I'll spray the lock next time I'm over. Sorry for the gas John, I
didn't expect to keep grooming this year and didn't want to fill up gas to sit there until
early summer. As it is we should have snow well into next week so if we run out I'll
fill up a couple small cans and call it good. I have to say once again that the ATV is
just amazing. When grooming through sections of deep, unpacked crusty snow in
open areas, snow would piled up in front of the ginzu until it rolled out the sides even
with the blades up. With icey crust, deep snow in front and snow blocking the ginzu
the ATV never even flinched, it just kept plugging along happily. I could even steer
without a problem. A fantastic machine!!! This thing deserves a first class nickname -



I'm taking nominations from groomers for favorite names. We will write the best
name on 'her' with permanent marker. E-mail me with your suggestions.

207
Bruce Walk
03-18-2013
02:24 PM ET (US)

Essex was renovated (red drag to bust the crust) and packed/combed with the roller.
Only 1 half loop in the prairie was done due to a lake of ice - there is an east loop
using the trail next to the access road and the southern most trail. Also, just an
abbreviated loop in the gardens. 55th st will blow in today but the base is packed.
We'll see when the wind stops - and possibly roll/comb the areas I packed today. 
The quonset door is nearly frozen closed. Lots of force to open it and more to close it.
We're out of gas. I have 1 can and will get enough for 1 or 2 more outings. The ATV
is 7/8s full.

206
Bruce Walk
03-17-2013
10:46 AM ET (US)

I may experiment tomorrow (Monday)... not sure what will work at this point. 
On Sun, Mar 17, 2013 at 8:35 AM, QT - Joe Gyura <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

205
Joe Gyura
03-17-2013
09:35 AM ET (US)

Are there any plans to groom Essex? I have been classic skiing at Essex, and the base
appears solid -- no slush. Not sure who is up next, but I'd be able to groom late this
afternoon.

204
John Resman
03-17-2013
12:35 AM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed on Saturday evening. There was a lot of traffic since Henry
groomed in the morning, so this evening's grooming helped clean up the traffic and
smooth out the trail. There was a bunch of foot traffic on the east trails which are
supposed to be ski-only - oh well. The grooming should set up nicely with the low
temps tonight. Hopefully we'll have a good base for any snow we get on Monday.
There are some ice sections but you can go off to the side or slowly double pole
across the ice.

The back door was frozen shut. I didn't think it was warm enough today to melt and
freeze the door since the time Henry had groomed in the morning. After looking at
how thick the ice was and walking to the outside of the back door, I realized that
Henry had gone out the front door with the ATV. The mower has to be moved outside
and then you can back out the ATV. I'd be surprised if the back door can be opened in
the next week unless someone really does some ice chopping.

There was very little gas left in the cans and the ATV was maybe half full. During my
grooming, I gambled a bit on how long you can run on E - at least with that last
square still lit up. Luckily I was able to finish without running out of gas. I actually
had 15 minutes to spare before Kwik Trip closed at 11 PM, so I filled up a 5 gal and 2
gal tank, and then returned to the shed to fill up the ATV. There's one small full can
and a large can that's maybe 1/3 full. We should have enough to groom a couple of
times this week.

203
Henry Walker
03-16-2013
12:31 PM ET (US)

I couldn't resist all of this lovely snow and now that it looks to be colder than
expected, I groomed QH. The areas I previously packed are great. Everything else is
flattened if we do get a bit more as expected. No classic track as we will rework the
switches for the setter this spring/summer. Right now skiing is great in all trails
except for a few rutted icy spots caused from hikers and people skiing in 10" of slush.
Get out and ski if you can find time, its a bonus spring. 

Dave, the ginzu is parked up out of the hole where it was freezing down. A new
volunteer introduced himself and asked to be part of the grooming staff while I was
out there. He was quite mature and looked to be an excellent candidate - he worked in
research so he gets some extra points. We can get him mowing this summer at QH for
a warm up. Very reasonable chap.

202
Lisa Luetmer
03-11-2013
08:00 AM ET (US)

Oh lets go back with a squirt bottle of yellow water and finish your note. Won't he be
impressed!

< replied-to message removed by QT >



201
Henry Walker
03-07-2013
11:21 PM ET (US)

Groomed QH and set track on most of it although the setter fuse blew again with the
setter up this time. I had my tools with to remove it if necessary. ATV is full and there
is one smaller can still full. Saw the note on the trail grooming facebook page, it
wasn't quite what I had in mind. So, I left a note on the ski trail for our friend who
criticized our volunteer group when they couldn't finish setting track, unfortunately I
ran out of pee before I got to the really good part. Should have planned further ahead
and consumed extra liquids while grooming. That, or paraphrase. 

Trail looks good again although the amount of foot traffic in the trail truly amazes me.
At least they get exercise trudging through the soft snow.

200
Bruce Walk
03-07-2013
10:48 PM ET (US)

I checked out the gas situation at Essex. I filled the ATV, all cans are present, and we
have enough gas to groom two more times. All fuel containers have their caps on
now, etc. Joe, thanks for the heads-up.

199 Deleted by author 03-07-2013 10:46 PM

198
Joe Gyura
03-07-2013
09:34 PM ET (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon. Covered all the trails. All but a few twice. I did not
set track in the east woods, gardens and 55th st field, as they were in good shape. I did
set track in the prairie to aid in grooming a wider path. 

Had no problems with the ATV or Ginsu. 

I did not fill the ATV with gas when finished, as there was no available fuel. The ATV
is currently around 1/3rd full. There were two empty gas cans. One large and one
small. There is a large gas container sitting along side the grass mower that did not
have a lid on the container. I was not positive that it contained fuel - being off to the
side and not having a lid - so I did not want to risk putting something not "pure" in
our new ATV. Now that I'm writing about the event, I realize it's probably not wise to
have an open container of, possibly, fuel. I'll try to stop by tomorrow to find a cover
or something to help seal the can. Does anyone know why the container is off to the
side without lid?

197
Matt Hawkins
03-07-2013
07:54 PM ET (US)

give me a full set of classic tracks and a double cheeseburger please. 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

196
Bruce Walk
03-07-2013
07:43 PM ET (US)

Henry, there is already a note on the trail grooming facebook page that the Ginzu
tracksetter has malfunctioned.

195
Henry
03-07-2013
07:35 PM ET (US)

I'll go take care of the track setter tonight and check the brakes. Are you going to put
a note out to mention the issue to the public about our track setter problem Bruce?
This isn't a McDonald's drive through service organization - over one billion
snowflakes groomed. I think the switch is the issue and can be replaced with the box
when it warms up in the spring.

194
Bruce Walk
03-06-2013
01:47 PM ET (US)

FYI - looks like we need to be explicit in our facebook posts about where the classic
tracks are. Here's an irritated post from a QH skier: 
Can someone explain something to me? Why aren't classic tracks cut at Quarry? Does
this take an extra go-around or additional equipment? The post last night said it was
groomed. I took the morning off work to ski and got to the west side of Quarry but
there were no classic tracks (CT). I thought maybe they just hadn't gotten to the west
side yet but surely there would be CT on the east side...nope. I found one loop on the
far east side by the highway. I don't know about you, but I don't like going in circles
for 90 minutes! Do you need a volunteer to do the CT? If so, please sign me up...I'm
available Friday through Sunday to learn the equipment.

193
Bruce Walk
03-06-2013
08:44 AM ET (US)

I suspect the fuse is blown again. I think we should install a new fuse, get it in the
upright position, remove the fuse and leave it up. Until the end of the season, the
manual track setter can be used with the ginzu if you get something to attach it to the
back such as a rope and carabiner or something similar.



192
Joey Keillor
03-05-2013
10:20 PM ET (US)

Q-hill groomed a Tuesday night in depressing way. The actuator on the track setter
went out when the setter was in a semi-up position. To high to set good track, too low
to not leave gouges. Some good track was set, however. Switched with the roller and
went comb down for most of the trails. Certainly not as nice of a groom as the ginzu.
But it didn't matter, some guy was out gouging it up on the fresh groom so it won't set
up very nice for tomorrow anyway.

As it stands, the ginzu is parked with the track setter in that semi-down position.
Despite quite a bit of wiggling and fiddling, I couldn't get the thing to budge.

191
Bruce Walk
03-05-2013
06:34 PM ET (US)

Lisa,
You definitely need to show me where this spot is!
Thanks
Bruce

On Tue, Mar 5, 2013 at 4:47 PM, QT - Lisa Luetmer <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

190
Lisa Luetmer
03-05-2013
05:47 PM ET (US)

Henry and Dave,
When I took the ATV in for maintenance Eric showed me where ice builds up and
will cause the brakes to feel soft/spongy. He noticed that when he worked on it. He
just pumped the hand brake and it came back firm. Maybe some ice built up Dave.
But it can never hurt to check fluid levels. The linkage is near the front right tire and a
snowy, warm machine drips water on that spot.
Lisa

189
Bruce Walk
03-05-2013
03:03 PM ET (US)

Jeff packed most of Essex this morning - comb up. No problems that I heard of. I
pulled the snowmobile out and dragged the 55th st. field, then rolled it - comb up.
Let's see if it ends up more firm than just the roller. This snow was close to the limit
of the snowmobile pulling the drag though. I did get stuck once - first time this
season. I then went 1 or 2 passes with the comb down. As dave noted, snow spilled
from the side of the roller so this pretty much leveled that out. 
Should be ready for Matt to comb and hopefully set a classic track later tonight.

188
Dave Greymont
03-05-2013
02:00 PM ET (US)

I rolled the QH trails this morning. My greatest fear was getting stuck in the shed
driveway. But, by driving with some "gusto" I made it in. I was pleasantly surprised
when I finished grooming that the driveway was plowed (Thanks) I packed the trail
with the roller and with the comb up. It pulled a lot of snow in front of it but never
stopped rotating. Snow would spill off around the ends of the roller so when I did a
pass along each edge of the trail it resulted in a pretty deep snow berm down the
middle of the trail. Then I made a third pass with the comb down to flatten the berm.
So, some of the trails have a single comb down the middle, but other trails where we
got out and back are combed full width. Joey is going to groom next and he'll make
all the trails pretty. I did the best I could with cleaning the snow out of the tracks but it
was really packed full and to be honest there's still quite a bit of snow remaining. 

Henry, I did notice one thing that may need to be checked. After driving for some
time if the right hand brake was applied it seemed soft/spongy. If it was then applied a
second time it was firmer, and then if applied again it was good and firm. (Maybe
check the brake fluid level????)

187
Bruce Walk
03-04-2013
12:21 AM ET (US)

Grooming Tips - With the forecast for heavy snow, here's some suggestions on using
the rollers:
Using the comb results in two gas shocks (the devices that lift car hoods and rear
hatches) pushing the comb down on the trail base. This effectively lifts up on the
roller and lightens it. Whether the roller rolls or plows now becomes a delicate
balance between the friction in the bearings and the friction between the HDPE roller
and the snow. When the snow is either light and fluffy, has ice under it or is very wet,
the bearing friction wins out and the rollers plow up speed bumps... not good for ski
trails. We've unfortunately had a lot of that this season. For deeper snows like what



we're expecting, I would suggest leaving the comb up and just rolling all the trails.
Once you've done 2 passes, you can go back over them with the comb down or have
someone else come out a couple hours later and do it. Enjoy the coming snowfall!

186
John Resman
03-03-2013
04:40 PM ET (US)

I checked the switch box on the Quarry Hill ATV to see if there is anything obvious
causing our problem with the track setter operation. Few things I noticed:

1. The track setter fuse was blown, so I replaced that.
2. I opened up the switch box and didn't see any shorts between the spade connectors.
There was a little bit of copper exposed from a wire coming out of the spade
connector. I didn't think this was causing the problem, but put some electrical tape
around that area. There was nothing else in the switch box which I thought could
cause a short.
3. I connected up the wiring cable to the ATV and the knives and track setter both
worked fine.
4. I put the cover back on the switch box and knives and track setter still worked fine.
5. When putting the cover back on, I noticed some water on the cover near the track
setter switch which wasn't there when I took the cover off. Looking at the track setter
switch, the water was coming from the gasket between the switch and the cover. The
switch and gasket were not tight against the box cover. It looks as if some water was
trapped in the switch, gasket, cover interface. This interface is probably not a tight
seal since our box is so cramped with wires and the switch is pushed up away from
the cover. This presence of water could possibly be the source of our intermittent
problem. It's hard to tell - it could possibly be the switch itself.

So, should one use the track setter? Well, it's working right now but has stopped
working twice - once when I was using it and the track setter was in the down
position. We probably won't be needed it in the next few days. If we're going to track
set, it will probably be with the roller with the heavy snow. 

A couple of other comments:

1. There's a big ice floe right at the back door (ATV exit) at Quarry Hill. You want to
be careful when walking in that area - very easy to slip. Fresh snow will cover up the
ice on the outside, but it will still be there. The inside ice will be there for awhile. The
door was slightly stuck for me, but after pushing it back and forth, I was able to open
it.

2. The shovel was placed on the back rack and held in place by placing it under the
wiring of the ginzu and light. This is not an ideal place since the bouncing of the
shovel handle against the wiring won't help the connection. We'll get some small
bungee cords to attach the shovel to the rack - or maybe there's a better place to put
the shovel?

185
Bruce Walk
03-02-2013
11:06 AM ET (US)

It would probably be worth Henry or John opening up the switch box and checking
for shorts between the spade connectors on the track setter switch. It's almost even
comfortably warm out!

184
Chris Flood
03-02-2013
10:59 AM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill this morning. It was a little later than I had hoped to get out
there, but it was still pretty cold. The trails are in pretty good shape with a few
exceptions. I did a little shoveling to improve some ice patches, but there are some
that are pretty large. Henry's shoveling on the bridge is great. I was able to pack it
down a bit. It looks pretty solid. I didn't touch the tracks as the track setter is out of
commission. There seems to be plenty of gas for the rest of the season.

183
Bruce Walk
03-02-2013
10:54 AM ET (US)

We should still have a can and a half of gas at Essex. Let's let it run down to less than
1/2 a can before thinking about refilling anything. We could very well be into the last
week of grooming. If we do end up needing more, only filling on can w/ 5 gallons
would probably be enough.

182
Andy

I groomed Essex very early this morning. Did a light touch with the knives down and
did not do anything with the set tracks. The tracks are rock solid and in good shape. I



03-02-2013
10:45 AM ET (US)

did not groom the trail from the archery range to the bridge. The bridge has no snow
and I didn't think I had enough room to turn the groomer around without excessive
unhitching and hitching of the Ginzu. The southern loops, garden, woods and trails
along 55th Street are all in terrific shape. Best of the season!! I skied two loops after
grooming and had a blast. Ski it while we have it!! If the weathter stays below
freezing we should have good skiing for awhile. We should consider refreshing the
skate lane later this weekend. Have fun out there!!!

181
Dave Greymont
02-28-2013
12:13 PM ET (US)

I'll pick up just enough gas for QH to get us through the end of the grooming season.

180
John Resman
02-28-2013
12:11 PM ET (US)

Forgot to mention that the gas supply is essentially empty at Quarry Hill. A small
amount in a small can.

179
Bruce Walk
02-28-2013
11:30 AM ET (US)

Groomed Essex this morning while still in the high 20s (29 on the way home).
Coverage and conditions are pretty good. Reset the track in places. P&R is wood
chipping the pavillion playground so had to detour the trail around their truck path.
Lets not groom the short cut through from bike path to gardens. It's total ice under
there and I'd just as soon discourage use for the remainder of the season. The west
bridge is extremely thin. May require walking across this weekend. Gas supply is
good. Let's not refill anything until we see how long the season goes. We realistically
only have a week or two left... maybe just a weekend.

178
John Resman
02-28-2013
01:54 AM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill tonight. The Ginzu was used to refresh the skate deck. I left
the tracks alone. There are a few ice patches but you can avoid still slowly go over
them - there's just barely enough snow. The bridge is getting pretty thin. Maybe we
can groom a path along the east and north side of the pond to connect with the
Parkwood Hills bike path if the bridge gets bare. I groomed a cutoff through the
Parkwood Hills baseball infield to avoid the icy section outside the fence near 3rd
base. Coverage is pretty good throughout the trail system. With the highs not going
over 32 the next few days, we should be able to ski through the weekend.

177
Mark Foley
02-26-2013
12:45 AM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill tonight - the temp had dropped to 27 and the snow had
hardened. I tried using the roller with the comb down but didn't have much impact on
the skate tracks so I switched to the Ginzu and put the knives into the snow a little bit
to break up the surface. That worked really well to take the foot prints out of the bike
paths and gave a nice finish. I set classic tracks all around, two ways in many places.
Ginzu and track setter worked really well tonight. There was a patch of ice by the
Nature Center that I shoveled some snow on and packed down. There snow/ice is
getting thin near the baseball field fence in Parkwood Hills and with a couple of
sunny days above freezing, that will be bare.

176
Bruce Walk
02-25-2013
07:30 PM ET (US)

Spring Grooming - I don't know how long this snow will stick around but we're
getting to that time of year where the only time you can groom is often a couple hours
after dark after the temps are down into the mid-20s. Grooming early AM as the sun
comes up is possible as well however the snow doesn't get a chance to set up and
turns to mush in the low 30s with sun. Anyway, we need to plan around the
temperatures unfortunately - so we shouldn't be grooming over 30 during the day or
night for that matter, and typically, that means waiting for the sun to go down. Let's
hope we can keep this for awhile!

175
Dave Greymont
02-25-2013
06:04 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I groomed Eastwood today. We made an extra wide skating lane with a
classic track adjacent to it on the golf course. Only a skating lane was groomed on the
woods trail. 38 degrees when I came home does not bode well for skiing.

174
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-24-2013
03:50 PM ET (US)

Really, Jeff, 3 DIGITS?!?! I don't weigh a ounce over 99 lbs!!

173 I followed up at Essex after Laura and set tracks with the Ginsu. There were more



Jeff Robertson
02-23-2013
01:45 PM ET (US)

classic skiers than skate skiers. One guy ask if I was going to put the railroad tracks
down. I pointed behind the Ginsu and got a thumbs up! Got bogged down on ice in
one place but Laura's XXX pounds saved the day.

172
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-23-2013
09:24 AM ET (US)

Finished rolling and combing Essex prairie loop this AM. No problems whatsoever.
Base is soft.

171
Eric Reeve
02-23-2013
01:02 AM ET (US)

Just finished packing QH. I rolled everything with the comb down. I did not have any
build up issues as others have mentioned. The ski team chewed up the east side but
the roller did a good job cleaning up the trails. Hopefully things will set up over night.
This snow is clearly light and fluffy so another pass in the next few days with the
Ginzu might be good. Otherwise it was a quiet night. I'm planning to test my work
with a morning ski. Good luck to those of you at the Birkie.

170
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-22-2013
03:54 PM ET (US)

My experience at Essex was very similar to Dave's at QH. It took 3 passes with all the
snow. By the time I got to the prairie (last for me), temperature had warmed up and
the roller collected so much snow that it stopped rolling. I lifted the comb, cleared the
snow off roller and tried again, but it would still stop rolling and clear all the snow off
the path...just like I was building a giant snowball. I got stuck once more time. I
called Jeff and he suggested removing roller, turn it around, and go back the way I
came. It worked. The GOOD is what I did finish looks beautiful (i was too wet to try
it out after). The BAD is the prairie is NOT done and a part of a trail got a bit scraped
off because of my roller situation. The UGLY is that in the beginning of my
grooming, I very stupidly backed up about 4 ft with comb down on some cleared trail
before I recalled I had comb down. I quickly stopped and checked it; everything
LOOKED fine and all worked well for 2 more hrs, but am saying this in case it causes
problems later or collateral damage; really SORRY!

169
Dave Greymont
02-22-2013
02:30 PM ET (US)

Just another thought about this morning's grooming. I was thinking how fortunate we
are to have the ATV and roller. I just can't imagine how many times I would have
gotten stuck with the snowmobile. Also, without the roller we would have had to pull
the weighted otter sled around the trail at least 4 times before we could have even
started grooming with the Ginzu. The ATV and roller saves a ton of work.

168
Dave Greymont
02-22-2013
02:20 PM ET (US)

QH Grooming 2/22. I groomed just the east side of QH this morning. It took 3 passes
to get a fairly decent trail. Once down each side, and once down the middle.
The Good, Bad, and Ugly:
First the bad. The road in to the sheds has not been plowed and I wouldn't attempt to
drive in unless you have 4-wheel drive with lots of clearance. Jeff is working on
finding someone to plow it. Next, the ugly. I experienced a new problem with the
roller this morning. Lots of snow would build-up in front of the roller and eventually
it would stop turning and just drag snow in front of it. I would have to back up about a
foot and go again. However, this would leave a significant bump of snow on the trail.
I think the cause was the deep snow and it wasn't adhering to the ice base. The field
trail is particularly ugly with quite a few bumps. Perhaps it wouldn't have occurred if I
had had the comb up, but I didn't try that. The other ugly thing is that after grooming
it's still very soft. Just one skate skier was doing a great job of trashing the trail. Now
for the good. Other than grooming for the ski team practice this afternoon, I wanted to
get some experience with our new track setter. There's a peg on it to hold weights so I
put 2 x 25 pound weights on the track setter. The result was absolutely GREAT! It
sets a nice firm classic track. Because there's no way to lift the track setter off the
trail, where I had to back-track the same way I went out, there's a classic track on both
sides of the trail.

167
Bruce Walk
02-20-2013
02:24 PM ET (US)

The Essex equipment is all free of the ice, the ATV starts fine, everything seems to be
in good working order. I re-stapled the rubber cover over the lock on the quonset so
we keep the water out. Otherwise, all things were (and are) ready to go!

166
Dave Greymont
02-20-2013
11:29 AM ET (US)

I managed to break the Q.H Ginzu free from the ice this morning. It actually went
better than I had expected. First, I chipped away the ice next to the back flexible edge
of the comb and with pushing a flat shovel beneath the edge it came loose. But, the
rest of the comb under the aluminum pan was solidly frozen in. I cranked the jack



down, (tilting the whole Ginzu forward and down), and WALLAH the rest of the
comb popped free. I then hitched it to the ATV and pulled it around part of the trail.
With the thin snow, it wouldn't comb over and fill-in the ATV tracks and leave a nice
clean corduroy trail. The roller/comb actually did a better job. Just as a reminder, the
QH Ginzu track setter is not working properly and should not be used.

165
Dave Greymont
02-19-2013
08:24 PM ET (US)

Per Al Schmidt: 
Just got done rolling QH. Packed down good in most areas on Eastside. Bike paths to
Parkwood hills ballpark-marginal. West side bike paths are mostly ice. A truck had
been on the trail for tree work. Lot of branches etc. Ginzu is iced in. I could not break
it lose with shovel. Need to get it freed up before snow hits.

164
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-13-2013
09:01 AM ET (US)

Essex gas cans filled yesterday.

163
Dave Greymont
02-12-2013
01:23 PM ET (US)

I groomed Heintz field this morning. There is one large loop roughly around the
perimeter of the field, and then a smaller loop on the East and West ends. I first used
the yellow drag from Essex and that did a great job of crumbling the surface, then I
went over it with the roller and comb. I actually left behind a fairly nice ribbon of
corduroy. As best as possible I tried to set trail around yesterday's puddles. It was
about 20 degrees when I started and everything was frozen hard. There were a few
frozen puddles I simply couldn't avoid, but not too many. Now it's 32 degrees so I
hope it doesn't soften up again. Don't know how well the snow will adhere to the
ground. Will have to wait to see what tonight's RNST practice does to the trail. It's
flat, but if you want a place to ski, this might be it. UFDA, 4-1/2 hours and 40+ miles
of driving to trailer equipment around and groom the fields. Time for my nap.

162
Bruce Walk
02-12-2013
12:10 PM ET (US)

I toured Essex hoping to find enough areas with snow to scarify a loop with the red
drag - 'no go' unfortunately. I did manage to get the ATV up into the east woods but
there are large expanses of ice in all the drainage areas and subsequently no safe loop
we can groom. All the trails are saturated gray ice with 1/2" of crust on top - some
that had water drain over them are just solid glare ice. I did have the unique
experience of sliding sideways down an ice flow on the ATV. Frankly, I don't think we
can begin to groom again until we get a minimum 4" of new snow. That will be
enough to hopefully pack to the depth of the ATV track tread depth and thus make it
possible to get some bite. I'm wondering if crust skiing may not be the best bet right
now on unpacked sections of the golf courses.

161
Bruce Walk
02-11-2013
09:37 AM ET (US)

I took a quick look at the highest part of my yard that still had 2-3" of loose snow.
You can walk on it but there's a layer of water held in the grass underneath. Come
back in a few minutes and its all grayed and saturated with water where it was
compressed. I think we need to stay off everything, Heintz included, until this water
gets frozen. That will probably be tomorrow at the earliest. Anything groomed now
will be slush 10 minutes later and ice by tomorrow. This is sure one strange winter...!

160
Henry Walker
02-11-2013
06:53 AM ET (US)

QH is saturated with water and flooded in the low spots. The north ball field is a lake
behind home plate. Areas on the trail that are low are also flooded. Underneath the
nice white 1" of topping this morning is saturated slush, I do not recommend
grooming until cooler temps. arrive.

159
Andy
02-09-2013
08:52 PM ET (US)

I skied Essex this afternoon. Thanks Joe for grooming. Trails are thin but skiable for
now. Let's see what Mother Nature has in store for us tomorrow. Too bad we didn't get
the Norester that Boston got.

158
Bruce Walk
02-09-2013
06:39 PM ET (US)

Thanks Joe, I'll print and get some more sheets down there by Monday. Given the
forecast, I don't think we're doing any grooming before then. I filled out previous
entry I think so whatever is messed up, I'll have to figure it out :-). We should be OK
for gas for a week or so.

157
Joe Gyura
02-09-2013
06:34 PM ET (US)

Additional information from earlier post on grooming Essex.

Groomed all sections of Essex taking two passes on most trails. The Ginsu did a nice
job of clearing the ruts in the trail. I set the knifes where they were lightly touching



the top of the snow seemed to work best. 

The snow coverage is very thin. I skied after grooming and was very pleased with the
quality of the trails. Due to the thin layer of snow, especially in the prairies, I would
recommend "B" or rock skis.

Had no problems with any of the equipment. The ATV did very well and I
experienced no slipping on ice.

Andy / Bruce, the log sheets on the clip board are full. The extras on the wall shelf
appear to have gotten wet and are basically unusable.

I used the last entry on the clipboard. The current mileage and hours were filled in but
did not match what was on the ATV. I did not want to erase the recording, so I put
today's start mileage and hours in the left hand column.

I filled the ATV with gas when done. Whoever had the idea of purchasing those
battery pumps is awesome!! They are great!!

Gas cans: Of the three large cans, one is empty, one half full (or empty depending on
ones view...) and the third is full.

156
Joe Gyura
02-09-2013
03:33 PM ET (US)

Groomed Essex this morning. Went very well. Will provide details later.
Edited 02-09-2013 06:33 PM

155
Henry Walker
02-09-2013
01:40 PM ET (US)

I replaced the fuse for the track setter and ran the arm up and down a couple times, it
worked fine. The track setter was then replaced and I took it out to challenge it. The
setter was run up and down and I groomed the Cherry loop for classic - nothing
seemed to cause problems so I'll leave it until it has an issue again. The one thing I
noticed is that the actuation response seems to be delayed. If I push the button for
either the up or down direction, and then let go of the button, the arm continues going
for a bit before slowing to a stop. I suspect, but am not certain, that the switch may be
sticking for some reason as the arm should stop right away when I let off the switch.

154
John
02-09-2013
02:36 AM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill trails were groomed Friday night. The trails are in good condition,
though there are some thin spots.

1. The front door was frozen to the ice, but by pushing it back and forth I was able to
open it.
2. I didn't have any issues going up the hills. It doesn't look like the tracks were
scraping snow off the ice, so the snow must be bonding to the ice reasonably well.
The steep NE hill (with the curve) was scraped to the ice in spots where people were
snowplowing to slow down.
3. Some ATV went over the trails - mainly on the bike path sections and the Quarry
Hill baseball field. Grooming repaired most of the damage to the ski trail. There were
ATV wheel tracks on the east side trails, but they didn't damage the trails. It looks like
the ATV wasn't driven very aggressively. I assumed those were tracks from a Quarry
Hill ATV. The tracks coming in from Parkwood and exiting at the west side of Quarry
Hill were probably from some joy riding.
4. I saw a campfire at the Quarry Hill pond. At 10:30 PM at night, I'm guessing this
wasn't part of a program.
5. When parking the groomer on the small hill next to the shed (to avoid parking the
groomer in the low spot which collects water from the upcoming rain), I did have
problems unhitching the groomer so I used Dave's suggestion of removing the pin
attaching the hitch to the ATV and then driving away. The problem is due to the angle
of the hitch and groomer attachment when parking on the slanted hill.
6. Gas cans are all empty - Kwik Trip wasn't open when I was done so I didn't refill
the cans.
7. The ATV windshield has a layer of ice on it from the freezing mist on Thursday.
Hopefully it will melt off with the warmer weather on Saturday/Sunday.



Maintenance Problem: The track setter would not go up. I had used it in a few spots
without any issues and then at one point when I was ready to lift it up, it wouldn't go
up. I checked the electrical connection and that didn't seem to be the problem. I
checked the fuse and it looked like it was blown. I'm not sure why since I was only
actuating the track setter at the time. I replaced the fuse, but it still didn't work.
Checking the fuse again, it looked like it had blown again - potentially indicating a
more serious problem. I ended up unhitching the groomer, going back to the shed,
getting some wrenches from my car, going back to the groomer, unbolting the track
setter from the groomer, returning the track setter back to the shed, and then heading
back to the groomer to finish the grooming run. As you can imagine, this added a few
minutes to my grooming activity.
Edited 02-09-2013 09:13 AM

153
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-08-2013
07:07 PM ET (US)

Snow fence at Essex playground is back up. Bring on a blizzard to test it out:)

152
Bruce Walk
02-06-2013
03:40 PM ET (US)

Essex has been packed. Traction is marginal (or non-existent) on most of the north
facing hills on the north side of the park, i.e. the cut down to the gardens, the 55th st.
hill, the west hill. The snow is not sticking well on these areas. The prairie, woods
trails and bike path seem OK. They hopefully will setup well over night. We've had
some vandalism in the 55th st. field. Cars have driven through the prairie grass wind
break and the snow fence behind the playground has been torn down. Since I wired it
up, I know its impossible for all those wires to come loose. We should either put it
back up or take it down before the snow gets deeper.

I also packed a 5k loop at Soldiers Field. It will also benefit from sitting overnight. I
set a track as well but we don't really have enough snow. It's shallow or broken
through in many places but I put one in to 1) show intent, 2) there's ice and golf
course grass underneath so it will probably work and 3) if we get any flurries or an
inch of snow, skiers should be able to ski the new snow in and have a nice track. We
aren't going to get over there often so now was the chance. The nice benefit of
soldiers is that there's no ice base. 

I then stopped at QH and put the track setter hitch on the roller and left the track setter
in the shed. We're going to have to come up with a way to carry it on the roller,
probably a rack on the front but that's a summer project. I put a towel on the ATV
rack and sat it behind me to get it where I needed it today. 

One last comment, we did the right thing getting a 14' trailer - 12' adds several
degrees of difficulty getting everything on and tied down. Possible but no where near
as nice as the club trailer.

151
Dave Greymont
02-06-2013
01:06 PM ET (US)

I groomed Chester Lake this morning. Yesterday the snow was soft and ski practice
did a good job of trashing the trail. My first passes with the roller were with the comb
up, and then the next passes were with the comb down. I made one final pass sort of
down the middle but I aimed the ATV treads to drive over the remaining skate marks
hoping that would help to smooth them out. The trail was actually pretty good when I
was done. I did modify the loop just enough to go around the ice fishing holes that
were drilled in the trail yesterday. Two issues this morning. First, the ratchets on the
tie-down straps were frozen and we needed to spray them with WD-40. Second, the
road up to the trailer storage spot is ice covered. I was unable to back the trailer up the
hill. Instead I backed it up to the dirt pile and tethered and locked it to one of the roof
support pillars. Not the best, but Jeff is going to use the trailer again tomorrow
morning. Thanks to Lisa for her help.

150
Darald Bothun
02-06-2013
09:38 AM ET (US)

I packed Quarry Hill last night (2/5/13). I skipped the Steep Loop. I was unsure of the
conditions at night with the ice that may have been under the snow. I did not set a
classic track. Setter was not functioning. Six people were out skiing at the same time.
We do have the elementary ski club (RNSC) Wednesday, but we will just use the
packed path.



149
Laura Zumbrunnen
02-05-2013
08:19 PM ET (US)

Hi, I'm up next at Essex and have been following the reports. From Andy on 2/3 wrt
Essex "Whoever grooms next should be an experienced groomer." I'm inexperienced
and admittedly especially scared of grooming hills if it's icy. Is there anyone willing
to swap with me? Or, should i no longer be chicken and just do it? Laura

148
Christopher Flood
02-05-2013
10:12 AM ET (US)

Non-grooming report:

I skied at QH this morning--classic and mostly just double poling. However, just to
test things out, I skated at a few spots to see how well the base would hold up. Good
news! The base has developed some real backbone. It is clear that the ice layer is
rutted and lumpy, but the previously packed snow was well adhered to the ice. I
couldn't get it to break away no matter how hard I pushed off. 

The new snow that fell is surprisingly wet and should set up even better than what we
have already packed down. With today's warmth and tonight's cold, things should be
great by tomorrow. It is probably still a bit thin to set decent tracks, but it's worth a
try. 
I'm holding off posting anything public until tomorrow in hopes that the snow will set
up over the next 24 hours. 

Have fun out there everyone!

Chris

________________________________
 From: QT - Eric Reeve <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com>
To: QT topic subscribers <qtopic-subs@quicktopic.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 4, 2013 10:11 PM
Subject: RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming
 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

147
Eric Reeve
02-04-2013
11:11 PM ET (US)

I just finished packing Quarry Hill. I used the roller with comb down the whole way.
Snow depth seems really quite good. Some of the open fields were thin. Very few
spots did I notice ice.

146
Jeff
02-04-2013
06:47 PM ET (US)

I packed Eastwood today with the roller and comb in hope of more snow. It rolled out
well but like Heintz Field it is still very thin. At this point I do not believe it would
hold up for the Invite.
Edited 02-04-2013 07:40 PM

145
Dave Greymont
02-04-2013
01:43 PM ET (US)

I packed Chester Lake and the Heintz fields again this morning. I think Chester Lake
got about 1-1/2 inches of new snow last night. Rob Welch and his wife were skiing on
the lake and he said he wasn't breaking through to the ice. Rob's Garmin measured the
loop at 2.4 K. It looked really good after this mornings packing. Heintz field looked
much better today too but I suspect it's still too thin to hold up to very much skate
skiing.

144
Dave Greymont
02-03-2013
06:21 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I just rolled and combed a loop around Chester Woods Lake. We sort of
followed the contour of the lake without going into any of the bays. The snow was
thin in some places and better in others. Hopefully after packing it will adhere to the
ice by tomorrow's RNST practice. As might be expected even with a whole lake to
walk on there was a woman who had to walk right up the center of our groomed trail.
I'm done for today, someone else will need to put up the trail closed signs at QH.

143
Bruce Walk
02-03-2013
05:59 PM ET (US)

Sounds like we should get the yellow 'Trail Closed' signs at least up on the sign
boards and post on the facebook page that the trails are closed due to dangerous icy
conditions. We should be really quick about this from a liability perspective as it may
be argued that a groomed trail is a 'sign' of a safe trail. Can someone get those closed
signs up at both parks tonight ASAP?



142
Andy
02-03-2013
05:31 PM ET (US)

I just got back from "rolling" Essex. We have 2 inches of fluffy snow over a sheet of
ice. There are areas where all four tracks on the ATV spun. Turning was dicey at best.
It would have been impossible with the snowmobile and tough enough with the ATV.
You need to keep a steady pressure on the trottle. Letting up is like hitting the brakes
and you are out of control or over an embankment. Whoever grooms next should be
an experienced groomer. Here is where I groomed with one pass with the roller with
the comb up. The south side and island loop. The northwest side of the island is all
ice. Go slow and steady. I rolled part of the woods down to the garden. The straight a
way on the south side of the garden is totally icy. I just barely made it up the hill
going back. (I was stressing out over that one!) The 55 St. side is partially rolled.
When I looked at the up hill it was all ice with no snow sticking to it. So I called it
quits. Frankly I think we should close the trails until further notice. They are just not
skiable and too dangerous. If we get more snow it may be best to let is sit a day to
bind with the underlying ice. We should do the same for QH. Looks like Dave had a
similar experience. I will be out of town Tuesday and Wednesday but will stop by to
look at Essex tomorrow to see if conditions are better for grooming.

141
Dave Greymont
02-03-2013
02:12 PM ET (US)

Best intentions, but....I thought if Henry made it around a loop at QH I could too.
WRONG! I got no further than about 3/4 the way up the hill from the storage sheds
and lost traction. Treads just spun on the ice. Maybe it was because I had the comb
down it caused just enough drag to cause the slippage. Anyway, had to unhook the
roller and then the ATV was able to climb the hill. One bad experience was enough
and since we only got about 1/2 inch of snow last night and I wasn't really
accomplishing anything I turned at ATV around and headed back to the parking lot. I
loaded the ATV and roller on the trailer and rolled and combed a loop around Heintz
fields. However, the snow is way too thin to ski on. Hopefully if we get some more
snow this packing will pay dividends. Jeff and I have permission to groom Chester
Woods Lake and we're heading out there later this afternoon. Then one of us will
groom it again tomorrow morning so I'm keeping the QH equipment at my house
overnight rather than putting it away and getting it out again.

140
Andy
02-02-2013
07:26 PM ET (US)

I checked out Essex on my way back from work. I agree with Joe. We need another 1-
2 inches to pack down the fluffy snow. I slipped but did not fall. Sounds like we'll get
more snow Sunday and Monday.

139
Henry Walker
02-02-2013
06:22 PM ET (US)

I groomed a test loop in QH to see how it would go and if the snow will stick to the
ice better. This is the Cherry loop up the hill and back around toward the field. First
off the ATV handled the ice without a problem, very nice, a snowmobile would have
been completely useless. As long as you kept steady speed the tracks didn't spin out
either. I pulled the roller with comb up first and then went over it again with comb
down, it packed nicely other than a thin spot here and there where the ice and snow
weren't attached and the comb pulled it but these were short. The other serious
problem was one skate skier who would ski around behind me and push the snow off
the trail - I can't figure some people out. I'll check the snow sunday after I get back
from COL to see how it held up.

138
Joe Gyura
02-02-2013
01:25 PM ET (US)

Went out to Essex. To assess conditions, I first walked to the archery field - fell three
time from slipping on ice. Then walked around the shelter and towards the 55th street
field. Same situation. A very thin coating of snow on top of ice in most areas. I
decided not use the ATV to try packing the snow. Felt I would have caused more
harm than good. The nibs on the track are about as deep, if not deeper than the snow,
so there would be minimal packing.

As test, I started the ATV without a problem. It appears to be free of ice. Two of the
three large gas cans are full. The third has about 1/4. I checked the roller. It is not
frozen in ice. Actually, one side is sitting on a 2x4. 

Dave, I believe rolling the Heintz fields is our best option. Let me know if you need
any help.

137
Dave Greymont

I just checked the weather forecast and there are no significant winds in the next
couple of days. We're supposed to get a little more snow tonight and I plan on rolling



02-02-2013
11:36 AM ET (US)

and combing the Heintz fields tomorrow (Sunday) so the team has a place to ski
Monday night.

136
Joe Gyura
02-02-2013
09:20 AM ET (US)

I will head out to Esses this morning following Henry's suggestion to first drive to see
if the snow sticks. If it does, then try rolling..

135
Henry Walker
02-02-2013
08:45 AM ET (US)

QH still has a solid ice base but the previous dusting of snow is starting to stick,
especially where people have been walking on it. Other areas are smooth and snow
isn't stuck down but it appears that some pressure will help the adhering process.
There exists enough snow to at least pack, it may become a great trail mid week when
things warm a little. If we leave it alone and get a wind there will be bare spots. It
would be worth trying the ATV alone or ATV plus roller if the first test proves
beneficial. If the ATV slides around and shaves snow off then we are better off
leaving it to stick by itself.

134
Andy
02-02-2013
07:16 AM ET (US)

Well we have snow! But not a lot. 3 inches at my house and fluffy. Worth packing? I
have to work all day and will not be able to get out until 5:00PM by the earliest. Call
me if you thing I should pack tonight.

133
Bruce Walk
01-29-2013
02:54 PM ET (US)

Similar for Essex - Ran the equipment (ATV, V800, and mower) and blocked up the
grooming implements so they don't freeze solid. Also flooded the quonset lock with
lubricant.

132
Dave Greymont
01-29-2013
11:48 AM ET (US)

Per Bruce's suggestion I checked the equipment at QH this morning. The ginzu was
sitting somewhat in a puddle and already frozen-in. I carefully broke it loose and
moved it and the roller to higher ground immediately next to the back of the shed.
There's a slope to the ground and I had some difficulty unhitching the ginzu (I think
because of the angle) but hopefully the ring on the tongue of the ginzu will drop right
on to the hook of the ATV hitch. I did move both actuators fully up and down to make
sure they weren't stuck and I lubed the door and gate locks. There is ice beneath the
shed door but so far the door isn't frozen. It may be okay if we don't get any more
freezing rain. Someone with a stronger back than I could chip away at the ice if
needed.

131
Bruce Walk
01-18-2013
03:56 PM ET (US)

The Ginzu is back at Essex, all repairs complete, and reassembled. Many thanks to
Dave for coordinating the effort and handling the transportation. It takes a lot of time!
Now we just need the snow to cooperate...

130
Bruce Walk
01-12-2013
03:39 PM ET (US)

The Essex trails are very similar. Complete glare ice about an inch thick in the shady
places. Let's hope for a wet snow here soon. I removed the trail closed signs although
I sure wouldn't try to walk on them!
The Essex drags have been moved over in front of the caretaker's house and the Ginzu
has been taken to a welding shop for repair. It may be a number of days before we get
it back.
Edited 01-12-2013 03:40 PM

129
Henry Walker
01-12-2013
01:27 PM ET (US)

I picked up the trail closed signs this morning at QH and looked the trail over. The
East side trail base is still completely intact! The only problem being it is polished,
glare ice. There is no way to pull any equipment across it, especially with scarifier
attached. Our only hope is to get a great deal of snow all at once or allow enough
warming and refreezing of lighter snow to give it a chance to stick. I wouldn't last five
seconds on that trail with skis on right now, less with boots on. All we can do is wait.

128
Bruce Walk
01-11-2013
04:15 PM ET (US)

FYI - the Essex ATV has the battery re-installed. It's starting fine now.

127
Bruce Walk
01-10-2013
05:35 PM ET (US)

Essex Grooming Equipment Parking: P&R is dumping dirt in the area where we're
storing the grooming equipment. Once we get more snow, I think we need to move it
to the west (closer to the caretaker's house. I suggest we move it to the lower level to
the west of the gravel path that goes over the creek. That way we won't be dragging



our comb over gravel in the future. We may need help with the metal drags since they
should be lifted over the gravel area. Again, lets do this after the next snowfall.

126
Bruce Walk
01-10-2013
05:12 PM ET (US)

Essex Equipment Problems:
I stopped by to close the trails with signs. I found the following:
1) ATV Battery dead. The rear work light was left on and drained the battery to zero. I
have the battery at home and am charging it. 
2) The Ginzu has cracked welds on the pan (rear) on both sides. It must not be used
until repaired.

125 Deleted by topic administrator 01-06-2013 03:23 PM

124
Brennan Kelly
01-06-2013
01:10 PM ET (US)

I just finished grooming at Essex. For what little snow there is the conditions are
fairly decent albeit thin. What seemed to work best is to lower the knives of the Ginzu
to about an inch or so above the snow while standing still. then the forward
momentum of the sled would dig into the snow at just about the right height. The ski
traffic tends to put something of a dish into the middle of the trail where it is most
packed. Lowering or raising the knives to where they will just cut the center of the
trail really gives some decent results. 

As before, the northern most part of the garden loop is cruddy and I didn't even try to
run over that part. The snow is just not deep enough to track set so I only groomed for
skate... hope for snow

123
Joey Keillor
01-05-2013
08:40 PM ET (US)

Groomed Q-hill tonight (Sat, Jan 5). I was able to do a decent scratching of the
surface in most places so it should be good early tracks. It helped to have skied a lot
of K there so that I knew where all of the thin spots were and was able to keep the
knives totally up in those regions. Thanks for the tips, Chris (except I did it in the
dark)!

122
Bruce Walk
01-02-2013
06:07 PM ET (US)

Based on Chris' description below of the knives digging in, I checked the Essex Ginzu
hitch height. The Ginzu itself should be level or very slightly higher at the hitch end
than the rear of the horizontal side members - the spec is zero to 20-25mm higher
with the driver on the tow vehicle. The current hitch setting has the front slightly
lower. To correct this, the eye on the Ginzu hitch should be lowered so it is in the
next-to-the-bottom set of holes. It was previously in the third from the bottom set. I
adjusted the Essex Ginzu. The QH Ginzu should be adjusted as well. It only requires
a 3/4" wrench to loosen the nuts of the two carriage bolts and move the bar/eye down
one set of holes, then tighten... simple.

Chris, I think you've earned an extra 'groomer stripe'. Your method and care is about
the only way to loosen a very thin layer of snow on a thin base. It can be done - it just
takes patience and time. Thanks!

121
Dave Greymont
01-01-2013
08:04 PM ET (US)

Good comments Chris. It takes a delicate touch to get the knives set just right.

120
Chris Flood
01-01-2013
07:58 PM ET (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill this afternoon. I skied in the middle of the day, and it was
getting pretty hard packed and a little rutted and lumpy. Because I had the luxury of
daylight, I played around with the knives. Here's what I found: if you lower the knives
to the point that they are just kissing the high spots, you can soften things up a bit and
smooth out the lumps. To get the knives to just touch the high spots, I lowered them
while driving until they just touched the snow. They go too far though, so you have to
back them off an inch to get them to just barely touch. In that position, I didn't hit the
ground or pull up any dirt.

I would NOT recommend using the knives at all on the trails over asphalt. And I was
careful to go slow and raise the knives for hills or dirty/thin spots. I would not
recommend doing this at night either.

Anyway, I think it helped and didn't wreck the Ginzu or the trails. 

Oh, and Henry fixed the left rear-view mirror when I was done.



CF
119
Mark Foley
12-31-2012
02:43 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed today around noon for my training; things went well. We
did a lot of the trails with two passes but some only a single pass. The trails are
generally in good condition, the woods trail coming out from the Nature Center is
pretty hard packed and there are some bare spots over on the steep loop.

118
Laura Zumbrunnen
12-30-2012
10:59 AM ET (US)

Oops, I thought I was last, but it looks like I missed doing a grooming at Essex.
Sorry! Will need some guidance on what to do when. 

I will check and fill gas cans today. Laura

117
John R.
12-30-2012
02:01 AM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed this evening. I was wondering why my feet were cold when
I finished but I see that the temperature dropped from 15 to 3 by the time I finished.
All of the trails groomed up nicely though there are a number of thin spots. I used the
ginzu along with judicious use of the knives - though this required constant
monitoring of the trail conditions, continual adjustment of the knife depth, and slower
grooming speeds (maybe that's why it took me 3 hours). The bike paths groomed up
surprisingly well so if you're out before too many walkers have hit the trails, the
skiing should be nice everywhere. There are a number of thin spots which can usually
be bypassed. The northeast curving downhill is pretty scraped up due to snowplow
action and thin snow depth.

I set a track on the entire system though at times I ended up lifting the setter due to
low snow depth. The track conditions varies from good to poor. It will at least guide
people on where to classic ski. 

Tonight's cold weather should help firm up the groomed trail. 

Equipment Status: The left mirror fell off the handle bar. I placed the mirror on top of
the shelving unit.

The battery operated pump is a joy to use, and I don't smell like gasoline when I'm
done.

Thank you Bruce for fixing the actuator.

116
Jeff
12-29-2012
03:26 PM ET (US)

With Bruce's help,we loaded the ATV and roller on the trailer and rolled Eastwood.
Bruce showed me the trail that Dave Brudwick had previously groomed so we stuck
to that. Did 3 passes on Eastwood and went to the Soccer fields and did a couple
passes there. The fields were very thin on the north side - due to earlier winds, but
seemed to be OK on the south side. Returned the roller and ATV to Quarry Hill. I
noticed that the straps were still in the car when I got home - will return them to QH.
Jeff

115
Andy
12-29-2012
12:18 PM ET (US)

I skiied Essex this morning. It was terrrific! Thanks for the late night grooming
Bruce! The trails probably should be refreshed either this evening or early tomorrow
morning. Just going over with the Ginzu with no knives. The snow is still thin along
55th St and in the garden. We may want to be cautious in these areas.

114
Bruce Walk
12-29-2012
09:12 AM ET (US)

A word on late night grooming: the Rochester Police are apparently now checking the
parks more closely. I noticed flashing lights around 11:00 PM around the quonset
when out on the south prairie at Essex. I drove back and fortunately, the police were
just looking for the owner of my car (me) to tell me that the parks were closed. They
saw the ATV/groomer and understood however its probably best to always try to have
grooming wrapped up by 11:00 PM. The ATVs are noisier than the snowmobiles (at
least the V800) so that's another good reason to be finished.

113
Dave Greymont
12-29-2012
06:31 AM ET (US)

I received a telephone message from Darald that he rolled the Q.H. trails with the
comb down. He finished about 7:30 last evening. This was one of his first experiences
grooming and everything went well. (Darald, please add any other details about trail
conditions.)

112 Packed and combed Essex again late this evening. I rolled everything down the



Bruce Walk
12-29-2012
02:13 AM ET (US)

middle with the comb down, then went over it with the Ginzu. The snow cooperated -
no signs of plowing or peeling up from the ground. The base is still thin but it's
looking better. There were signs of sledding on a couple of the 55th st. hills and
around the pavillion. I'll see if we have another sign for the 55th St. area. Please feel
free to politely invite any sledders you see to go to Schmidt Park to sled - it's not
allowed on the ski trails.

111
Brennan Kelly
12-28-2012
12:51 PM ET (US)

I just finished packing Essex Park. the snow is quite thin and very soft but there is
good coverage. the most northern bit of the garden area has pebbles showing where
the tarmac is. I put in a bypass but rock ski's are the rule of the day. Please get out
there and ski it in.

110
Bruce Walk
12-27-2012
12:38 PM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill Ginzu is back together. Both actuators are working fine now. Please
adopt the following procedure: when parking it, bring the track setter up all the way,
then lower it an inch. Also drop the knives an inch. When hitching up, raise the track
setter to the full upright position and also raise the knives all the way until. As soon as
you hear the 'click' of the clutch, release the switch.

I may look into covers for the actuators during thaws and rain. That should keep a lot
of the water out. I have some plastic dog food bags that might be just the right size...

109
Bruce Walk
12-27-2012
12:35 PM ET (US)

The chain link fence drag is in the quonset at Essex in the black sled. I tried it around
the pavillion - it didn't do much and pulled at an angle. Maybe with some heavy
rubber mat on top, it might do more. If anyone wants to experiment at QH, feel free...
just let us know you have it.

108
Bruce Walk
12-26-2012
07:53 PM ET (US)

We don't have anything right now but we do have a piece of fence we use for
dragging seed beds. I'll see if I can find it. Matt, I'd like to see what you have in terms
of rubber and ribbed floor mat. I assume they're at the shop? Can you email a time
when you're there and I'll come down and see what we can come up with. 

On a different topic - the Essex ATV is going in for service Thursday. Please do not
use it for any reason Thursday as we need it to be in the quonset for pickup and
transport to the dealer.

107
Matt Hawkins
12-26-2012
05:59 PM ET (US)

The drag harrow Chris found has a flexible mesh design. It looks like it would
conform to the trail well, not just hit the high spots a stiff drag would. Pretty simple to
make as well and easy to add on weight if needed. I have many rolls of heavy rubber,
ribbed floor mat available that could even be stacked and dragged either alone or on
top of a harrow.

< replied-to message removed by QT >

106
Chris Flood
12-26-2012
05:14 PM ET (US)

Matt, I was thinking the same thing. I know there is at least one drag around
somewhere, but would something light-weight like this work:
http://www.sportsmansguide.com/net/cb/dirt...arrow.aspx?a=681923 

Just something to rough it up enough to get an edge without really digging in. 

Nothing is going to be perfect, but if we are increasingly going to be working with
three inches of snow, it might be worth working on some form of a solution to keep it
skiable.

105
Matt Hawkins
12-26-2012
04:47 PM ET (US)

Guys, are there any light, "non invasive" drags we'd consider using strategically on
some of the better covered sections? I think a light scraping could do wonders for the
current hardpack. A drag would follow the contours better and avoid digging like the
ginzu knives. We could define which sections were candidates and give it a try.
Alternately, I noticed where Al drove at Quarry even the treads created some texture
by themselves. A couple of times around could provide at least a little bite. Thoughts?
-Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >
104
Bruce Walk

I have been able to dis-assemble the actuator. That's the first big challenge. The
problem is a combination of rust and freezing that finally seized. It will take some

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sportsmansguide.com%2Fnet%2Fcb%2Fdirtworks-4-ld-drag-harrow.aspx%3Fa%3D681923&x=327525934.4


12-26-2012
01:10 PM ET (US)

time to clean and put back together. 

Let me summarize what Dave was saying below - don't use the knives at either trail -
period :-). We need a minimum of another 1-2 inches of 'packed' base before the
knives will do more good than harm/damage.

103
Dave Greymont
12-26-2012
11:45 AM ET (US)

Yesterday, Al Schmidt pulled the Ginzu around the East trails a couple of times in an
attempt to improve the skiing. However without the knives operating it accomplished
only some breaking up of the surface. Bruce plans on taking the actuator off the
Ginzu and taking it home to repair it. There's snow in the forecast for Thursday PM
and Friday AM but only about an inch is expected. The base is so thin right now that
it's best not to use the knives. It would be difficult if not impossible to use the knives
without churning up dirt. (Also see note below about possible damage to the
equipment.) I tried using the roller with the comb down but that was a waste of effort.

102
Bruce Walk
12-26-2012
11:39 AM ET (US)

The Quarry Hill is out of service. Both actuators and wiring harness have been
removed for repair.

101
Bruce Walk
12-24-2012
08:17 AM ET (US)

We were not able to thaw the actuator. Please do NOT attempt to use it in the next few
days. We will be taking the actuator off the Ginzu and bringing it inside to warm,
thaw, and then repair (some bolts are missing and a piece broken). (This is for Quarry
Hill)

100
Bruce Walk
12-22-2012
07:41 PM ET (US)

It sounds like the actuator is frozen. I'll give Henry a call. Typically a very little heat
with a propane torch will free it up followed by a couple shots of grease and then
exercise the actuator the full throw, will take care of it. For all groomers. Hopefully
we can get it going in the next few days. There should be no need to use either
actuator in that timeframe as there is insufficient base to renovate or set a track. Even
using the Ginzu in these very thin conditions is questionable as frozen dirt, roots,
rocks or sticks can easily damage or rip off the comb under the pan.

99
Eric Reeve
12-22-2012
05:05 PM ET (US)

I got out bright and early to groom QH. Overall everything went well. I used the
Ginzu. One issue that I ran into was that the actuator that moves the knives up and
down was not working. All I got was a clicking sound. The classic track setter worked
perfectly so I ruled out the connection. All that I could think of was that the arm was
frozen or something. The whole trail system got combed and was in decent shape.
When I finished I ran up to Kwik trip and filled three gas cans. Please let me know if
anyone notices things I could have done differently. Happy skiing! Eric

98
Bruce Walk
12-21-2012
11:40 AM ET (US)

Essex is rolled/combed. Best bets for skiing are the east woods and woods trails west
of the pavillion. The 55th st. field is bare in spots and the south prairie has a
combination of good and bare spots. The gardens is also patchy asphalt. I did not
groom the gardens but did do everywhere else. Used the snowmobile this morning for
old times sake (plus its faster for me to roll with it and I wanted to give it some use to
flex all the 'joints' and keep it in good shape. No problems

97
Andy
12-20-2012
09:00 PM ET (US)

I skied the woods and southern side of Essex this evening. It was surpizingly good! I
took some advice from a skier that was leaving when I arrived and avoided the 55th
street side. One look and you will see it is blown over. Once the wind dies down and
the snow sets up Essex can be rolled and combed again.
We are not heading to Wisconsin for Christmas so I can be available to groom if
needed this weekend.

96
Dave Greymont
12-20-2012
06:58 PM ET (US)

Well, contrary to recommendations I rolled and combed Quarry Hill later this
afternoon and it went fine. I left a nice corduroy trail that skiers were already
mashing. Before I started I used the end of the broom handle to clear the frozen slush
from between the grooves of the roller. I never had any problem with the roller
sticking and pushing snow. I did see where Joey had problems and the roller left
bumps where it had plowed snow. I think I caught a little air with the ATV when I
went over the bumps (just kidding). The wind is blowing and I'm sure the two ball
fields will get blown over. Much of the rest of the trail is protected and should be
okay. Eric, if it works with your schedule, I'd hold off to groom until Friday or early
Saturday morning. I found it easier to clean most of the snow out of the tracks outside



the shed, then back the ATV in and finish cleaning the tracks. While I was at Q.H. I
lubricated the gate lock and the shed lock.

95
KEILLOR
12-20-2012
03:59 PM ET (US)

Based on the snow characteristics, I would concur with Bruce that it will be best to let
things firm up and freeze up before grooming again. The snow is just too mushy and
will just be extruded away with pressure. Cold temps tonight should do the
trick...making for an effective morning groom.

94
Bruce Walk
12-20-2012
02:01 PM ET (US)

I rolled Essex this morning. I experienced the same symptom that Joey did with the
roller plowing snow. I had to put the comb down in many areas to prevent it although
it even did it in a couple areas with the comb down. We may need to do a little
shoveling in a few of the scraped spots if the blowing snow doesn't fill things in.
At this point, I'm not sure of the next steps. I'm inclined to let the packing set up a
while. It might be best to wait until either late tonight or early tomorrow morning to
go over things and level it all out.

93
Dave Greymont
12-20-2012
10:52 AM ET (US)

Thanks Joey. Since I'm not going to groom the Heintz fields today I'll roll Quarry Hill
again mid-afternoon. Then Eric will groom with the Ginzu later tonight or tomorrow
morning. Quarry Hill should be in great shape after that.

92
Keillor
12-20-2012
10:45 AM ET (US)

Quarry hill was rolled this morning. Had some trouble with snow packing into the
roller, causing it to stop rolling and scrape off snow for a stretch. I think the greasy,
sticky snow was the issue. Because of that, there are a few "burn" spots that will
hopefully get snowed over and groomed out.

91
Bruce Walk
12-12-2012
07:33 PM ET (US)

Took care of the following at Essex today:
- Filled the gas cans (we buy regular unleaded)
- put a broom in the quonset to use to clean snow out of the tracks 
- replaced the lost pin on the roller comb hanger
- put a spare locking pin for the roller in the black box on the ATV (there are spare
pins, fuses, etc in the peanut butter jar)
- adjusted the steering limiters on the front tracks to the most extended position
- moved the mower into the storage area leaving more room for the ATV,
snowmobile, and sled
- put a cone by the West River Rd. bike path (a plow truck came really close to
plowing the trail).
- put the contruction barrel out by the RPU service road to let the plow truck know
not to plow the ski trail by the west bridge
- put the extended pintle hitch on the ATV (note: we should always use this when
grooming in winter, and the short one when mowing in the summer. The short one is
in the quonset on the shelf near the oil).

To use the gas pump that Dave mentioned, I've found the best method is to place the
gas can in the ATV foot well, remove the lid, put the pump in the gas can, position the
outlet hose over the ATV inlet (with the engine off but the key on). Push the pump
switch to ON and fill the ATV until the last LED bar goes to full. Stop immediately.
While holding the pump outlet over the ATV filler, lift the pump out of the gas can
being careful to let all the gas drain to either the can or the ATV. Clip the pump outlet
hose to the pump and hang it up. Put the caps back on the ATV and the gas can.
You're done and its a whole lot easier :-) ... no funnel required and once you get the
hang of it, no spills or over-flows.

90
Dave Greymont
12-12-2012
02:01 PM ET (US)

I rolled and combed the RCTC field this morning. It did a pretty good job of
smoothing out the surface but it certainly isn't virgin corduroy. Unfortunately the sun
is coming out and it's 36 degrees. I also purchased gas. BTW, at Q.H. there is a
battery operated fuel pump hanging on the wall next to the roll of paper towels. To
use it, remove the worthless annoying spout from the gas can, insert the black end of
the pump in the gas can and the transparent end in the ATV gas tank. Flip the switch
on the end of the fuel pump on, and watch with amazement. No more funnels, spills,
or trying to hold and pour a heavy gas can. TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT. There's also a
battery operated fuel pump at Essex.

89
Bruce Walk

I refreshed Essex this morning with a quick comb with the Ginzu - snow sweeps all
the way out. Did the grass/woods trails only, 1 pass on some, 2 on most. It helped in



12-12-2012
09:14 AM ET (US)

that I generated another list of 5 items to go back and adjust/fix. Will take care of that
this morning - nothing major. I will also put a cone out by West River Rd - Someone
tried to plow the bike path and stopped just in the nick of time.

88
Chris Flood
12-12-2012
08:00 AM ET (US)

Oh, and that was at Quarry Hill.

87
Chris Flood
12-12-2012
07:59 AM ET (US)

I rolled the asphalt trails with the comb down. They have about an inch of snow over
another inch of ice. It's skiable but in poor shape.

Then I used the Ginzu without dropping the knives to pack and the trails over grass. It
seemed to level things a tiny bit. There just isn't much snow to work with.

The gas supply is running low. We have one large can left. I finished late and didn't
grab any more.

86
Bruce Walk
12-11-2012
07:38 PM ET (US)

I packed the RCTC practice fields this morning. Took the QH ATV and roller over.
Everything worked well. 

Here's an early season grooming tip for everyone - for the first few snowfalls or
whenever the base is thin, only pack a 10' wide trail with the roller. After it gets skied
on for a day or two, you can then go back with the Ginzu with the snow sweeps out
and pull in 1-2 feet of extra snow from the sides. You have to work at not going too
wide with the roller - its easy to get a 14' wide trail with two passes :-).

85
Dave Greymont
12-11-2012
06:44 AM ET (US)

I replied to Chris in a separate email.
Dave

84 Deleted by topic administrator 12-11-2012 08:36 AM

83
Henry Walker
10-28-2012
03:02 PM ET (US)

10-28-12 Used the new Acrease Mower to trim back the trail edge at QH and mow
the Payne field loop. It works very well and I find it quite easy to use. I also put in
several hours with the new Gravely brush mower knocking back encroaching brush
but wasn't able to finish the job, more to do than I thought. The Raspberry bushes
make for slow going but the mower is very effective. It will take up to 1" buckthorn
but you have to hit it slowly for the big stuff. For smaller bushes it walks right
through. A tractor with PTO brush hog is far and away more efficient at getting the
job done but if enough people are willing to work at it, this unit works fine. By
knocking back the brush we will have more access to side snow and of course it will
be easier on the wings of the groomer. I used up all but on large tank of gas - thanks
for picking it up Dave.

82
Dave Greymont
09-12-2012
12:42 PM ET (US)

I had to make a stop at Q.H. this morning and while I was there I filled the mower
with gas. My best estimate is that there is about 2-1/2 gallons remaining in the cans in
the cabinet. (Nice cabinet Henry)

81
Darald Bothun
09-03-2012
12:44 PM ET (US)

9/3/12 I mowed QH this morning. Tried to blow the leaves off as much as possible.
The front left roller (Henry just put it on is wobbly. The bolt is tight, but there is play.
It seems that left front corner sits a little lower than the others. The tank is empty
because I could not locate the key for the new cabinet. I assume there is gas in the
cabinet. Henry says the key is there, but my wife will tell you she thinks I'm partially
blind. The ground is dry, but much of the trail looks nice. Darald

80
B. Walk
08-01-2012
12:36 PM ET (US)

The mower tire was flat when I was there last Friday. I pulled it, had it repaired, and
re-installed it today. I also covered the ATV with a tarp. There are bats roosting in the
Essex Quonset and the guano deposits were getting to be a bit much.

79
John R.
07-04-2012
07:41 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill was mowed this morning. The mowing cleaned up the high grass on the
trail sides. The grass in the center of the trail varied from short to 4 - 5 inches tall. The
bushes alongside the trail are in full growth and doing a good job of encroaching onto
the trail in spots. I did some pruning of low branches hanging over the trail. 



Early during the mowing, I noticed the blades weren't rotating when activated. This
was shortly after some forward/reverse maneuvering. I eventually figured out that the
blade drive belt had popped off the main drive pulley. It was easy to pop back on after
releasing the pulley tension rod on the mower deck. I'm not sure why it popped off,
but it worked fine over the next 2 and a half hours. So if the blades ever stop working
for you, check the belt above the mower deck. 

I managed to run out of gas as I was finishing up and heading back to the shed.
Luckily it was only about a 1/4 mile away. I ended up doing four passes on most of
the trails so I probably pushed the limit of the gas capacity. The gas tank is full. One
five gallon tank is half full and one smaller one is half full. Dave G. mentioned that he
will take care of refilling the tanks.

78
B. Walk
06-28-2012
12:55 PM ET (US)

Essex is mowed. Grass was pretty high - required two passes in spots. The equipment
worked well - no problems. There are two trees to clear - an elm on the woods trail
east of where people often try to build a fire, and a dead oak trunk on the woods trail
directly east of the creek. That ones 12 - 16" so will take a little time. There are a few
other fallen tops that can be trimmed but nothing blocking the trail. Lots of trees
down in the woods from the high winds of the last couple weeks but fortunately, they
didn't land on the trails.

77
Darald Bothun
06-20-2012
02:10 PM ET (US)

6/20/12 Q- Hill - I mowed this morning. Yes, even on the mower there were many
sticks I had to jump off and throw. On the first pass the tree was down. When I came
back from the opposite side a part of it was trimm off. The branches laid on the
ground from the cutter. I picked up those few and then was able to duck under. the gas
tank is full and one five gallon is half full, the other is empty. There are two smaller
that seem fairly full. Darald

76
H. Walker
06-15-2012
12:09 PM ET (US)

I cruised the trails this morning to assess damage from the storm. Other than throwing
hundreds of sticks off the trail we came out really well. Just one smallish tree to cut
off. I'll get it tonight or the weekend. Lots of branches hanging down so I may whack
a few of those along the way - nothing significant.

I mowed a section of trail before Joey to see how the mower was doing. Blades seem
sharp yet and its running well, oil was good.

75
Dave Greymont
06-13-2012
02:55 PM ET (US)

I fertilized the trails at Q.H. this morning and returned the spreader to Essex. I applied
4 bags of fertilizer and there are still 2 bags remaining in the shed at Q.H. Maybe I
should have put down a little more fertilizer but all you can do is "eye-ball" it and
guess at the amount that is being applied. BTW, two thumbs up for Joey's mowing
job. Thanks again, Dave

74
Keillor
06-11-2012
10:30 PM ET (US)

Q-hill has been mowed. Gas can is empty (mower is full).

73
Al Schmidt
05-25-2012
08:03 PM ET (US)

I mowed QH this afternoon. There is tree down across the trail North of the Nature
Center that needs cutting and removal.

72
Dave Greymont
05-09-2012
05:44 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill is also mowed. There was some really heavy clover to mow through on
the meadow trail. I don’t know if it’s just me, but I have the hardest time reading the
oil level on the dip stick. I added the remainder of the oil from the quart bottle in the
shed and will buy another quart to have some in reserve.

71
Bruce Walk
05-09-2012
03:34 PM ET (US)

I mowed Essex. The mower (battery especially) worked fine.
Next time - need to grease it and check air pressure in the mower/ATV
Also replaced the fuse in the mower. Lesson learned: if you have to unhitch the
mower to turn around, completely power down the mower before disconnecting the
aux clutch cable. I didn't, it shorted against the damp grass/ground and the fuse blew.
There is now a box of them in the front stg box.
We have two trees to clean up - a modest elm on the trail from H&$$ toward the west



end, and a bigger mess on the cut-through from the east woods trail to the prairie. I
will probably get to it next week and may organize a little help for that one.

70
Dave Greymont
03-19-2012
03:24 PM ET (US)

Odds and Ends
I removed the remaining lights from the grassy areas at Eastwood and put them in
storage at Quarry Hill. The trail lights still need to be removed but that can wait for
another day. While at Q.H., I pulled up the lath and used the ATV to pull the roller in
to the shed. I noticed there were some miles on the ATV and the gas tank was only ¼
full. I left it that way and we can always add gas when we change-out the tracks for
the tires.

69
Bruce Walk
03-12-2012
12:25 AM ET (US)

Andy and I put the Essex grooming equipment away today. It's still a bit muddy
behind the quonset so we'll wait a while until it dries up to swap the snowmobile and
ATV for mowing.

68
Dave Greymont
03-09-2012
02:46 PM ET (US)

I heard Ron Bastian on the radio this morning talking about opening the golf courses
next week. This morning I removed the lights from the fairways at Eastwood. It's
quite muddy around the storage shed at Q.H. so I have the lights and the remaining
flat outlet covers at my house. I don't think there's any urgency to remove the
remainder of the lights until the grass and trail dries out.

I pulled the otter sled around behind me collecting the lights. It doesn't slide quite as
easily on grass as I thought it would. Maybe I used the wrong glide wax. :) By the
time I had it full of lights I was wishing it had wheels. Other then that, it worked
really well.
Dave
Edited 03-09-2012 02:49 PM

67
Bruce Walk
03-06-2012
09:46 PM ET (US)

I think its time to shift gears for spring. We'll need to move all the grooming
equipment indoors, take down snow fence, pull up the lathe, summerize the winter
equipment and get the summer equipment ready to go. I'll let Henry assess the right
time to move the QH equipment inside. Essex will have to wait a few days at least.
The rear entrance to the quonset is solid wet ice and quite slippery. Similarly, fence
posts and lathes will pull out easier once the ground gets a little warmer. We'll send
out emails to the whole crew over the next few weeks as we schedule this work.
Hopefully we can get it wrapped up in a couple concentrated sessions. Thanks!

66
Bruce Walk
02-17-2012
01:47 PM ET (US)

I stopped by Essex and started both the snowmobile and mower. No problems. It
looks like much of the east bike path and woods trails as well as the inner loop on the
55th st. field are skiable when the snow softens... you'd need to time it right - maybe a
couple hours or so after temps are above freezing. As Henry has noted - we still have
surprising snow cover in the shaded north facing trail segments.

65
Dave G.
02-04-2012
02:07 PM ET (US)

I took Bruce’s suggestion and checked the equipment at QH. Too late, there was
alreaady a thick layer of ice inside the ATV tracks. I found that if you stomped the
inner and outer edges of the tracks with your foot it went a long way in breaking the
ice free. However, I still needed to get down on my hands and knees and break away
the remaining ice around the idler wheels using a big screwdriver. Once all the ice
was broken-up I drove the ATV back and forth inside the shed to throw out the
remaining ice and then swept the tracks clean. It’s good to go now.
Next was the ginzu. I lowered the jack and tongue of the ginzu thereby raising the
back edge. Then I lifted each side (with the help of a floor jack) and slipped a 2x4
under the back corners of the ginzu. The comb is now off the ground and hanging
free. Then I put the roller on a couple of boards and blocked up the comb on that too.
If we get a big melt-down, the equipment may still sink into the snow but it's okay for
now.

64
Bruce W.
02-03-2012
05:13 PM ET (US)

Preventative Measures - I propped the Essex Ginzu and Roller up with a 2x4 block on
one end today while it was warm. This should keep the large surface area from
freezing to the ground once all this melting is over with and we have snow again (says
the eternal optimist!) I'd suggest something similar at QH as well as to move the ATV
and remove any puddles of melt water inside the track pods now while its liquid.

63 I groomed the Quarry Hill trails this morning. All of the trails were combed. I wasn't



johnr
01-29-2012
01:54 PM ET (US)

sure whether to set track or leave it alone. I ended up setting track on the bike paths
since there wasn't much of a track left. It turned out reasonable. On the east side trails,
I just reset track on the cherry grove loop.

62
John Harford
01-28-2012
01:57 PM ET (US)

I groomed all the trails at QH between 10 and 12 today. Quite a few skiers were out
between 10 and 11. I used the knives on most of the trails to break up the hard
surfaces. Most of the trails had enough of a base to use the knives. But the short loop
just west of the shed is bare on the steep slope on the east side. Grass is showing
through on the classic tracks in a number of spots but still seems skiable but maybe
icy. Ditto on the thumb warmer - it is loose but did work. The ATV did not overheat
and seems to keep the knives in the snow even at higher speeds. Two of the gas cans
are empty, one small one large.

61
Bruce Walk
01-28-2012
08:40 AM ET (US)

One more comment on renovating with the thin base. Whenever the snowmobile
suspension flexes, that changes the height of the ginzu front and the knives dig in
more or less. That's one reason I went very, very slow - the rear suspension didn't
come into play and flex up and down. The other was to not run into anything because
I wasn't watching where I was going 50% of the time (at least). The ATV suspension
is different but I don't know by how much. If it is pretty stiff, then it may be a little
more agreeable to renovating lightly in these conditions. Probably worth an
experiment. The other thing that came to mind for next year is a short attachment that
keeps the Ginzu hitch at a fixed height, runs on skis, and then has a very short tow bar
to the vehicle hitch that can pivot up/down. There is a thread on Koz's Snowgrooming
links called the 'ski dolly' that is a version of this. But the bottom line is that for these
conditions, we need very consistent depth control with the renovation knives.

60
Bruce Walk
01-28-2012
12:55 AM ET (US)

I lightly renovated Essex tonight. It wasn't useable as it was so I decided to put it back
in skiable shape for the weekend or at least a day. Next week looks like it warms up
again so it may not last long. I went very slowly (5 MPH) standing sideways and
watching the knives most of the time to keep them just lightly renovating. It took
awhile. Much of it came out OK but the following areas were too thin (grass sticking
through, etc.)
- outside garden trail
- outside 55th st. field trail - you can make a loop on the inner trail and come back
along the woods instead.
- northern most prairie trail by the access road
- trail above the old sledding hill
- west hill (too icy)
I know I missed and brought up some grass in a few areas as well.
Many thanks to Laura for filling in the west bridge and the approaches with snow. It
made a huge difference and kept the bike path loop intact. We were down to a narrow
bit of ice about an inch thick.

59
Dave G.
01-27-2012
09:16 PM ET (US)

The ATV, roller, and otter sled have been returned to QH. They did a great job of
getting Eastwood ready for the Rochester Invite. The only small problem is that the
grip and thumb warmer gizmo is loose on its bracket. The nut has come off the bolt
that holds it to the bracket.

58
Bruce W.
01-27-2012
08:25 AM ET (US)

I've temporarily closed the Essex trails until snow arrives later today. Many areas are
packed to gray ice and we can't renovate with such a thin base. Since many people
may not expect that, I closed them for safety's sake.

Help needed - the west bridge can use 5-8 sleds of snow dumped on it. I put 2 onto it
this morning but more is needed. If anyone has time today, it would be a big help. Just
shovel nice clean snow into the otter sled, take it to the bridge, dump and spread it
out. When finished, run the snowmobile over it to pack.

I also shoveled snow onto the 55th st. trail in the top corner.
57
jeffr
01-25-2012
05:24 PM ET (US)

Dave, Lisa, and I picked up the the ATV, roller, and Otter sled for Eastwood. Lisa and
I marked most of the trail with Balsam branches(a few more to put out). John was
also out and shoveled snow on a few thin spots. I made several passes with the roller.
Overall,the course looks really good. I do not think the temps were as high as



predicted, but it was windy - some blowing snow. 
Jeff

56
Dave G.
01-25-2012
04:31 PM ET (US)

The ATV is back at QH along with filled gas cans. The left mirror has come off and is
sitting on top of the cabinet in the shed. The left rubber grip was also out 2 to 3 inches
and I pushed it back on the metal handlebar. I think it must get soft when the grip
warmer is turned on and then slides on the handlebar. The roller is still at Eastwood.
We also need more ATV check sheets at QH.

55
Dave G.
01-25-2012
11:56 AM ET (US)

Jeff and Lisa have the ATV and roller at Eastwood to groom the trail for Friday's
Rochester Invite. I also grabbed the gas cans and will refill them before we return the
ATV to QH later today.

54
Bruce Walk
01-25-2012
08:52 AM ET (US)

Essex - Leveled the drifts, packed and combed the 55th St. fields. The prairie grass
windbreak is really working well this year. Also did one pass around the trails with
the Ginzu. Things are thin in spots but overall, conditions are good.

53
Bruce Walk
01-24-2012
11:30 PM ET (US)

For those using the ATV - when the tracks are on, you are traveling at 60% of the
indicated speed. Thus, 8 MPH to groom is 13.33 MPH on the speedometer, 9 MPH is
15 MPH. Thatrange is about right for the Ginzu. You can go a little faster with the
roller unless it starts to bounce. A good rule of thumb for the roller is to keep the
speed under 20 MPH by the speedometer or 12 MPH.

52
Keillor
01-24-2012
11:17 PM ET (US)

Quarry Hill groomed with some track set on grassy areas. I don't know how to post on
the website, so if someone could do that, it would be great. Also, gas cans nearly
empty, but wasn't in the mood to fill them at 10pm. A couple of notes...Henry, you
may want to revisit the MPH recommendations, as 8mph is slower than walking. I
found that around 15mph seemed like a good speed that wasn't working the machine
too hard. Also, my snowpants were pretty soaked by the end from the drift combined
with the engine heat...would recommend pants that will repel water for warmth.

51
Brennan
01-23-2012
05:37 PM ET (US)

Essex is all done. The course is thin and soft (skied it myself afterward), it should be
nice after it sets up though. I thought for a while about rolling the 55 st field but with
the wind the way it is doing so would have been a waste of time. Too thin for Classic
tracks. Whatever you did to the Skandic over the summer must have worked because
turning that sucker was a comparative breeze.

50
Dave G.
01-23-2012
04:35 PM ET (US)

When I moved the ATV and roller back to QH I decided I might just as well groom as
long as I was there and the equipment was already out. I rolled and combed the whole
trail. There was still quite a bit of wind blowing and I suspect the trail on the two
fields will get blown over. The surface was still very soft when I finished. Maybe the
heavier Ginzu would pack it more firmly???? The equipment work perfectly.
A couple of items:
1. There’s about 3 gallons of gas remaining in the cans.
2. The left mirror on the ATV is loose. I’ve tightened before but it doesn’t stay tight.
3. I’ve had some difficulty closing the big shed door. Jeff and I found that there’s a
piece of pipe protruding just above ground level at the right side of the sliding door.
(It’s near the roller guide for the bottom of the door.) Anyway, I think it’s catching on
the bottom of the door when you try to slide the door closed. If you hold the bottom
of the door out and away from the piece of pipe the door slides closed much easier. 
Enough grooming for one day. Now it’s time for my nap.

49
jeffr
01-23-2012
03:20 PM ET (US)

Dave and I transported the ATV and roller to Eastwood this morning and I rolled the
course. It appears that we got about 3" - so it was good that we could get it rolled in.
The wind was picking up and it was difficult to see my tracks even on the second
pass. Dave rode with me and used his GPS - The total loop including the woods trail
was 5.7 KM. This snow may eliminate the need to shovel snow in thin areas. We will
be adding some evergreen branches to mark the trails so it will be easier to locate the
trail. A navigational device that will pick up the GPS coordinates would be great!

48
Bruce W.
01-23-2012
09:23 AM ET (US)

I rolled Essex this morning - no comb. I wanted to catch it before the wind really
kicked up and to let the culvert ridges fill with more blown snow. Coverage is now
getting to 'good'. The park had another 3" of snow last night and hopefully a bit more



coming. Everything worked well. More on what we should do for further grooming
later today.

47
jeffr
01-21-2012
04:58 PM ET (US)

Dave and I transported the ATV and roller to Eastwood this morning and I rolled the
course and also the woods trail. Since a few skiers were out, I decided to lower the
comb. The trails in the woods are a lot rougher than the golf course and they are are
narrow. We will need to ski it and decide if we want to use it for the race. The snow
on the golf course seemed to be well distributed. The wind was increasing, so I think
we got it at the right time. Let's hope the temps stay low for the remainder of the week
and we get more snow. I checked the oil after grooming and the level was good.
Jeff
Edited 01-21-2012 09:27 PM

46
Dave G.
01-21-2012
06:45 AM ET (US)

Eric, I’m surprised you got cold hands while operating the ATV. The couple of times
I’ve used it with the grips heat setting at the highest level (4 lights lit), I could have
cooked hot dogs. I noticed that if you first adjusted the grip settings, and then
followed with adjusting the thumb heat settings, for some reason the grip heat setting
got turned off. I ended up using just using the grip heat and not the thumb heat.
Dave

45
Eric R.
01-20-2012
11:41 PM ET (US)

Finished my inaugural grooming run tonight at Quarry Hill. All seemed to go well
thanks to Henry's help. Ther was plenty of snow all over the park and I used the ginzu
for the whole time. I had a couple of "turnaround" troubles so there are a couple of
spots where I went a bit off trail. I was trying to avoid making additional loops. I did
park the ginzu in its spot but was not sure where to put the two big blocks of wood. I
brushed off the ATV, filled th tank and locked the shed. Now I am just waiting for my
fingers to warm up again. 
I look forward to feedback. Eric

44
Eric
01-20-2012
07:10 PM ET (US)

I rolled/groomed Essex this afternoon. It went fairly well. There are still some area
where the skis ran thin, and you hear the skis touching the asphalt. It was light and
fluffy at the time I groomed, but it was setting up well with a bit of time. It should be
real nice by morning. Andy and I spoke and he plans to groom Sat evening/Sunday
morning. Equipment all worked perfect. If someone gets time please update the
RASC website, otherwise I'll figure it out later tonight.

Cheers, EC
Edited 01-20-2012 07:13 PM

43
Joe Gyura
01-19-2012
04:18 PM ET (US)

I can update the website. If anyone grooms that is unable to update the site, please
simply add a post requesting that someone update the site. Provide any relevant
information that should be included in the update. Dave also said that he can help
with updates.

Thanks!

Joe

On Thu, Jan 19, 2012 at 11:26 AM, QT - Chris Flood <
qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

42
Bruce Walk
01-19-2012
01:57 PM ET (US)

The consensus after the couple grooming meetings was for 1) the groomer to just
update the conditions if they have the time and inclination or, 2) if they're in a hurry,
when they post their update to the Quick-Topic BB, just mention that the trail
conditions needs to be updated and then someone else can get right on it. We have
several people who are around their computers and are happy to do it.
Here's the instructions on how to update the web-site - if you have a RASC ID, you
have the proper access:

To update the trail conditions, you login on the RASC web site (upper left corner)



under your ID. Then go to Trail Conditions (icon lower left), then click the edit button
(Edit/User - upper right). From there you just edit the text block of choice - e.g. for
QH, the text describing conditions and then the table with a summary, and you're all
done.

What's seems to be working well is to add your dated update and leave the last 2. If
there are already 3 there, then delete the oldest. Thanks!

41
Chris Flood
01-19-2012
12:26 PM ET (US)

I was thinking about this after my post to the QT board. Am I, as most recent
groomer, supposed to update the website? I'd be happy to do it, but I don't have the
required permissions (or any idea how to go about doing it).

Sorry if I totally missed this part of the training. I was probably distracted by all the
shinny machines.

40
Bruce Walk
01-19-2012
11:14 AM ET (US)

One observation - there have been no updates on the trail conditions page re: QH
grooming rolling/combing this week. Please remember to do this Friday and this
weekend with the new snow. Thanks!

39
Dave G.
01-18-2012
11:26 AM ET (US)

I found these instructions in my old saved documents. I'm not sure who developed
this route information but I kinda think it might have been Bruce. I've used this and I
think it minimizes the amount of overlapping. It didn't include the Park Woods trail or
the west ball fields trail but those probably don't need any explaination. Just do these
two trails following step #13 below. 
Hope this helps, Dave

1) exit the shed, do 1 lap around the field, 
2) go north through the pines, turn left at the intersection (now heading south)
3) go to the cherry grove trail, turn right - climb up the long gradual hill
4) at the top junction area, turn left, through the fence line and proceed straight along
the east most trail on the north loop, go down the steep section,
5) turn left at the 3 way intersection and go back to the top of the hill,
6) turn left again and do the second pass using the same down hill section of the north
loop.
7) come around back to the top, proceed south, and go down the east trail,
8) pass the shed intersection
9) take the cherry grove trail again and do the second pass.
10) at the junction, turn south and do the second pass on the east trail
11) go all the way down to the woods trail next, turn north, 
12) turn east to get the north loop turning right at the 3 way intersection and left at the
top - take the other down hill path this time (the short straight one). One pass should
do.
13) head back west toward the woods trails and finish the field trail and woods trail.
14) finish the field when you go back to the shed.

38
Bruce Walk
01-18-2012
10:07 AM ET (US)

Chris - rolling across the asphalt with the comb up is the right procedure - good
choice! I won't try to describe a route in words but maybe one of the QH groomers
can mark up about several copies of the trail map with their suggested route in
sequence.

We're hoping for accumulating snow Friday. If it looks like it will be breezy, we may
actually want to pack early in the snowfall with the rollers - comb up, then pack after
it stops. The culvert indentations will fill with blowing snow and we'll at least end up
with a base close to the depth of the indentations everywhere. Keep your fingers
crossed!

37
Chris F.
01-18-2012
12:20 AM ET (US)

I packed Quarry Hill tonight. I rolled and combed the woods, but I only rolled the
bike paths and ball fields. There were some exposed areas of asphalt, so I figured it
would be safe to roll slowly across them as long as the comb was raised. I hope that
was OK. 

I was incredibly inefficient. I'd love if someone told a good route to take to minimize



overlapping loops.

It is still pretty thin out there. The woods and the north loop once you pass the bare
spots by the nature center are probably fairly skiable, but the rest is pretty poor.
Hopefully this is really just establishing a base for later snow to stick to.

Oh, and there was no discernible trail on the west ball fields. I just made something
up from my recollection of the trail location. I think it's fairly close, but feel free to
groom the correct trail next time.

36
Dave G.
01-17-2012
02:56 PM ET (US)

The ATV and roller have been returned to Q.H. If anyone has the time it would
probably be good to roll and comb the new snow at Q.H.

35
Dave G.
01-14-2012
05:46 PM ET (US)

Jeff and I moved the ATV and roller over to Eastwood and Jeff packed a trail this
afternoon. We left the roller there and I have the ATV at my house. The plan is for me
to spiff up the trail again tomorrow afternoon in preparation for Monday’s ski team
practice. (I may have to do it while the Packers are beating the snot out of the Giants.)
Then I'll pack it again on Tuesday for ski team practice Tuesday night. We will likely
return the equipment to Q.H. on Wednesday. Jim Bennett was skiing at Eastwood and
he said the skiing was really not too bad.

34
Brennan
01-14-2012
05:31 PM ET (US)

Off topic here but I took my life in my hands and skied at Mayowood today. I can say
categorically that... I would wait a day or two. No slush anywhere and the snow is
adhering well. Still, just a little bit of trepidation when I heard the ice pop near the
shore.

BK

33
Dave G.
01-13-2012
04:11 PM ET (US)

I just finished rolling and combing the whole trail at Q.H. The ATV is GREAT! It
actually steers around corners and I didn’t come home smelling like an oil refinery.
When I was finished I parked the ATV outside the shed and used the broom to sweep
most of the snow out of the tracks. (Couldn’t remove all of it tho.) I covered the
whole trail twice and used about 1-1/2 gallons of gas. No mechanical problems at all.
As previously mentioned, the tracks throw up snow and I had about an inch of snow
on my pants when I was done.
Even though there were places with 3 to 4 inches of snow I think it was mostly air.
After packing it was still thin and where there was less snow there was a lot of grass
showing through. I tried just the roller first but that left ridges behind so I lowered the
comb to leave a smooth trail. Skiers had created a classic track and they’re probably
not real happy with me because I obliterated it

32
JGyura@gmail.com
01-12-2012
09:25 PM ET (US)

Bruce, thanks for checking and the update, as I, like most, was certainly wondering if
there was sufficient snow. I'm not surprised, as there was a good six inch drift across
my garage door and 1/3 out from there. The remainder of the driveway was basically
bare from the wind.

We are getting close!!!

Thanks!

Joe

On , QT - Bruce <qtopic-46-E2UeuayQ7Fyw@quicktopic.com> wrote:
< replied-to message removed by QT >

31
Bruce
01-12-2012
07:41 PM ET (US)

We will not be grooming Essex Park with this snowfall. There is a mere 2.5" of snow
and only the woods trail held snow with all the wind. The snow packs to a scant 1/2"
and skis hit rocks, sticks and asphalt in many places. I did ski both the east woods and
west north of the creek but there really isn't enough snow for more than the roughest
old rock skis. The area around the east bridge is also particularly bad for hitting bits
of the old asphalt road. We'll need at least a couple more inches, preferably more.

30 I wanted to get some more experience with the Q.H. ATV and drive it around the east



Dave Greymont
01-04-2012
05:41 PM ET (US)

trails and at the same time cut-off the any brambles hanging over the edge of the trail.
I’ve found it’s best (at least for myself) to go out all alone and learn how to operate
the equipment. Well, I couldn’t even get it out of the shed because the front tracks
wouldn’t turn. I searched for an emergency brake but couldn’t find one (there is no
emergency brake) and eventually I had to call Bruce for help. He figured it out right
away that the tracks were frozen. It never dawned on me because there wasn’t a speck
of snow or ice in the shed. 

The problem is that the inside of the tracks are concave. With the freezing and
thawing we’ve had, a puddle of water collected inside both front tracks and froze.
There was a solid block of ice around the idler wheels preventing the track from
turning. I ended up using a screwdriver to chip the ice out. After removing the ice, the
ATV worked fine.

I hope this ice problem doesn’t become a persistent issue. We’ll need to be careful to
clean snow out of the track when were finished grooming. That’s of course assuming
we’ll get some snow to groom.

I only drove a total of 2 miles but I cut a lot of brambles and I feel much more
comfortable driving the ATV up and down the Q.H. hills. I would recommend others
do the same while the weather is nice instead of having a learning experience in the
dark and cold.

29
Bruce Walk
12-06-2011
10:01 AM ET (US)

Repaired the rear light on the snowmobile, replaced the flashlight batteries.
Filled the 2 large gas cans. Still looking for a couple small ones that we can use in the
cold with gloves.
Edited 12-06-2011 02:07 PM

28
Bruce Walk
12-06-2011
08:41 AM ET (US)

Apparently P&R had to access the gardens yesterday - the garden loop now has truck
tracks. I wouldn't ski there now. I'm not going to contact them this round as I'm sure
they know we use it. Probably figured that it was early enough in the season that it
wasn't a big hardship.

27
Greg Rowley
12-06-2011
06:32 AM ET (US)

I combed the woods trails and the bike path out to Parkwood Hills and QH Monday
night. The bike paths are starting to show blacktop or really dark areas as so I didn't
go out to the other ball fields. The woods are still good for early season and their was
several people out skiing.
Henry has the gas cans so the tank is 3/4 full at the moment. I fixed the steering
limiter so you can the same sharpness both directions now. The Ginzu controls are
nice and convenient - big thanks to Henry and John for getting those all setup and
working!
You will notice with fluffy snow or when moving quickly you end up covered in
snow dust from the waist down so water proof pants are definately nice.

26
Bruce Walk
12-06-2011
12:03 AM ET (US)

Jeff Radke, Laura and I packed the new trail segments heading down toward the east
bridge as part of driver training. 
Also combed some of the field and woods trails with the roller with comb down. This
included going down the middle of some of the trails to avoid multiple passes with
the snowmobile skis.
Installed the light on a fiberglass post in the quonset behind the snowmobile. It is
turned on with the switch on the light. The extension cord runs on the ground for now.
Need to repair one of the rear lights that came unbolted. I should be able to take care
of that tomorrow (Tuesday).

25
Bruce Walk
12-04-2011
10:08 PM ET (US)

The smell from the Essex snowmobile was possibly from a couple of sources.
Primarily, it is from fiberglass tape wrapped around the exhaust to help minimize the
heat dissipation within the engine compartment. The heat should now exit the
exhaust. There could also have been a little residual oil smell from the oil change
although we've run it enough after the change that I suspect most of the odor was the
new tape.

24
Andy
12-04-2011

I skied Essex this after noon. The garden, southern prairre and 55th street should set
up well. I would recommend rock skis due to the minimal cover over the paved trails.
Secondly, we should discourage climbing the hills since they will chew up quickly. If



05:44 PM ET (US) we could get the ski team to shovel the thin areas and roll again tomorrow night or
Tuesday morning we could be in pretty good shape.

23
Joe Gyura
12-04-2011
01:23 PM ET (US)

Andy and I (well, actually Andy) rolled Essex. Like QH, the base is very thin and
some sections can be skied with rock skis.

We had no problems with the snowmobile. Although, for most of the two hours we
were out, it had a smell that could possibly be that of oil spilled on the engine. We
both believe the smell did diminish towards the end.

Filled the snowmobile with gas. Of the two cans, one is empty, the second less than
half. 

I updated the RASC ski trail conditions site for Essex.
Edited 12-05-2011 07:50 AM

22
Dave Greymont
12-04-2011
11:36 AM ET (US)

Henry, I changed plans and only put stakes on the Payne shed loop. Decided to wait
for snow and then use pine boughs to mark the other trails. So, we avoided the
problem of having the stakes stolen or broken.

21
Henry Walker
12-04-2011
11:08 AM ET (US)

I have the gas cans and will fill them today. The ATV is full right now. I worried
about fuel usage on the ATV as I burned almost 2/3 of a tank but then I realized the
tank isn't much over three gallons.

Dave, as expected all of your stakes have been stolen except for the Payne shed loop.
To be expected unfortunately. Pine boughs seem to be less of an enticement and when
the snow is deeper fewer folks are willing to steel them. Maybe we should replace
them later on?

20
Henry Walker
12-04-2011
11:04 AM ET (US)

Rolled QH with the ATV and roller - finished around 8AM. I certainly wouldn't do
this with the Ginzu due to limited snow but the roller was perfect to start our base
with. 

The ATV is a joy to use compared to the old 550. The four stroke is far less stinky and
the traction of the unit is impressive. I need to take care of a cable issue with the left
track before we do any more grooming, Greg and I managed to get it shorter than the
other cable somehow. Other than that temporary issue steering is fantastic in
comparison to the sled. If you never used the snowmobile you won't know what your
missing but so far the ATV is a treat to use. Adding the Ginzu might change the
dynamic but so far it wins my nod.

I didn't call anyone to train because I'd prefer to wait until we have enough snow to
demonstrate the Ginzu at the same time. Right now we could do some work in the
Payne field now that its packed so Greg and I will schedule training sessions soon.

QH is skiable but use rock skis - its a little thin yet in places.

19
John Resman
12-04-2011
12:04 AM ET (US)

Henry and I finished wiring the ATV this morning and moved the ATV to Quarry
Hill. The roller, ginzu, and scarifier were moved outside and the tracksetter was
attached to the ginzu. A short test run of the ATV pulling the ginzu worked well.
Everything should be OK to start grooming (a few minor things left to do that Henry
will take care of).

Henry will be out rolling in the morning - not sure what time he's planning to do it so
it might be hard to meet him. He is planning a training session for the Quarry Hill
ATV in the near future (no date set yet).

18
John Harford
12-03-2011
08:40 PM ET (US)

How many is too many to watch and learn how to use the equipment at QH? I could
be available on Sunday morning also.

17
Dave Greymont

I can't take all the credit. Jeff and Lisa also helped putting in poles to mark the edges
of the pond. Sorry I can't be the to help roll snow but I'm suffering through 60 degree



12-03-2011
10:55 AM ET (US)

weather in California. Be back Wednesday.

16
Joe Gyura
12-02-2011
05:39 PM ET (US)

Like Chris, I'm available Sunday morning as well to watch, learn and hopefully be of
some help.

Thanks!

15
Bruce Walk
12-02-2011
05:02 PM ET (US)

Andy will handle any rolling Sunday late morning at Essex if we get enough snow.
Henry will do likewise (may earlier in the AM) at QH.
Took care of the following today at Essex:
- asked P&R about the concrete barricades piled at the bike path. They came and
moved them this afternoon.
- put up a small piece of snowfence to keep people from dropping into the pond
accidentally. It looks like Dave also trimmed the brush and put up a few posts to mark
the trail edge. Thanks Dave.
- Gas Card is available in the old spot for now.
- I checked out some gas cans - no purchase yet as I'd like to find the easiest 'no spill'
design that will work with mittens and cold temps. Whatever happened to a good old
fashioned spout?

14
Chris Flood
12-02-2011
04:44 PM ET (US)

Assuming that someone may (crossing my fingers) be grooming this weekend at
Quarry Hill, can you let me know so I can meet you out there to at least observe the
process a little bit and maybe help out if needed. I may be useless as a groomer at this
point, but I can plant pine boughs.

Thanks.

13
Bruce Walk
11-25-2011
06:16 PM ET (US)

Greased all the Ginzu actuators (Essex and QH)
Moved the Scarifier and weights to Eastwood
Greased the front struts on the Skandic
Repaired the Quonset rear door
Replaced the Quonset outlet cover with a new one that isn't 1/2 broken
Note: For future reference, we use Skidoo grease specifically for low temperature
applications.
Edited 11-25-2011 06:18 PM

12
Bruce Walk
11-18-2011
07:22 PM ET (US)

Took care of the following this afternoon at Essex:
- Greased the snowmobile bushing
- Taped down the wiring
- Topped off Anti-freeze. Oil level seems good - 3/16" from the full mark. Best to not
over-fill.
- Moved all the fence posts from the red barn to the quonset.
- Moved the roller, yellow drag, and Ginzu to the drag area. Did not install the
tracksetter yet or move the weights intentionally to avoid any vandalism possibilities.
- Moved the mower into the corner where the groomers were.
- Brought out the otter sled
- Generally straightened all the stuff in the quonset.
- Put a clipboard back in the quonset. I have checklists to put on it.
- Moved the pallets from the red barn.
- Swapped the broken benches for good benches in the red barn.
- Flushed the quonset lock with Tri-Flow, put a cover over it (old inner tube).

11
Dave Greymont
11-18-2011
03:33 PM ET (US)

Today’s Odds and Ends:
1.Put some lath along the Q.H. shed loop to mark the trail.
2.Cut a few pine boughs that were hanging over the trail and put them in the shed for
use in marking more trail later.
3.Put current registration stickers on the snowmobile at Essex, and put the portion
you’re supposed to keep with you in the zip-lock map bag beneath the seat of the
snowmobile.
4.Purchased another bundle of lath to reinforce the snow fence on the 55th. Street
field. I have it in my car. (Too windy today to work on fencing.)
5.Went shopping for a light to use for ski team sign-in/sign-out at Q.H. Couldn’t find
anything suitable. Will probably buy a simple clamp on reflector light and make a



stand that will attach to a picnic table.
6.Now planning for a little afternoon siesta.

10
Bruce Walk
11-17-2011
01:57 PM ET (US)

Took care of the following over the last week:
- Covered the QH mower and put the moth balls, etc underneath.
- Put the winter QH signs in the QH shed. The sign board should be changed in the
next week or two.
- Moved all the Essex RASC signs into the red barn. Now have to find a box to
organize them.
Last weekend, Dave and I:
- Put the lathe up in the 55th st. field
- added snow fence near the caretakers house
- added ties to the 55th st. snow fence
- put up most of the signs (walking directions and 'no sledding'
- put up the winter map and winter signs on the Essex sign board

9
jeff radke
11-12-2011
05:06 PM ET (US)

Just finished my orientation to grooming with Professor Walk this afternoon. 
Went over the ABC's of starting the snow mobile, some of the attachments and they're
applications, and a general outline of how I will gain experience, being new to this.
Part of it is this practice post!
Looking forward to working with everybody and hopefully soon!

8
Greg Rowley
11-09-2011
12:20 PM ET (US)

Actually the process of putting the tracks on only took us ~1.5 hours factoring in
getting tracks/ATV to Henry's etc. took more time.

7
Henry Walker
11-09-2011
11:19 AM ET (US)

Greg Rowley and I replaced the summer tires with winter tracks on the four wheeler
11/8. It takes two people certainly and about 3.5hrs of time. The instructions are fairly
good but nothing like a hands on experience. Two cement blocks stacked on top of
each other works well for a jack stand when changing out tracks. Hope I can
remember all the details for next year - time to write an SOP. (note to self) I need to
change oil, check track tension, test track alignment, install lights and the Ginzu
switch before the unit goes into grooming operation.

6
Greg Rowley
11-07-2011
08:06 AM ET (US)

Dave and I changed the oil and Stabil put in the gas of the two mowers. We changed
the blades on the QH mower and cleaned out the underside of the deck. I've got new
grease fittings for the spindles and will put those on this week and grease them. The
Essex mower we didn't change the blades on or clean the underside, I forgot my floor
jack and that mower is too big to just tip up.

Also blew the leaves off the wood's area at QH didn't get down the bike paths, there
was a big group out that I didn't want to disturb to much.

5
Dave Greymont
11-06-2011
08:22 PM ET (US)

Yesterday Greg and I pulled out the posts at Essex that barricaded the trail from
unwanted vehicle traffic.

4
Bruce Walk
11-06-2011
06:08 PM ET (US)

I put the seat back on the snowmobile, reinstalled the battery and the groomer wiring.
Tested it - all seemed to work fine. Also put on the light bar with two lights, 1 halogen
pointed straight back, 1 LED pointed down toward the groomer. Both work off the
switch on the right handlebar cluster (DC). I ran the snowmobile awhile. There is
some smoke coming off the tape Greg put around the exhaust. I expect this will
continue for the first hour or so of running. 
Still need to tape all the wiring down securely but I can do that when I move it to
Essex.
Also, the green weight for the Scarifier is back.

Replaced the battery in the mower at Essex with the new one from Kunz. Starts fine.
Edited 11-06-2011 06:08 PM

3
Dave Greymont
11-04-2011

Jeff and I put up the remainder of the lights at Eastwood today. We had to dodge a
few golf balls but other then that it went without any difficulty. The collars I put on
the plugs worked well and none fell down inside the light canisters. The caps that I



07:23 PM ET (US) made to fit flush with the surface in the grassy areas worked pretty good. On some of
them the ring I glued to the under surface of the flat cap broke lose. I’m going to have
to improve my gluing technique. 

Jeff and I also walked the trail and picked up the larger debris and cut the bramble
canes along the edge. Eastwood should be ready to ski as soon as we get snow.
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